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The series of questions which is often grouped under the heading "the· 
Johannine Problem" is perhaps the most intractable of all those which confront 
New Testament scholars. Many of these questions cannot be avoided, no 
matter which of the five traditional 11 Johannine 11 books is studied. On one 
side there is the complex of queries surrounding the Fourth Gospel: its 
authorship, historicity, milieu, nature and date. In another direction 
is to be found the formidable set of challenges associated with the 
Johannine Apocalypse. 
No less difficult are the questions posed by the Epistles of John. First 
there is the question of authorship. Did one writer pen all three works? 
What is the relationship of the writer/s of the Epistles to the author/s 
of the Fourth Gospel and the Apocalypse of John? There is also the problem 
of timing - even leaving aside the Gospel and Apocalypse, is it possible 
to come to any conclusion concerning the priority of one or other of the 
three Epistles? Were they written at the~ time? l4hat is the answer 
to the peculiar absence of contemporary names 1 in l and 2 John? What, in 
fact, is the nature and intention of each book? What is one to make of 
the current church situation, of the elusive personalities and their 
movements? 
The hypothesis advanced here suggests that the three Johannine Epistles 
came from the same hand, the author of these also being the author of the 
Fourth Gospe1_2- At some period, probably in the last two decades of the 
first Christian century, the writer, a man with a supervisory role over 
a number of churches, was living in a certain strategic centre (quite 
possibly in Asia Mino;). He wrote l John, 2 John and 3 John on one 
occasion. The First Epistle is fundamental. It was written to meet a 
disturbing situation which had arisen in a local church! The writer 
expresses his concern about two basic characteristics exhibited by certain 
counterfeit Christians. These are (i) the holding of a docetic type of 
Christology, and (ii) an arrogance and lovelessness which is the result 
of a claim to superior religious experience. The writer portrays clearly 
and positively what he conceives to be the nature of genuine Christianity,~ 
which comprises certain norms of faith and practice. 
2 
1 John, then, was written to a local church and was intended to be read 
publicly before its members. 2 and 3 John had a supplementary purpose: 
2 John was written to a notable lady within the church that received the 
larger Epistle, and 3 John to her husband, Gaius. ALL THREE DOCUMENTS 
WERE INCLUDED IN ONE PARCEL which was addressed to Gaius. Accordingly, 
two of them could be either anonymous (1 John)'or without the main 
recipient's actual name (2 John). The "something to the church" 7is 
1 John. 
The wife was perhaps the theologian of the family.i She received a brief 
restatement of the theological 11 heart 11 of 1 John (tt1e true doctrine of 
Christ). This was to be a yardstick for the offering or refusal of 
hospitality to itinerant teachers or preachers. She was perhaps called 
f.l<,,\-tt<'T".:} 1<..u;o(O(. 'I because she was so obviously .a choice Christian:0 
but fundamentally because she was elect of God~ Her husband Gaius had 
as his main responsibility certain administrative and presbyterial duties. 
Both he and Diotrephes (and probably others in some sort of "senior 
JJ,.. 
council") had influence in the local church, but 11 Diotrephes ... likes 
to put himself first 11 !3 This had created tensions in the community which 
could only be resolved by the intervention of the "area supervisor"· - the 
-rrf°~tr,$.C.,-r-i,l'os~"' There was no need to hide from Gaius the exact 
position of individuals (eg Demetrius) nor to avoid the name of Diotrephes. 
On the other hand, both individual commendation and censure had to be 
avoided in l John'f which was to be read openly before the congregation.'' 
In one sense the First Epistle is not a letter at all; it bears~ 
resemblance to a spoken address which has been recorded~7 Thus it has 
no opening according to the regular letter pattern of the age, and the 
conclusion is far from orthodox. {For al1 that the personal tone of 
the writing is evident, by, inter alia, the repetition of vocatives such 
/ l , C"') a s -(f./(. v ' o(. J .J( r .<. ff" 1-ro l. , a n d ..,-re< t l) " o( . 
\~ith respect to the community of the writer~1 some people had already "gone 
,,, z.o 
out" - these are the 11 antichrists 11 • Verse 10 of the Second Epistle 
contains advice for th~ fOture treatment of itinerant people with similar 
views. The Third Epistle unambiguously names one villain (whose stated 
error is that of rejecting discipline, though he may well have been guilty 
2.1 
of doctrinal unorthodoxy as well). 3 John also tells Gaius what the 
church should do by way of monetary or other assistance to true missionaries~4 
In both 2 and 3 John the writer refers to an impending visit. ·The state-
23 
ment in 2 John and both statements in 3 John all apply to the same visit. 
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Z.lf A further reason for the anonymity of l John may perhaps be detected: the 
.above hypothesis does not preclude the send~ng out of other copies of the 
First Epistle to well-known congregations with other accompanying "2" and 
"3" Johns appropriate to the local situations concerned. 
Such a scheme as that enunciated here, is, like so many contemporary re-
constructions of first century events, incapable of anything approaching 
final proof. Essentially,however, the hypothesis would seem to be 
plausible if a reasonable case can be made for the following points: 
(1) That one author wrote the three Johannine Epistles 
(2), That all of the Epistles were written on one occasion 
(3) That the nature of the books themselves is best explained 
by the hypothesis 
(4) That there are already two "fronts" (in the sense of elements 
in the heresy) against which the writer directs 1 John, one 
of these being the issue in 2 John (the doctrinal controversy) 
and the other, the issue in 3 John (the ethical controversy) 
(5) That all movements alluded to in all the Epistles fit 
naturally into one local Sitz im Leben 
(6) That all named or unnamed personages readily find a place i~ 
one local church situation.~5 
In succeeding chapters these propositions will be examined seriatim. In 
the meantime, and even at this early stage, it may be appropriately asked 
what consequences would follow the successful demonstration of the pro-
posed reconstruction. 
The primary consequence is that the hypothesis presents a more complete, 
more "multi-dimensional" view of first century church life than other 
views of the Johannine Epistles do~' 
The other great consequence of the acceptance of the hypothesis lies in 
the area of church discipline and the refutation of error. A complete 
picture of the methods employed in the repudiation of heresy and immorality 
by an outstanding first century Christian leader becomes possible. 




1 Cain is named in l John 3:12; his is the only non-contemporary name. 
~The Apocalypse of John is generally excluded in what follows on 
the ground that its study is a large subject in itself, and that 
it would often be irrelevant to a study of the mutual relation-
ships of the Epistles. On the other hand, it would be quite 
impossible totally to exclude the Fourth Gospel. It stands in 
far too close a relation to at least l John and 2 John for this 
to be done without seriously damaging the whole picture . 
. 3The acceptance of a Johannine community provides a preliminary 
signpost to this locale. since Revelation l :9 says "I John ... 
was on'the island called Patmos". · 
If-See page 139 re other 11 2" and 11 311 ,Johns. 
S Cf. the New English Bib.le title for 1 John: "Recall to Fundamentals". 
bJn fact, since "anonymous" really means "of unknown authorship" 
and not "of unstated authorship", 1 John wasanonymou.snofToThe 
original ·r-eaderS:lniTo-nly-fo-ciTstant or later readers. 
7 3 John 9 
~Cf. the hypothesis of the dual authorship of the Epistle to the 
Hebrews by Aquila and Priscilla, the wife taking the greater 
part but being unnamed because of ancient custom not to announce 
a woman author. For details see Donald Guthrie: New Testament 
Introduction, Hebrews to Revelation, p.22. 
'2 John 1 
10 Shown both in the commendatory remarks at the start of 2 John and 
also in the way she had been bringing up her children. 2 John 1;4 
11 R. Schna·ckenburg, Die Johannesbriefe, Herder, Fre·iburg; Basel, 
Wien, 1970 (4th Edition). p.305 
IZ See pp. 272 ff 
133 John 9 
1'f3 John l, 9, 10; cf. 2 Jotrn l 
'{See page 167 
1'see e.g. the triple address T'i..1<..'/Lo<./1T<:>l.T.f.;1-:r..$/vi.i:.:..-1{0--K.ol 
in l John 2:12-14: these vocatives are used enigmaticdlly, but 
clearly all refer to the membership as a whole. ("the threefold 
arrangement is probably not much more than a d1etori cal figure" 
C.H. Dodd, The Johannine Epistles in the Moffatt New Testament 
Commentary Series, Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1946, p.38) or 
to the membersh·ip in its various parts (R. Oultrnann says "if..-k..v/<><. 
designates the readers co1 ·1ectively" but in the case of 1r~·-r{/'f.S 
"' Vf.t>(.Vt'd-J<'ot. "the author addresses the various age groups" 
Comm. The Johannine Epistles (E.T.) Fortress Press, 1973, p.31) 
- 5 -
'7 Pp. 157 
t'i Pp. 258 ff 
11 l~ '1A 9o(v ., John 219 ; 
~0 1 John 218 ; cf 1 John 2 22 ; 
cf. l John 4 1 
43; 2 John 7 
~'Because of their mutually consistent doctrinal teaching, and 
also because of their fundamental agreement with New Testament 
doctrine generally, Schnackenburg does not hesitate to use 
the adjective "orthodox" even when discussing the doctrine 
of such early books as the Johannine Gospel and Epistles. 
Comm. pp. 159 and 322; cf. P.312. 
z.:i.3 John 5~ 6. One meaning of rr;ooir~1fw · is "help 
on one's journey with food or money". W. Bauer, A Greek-English 
Lexicon of the New Testament and other early Christian Literature, 
translated by W.F. Arndt ana F.W. Gingrich, Chicago, 1957,p.716. 
~~2 John 12; 3 John 10 and 14. 
~It is very 1 i ke ly that there ~<Jere other epistles of John. P.s. 
Cyprian contains the statementtfiat Christ "instructs and exhorts 
us in the letter of his disciple John: 'so see me in you as one 
of you sees himself in water or in a mirror'". New Testament 
Apocrypha, ed. by R. Mel. Wilson, Butterworth, 1965, pp.91-2. 
3 John 9 is commonly regarded as indicating a lost letter, though 
that is not the view adopted in this hypothesis. 
z5For a diagrammatic representation of the hypothesis see p.252 
~'Probably a more manysided view of a church than any other part 
of the New Testament, too. See pp. 50 to 52. 
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PREPARATORY CHAPTER 
THE JOHANNINE EPISTLES: A SURVEY OF THEORIES OF PROVENANCE AND 
MUTUAL RELATIONS 
Before any particular theory of the interrelationship of the constituent 
parts of the Johannine epistolary corpus may be advanced it is necessary 
to review relevant theories propounded over the last century or so. 
How may the many theories be classified from the point of view of the 
relations of the Epistles to each other? It would seem that all theories 
fa 11 into one or other of eight categories': 
1. THOSE WHICH DO NOT RELATE THE EPISTLES SITUATIONALLY, THOUGH THEY 
DO SO FROM THE ANGLE OF AUTHORSHIP, TIMING AND GENERAL AREA. 
A number of scholars' ideas come in this grouping: 
B.F. WESTCOTT 
The traditional attitude to introductory questions is expressed in the 
commentary of Brooke Foss Westcott 1'The Epistles of John" published in 
l883.2 '3 Westcott believed that the Gospel and all three Epistles were 
written by one writer, viz. the Apostle John: The aged Apostle probably 
wrote the four books in "the last decade of the first century": the 
destination was Asia~ 2 and 3 John at least being written probably from 
~ Ephesus. As with all writers in the present category, no 1 John/2 John/ 
3 John link is proposed. The problem of the address of 2 John "is 
7 
insoluble ~Jith our present knowledge." 
A.E. BROOKE 
1912 was the year of the publication of Canon Brooke's very comprehensive 
and i nfl uenti a 1 commentary on the Johanni ne Epistles~ Brooke contended 
that common authorship of the Fourth Gospel and l John ''remains the most 
probable explanation of the facts known to us" .1 He hesitated to name 
the actual author:
0
but believed him to be a pupil of John the Apostle." 
The date of the three Epistles could hardly have been later than A0.110. 
The Epistles were "almost certainly addressed to a definite church or 
group of churches'' in Ephesus or elsewhere in Asia Minor whose circum-
stances were well known to the writer. '3 Thus they are not "catholic" 




probably to a church. Gaius and Diotrephes belonged to the same church 
as each other.~' The missive alluded to in 3 John 9 is not to be 
identified with 2 John because (i) there is no mention in 3 John of the 
2 John teachers, (ii) Diotrephes does not get a mention in 2 John and 
· 17 
(iii) the attitude to strangers in the two letters is quite different. 
Brooke concludes: 11 we should probably therefore add this instance to 
the many indications in the Epistles of the New Testament of a wider 
correspondence than has been preserved in the canon 11 • Brooke's judgment 
that 3 John 9 does not signify 2 John may be accepted without hesitation, 
even though his reasons leave much to be desired.'' 
H .A. IRONSIDE 
Nearly twenty years after Brooke's commentary, that of Ironside appeared 
in the United States!' In commenting on 2 John, Ironside expressed the 
belief that the primary recipient was 11 a Christian matron who, with her 
children, adorned the doctrine of Christ".:z.o The lady concerned had 
written to ask advice regarding the treatment of false teachers; she had 
then received 2 John as an answer.. Ga i us and Di otrephes be 1 onged to 
the same church~' Demetrius had earlier suffered at the hands of that 
"self-elected leader", Diotrephes, and had been "ruthlessly barred out 11 
by him.u There is a considerable element of speculation both in _the 
matter of the postulated letter to the Elder and the earlier ejection 
of Demetrius; no substantial evidence on either side can be adduced 
in either instance.~3 
A.H. McNEILE I C.S.C. WILLIAMS 
The second edition of A.H. McNeile's work "An Introduction to the Study 
1-'f 
of the New Testament" was published in 1953. In that volume the four 
Johannine books are again said to have been - in all probability - by 
the same man ~s The error was of a theosophical nature - 11 the tendencies 
of which Cerinthus was a representative"~'- A rather unusual feature is 
the assertion not only that Gaius and Diotrephes belonged to one and 
the same church, but that Demetri us was their fe 11 ow-member as well.~ 7 
JOHN R. l~. STOTT 
Stott2''tollows the traditional line of Westcott in matters of authorshipl-'I 
and environment of both writer and readers~
0 
2 John was written to a 
church~ 1 Diotrephes and Gaius belonged to the same church as each other,J~ 
the latter being a member with some undefined but important position: 
- 8 -
11 
- the Elder would hardly have written so outspokenly of Diotrephes 
to any but a church leader 11 .n Stott thinks the argument of at least 
1 and 2 John directed against Cerinthianism~~ but is very well aware 
of the positive aspect of the Epistles: 11 A number of authors have 
argued that the Epistles of John are to be regarded rather as pastoral 
than polemical writings. There is some truth in this assertion. John 
exhibits a tender, pastoral care for his readers. His first concern 
is not to confound the false teachers, whose activities form the back-
ground of the Epistles, .but to protect his readers. his beloved 'little 
children' and to establish them in their Christian faith and life 11 • 3s 
The pastoral emphasis is of the greatest importance, especially in 
regard to the hypothesis advanced in these pages. It helps to explain 
in particular the very reason for the existence 'Of both 2 John and 3 John, 
one of which might seem unnecessary if they were sent to one family. 
Why would any writer bother to write separate letters to a husband and 
wife l~( or, more accurately, to a husband on the one hand and to a wife 
and children on the other) at the same time? The answer is to be found 
;I' 
in the pastoral and evangelistic area. The '1'£KVo\ of verses l .and 
4 of 2 John fall into two categories, the believing and the unbelieving. 
The last thing that the Elder desires is that the believing be_sidetracked 
du~ing their tender years by a recital of the machinations of Diotrephes, 
who was supposed to be an example, a mature Chr·istian leader; nor perhaps 
is it appropriate for them to be told details of the author's modus operandi 
as he deals with a disciplinary problem involving adults. As far as the 
unconverted children are concerned, the Elder refuses to become guilty df 
causing them to stumble37 by openly displaying before them the shortcomings 
of those who ought to exhibit a responsible Christian character~~ The 
author is far too spiritually sensitive, too pastorally concerned, for 
his young converts or potential converts to countenance that'. Accordingly, 
he writes two short letters, one (setting out the steps which he himself 
will take re Diotrephes) to Gaius. 3 John is thus intended for.the eyes 
of Gaius alone (or perhaps,it may be conjectured, for Gaius plus his wife 
but not the children). The other letter - since it would be unthinkable 
not to convey warm greetings to the whole family - is addressed to the 
mother and children. 
John Stott has, then, unwittingly indicated the logical answer to the 
problem for the hypothesis of the existence of two short letters originating 
at the same time and sent to the same home. 3 9 
- 9 -
DONALD GUTHRIE 
A comprehensive and valuable study of questions involved in the Johannine 
Epistles appears in Guthrie's New Testament Introduction:
0 
Guthrie argues 
that the author of l John was definitely an eyewitness of the ministry 
of Jesus~' the Apostle John being the most likely writer. The Second and 
Third Epistles are likewise assigned to the Apostle:
4 
The Fourth Gospel 
is dated c90-95, and was probably slightly before l John, but "it is 
difficult to be certain - 11 ; "' 3 2 John was soon after 1 John ~.tf-and 3 John 
about the same time as 2 John. Guthrie says 11 In a 11 probability this 
Epistle (3 John} and 2 John were the latest Johannine writings and the 
latest of all the New Testament literature - 11 .'+f 
4-6 Donald Guthrie hovers between seeing l John as a letter or as a sermon. 
The readers were probably "a group of people,possibly in more than one 
Asiatic community, with whom the author was personally acquainted" .'+-7 
A lady and not a church was the probable recipient of 2 John: 11 - this 
would help to account for the reluctance of some of the early Christians 
to use the Epistle. A private letter written to a lady would not seem 
of sufficient importance to receive canonical status. 11 4-g 
Some of the most interesting suggestions naturally arise with respect to 
the Third Epistle: Diotrephes is reckoned leader of the church concerned, 
whether legitimately or no. 4~ Demetrius had no connection (so Guthrie 
argues) with earlier missionaries rejected by Diotrephes, since otherwise 
no commendatio~ of him to Gaius would have been necessary.50 
If Gaius and Diotrephes belonged to the same church, the Apostle wrote 
two letters to it - one to the whole memberships-1 and the other to his 
most trusted friend within it. In Guthrie's view the three Epistles 
are very closely linked by virtue of common authorship, by dating, and 
by the provincial area concerned, but no co-ordinated single complex 
of events at the personal level is proposed - e.g. in discussing the 
possibility of 2 John - 3 John situational links, Guthrie says: "in the 
absence of any allusion in 3 John to the false teaching of 2 John, it is 
better to keep them apart".~.2 On page 221 it is said to be "unlikely" 
that 3 John 9 denotes 2 John, while "It is very improbable that l John 
is meant because 3 John is obviously intended for a much smaller reader 
circle,~3 and the letter in 3 John 9 would seem to have been concerned 
with a specific situation. 11 >'1-
The objection to l John being indicated is quite unconvincing. The writer 
of 3 John 9 says categorically that what he wrote in his other communication 
was "to the church 11 , even though 3 John itself was to one man, Ga i us. 
- lO -
Moreover, the writer of a church letter would be unlikely to raise 
simply one harsh criticism in sharp relief, but would probably clothe 
what he had to say about inappropriate Christian conduct in a wider 
positive presentation with a sufficient grounding in theological truth.H 
It therefore follows that, far from 1 John being excluded by the 3 John 
9 reference, it is more appropriate to its requirements than any other 
writing known. The vagueness of· the f"l 
56 
and the essentially 
similar problems as far as Christian living is concerned of 1 John and 
3 John 9 and lOr~trongly endorse this judgment. 
W.G. K0MMEL 
Werner Georg K~mmel also proposed that one man wrote the Fourth Gospel 
and the Johannine Epistles but that the actual author is unknown~~ All 
the Epistles can be dated c9.0-llO.s-1 ·In one sense this writer is the 
most radical of those whose work is included in the first category '- 0 
because he refused to limit the original recipients of 1 John to the 
area of the other two Epistles, or indeed, to any specific area: 
11 1 John ... appears to be a tractate intended for all of Christendom, 
an encyclical directed to all fellow believers, a 'manifesto 110 .' 1 
On page 308 he says again,"1 John is in no way to be understood as a 
writing for specific readers". 
The position advanced here is not convincing; Kllmmel himself says that 
various authors have objected to the theory he holds, claiming 
(i) that 1 John presupposes a specific historical situation, 
(ii) that it contends against the danger of a heretical belief 
toward which the readers have already taken up a position, 
(iii) that the author implies a limited readership and 
(iv) that the vocatives used of the addressees ('children', 
'beloved') imply an intimate pastoral and fatherly 
authority over a spiritual flock. 
I 
Kt.Immel 's main point is the lack of what he calls "concrete" and "personal" 
relations in 1 John. An eloquent and effective counter to the main thrust 
of Kt.Immel 's position is to be found in Robert Law's book 11 The Tests of 
fo 2. L ife 11, written over 60 years ago. 
E.3 
Werner Kt.Immel states that 2 John was addressed to a church, and that (in 
common with the hypothesis) 2 and 3 John originated at the same time.''r 
The congregations of the two short Epistles were different, "for the 
figure of Diotrephes will not fit into the harmonious picture of 2 John 11 • 6~ 
- 11 -
The last point is plainly arguable, especially the use of the strong words 
11will not fit". A simplistic 2 John situation is implied where all the 
foes were outside the church and all the saints within. The Third 
·Epistle shows that in at least one place there was a "villainous" faction 
within, and 2 John itself, while not saying that heretics were inside the 
church, at least indicates in the plainest terms that they were knocking 
at the very door. It is likely that the Elder is in both letters trying 
to arrest the threatening unorthodox tide in one fellowship. His attack 
is two-pronged, dealing now with the danger within (3 John'l, and ,now 
with that without (2 John). 
KOmmel objects to three influential positions: 
(i) Harnack 1 s view of 3 John in the context of "the old 
provincial missionary organisation.against the individual 
churches which had been consolidated under monarchical 
(ii ) 
( i ii ) 
1 eadershi p11 ' ' 
Bauer•s claim that Oiotrephes was a Gnostic 67 
KHsemann 1 s idea that the Elder was himself heretical and 
had been excommunicated by Diotrephes.69 
KOmmel prefers to see 11 a conflict between a fixed ecclesiastical organisa-
tion and an earlier, free~ charismatic situation"~ibut has doubts about 
whether the Elder does in fact represent the latter pos1t1on. KUmmel 
suggests that the Elder is, like Diotrephes, only a congregational leader?
0 
but that "he enjoys more than local authority". 
J.A.T. ROBINSON 
John A.T. Robinson's book 11 Twelve New Testament Studies 11 devotes some 40 
pages,\o Johannine matters, a~d in particular, to challenging five 
commonly-adopted positions regarding the Fourth Gospel (primarily) and 
the Johannine Epistles. 
The five presuppositions which in 1962 seemed 11 generally agreed 11 are: 
(1) That the Fourth Gospel writer used sources, including 
one or more of the Synoptics 
(2) That his own background is different from the events 
and teaching he purports to record 
(3) That he is a witness to the Christ of faith, but not the 
Jesus of history 
(4) That he represents the end-term of theological development 
in first century Christianity 
(5) That he is not the Apostle John nor an eyewitness. 
The first presupposition attracts the judgment that 11 - the case for 
literary dependence (is) quite unproven and indeed quite unproveable", 
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a judgment which entirely accords with that of W.F. Howard and C.H. Dodq 
in their 
1 oaks as 
sources, 
later writings. Robinson quotes P. Parker with approval: "It 
though, if the author of the Fourth Gospel used documentary 
he wrote them all hirnself 117~ •• "Indeed he is his own tradition".73 
As far as the present hypothesis is concerned, Robinson's remarks contain 
a repudiation of the 11 school 11 theories .of Johannine orig~ns, for not 
only is the idea of synoptic sources behind the Johannine Gospel denied, 
but also any sources outside the one writer's own observations and exper-
ience and deductions. The Fourth Gospel is said to be too much of a 
piece to admit of replanning or editing by different men, even men with 
the same general background and characteristics.7.f.f The stance taken in 
dealing with the authorship of the Gospel leads to Robinson's equally 
assured denial of the "school" concept when he turns to the Epistles in 
relation to the Fourth Gospel and each other: "I am persuaded that the 
Gospel and the three Epistles a11· came from the same pen and are addressed 
to the same community, though in a different situation". 7 f 
Presuppositions (2), (3) and (5) all have to do with the historical 
directness of the witness of the Fourth Gospel author~' The Dead Sea 
Scrolls provide a convincing rebuttal of points (2) and (3) (says Robinson)~ 7 
Presupposition (4) concerns dating, for which early limits are indicated 
by two statements: 
(i) Robinson agrees with E.R. Goodenough that the Fourth Gospel 
theology "reached its essential, if not its formal, maturity 
by about the same time as St. Paul's, at a date, that is, 
before any .of the Synoptic Gospels were written" 7 i 
(ii) From the way the writer of the Epistles speaks, he "had evidently 
been their evangelist and pastor from the earliest days".7' 
In fact the Gospel was probably written first and the Epistles later: 
there was 11 - at least a decade and more probably two, between the teaching 
(and perhaps also the writing) of the Gospel and of the Epistles." i 0 
l, 2 and 3 John were probably, but not necessarily, close together as far 
as date of writing was concerned.to 
The raison d'etre of Robinson's whole construction comes from his conviction 
that the.readers in all cases (i.e. of the four Johannine books) were 
Diaspora Jews.ii It is this that moves him to separate the Gospel and the 
Epistles by so long a period. The readers were the same people in both 
bases, but their circumstances had changed. 
'62. 
Robinson favoured Cerinthianism - Cerinthus was a Jew - as the probable 
foe of the writer, though "It would be a mistake to assume that there was 
a 1:1 correspondence between the views of Cerinthus and John's opponents'' ... 
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11 the heresy of the Johannine Epistles is better explained by vJhat we know 
of Cerinthus than by any other known system 11 .'3 
Specifically, 2 John p'resupposes at least two churches (the 11 Lady 11 and 
her 11 sister 11 ),. 3 John "probably another one 11 plus 11 a number of Christian 
centres visited by travelling missionaries", and~~ 11 perhaps 11 a group 
of Johanni ne churches·""" 
Robinson's thesis raises a number of questions of great importance for 
Johannine studies, though here the destination of the Johannine writings 
in the either/or sense of Jews of the Oisperson versus various Gentile 
Christians is far less ~ital than the personal mutual relations of the 
original addressees of the three Epistles.'$ In any ~ase, without accepting 
the whole Robinsonian position, it is perfectly possible to acknowledge 
the force of his contentions regarding authorship and mutual dating~' With 
respect to destination, the 11 probably 11 and 11 perhaps 11 of page 12997are not 
substantiated in any way. No case has been made for going along with 
Robinson in the Johannine Epistles' 'interrelationship suggestion. Indeed 
in the end Robinson must be assigned to category 11 l 11~ust because he pro-
vides no personal situational link, though he goes much further than some 
writers in that he makes the 1 John, 2 John and 3 John readers belong to 
one ethnic and religious environment.'af 
WHAT, THEN, OF CATEGORY l? FOR WHAT IS IT TO BE COMMENDED? 
HOW IS IT INFERIOR TO THE HYPOTHESIS? 
It is to be commended for the scholarly caution which is exhibited in the 
face of what is, in the last analysis, possibly unproveable. It is 
inferior to the hypothesis in that it represents too much caution. Given 
common authorship, common heresy, common behavioural problems, possible 
common area and possible common dating, besides a scheme which easily 
takes account of the individual people and events concerned:1°there is 
only one element lacking from the point of view of closely co-ordinating 
the three Epistles: That is a categorical statement within the books that 
the local circumstances are common. That this~ lacking cannot be denied, 
but for all that, two statements or combinations of statements may be noted 
here: 
(i) the statements concerning the proposed visit/s of the Elder 
in 2 and 3 John~are so similar as to suggest the same occasion; 
(ii) there is a real likelihood of 3 John 9 referring to 1 John. 
-·,.., 
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Neither of these is unambiguous; they must be interpreted. Thus it is 
not possible to assert positively that the situational milieu of John 
equals that of 2 John equals that of 3 John. Yet,over all, it is highly 
probable that this is so. The absence of unequivocal cross-references 
weakens the conclusion to the extent that one must not say 11 certainly the 
same situation 11 , but 11 very probably the same situation". Conversely, 
the scholar is not justified in not suggesting a close life connection in 
any comprehensive study of the Johannine Epistles. 
2. THOSE WHICH SAY THAT THE EPISTLES CANNOT BE RELATED 
The obvious candidate here is RUDOLF BULTMANN.12. In his commentary on 
the Johannine Epistles the Fourth Gospe1 1:nd l John are said to be by· 
different authors: 11 - identity of the authors has often been asserted 
and is frequently asserted even today. I cannot agree with this 
supposition 11 • f4' 
Apropos the Epistles, Bultmann says: 11 so far as the relationship of 
the three letters to each other is concerned, complete clarity, in my 
opinion, is not possible 11 .'1r He goes on,"It can be said with certainty 
only that 2 John is dependent upon l John, indee~ that 2 John is definitely 
a secondary work 11 • 415 It is ''a'catholic' letter, which the bearer ~ould 
deliver to appropriate congregations from tirtie to time. 11 '1
6 
The Third Epistle - 11 a genuine letter"?? was also probably dependent on 
l .John. Yet for a 11 of his use of the word 11 dependent", Bultmann does 
not posit common authorship of the Epistles: he implicitly denies it.erg 
The reasons for so doing are basically that 
(i) 2 John was late (later that is, than 3 John, since 11 the author knew -
3 John 9 ff - 11 )'"1 
(ii) 2 John is a pseudo-epistle which in reality imitates 1 John 
(iii) 3 ,John was definitely post-1 John, since it reflects that book. 
It came from 11 the period of conflict between the old, specifically 
Johannine tradition and the initial development of ecclesiastical 
organisation". 100 
The crux of Bultmann's position is the second point. It is of course 
very difficult to argue that one work is not an imitation of another 
/01 
similar one; The answer to Bultmann must rest on the twin bases that his 
argument is very subjective and the observation that the only· support that 
he has gained is from convinced followers of his general position regarding 
the Johannine literature (e.g. J.L. Houlden).'0 L 
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What is the strength of category 2? 
·Bultmann's view appears to be a bold new initiative aimed at breaking 
the deadlock of having to determine the identity of unnamed and elusive 
characters (lady/sister/2 sets of children) and their position in the 
Johannine locale. If 2 John is a fiction it would appear on the surface 
that Bultmann is right in saying that no co-ordinated personal picture 
is possible. 
What is the weakness of category 2? 
The hypothesis of Bultmann that 2 John is not a real letter but a 
"fiction" 
10
tounders at the very point at which it seems strongest. Even 
if it were merely an imitative work (which opinion the vast majority 
of scholars deny), it is an imitation of something and for some reason. 
The "of" is easy - according to Bultmann it is an imitation of l John 
and 3 John, the former theologically, the latter structurally, and both 
to some extent verbally. But what Bultmann fails to answer is the "why". 
2 John had to be written for something - what? The answer is that it 
instructs Christians to ostracize docetic heretics. But,then, on whose 
authority? The only possible answer is that the readers recognised 
the authority, or were tricked into believing that they had done so. 
Thus the readers must have been familiar with at least 3 John or 1 John 
or the writer of them; had this not been so they would have had a truncated 
f O'f . , 
message and an unaddressed and finally unauthorised work. To any readers 
but those of 1 John and/or 3 John the writing would be so enigmatic as 
to have little persuading power. Thus there~ a personal link at the 
readership level, and a real or pretended one at the authorship level. 
Therefore, ev~n if 2 John were a fiction, situational personal links are 
demanded. Bultmann's agnosticism does not lead to a separation of the 
letters at a personal situational level, but an affirmation of their 
personal interdependence. 
How is the hypothesis superior to category 2? 
A satisfactory personal link is easily discernible in the hypothesis 
1<1ithout recourse to a theory of imitation which satisfies very few scholars 
and whose emergence on the scene ultimately does nothing to dispel the 
mystery of the Johannine epistolary situation. On the contrary, it adds 
to its comp le xi ty unnecessarily. 
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3. THOSE WHICH PARTICULARLY EMPHASIZE A VERY CLOSE l JOHN/2 JOHN 
LINK. This includes the theories of C.H. Dodd and Neil Alexander.~s 
C.H. DODD 
One of the two or three most significant commentaries in the English· 
language on the Johannine Epistles is that of C.H. Dodd in the Moffatt 
series of New Testament commentaries, first published in 1946~0b Dodd 
suggested (tentatively) that the three Epistles were by one writer who 
was a disciple of the Evangelist. Many of this commentator's conclusions 
were based on prolonged studies in the Gospel of John: "The interpretation 
... which I offer here has in large measure emerged from studies primarily 
directed towards the understanding of the Fburth Gospel in its contemporary 
setting."
107
Possibly the Elder John wrote the Epistles, but if so, he 
101 was not author of the Fourth Gospel as well. As far as the writer of 
the Third Epistle is concerned, he had high authority in the church: 
"He commissioned missionaries and planned for their support, and he 
expected to have his directions carried out by the various congregations 
in his region. He was in fact ... one of the 'elders' or 'presbyters' who 
in the sub-apostolic age carried on the tradition of apostolic authority".'0 1 
He must.then, have been a major personage in the Johannine school. 
Dodd conceived of 1 John as a circular epistle, 2 John to a particular 
t . d 3 J h · t 1 tt t fri·end.110 In some congrega 1on, an o.n as a pr1va e e er o a 
enigmatic manner, 2 John is dependent on l John. From the point of view 
of the Sitz in Leben of the readers, 1 and 2 John are also close to each 
other; the main difference is that the propagandists were not yet present 
in the 2 John situation, while they were in that of 1 John.
111 
No connec-
tion can be established between 2 and 3 John, the latter was perhaps at a 
quite different time, and in "an entirely different situation", which may 
have been earlier than the other two Epistles!'~ Several points were 
made by Dodd apropos 3 John: (i) the church situation was one of transition 
between the"missionary 11 phase and that 
of local episcopacy 113 
(ii) Demetrius was perhaps one of the earlier 
missionaries, who together with his 
colleagues and armed with 3 John was to 
11 resume (the) interrupted mission"''~ 
(iii) there is no hint in 3 John that Diotrephes 
was unorthodox 11'+ 
(iv) 3 John 9 does not indicate 2 John since the 
doctrinal controversy of the 1atter is absent 
f ram the former. '' ! 
'· '.· ' ·., '.~ . 
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Generally (Dodd affirmi·- correctly), fh~ ~pistles do not appear to come 
from a time of persecution. Although the church is unpopular (1 John 3:13 
"Do not wonder, bretheren, if the world hates you"),visiting missionaries 
could perhaps have obtained gifts from pagans had they been so inclined 
(3 John 7). By taking these facts into consideration, Dodd suggested 
that a post-Domitianic date, a period when acute persecution had but 
recently ceased, is slightly to be preferred. Thus Dodd reckoned AD.96 
to 110 as the approximate period of writing. The p 1 ace was Asia ."b 
Dodd, then, separates 3 John from 1 and 2 John on the grounds of contents, 
especially the human situation indicated. It is not legitimate to do 
this - to say that 3 John represents "an entirely different situation 11 -
because it is linked (i) with 1 John and 2 John by its authorship 
NEIL ALEXANDER 
according to Dodd himself 111 
(ii) with 2 John by its structural similarity even 
i n de ta i 1 s II'& 
(iii) with l John by the close affinity between the 
ethical errors condemned in the First Epistle 
and exhibited by Diotrephes in the Third Epistle 
(iv) with 1 and 2 John by its similar (albeit briefer) 
theological references to "truth" 11 '1 
and (v) with 1 John by the similarity (but not identity) 
of statements in 3 John 11 and l John 2:29, 
3:6, 3:9 and 3:10. 
The Torch Bible commentary entitled "The Epistles of John" was printed 
in 1962.'~0 Alexander's opinion is that the Elder John (not the Apostle) 
wrote the Fourth Gospel cAD.85 to 95 and the Epistles c.96.1 ~ 1 The readers 
of 2 John were not - at the time of writing - embroiled with the l John 
heretics.1~4 First John was written to a wide area: the 1 John/2 John 
relationship is 11 not unlike that observed between an American Presidential 
candidate's nationwide TV 'set' speech and any of his 'whistle-stop' five 
minute addresses given on campaign tour. Nine-tenths of the substance 
of the latter is from the big speech, greatly cut down in volume. It 
uses the language and recalls and presupposes knowledge of the main speech. 
It has some additional emphasis on the local situation and some 'snap' 
. 11..3 
practical advice for local party action." 
Against Alexander it may be said that a careful study of 2 John leads to 
the conclusion that it is not in fact more 11 local" than 1 John -
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I Z.'f 
both are directed towards a 1 imited number of very we 11 kriown readers. 
The prohibition - the most distinctively different aspect of 2 John -
would surely have applied anywhere. The impression made on the reader 
is that 2 John is essentially more private and individual, but not tp 
a more geographically circumscribed area. In fact (as is maintained 
in the present thesis) 2 John is most suitably considered as an accompany-
ing note sent with l John.'•S" Accordingly, 1 John is predictably "more 
studied, generalised" while 2 John is the kind of letter written. to one 
trusted person/family in confidence. 
Alexander does not say definitely either that Gaius and Diotrephes were in 
the same church or different (but nearby) ones. No ancient writer thought 
11. (o 
that 3 John 9 meant the Second Epistle, he says. 
The strengths of category 3 
Due notice is taken of two very pertinent points. The first is the 
literary connection between 1 ~nd 2 John, which at least implies a 
readership connection~~7 No less than seven verses in 2 John repeat or 
echo verses in the First Epistle: viz 2 John 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 and 12.'z.i 
Moreover, verses 6 and 7 each correspond fairly closely with two verses 
in 1 John and 2 John 5 with three. In other words, 2 John, which has 
only 13 verses, has a total of eleven close affinities with 1 John. 
In fact, the only verses not repeated or echoed in the larger writing 
are either those with an "epistolary" significance or else those which 
prohibit the giving of hospitality to enemies of the Faith. 
The second connecting link is in the doctrinal sphere, i.e. in the concept 
of the "truth":
2
the doctrine of God, the understanding regarding evil 
powers, the status of Christians, and most of all the common Christology 
of l and 2 John. 130 
A probable weakness is that both Dodd and Alexander see 2 John as to a 
local church! 31 Other problems are (i) the failure adequately to note the 
s tructura 1 1 inks between 2 and 3 
John,which are not of such a nature 
as to indicate imitation by a 
different writer, but are strong 
enough to suggest that-ule plan 
and contents of one letter were 
still very fresh indeed in the 
writer's mind when he wrote the other; 
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(ii) the inadequate weight given to the 
common authorship 13L 
(iii) the relating of the planned visits 
of 2 and 3 John (couched in very 
similar terms) to each other 
(iv) the omission of a clear address if 
1 and 2 John were sent without 3 John 
(unless an address appeared on the 
outside of the works) 
(v) the merely _r1~ativ~ reference to 
strangers in 2 John; surely there 
were true missionaries about as well? 
The superiority of the hypothesis may be expressed with the utmost brevity: 
the 'strengths' of category 3 are incorporated and its weaknesses avoided. 
4. THOSE WHICH EXPRESS A COMPOSITE VIEW OF THE 2 AND 3 JOHN SITUATION 
BUT MORE OR LESS EXCLUDE 1 JOHN FROM IT. 
The views expressed by James Moffatt, Charles Gore, Grenville Lewis and 
(possibly) J.P. Love'~ 3 come in such a category. Ernst Kasemann has 
propounded a radically modified picture of the 2 and 3 John situation 
which comes closerto this group than to any other. 
JAMES MOFFATT 
In his book, An Introduction to the Literature of the New Testament, 
/3Y. 
published in 1912, Moffatt surveyed the then ~urrent literature on the 
Johannine Epistles in some detail. One conclusion he reached was that 
2 and 3 John were probably by the same author (possibly he was author of 
Revelation a~ well) but that the man concerned did not write 1 John or the 
Gospel. Since he held such a conviction, Moffatt naturally kept 1 John 
13S 
("a 'catholic' homily") relatively distinct from 2 and 3 John, though all 
five Johannine books were still regarded as having much in common. Moffatt 
also related 2 and 3 John closely to each other on account of their being 
(he said) directed to the same church! 3~ 
CHARLES GORE 
Nothing of consequence was added to the understanding of the situation 
surrounding the writing of the Epistles by the commentary of Gore, at one 
. 137 
time Bishop of Oxford, in 1920. The Apostle John was reckoned as author 
of the Gospel and the Epistles; he lived at Ephesus.'3i The Second Epistle 
was "written to a church personified 11 .'3'1 The only unusual feature which did 
not (and does not) commend itself to most writers was the suggestion that 
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l~o 
the ft of 3 John 9 denotes 2 John - an apparently modest but significant 
situational connection. -
GREVILLE P. LEWIS 
/4/ 
Lewis 1 relatively short commentary has something to say about most of the 
concerns of the present chapter; of greatest interest is the attempted 
reconstruction of the background circumstances of 3 John. Briefly, the 
author of John and the three Epistles was 11a disciple of the Apostle"; 
he wrote in Asia; the Gospel is to be dated c.85-and the lesser books c.87~~~ 
The Second Epistle, since it presupposes 1 John,was written after it, the 
recipient being a local church.''+3 
111-~ 
Lewis states that the two short Epistles were to different churches. John 
had sent missionaries to evangelize and also to encourage the local churches; 
a copy of 2 John was perhaps to be given to each Christian congregation.'~~ 
At Gaius• church all went well, but then Diotrephes called a meeting in his 
own church, repudiated the Presbyter John 1 s authority, refused hospitality to 
the visitors, and possibly rejected 2 John without even reading it. Some 
members who were loyal to John received the missionaries and were then 
excommunicated. The travellers reported to Gaius before going back to 
their base. The Third Epistle was then written and committed to the widely-
respected Demetrius, together with a written message to Diotrephes (3 John 9). 
This message was to be read at the church meeting and the various earlier 
I 
wrongs righted; failing such a response, the Elder would make a personal 
visit and deal with the recalcitrant members. En route to Diotrephes 1 
church on the second journey 3 John was to be presented to Gaius. That 
loyal Christian was to be ready to assist the missionaries on their return 
journey to Ephesus should Diotrephes and his followers continue to be 
obdurate. 
Generally the picture presented by Lewis deserves praise, particularly in 
its treatment of the 3 John situation. Yet various objections must be 
raised: (i) the theory has no real place for 2 John, which is an after-
thought in the 3 John presentation, and which would appear 
to be unnecessary in addition to 1 John. If there had been 
a gap between 1 and 2 John with new developments intervening 
the relevance of 2 John 10 and 11 could be made out, but it 
must be borne in mind that Lewis assigns both to the same 
date - c .87. 11.f-l. 
(ii) the enigmatic address of 2 John is not explained 
(iii) Gaius and Diotrephes are unnecessarily placed in different 




In 1951 the radical ideas of Ernst Kasemann about the Johannine literature 
were published in an article entitled Ketzer und ZeugJ~8 Kgsemann (perhaps 
surprisingly) holds to the essential unity of authorship of the Fourth 
Gospel and three Epistle~~'though he does perceive interpolations in the 
ISO 
Four~h Gospel at least as far as ch.21 and 6~5lb-58 are concerned. He 
did not entirely rule out the possibility of a Johannine "school" 'of 
ISi 
authors, and nor did he reject Bultmann's idea of a "prototype borrowed from 
heathen gnosis" for 1 John as well as the Gospel .'sz. The. Gospel is dated -
and the Epistles too, apparently - at the end of the first century.'s3 Both 
Syria and Ephesus are mentioned as possible places of writing of the Fourth 
Gospel and Epistles, though not so much as Kasemann's own views as those 
favoured by others: KRsemann himself says of the Fourth Gospel that both 
language and gnostic influence "let one think increasingly of Syria instead 
of Asia Minor as the home of the Evangelist 11 .'f1.1-
HS" 
The really revolutionary aspects of K~semann's thinking in 1951 originated 
in a study of 3 John'S"~nd were prompted by writings of Harnack and W. Bauer. 
From Bauer's book "Orthodoxy and Heresy in the most Ancient Christianity" 
(published in 1934) Kasemann became convinced that heresy had a great role 
in the early church, and that heretical churches were "assimilated only 
in by a long and changeful process." 
Bauer believed heresy on the part of Diotrephes to be part of the 3 John 
problem, but K~semann reversed this. Diotrephes is, f6r him, unquestion-
in 
ably the sole leader, the monarchical bishop of his church, a fact that is 
, lf8 
demonstrated by his excommunication of missionaries and of the Elder himself. 
Diotrephes was doctrinally orthodox~~1 By contrast, the Elder was(contrary 
to all other known instances in that period)a "lone-wolf'' presbyter, who 
11.o 
was unorthodox, a character whose Christology lay between that of radical 
gnosis of docetic type and the emerging catholicism of the era!'' The Elder 
tried ineffectually to reprove Diotrephes, but was on the defensive because 
he knew that his own position was weak. However, the distinctive doctrines 
/f.Z.. /€.3 
of the Elder, expressed with great originality in the Fourth Gospel and in 
1 John, proved in the end to be more durable than some of those of early 
catholicism and eventually displaced them.'&"" 
Rudolf Schnackenburg's four reasons for rejecting the thesis of Kasemann 
appear on pages 299 and 300 of his commentary: of these the most 
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persuasive are the first and the last. The former is the objection that 
the whole reconstruction founders on the attempt to prove the theology of 
. . "s the Elder heretical. The latter is the objection that 2 John cannot 
justifiably be omitted to the extent that it is from the picture presented. 
Additional objections which can be advanced include the following: 




The excommunication of the Elder is fundamental to KMsemann's theories 
but it is nowhere stated in 3 John. 1•~ Only those who welcomed the 
missionaries were "cast out". 1'7 
K~semann says that all the Elder can summon against Diotrephes are 
"lame complaints over evil gossip and greed for power"',69contending 
that such feeble action does not fit the usual church idea of the 
Elder. The obvious objection here is that KMsemann ignores the 
impending visit of the Elder.'"' It is true that 3 John 14 could 
indicate a purely private visit to Gaius, bu} 3 Join 10,with its 
l~v ~ 6'-1>, 6rr~v., fJ"t-.l e(OTou "r~ ~,,-yo< ~ Trot~ t, 
cannot be understood in so restricted a. sense. It indicates 
public exposure by an authoritative personage. 
Kasemann says that the 3 John writer cannot excommunicate, but 
that the 2 John writer can. Since he claims identity of author-
ship, a conflict emerges here, unless, of course, 2 John is held · 
to emanate from an earlier stage before the Elder was excommunicated!70 
The ignorance and silence of the church concerning its greatest 
theological sor'i''is a major hazard for KHsemann, as it is for 
exponents of the various "school" theories. '7'1. 
FOR WHAT IS CATEGORY 4 TO BE COMMENDED? 
The strengths of the group are the same as those of group 3, except that 
rather less attention is paid to the l John/2 John link from an environ-
mental standpoint, and (as may be expected) correspondingly more to 2 and 
3 John relationships.'13 
FOR WHAT IS IT TO BE CENSURED? 
( i ) 
( i i ) 
''"' 2 John is still seen as address/d to a church, this being 
expiicitly stated by both GonPand Lewis.17 ' 
Oddly, 2 John is almost ignored when reconstructions of 
the setting are attempted, even by writers who apparently 
set out to co-ordinate the characters and movements of 
2 and 3 John. 177 To some extent the tendency is understandable 
(the Third j:pistle "is full of personal and circumstantial 
detail -")11iut it is not justified. 
HOW IS THE HYPOTHESIS SUPERIOR TO CATEGORY 4? 
It combines the strengths of both it and the previous category, while 
avoiding their weaknesses, particularly that of the necessarily inco~plete 
nature of each scheme. 
: '· . 
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5. THOSE WHICH ASSERT THAT THE THREE EPISTLES WERE WRITTEN MORE OR 
11'/ 
LESS AT THE SAME TIME, 1 JOHN BEING A CIRCULAR TO AN AREA, 2 JOHN 
TO A SINGLE CHURCH AND 3 JOHN TO AN INDIVIDUAL WITHIN THE 1 JOHN 
ORBJT. 
The obvious exponent of this idea is Schnackenburg, though A.M. HUNTER 
is also to be included. The view is also expressed (prior to Schnackenburg's 
adoption of it?) by C.H. Dodd in his commentary on the Epistles.'10 
RUDOLF SCHNACKENBURG 
I SI 
The influential commentary of Schnackenburg - Die Johannesbriefe - is 
especially noteworthy because of its great attention to detail, its 
balance and its scholarly caution in arriving at conclusions. For these 
reasons, and also because the latest edition is relatively recent, the 
vrnrk undoubtedly merits a fuller treatment than other commentaries. In 
the pages that follow the main areas which have relevance to the current 
investigation are passed in review. 
THE AUTHOR AND HIS BACKGROUND 
With regard to the authorship of 1 John, a useful statement of Schnackenburg's 
position may be located on page 7: "One can think of one born a Jew with 
Aramaic as mot~er tongue, who has adopted the Koinef Greek faultlessly, 
112 
yet in other respects kept the Semitic feel of the language". A little 
further on it is asserted that "f'iK'l(o<. a."'c:;iC. rrolt ~ (o< are ·11 parti cularly 
suitable in the mouth of an elderly man who has prominence and authority". 
These words would be readily endorsed by many commentators, but they 
represent a conclusion rather than a starting-point. The latter is 
discernible in the opening sentence on page 24: "Today there is widespread 
agreement that there is no investigation of John 1Uwithout religi~us 
historical inquiry". Schnackenburg then goes on to reject the either/or 
explanations of the Johannine literature based on Jewry or Hellenism 
because they are inadequate .' 9'f He says: "Particularly in the more recent. 
investigation the question of a comprehensive gnostic intellectual (or 
spiritual) stream (Geistesstr~mung), which drew all culture areas of that 
time in its power (or spell - Bann), has been debated. When and wherever 
this stream has its origin - not many investigators today adopt a strong 
Jewish componenti~ need not be i nves ti gated here -" (though the heretics 
resisted in 1 John, Colossians and the Pastoral Epistles all belong in it). 
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Under the heading "The place of Historical Religion" $chnackenburg lists 
several religious traditions or movements and discusses their bearing on 






Judaism outside Qumran.Linguistically "some terms and phrases 
are only intelligible in the mouth of a Jew who was acquainted 
with the Old Testament and also had touch with Rabbinism".''" 
The same can be said of content: the writer was of Jewish 
background, and did not come to Jewish concepts only via 
Christianity. "This particularly affects the whole circle 
of sin and atonement" .1i1 · 
Qumran. The Qumran texts certainly have 11 significance 11 
for the Johannine Epistles, but what this might be - general 
Jewish milieu or a more personal~annine/Apocalypse/Baptist/ 
Qumran link, ora post-AD.70 Christ.ian/Essene connection -
is in doubt. -
Hellenism. The writer uses the current Grlek language 
"faultlessly simply, yet not clumsily"'~ a fact that is 
seen particularly from the more informal, Hellenistic letter 
style of 2 and 3 John. 
Oriental Syneretism. Some parts of 1 John require reference 
to the mystery religions, hermetic mysticism, and the magic 
papyri (Magi) for their elucidation. Especially is this 
so of "born of God" .1i, 
Gnostic Movement. 1 and 2 John both demonstrate that "there 
is no doubt as to the contact of the author with Grostic trains 
of thought. He does not fully reject the movement ... " but 
"radically rejects the Gnostic way of ·salvation, which would 
dispense with the Saviour character of the incarnate Son of 
God". '~1 The Johannine "dual ism" "is separated from the 
Grostic dualism by a chasm". Schnackenburg says: "The author 
of 1 John knows no metaphysical opposition between Godly and 
material world, no two hostile principles of origin .... the 
polarity of God's world and 'this' world .... becomes a religio-
ethical division.1qo 
(What is asserted of l John is true of 3 John as well, e.g. 
verse 11). 
Negatively, there is no "myth" of a "Redeemed Saviour" in the heresy attacked 
in l John (nor is there,of course, in 2 John or 3 John). The heretical· 
way of salvation without a saviour was central in the opponents' system). 
The above material is unspeculative and mostly uncontroversial. It presents 
a fair summary of what may be gleaned fro·m the Johannine writings themselves. 
It has an important bearing on any Johannine studies in the area of 
essential background, and .in a preliminary manner shows the underlying 
unity of the three Epistles, since all the statements (a) to (e) above 
apply to all the Johannine Epistles~ 1 ' The way is therefore prepared 
(but no more) for the possibility of common authorship, common date, common 
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location, etc. for the three Epistles, and so for the present hypothesis 
itself. 
The linguistic/stylistic comparison of l John and the Fourth Gospel (which 
is in Schnackenburg 's commentary basically a summary of the arguments of 
''P-C.H. Dodd versus those of W.F. Howard) leads to the conclusion that "from 
this angle the acceptance of a common author has no obstacle in its way". 'f3 
Theological comparisons of the same two books lead either to an assertion 
of identity of authorship, or to the claim that two closely associated 
'1.'f ,,~ 
persons wrote John and l John respectively. The 'yield' from this for 
the hypo thesis is sma 11: if the two books be by one writer, then the Fourth 
Gospel may perhaps be employed in the attempt to date the Epistles. If 
both Gospel and Epistles have a common author and there are good grounds 
for dating them close together, then the Gospel (which is alluded to more 
than the Epistles in the non-biblical early writers) can definitely be 
used in attempts a~ dating the whole corpus. In fact - according to 
Schnackenburg - the Fourth Gospel and 1 John are to be put in the same 
very short period.''' 
, 
When he discusses the TTf E.~vTyos question, Schnackenburg con-
tends that no original additional name was later excised, and that 
ff f £.tf'(S!Jrt.toS is no fictjtious title (as Hirsch had claimed) to 
indicate "that here the one great witness of Asia Minor was writing, who 
was in a special sense 'the Presbyter' 11 .'7 7 
Schnackenburg seems to grant the existence of the Presbyter of Papias 
(separate from the Apostle John), but says that there is nothing to 
demonstrate that he and the Presbyter of 2 and 3 John were the same. 
1'17 
He observes that the 2 John writer was known to the readers, and says 
of the Third Epistle,"According to 3 John the 'old man' exercises a more 
patriarchal than a jurisdictional supervision over the congregations".''S 
In the end, it must be recognised that the ~ 'TTJ° ~~ ~Tif> 0 S 
designation cannot novJ give the answer to the authorship question~11 
All that can be said is that 2 and 3 John almost certainly have the same 
author (both have 6 .-rr,..O~d"~~T"°os , they are about the same length, 
and they have similar styli.stic peculiarities). 
The contents of l and 2 John connect these books together, just as the 
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_description of the writer as "Elder" (and other points) links 2 and 3 
I 
John. It is especially in 2 John 4 to 9,and then particularly with 
regard to love (and its practical realisation in brotherly love) and 
faith (and the right christological faith at that) that the close parallel 
with 1 John is seen. 
All in all, one author for all three letters "may at least be permitted 11 .z.oo 
On pages 300 and 301 the commentator asserts that the Johannine author-
ship of the three Epistles cannot be answered "with final certainty, 
but .... one must at least postulate for the letters a prominent personage 
from the 'Johannine circle' ..... who represents and truly holds the 
'Johannine tradition'". 
Thus Schnackenburg appears to hold a type of 'school' theory - viz. one 
that allows the possibility of different Fourth Gospel/Epistles author-
ship, but which views the Epistles as from one person. 
The last point is naturally entirely consonant with the current hypothesis. 
THE DATE AND ORDER OF WRITING 
On pages 15 ff Schnackenburg lists evidence which he claims indicates 
a late first century date for 1 John: 
.' 
(i) the repeated "from the beginning" of 1 John 2:7,24 and 
3:11 (cf 2 John 5) 
(ii) the crystallising out of the. 11 antichrists" (2:19) 
(iii) the intensive activity of the "false prophets" (4:1) 
(iv) the self-asserting struggle of the churches faithful to Christ 
(v) the fact that the readers are no longer in direct touch with 
the salvation event, but only "hearers" (3:11) 
(vi) the more powerful and clearly defined nature of the Gnostic 
movement as compared with Paul's day 
(vii) the nature of the Parousia expectation: there is "a certain 
resignation" about it, and "problems do not seem to arise 
from it". 
A 11 of these concerns (we are to 1 d) 11 a1 ready fi 11 a page of church his toryu 
and so lead to a date near AD.100 for 1 John . 
. There is a considerable element of subjectivity in criteria of this sort. 
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When one thinks of the developments in the church situation which took 
place during Paul's ye,ars of literary activity - say from AD.49 to 64,20' 
a period of only about 15 years - it may be asserted confidently that the 
'Johannine picture" could easily represent any point on the fast-changing 
ecclesiastical scene from perhaps AD.80 onwards.20' 
So much for the date of 1 John per se. At a later point in his In~ro­
duction, Schnackenburg declares that the priority of the Gospel or the 
.Z03 
First Epistle relative to the other cannot be determined, but that their 
.&.O(f. 1 lO$ 
contents necessitate that they be considered more or less contemporaneous. 
Later again, in the Introduction to 2 and 3 John, 2 John is assigned a 
date near that of l John because of the attack upon the fa1se teaching~0 ' 
In fact, all three letters may have originated at the same time. 
No exception need be taken to Schnackenburg's conclusion of contemporaneity 
or near-contemporaneity for the four books. That is wholly reasonab 1 e. 
THE STRUCTURE OF THE EPISTLES 
With respect to the structure of 1 John, Schnackenburg notes the suggestion 
of Roller that the ~pre-Asiatic" form of letter differed from the Hellenistic, 
and that it was still in existence, as could be demonstrated from Hebrews 
;,..07 
and 1 John. Schnackenburg says that this can hardly be proved. He is, 
of course, correct. If this were the explanation of the l John form; 
why are 2 and 3 John so obviously Hellenistic letters? Schnackenburg 
finally contents himself with saying "In the last analysis this type of 
letter (l John) remains a riddle to us". That conclusion is not one of 
total agnosticism regarding structure, though. He says of the writer 
that "He states his purpose at the beginning (1 :1-4) to make known the 
basic message of Jesus to the world concerning communion with God on the 
ground of union with Jesus Christ; but at the same time he allows himself 
to be stimulated through the countering of heretics and the concern for 
the inner strengthening of the Christian church. So time and again he 
adds instructions and admonitions. Thereby certain larger sections 
arise, in which one thought calls forth another". Thus neither unplanned 
progress nor the very systematic type of analysis is to be endorsed. 
The exegete must (says Schnackenburg) get his analysis from the work, not 
fasten it on to it. Such wise advice is apposite considering the almost 
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desperate attempts which have sometimes been made to impose a rigid ana-
. . . 2..0~ ; 
lytical scheme on to 1 John. Schnackenburg's concept of structure and 
plan is to be welcomed, but not the circular letter theory which flows 
from it .20'1 
The related matter of the unity or otherwise of l John is of no direct 
relevance to the hypothesis since the final product - 1 John as we have it -
and not a hypothetical intermediate stage, is alone important~~ 
Both 2 and 3 John are divided into an Introduction, three sections and a 
cone l us ion .111 The s true tu re (or "lay-out" or "design" - An l age) is an 
element demonstrating that 2 John and 3 John are "actual, not fictitious, 
letters". l-tl- (other elements which lead to the same conclusion are style, 
concise treatment of concrete questions, and the naming of indivi~ual 
persons - in 3 John). 
THE OPPOSED HERESY 
Fair agreement as to the general outlines of the combatted heresy may be 
said to exist today. Schnackenburg makes the following points:~'3 
(a) The author fights on a single theological front. Even 
if the terms "antichrists" and "false prophets;' include 
a plurality of groups, they agree in their denial of the 
Christ of the church. 
(b) The heretics represent both a christological "lie" and false 
moral views.''"' "The faith heresy and the moral indifference 
stem from the same source, and become a united unchristian 
attitude" (or "conduct" - Haltung)~'f 
(c) The opposed religio-moral declension from Christianity is 
Gnostic in origin. 
(d) The opponents are to be looked for mainly in heathen-Christian 
• 1 c1rc.es. 
The first two of the four statements (i.e. (a) and (b)) express exactly 
the viewpoint of Chapter 4 (following) where it is contended in addition 
that there are indications of both the doctrinal and ethical errors of the 
heretics in all three Johannine Epistles, as one would expect if the three 
books basically reflect one situation (albeit with differing emphases). 
The position adopted in this thesis is that one Epistle leaves out what 
is present in another, e.g. the prohibition in 2 John, the commendation 
in 3 John) not because they are addressed to different situations, but 
merely because they are complementary:'b One Epistle carries on where 
the other leaves off, the writer selecting what he wants to say (and 
omitting what he does not want to say) to the immediate recipient/s in 
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each case. The particular ktnd of heresy concerned is to be discussed 
. Ch t 4 (f 11 . ) :i.i'7,~• 9 1n ap er o owing . 
THE GEOGRAPHICAL AREA CONCERNED 2.lf 
The First Epistle (in Schnackenburg 1 s opinion) "presupposes a Pagan (5:21) 
Gnostic-infected region - ".z.2.oThe area, which would appear to encompass 
-a..io 
11 a localized circle of Christian congregations",is more likely to have 
been Asia Minor than anywhere else. The evidence favouring that area 
• 1.1.I 
and others may be summarised thus: 





(ii) what little can be deduced internally harmonises with 
this, e.g. it was the main area of the early spread 
of Gnosticism. ).n. 
Gnostic views were traceable in Corinth at an early 
period (l Cor. 6:12, 8:1 ff, 10:23) 
(i) The 'Syrian' character of the combatted. Grosis perhaps 
(but not certainly) points to the Levant.~2 J 
(ii) The "speech i diom 11 does the same 
The address "ad Parthos" occurs at the top of 2 John in 
two late MSS, and is sometimes said to have been "moved 
across" from 2 John to 1 John. 
The only serious contenders for the l John locale are Syria and Asia Minor. 
Against Syria, Schnackenburg affirms that the idiomatic type of Greek (if 
this is really Semitic) need suggest "nothing else than (that) the author 
was a born Palestinian" .>-2."°He considers "the grounds are not sufficient 
to cross over from Asia Mi nor to Syria. u i.a.y 
Again, the conclusion offered is perfectly compatible with the hypothesis, 
as a Syrian or even Greek milieu would be. 
PERSONALITIES 
Something should be said about the .persons named in 3 John:~2.S 
(i) Gaius is described by Schnackenburg as "a befriended layman .. 
' obviously the centre of a circle of friends, a prominent 
Christian and intimate friend of the 'Elder', but no official 
church person." :u.~ 
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(i·i) Diotrephes was perhaps a monarchical bishop or a me~ber of 
a senior council (or teaching body) .z.,_7 Schnackenburg writes: 
"all possibilities remain open as to whether it is a matter 
of usurpation or misuse of office" (in Diotrephes' case)~~' 
(iii) Demetrius is reckoned as possibly leader of the travelling 
missionaries; perhaps he was also entrusted with the delivery 
of 3 John.~~qHe was not previously known to Gaius.2 Jo 
Quite possibly Schnackenburg's assessment of the position of Gaius is 
~ '31 212. 
too modest and that of Diotrephes too elevated, but no dogmatism is 
justified here. 
THE DESTINATION OF THE THREE EPISTLES 
Schnackenburg affirms quite categorically that 11 - 1 John is directed to 
a larger circle of communities, 2 John to one single community and 3 John 
. 233 . Z.3"" to a private person". Besides C.H. Dodd two other notable writers -
A.M. Huntef3Jnd Floyd V. Filson - advocate a similar set of destinations. 
Filson makes the original 1 John readership wider than Schnackenburg does: 
"l John was written as a general letter to be read in many churches; 
2 John was sent to a certain church, not now identifiable ... "t3' 
No reasons are 
except (i) 
( i i ) 
given for Schnackenburg's determination of destinations 
that a "circular" (i.e. r:2resumably a circular for 
unrestricted distributid~~ must have an address,23W 
which 1 John has not. Schnackenburg does not even 
discuss the opposite possibility that his conception 
is not too narrow, but too wide. 
(implicitly only)that, si·nce2 John is regarded as a 
church lette1!9 1 John must, with its greater detail, 
have been intended for a wider readership. 
The two related questions concerning the kind of destination intended for 
1 John and 2 John respectively. are at the very heart of the present 
hypothesis, and of course constitute the decisive point of departure 
between that and Schnackenburg's conceptions. 
It could conceivably be claimed that Schnackenburg's view is in keeping 
with the idea that the shorter Epistles were separate covering letters 
for the First Epistle, and that this comes close to the hypothesis. If 
this were the case, the specific and local nature of both 2 and 3 John 
would require the existence of other comparable letters which could be 
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2-Jl.o 
sent with l John to centres beyond those of the recipients of our 2 and 
3 John. Such a course of events is possible2:°'but in point of fact 
Schnackeriburg nowhere explicitly formulates any such theory.L~ 2 
Various terms are used by Schnackenburg in indicating the extent o,f the 
readership. l John is for "a region", "a localized circle of Christian 
congregations which found themselves in a similar situation", and "some 
groups) beyond the single congregation." 2.'f 3 
Schnqckenburg's basis for delimiting l John's original readership as he 
does is totally inadequate. There is no evidence that the book was a 
circular, and not a communication to a single church. In fact various 
considerations favour the latter, some of them strongly. 
Nine reasons for regarding l John as to a SINGLE community,to ONE church, 
and 2 and 3 John as covering letters for it in that context: 
(i) In the one other instance in the New Testament where an Epistle 
has no address, lack of an address does not occur where there is 
a wide circlt"'cff recipients, but a narrow one. That instance of 
course is Hebrew~5a book which is most commonly reckoned as 
being a message to a single group of Christians in one place. 
The internal evidence that a specific local community was in 




The readership "has a definite history 11 • The author refers 
to "former days" (10:32), to previous persecutions invol'{ing 
public exposure to abuse (10:32, 33), to plundering of 
property (10:34), and to generosity to others in need (6:10). 
He knew the circumstances in which their conversion took 
place (2:3) and their past and current position regarding 
persecution (12:4) as well as their present attitudes and 
frame of mind (5:11 ff, 6:9 ff, 10:25). 
The readership "has definite links with the writer". 
Besides the evidence adduced under (a) there are various 
points of contact visible in 13:18-23. 
The readership "was a section of a larger community'! 5: 12 
limits the readers to only a part of one congregation because 
"the are capable of a teaching ministry, and this could 
hardly apply in general to the rank and file members of 
a church". Nor however, are they themselves the leaders, 
as 13:7 and 13:24 indicate. 
It is plainly legitimate to conclude that the unaddressed Epistle 
to the Hebrews was intended for one community or for part of one 
community. 
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Again the readership has (to use Guthrie's words) "_g_ 
definite history~' In two places the writer refers to 
the message which "you (the readers) had from the begin-
ning" (2:7), or "heard from the beginning" (3:11)':-'0 He 
himself knew their spiritual surroundings in terms of the 
various "spirits" abroad (4:1). He was well aware of their 
most immediate dangers from separatist heretics (2:26, 3:7) 
or from "idols" (5:21).'2.~'&He knew their present spiritual 
state, their strengths and victories (2:12-14, 4:4). He 
was well aware of their great need of assurance and re-
assurance (3:19, 5:13). 
It is almost superfluous to say that the 1 John readership 
"has definite links with the Wtitet''. Robert Law expressed 
·this with characteristic fluency: "the personal chord is 
frequently struck, and with much tenderness and depth of 
feeling, the writer alternating between the 'you' of direct 
address (1:3-5, 2:1,7,8,12-14,18, etc. 3:5, 13 etc.) and 
the 'we' in which spontaneous feeling unites him with his 
readers (1:6,10, 3:1.2.14,16~18 etc. 4:7,10,11 etc. 
5:14, 15, 18-20). Under special stress of emotion his 
paternal love, sympathy and solititude break out in the 
affectionate address 'little children' (-rfl<Y~,1f"olc~'~),. 2 11-1 or yet more endearingly 'my little children' (T£1<V(< l/"ou). 
As with Hebrews, no leaders are named, and none are in-
dicated in 1 John unless the term rrd..-r<f'£S u 0 be so 
interpreted. Anyway,there is no hint that the readership 
is more than one community at this point. 
Other New Testament letter~, whatever the 'breadth' of their 
intended readership, had. addresses~S"~hether they were 
'J-6'2. 
"Universal" letters - James, 2 Peter, Jude 
Letters to several provinces - the Acts 15:23 ff letter, 1 Peter 
Letters to several towns - Galatians (whether it was to 'North' 
or 'South' Galatia), 2 Corinthians 1 S'.1 
'2.S'~ J. ~s z. S'' 
Letters to one or two churches - Colossians, Romans, 1 Corinthians(?) 
the letters of Revelation 2 and 3 
Letters to one church - 1 and 2 Thessalonians, Philippians 
or 
Letters to individual people - Philemon, the Pastorals 
What may be deduced from this pattern? 
ri rs t: the inclusion or exclusion of an address appears to have 
no direct connection with either the number or location 
of the recipie_nts. at least as far as New Testament 
letters are concerned. 
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Secondly: The lack of ~n addr~~s with a New Testament letter 
indicates the lack of a suitable addressee in a 
particular congregation. 
257 
Thus, the Hebrews group appears to have been immature and leader-
les~~~or some reason. In a similar way, the lack of a l John 
address indicates that there was no undisputed leader (or even 
council) to which the "letter" could have been addressed. The 
writer could not address a hostile demagogue who did not represent 
the faithful in that church, and nor could he insert the name of a 
minority leader in a church letter because that would offend others. 
Thus he wrote without referring to anyone by name so that his u' letter may (hopefully; enjoy acceptance. Now this situation of 
a.60 
a church divided in this peculiar way and to this degree could 
hardly have obtained in every one of a ci rel e of churches. In 
any case, in the only known instance of the (or 'a') Johannine 
writer writing to a circle of churches, he stated exactly to whom 
he was writing.1 ~' It would appear inescapable that 1 John was to 
one church only. 
(ii) The precisely stated destination of 3 John, the vaguely-stated 
destination of 2 John and the lack of any stated destination in 
the case of 1 John strongly indicates a single receiving milieu. 
Out of the three Epistles of John that we have, two are not 'properly' 
addressed. Now, if the writer were in the habit of not addressing 
letters, considerable confusion could have resulted from careless-
ness or forgetfulness on the part of an envoy. The danger would 
be especially great if, as is often conjectured (on the strength 
of the 3 John picture), the writer sent out many letters to a 
number of churches. (In fact this is hardly in the realm of con-
jecture at all ~ the book of Revelation indicates that either he 
or an associate did send pastoral letters to various churches in a 
sort of diocesan area). If l John had been a 'circular', perhaps 
2.,2. 
sent at the same time as 2 John was despatched to one particular 
congregation, the problem might well be heightened and not relieved, 
for why should 2 John be vaguely addressed? Why should it not 
have had a specific direct address to compensate for the short-
coming of 1 John? 
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On the other hand, if 3 John were sent with l John, it would 
not only explain the presence of the larger Epistle and clarify 
its objective, but it would also cover its lack of stated desti-
nation. It seems then, that 3 John is necessary to 1 John. 
Moreover, 3 John would do the same for 2 John. The Second 
Epistle was either to a church or to an individual person.2'~ If 
to a church, and if it were sent with 3 John, the problem of the 
vague destination would be relieved considerably. If however, 
2 John were for a person and that person the wife of Gaius, all 
ambiguities would be removed. 
A strong case may therefore, be made for 3 John (or an unknown 
letter like it) being an introductory letter to 1 John and to 
2 John. 
Since we have 1, 2 and 3 John which interlock so admirably, and 
since we do not have any otner epistle which performs the part 
of any one of the three, the conclusion that all of them were 
sent in one parcel to a particular Christian named Gaius,who was 
to read and/or pass on each as the writer required and revealed 
in the works themselves, is weighty indeed. 
(iii) The state of affairs reflected in 1 John makes it unlikely that 
1 John is a circular. 
Nauck suggests that the antithetic prototype of l John was sent 
at an earlier date to deal with a church problem. Then, at a 
26~ 
later date, 1 John was sent in its final form. By that time the 
problem was much more acute. The despatch of the Epistle indi- · 
cates the depth of the concern of the writer for the people, which 
is made more obvious by the repeated terms of endearment and almost 
desperate warning. 
It is hard to imagine so anxious a spiritual parent allowing the 
error to reach a stage where church after church was affected 
both within and without before he took steps to correct the 
z'S 
situation. The.writer might have been fatherly and old, but he 
was no coward. He was not likely - according to the self-portrait 
he gives in 1 John - to delay action. As soon as he heard of 
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the threat of grave error in one church, he acted. If for the 
moment the possibility that 2 and 3 John were contemporaneous 
with 1 John be allowed, the proposed action is shown more fully. 
As soon as he heard of an explosive situation at the 'other end'~'' 
he did two things: he wrote and he planned a visit'~o deal with 
it. It is psychologically impossible to think of a pastor who 
was decisive, autocratic, and confidently orthodox, doing anything 
else. Besides, in the shorter Epistles he once says that he 
has (just?) received information (2 John 4) and twice implies 
that he has (3 John 4,9). Far from a situation dragging on for, 
a long time in a series of churches, or even in one church, the 
reader of the Johannine Epistles gains the impression that the 
doughty Presbyter will use a 'short sharp shock'! In 3 John 10 
he says as much: 11 - if .I come, I will bring up what he is doing, 
prating against me with evil words", and 3 John 13 and 14 betrays 
the same spirit. 
Thus on the grounds of the state of affairs among the readers and 
the psychology of the author, one receiving church is much more 
likely than a plurality of them. 
(iv) The polemical tone of many 1 John passages suggests that the 
writer's preoccupation is with only ONE awkward church situation 
and ONE main fo.e 
From one point of view l John 1 :6-10 seems as wide as Christendom 
in its application, but it is equally easy to see a reference to 
the sins of an individual within it. There is no better candidate 
in the Johannine Epistles than Diotrephes for the role of villain, 
sine~ he was still within a church where he could do harm, and not 
outsi'de like those who had left the fellowship (2:18,19, 4:1 ff). 
Chapter 2, verses lff, quite possibly comprises not only a general 
C/ ' ' "'-. warning against sin, but as the aorist tense in lV(l(/"'"'7 °',/"-°'/''7rf.. 
and l~" TlS ~cf11'J indicates, may anticipate a particular act 
of sin, the future involvement of others in Diotrephes'machinations. 
The passage also pinpoints the steps to be taken should an ordinary 
believer be sucked into the 'Diotrephesian vortex'. Naturally, 
correct behaviour in the face of temptation is the keeping of 
-r.k.s %vroA.cks (2:3), pre-eminently love. That is precisely 
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what Diotrephes had failed to do. The strong language of 2:4 -
I > ' ~~u,.nis EcrTLV expresses more-or-less the same idea 
as 3 John 1 o, with its ~o'tots TTO""lf o'ls tj'>...uo<.(' /;.,v • 
Similarly, 2:6 quite possibly - even probably - implies some hurt 
by an individual against the writer. The singular :, · )\{ywv 
< ,.. 
of l John 2:9 and the o -/"'-t'1"c,.)V of VII again appears to 
indicate one specific opponent as well as enunciating a general 
principle. What was there in Diotrephes if not a d'K~\"~o<).ov 
(V.10)? 'A ~oe. '$ov~(oe also seems a fitting description of the 
man. Moffatt translates the term "proud display (of life)", 
l.69 
J.B. Rotherham "vain grandeur (of life)", and the Twentieth 
Century New Testament as "pretentious (life)". The general idea 
of ostentation is very appropriate to the 3 John presentation of 
Diotrephes, while undoubtedly it has a more general application 
as well. 1 John 2:26 probably includes both the external and 
the internal threat: 3:4 speaks of "lawlessness" {~vo~to<), 
which may be understood in terms either of acts of or contempt of 
law.:z.(,f Insubordination may well have been a subject in the writer's 
mind as he wrote TTocs d Tf"O\.t0'/ r;>,-1 ~/!.,-(oev Ko<) ,..~~ 
) / ... ~ ( (, / , "' c. .) / 
0(. V<y'Uo( 'I/ TT'OC.£(, /(o(\ "') ~"f T"to( 61TTIV ~ &'<: Vo~<O(: 
it is the central idea of 3 John 9 and 10. l John 3:8 ascribes 
c. " ' ( / 1 1 l o TT01 t.c.>v ..,..., v oY""°'/'r'o<v to the de vi ; John 3: 0 
condemns the unrighteous and the unloving; 3:12 likens the un-
loving to Cain, while 3:14 says that he abides in death, and v.15 
· c\ c-) >' >'x .,-'(,v A {ov that he 1 s a murderer. l John 3: 17 says os o il<'I ~ ~ f"' 
'ToU K 6~00-and is perhaps again a reference to Diotrephes, whose 
2.'10 
name "Zeus-reared" was to be found only "in noble and ancient families" 
who were presumably well-off so far as this world's goods were con-
cerned. The loveless actions,quite out of keeping with a pro-
,_ 71 
fessjon of love (3:18),seem equally indicative of Diotrephes. 
A somewhat bitter note, based on personal experience, is detectable 
. ) / ( -
in 4:6 - those who O<tc.oUf.L '1~<4V know God. The verse hints 
~7~ 
that there are those near at hand who habitually do not "hear" the 
writer. In 4:7,8,11,12 the cry to love one another is iterated 
and reiterated, and here it is the situation within the fellowship 
which worries the Elder. That situation is retrievable; the 
situation without perhaps not. The fourteenth verse of the 
fourth chapter once more contains a sort of cri de coeur of 
apostolic wrath against a (?) theological upstart. The same 
themes as occur in earlier parts of the book are repeated in 
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h 5 .
J..73 c apter 
The tone of numerous verses thus seems to signify a personal 
opponent of the writer within his readership. Since the tone 
is so pervasive, it is logical to suggest that one reader in a 
single addressed church is meant. 
Identical conclusions may be drawn from 2 ·John. There is the 
same preoccupation with Christians' loving one another and the 
concomitant fear that some don't~7'fVerse 8 begins with the 
warning (J.>..~'ffe-rf, to<u-ro~s , which comes before verse 10, and 
therefore signifies that the danger is not only from those who 
have "gone out" and who might seek ingress again, but from one 
or more within the fellowship of the local church. Possibly 
there is importance in the emphatic position of the 11'~!._i 
Trft>f..ywv in verse 9, viz. that the local 'advanced' theologian 
is to be feared as much ~s any other. 
It may be a~ked in this context why the self-exiled heretics 
were likely to seek some kind of readmission to the church 
(2 John 11). A likely answer is that in Doptrephes they saw a 
bridgehead they could use~ If that was the case, both l and 2 
John represent a specially 'ripe' situation for increased here-
tical penetration, something which the external docetic faction 
might not have sought in the same way in other places or circum-
stances. :i. 7 s 
As far as 3 John is concerned, it can be observed 
. ( i ) 
> >\. 9~ / that Diotrephes does not walk Ev -r-J o("'1 ~tc:< 
l 
(verse 4) and 
2.7, 
(ii) that the 'letter' of 3 John 9 will not be received by 
Diotrephes. not just because it comes from the Elder, 
but because Diotrephes can see veiled references to 
himself within it. This understanding makes it 
possible to see how l John could fit 3 John 9, giving 
(as it would) offence to some in the 3 John environment. 
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The polemical tone, then, of 1 John, suggests a single church 
. t t• l-77 s i ua ion. 
(v) The use of -ns implies, in some l John contexts, a particular 
individual in a particular church. 2'' 
The indefinite pronoun ..,.,s occurs eight times in the Johannine 
Epistles. Four of these are quite possibly references to a 
specific person. 
(a) Both 2:15b and 4:20 begin ~~\I TlS and then go 
) / , . ... ' ,, ,/ 
on to name some sin: fo('/ TlS o<.~ci<1T"«f rev Ko9"-ov, 
> >I < > /. " ' .>V .JO' T•': .... " 
OVK errtv ., o(Y~"'fl'.~ -rou 1ToC.TfOS E ... 7 
) I ),- (/ )It "' \ ~ / '" ' and f.o4v ·ns ~l1T~ oT<. nyoent..> rov g-€,o\11 l<..o<t TOv 
~ ~ e.> .. fov o<OToG )4.ccr-5, '/Jf.c5 <TT")S £crr(v· 
(b) 5:16 exhibits the same kind of construction expressed the 
other way round: i . e. from the eye of the beholder - 't'V 
..,.cs ;~~ T'ov. ~Cb~A fh" ~J~ ~crnfv ov-rr1... . 
~.::(o(';/ r1 -n-,.o~s s.tvo(TOV, G(lT1''1'"t:l, l(o(t Sc.S°cr~t 
ci(~ 'Swt)v-
(c) 2:27, though expressed differently,also includes a 1"LS 
' e ,.. ' which may denote an i ndi vi dua 1 person : Ko<< ~ E.t ~ -ro 
.... <\ ~ \ . ~ ) > ..... /, ,, ~v c, J.C. ...... 
Votd'faA..c< 0 VV'(A1:.TE ~1T c:l(UTOU /"'~v'C.l ~ ~ lv, 
l\f / . I-)/ cl ~ c. 
Ko<'< oO 'f._fe(o<.v ~x~rt. ( V<'(. ·ns blbo<_d"K~ u~O<_s· 
Now it is interesting that Paul faced a position similar to the 
insubordination of Diotrephes, a crisis when he was opposed by 
a local church member. In those circumstances, when he too was 
writing an epistle to a who.le mixed Christian community, he 
refrained from naming the offender. In fact he employed the 
word Tts in a statement very like the four above that a re 
found in l John. The verse concerned is 2 Corinthians 2:5: 
E't 'bl 1"°LS A'i.J\vrrr]"<~v, oOk y~ A~ALJTT'1K€V, 
/ Cl ' :> ""' /. 




The context demands that the -ns is not a hypothetical person, 
but an actual character at Corinth. A number of other verses 
in the New Testament employ the word ns in places where a 
particular person or particular persons are indicated~..,9but in 
no other instance (besides 2 Corinthians 2:5) is there a very 
close parallel so far as the circumstances are concerned with the 
Johannine Epistles' situation. 
It is, therefore, likely that the 
framing certain 1 John verses. 
by what his opponent has actually 
church is thereby implied. 
Elder has one person in mind when 
What the writer says is conditioned 
2.'aO 
stated. That 1 John is to one local 
(vi) Parallel expressions in l John and 3 John may signify that the 
one church is in the mind of the writer in each case. 
This point will bear comparatively little weight, but it can be 
observed in 3 John 11 that the antitheses expressed in both the 
imperatives and the indicatives ~re rooted in personalities.~'' 
That is to say, the evil example to be avoided is that of 
Diotrephes, the subject of the preceding verses, and the good 
example to be followed is that of Demetri~s in the succeedin0 verse. 
The teaching derives, theh, in 3 John 11 (at least) from the Sitz 
i~ Leben.~ 1 ~1t is likely that the same practice obtains in 1 John, 
where no examples (good or bad) are named: the parallelism is 
drawn basically from the faithful and Diotrephesian factions in 
the church addressed. Such a conclusion accords with the close 
resemblance of content, and, to some extent, verbal expression 
between 3 John 11 and 1 John 2:29, 3:6,3:10, and 4:12. 
(vii) The prohibition enunciated in 2 John 10 and ll seems to lead to the 
conclusion that 1 John and 2 John are to one and the same church. 
The argument here proceeds as follows: 
(a) 2 John is plainly to one church (the op1n1on of very nearly 
all commentators, many of course further narrowing the 
readers to a family within a church). 
(b) But the prohibition on hospitality to heretics was surely 
necessary everywhere where the evil was present. 
(c) The prohibition is not present in 1 John. 
(d) Therefore 1 John by itself is in one important respect not 
wider, but actually narrower than 2 John. 
. . 
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(e) Something else, presumably some other writing, must supply 
the 1 John deficiency. 
(f) 2 John is the only document known that can do so. 
(g) Therefore it is logical that 2 John s~ould have been 
intended in the first place to go everywhere 1 John did. 
(h) Therefore either both 1 John and 2 John were for one 
church or both were for a number of churches. 
(i) But the opening verse of 2 John indicates the former: 
therefore both 1 John and 2 John were written for one 
church. 
(viii) The complementariness of 2 John and 3 John in respect of the denial 
or granting of hospitality as the case may be, links those two 
books in a single church environment. The interlocking of the 
two short letters over the subject of the treatment of missionaries 
is a powerful point in favour of the hypothesis, and against 
Schnackenbur9's interpretation of the church destination of the 
Second Epistle. John Stott says that "the two letters must be 
read together if we are to gain a balanced understanding of the 
duties and limits of Christian hospitality". 2~3 
At the present time it is wholly reasonable to write thus, but 
what of the original circumstances? It is far more likely that 
one community should have received both commendation .and encourage-
ment regarding hospitality ~nd advice regarding the withholding 
of hospitality from the unworthy than that only half the message 
should have gone to each of two places. Both the, 'Lady' and 
Gaius would need both messages, and the most obvious way for this 
to have been achieved would have been for them to have been in 
the same church as each other. 2'~ 
{ix) On a priori grounds, if all the Epistles are linked by possessing 
common authorship2~'if all came into existence at about the same 
time2",
96
if all were written at and sent to a single area, if the 
theology taught, ethical standards advocated, missionary situation. 
portrayed and envisaged, and errors refuted are of a piece, then 
there is at least a fair likelihood that all the letters were 





What is the strength of the nine arguments set out abov'e~7 and how do they 
compare with Schnackenburg's position? The strongest arguments among 
the nine are (i), (ii), (iii) and (viii), (vii) is not so strong, (iv), 
(v) and (vi) can bear comparatively little weight, and (ix) is interesting 
but little more. 
2.'i! 
Against these are ranged only two arguments of Schnackenburg's, one plain 
(i.e. the 'restricted' circular idea for l John based on the absence of 
an address), and the other indirect (1 John a circular because 2 John is 
beiieved to have been a church letter and l John is thought to be wider 
in readership). 
The first of Schnackenburg's points is entirely without foundation (as has 
been shown). The second is based on a conclusion that is rather less 
likely than its opposite. In brief, Schnackenburg's entire position 
regarding the destination of the Johannine Epistles arises from his con-
viction that 2 John was written to a whole church. That conviction is 
not justifil<f! and even if it were the deductions about l John would not 
necessarily follow at all."'0 
A.M. HUNTER 
On most major issues Hunter, in his book 'Introducing the New Testament' ; 7' 
is in agreement with Schnackenburg. Thus the place of writing for both 
the Gospel and the Epistles is "Ephesus or its neighbourhood~;' the l John 
readers were "the local churches in the 'diocese' of Ephesusz.'-.z. ", 2 John 
was to a church~~~d all the Epistles came into being at about the same 
time."1'f l John is a "pastoral letter",a's2 John is the "gist" of 1 John 
written to "a particular congregation being badly affected" by false 
doctrine. ·"This is the relation between l and 2 John. 2 John is a 
miniature of l John - 11 ~ 1.1 Hunter says of 3 John: "as in Philemon, there 
is a local church in the background - perhaps the very one to which II 
John was sent" .2-tf'° Diotrephes "held the chief office in the church", 
though Hunter questions Streeter's idea that he could have been a bishop~97 
z1' Gaius is described as "perhaps. the minority leader", and Demetrius was 
to carry the Elder's letter. 
Hunter expresses much greater certainty than Schnackenburg does that the 
same man wrote the Gospel and the Epistles, tentatively identifying him 
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'-i'' with Papias' Elder. The most obvious points of departure from 
Schnackenburg, though, concern the structure of 1 John, where Hunter 
uncritically adopts the 'three test' pattern of Robert LaV:-:'and the heresy, 
which is identified with Cerinthianism, and that without equivocation: 
11 It is this 'Cerinthian' heresy which John attacks in 1 John 5:6". 300 
No detailed analysis need be given of the merits and demerits of Hunter's 
views. On authorship and date he is nearer the present hypothesis than 
Schnackenburg is, but on identification of the heresy and the structure 
of 1 John he accepts unsatisfactory ideas .
30
' 
6. THOSE WHICH PROPOSE A LOOSE RELATIONSHIP SIMPLY ON THE STRENGTH OF 
A 'SCHOOL' THEORY, THE 'SCHOOL' BEING FOUND IN A PARTICULAR AREA 
AND DEALING WITH A GIVEN GROUP OF MORE-OR-LESS RELATED PROBLEMS!0 ~ 
Barrett and Brown are important exponents of the 'school' concept, though 




Professor Barrett's great work on the Fourth Gospel appeared in 955. 
In the present context the main interest of that book lies in the hypothesis 
advanced regarding the authorship of the five canonical Johannine writings~6~ 
The suggestion is that John the Apostle migrated to Ephesus from Palestine 
and there composed various works of an apocalyptic nature. One of his 
pupils wrote up the Apostle's productions after his death to form the 
canonical Apocalypse (circa AD.96). A second pupil wrote l, 2 and 3 John 
(or else one person wrote the First Epistle and another 2 and 3 John). 
Yet another, "a bolder thinker, and one more widely read both in Judaism 
and Hellenism" produced John 1-20. Later the book was edited and the final 
chapter of the Gospel was added by the incorporation of traditional material. 
According to Barrett, therefore, either 5 or 6 writers were responsible for 
the Johannine corpus besides those who originally framed the traditional 
material. 
What may be said on the other side, i.e. against Barrett's admittedly 
hypothetical reconstruction? 
First, leaving aside the questions surrounding the Johannine Apoc~lypse, 
many other highly competent scholars have argued on the basis of the most 
exacting grammatical, syntactical and theological studies that the Gospel 
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and Epistles of John are by one man; still more that at least 1, 2, and 
30<. -
3 John are. 
Secondly, Barrett's conjectures rest on no ancient tradition except that 
the Apostle John was exiled on Patmos (where he wrote the Apocalypse) and 
lived for years in Ephesus~07 
Thirdly, some ancient testimony, particularly that of Irenaeus, is contra-
dicted~0'(0n the other hand it may be claimed that Barrett's complex theory 
is supported - albeit to a very modest extent - by the famous ambiguous 
30f 
statement of Papias). 
Fourthly, it may be seriously doubted whether the complete anonymity of so 
many key figures in the early days of the church has been satisfactorily 
explained. This is most relevant with respect to the Evangelist, the 
hypothetical writer of John 1-20, described by Barrett as "perhaps the 
greatest theologian in all the history of the church". It is difficult 
to see how a man of such ca 1 i bre was "forgotten" so soon; it is scarcely 
satisfying merely to be told that "probably he was not popular". 
RAYMOND E. BROWN 
310 
Brown, writing the Anchor Bible Commentary on John's Gospel,carefully 
distinguishes between Biblical authors and writers: "The writers run the 
gamut from recording secretaries who slavishly copied down the author's 
dictation to highly independent collaborators who, working from a sketch 
of the authors ideas. gave their own literary style to the final work";" 
Even on the basis of 'authorship' being "confined to responsibility for 
the basic ideas'', a number of different people may have been responsible 
for a Biblical book or corpus - Brown cites Isaiah, Solomon and the Wisdom 
Literature. David and the Psalms. and Moses and the Pentateuch. Brown 
suggests that the Apostle John could have been author of what he calls 
Stage I of the Gospel (out of five stages proposed), and an eyewitness 
provided he used his materials fairly freely according to his listeners' 
needs. 
The commentator sees difficulty about ascribing Stages II, III and IV of 
the Gospel "where the historical tradition was formed into dramatic and' 
polished narratives and into long discourses and finally into a carefully 
edited Gospel", to the Apostle. For all that, John's influence was not 
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confined to the historical tradition, for the intermediate stages represent 
a development - along lines already laid down by him - by colleagues and 
disciples. 
The'Johannine School' idea is of course extended by Brown to cover the 
Epistles and Revelation though in his volumes on the Fourth Gospel he 
barely mentions it in that connection. 3'~ 
The great difficulties in Brown's scheme are 
(i) (in relation to the Fourth Gospel) that after several decades 
of oral transmission there are no discernible linguistic 
differences between the additional material inserted by a new 
write/'~nd 'the 2 or 3 times reworked material of the primary 
author. 3~ This is all the more amazing in the light of the 
highly idosyncratic nature of Johannine Greek. 
(ii) (in relation to the Epistles) that many passages very closely 
resemble verses in the Gospel~15 Out of thefiftyor so plates 
where 1 John comes very close to Fourth Gospel expressions, 
thirteen are in portions which Brown assigns to the final 
redactor of the Gospel .31'° This would appear to require either 
one truly dominant author/writer in both cases, with other 
contributors' work being virtually non-existent~7 or else a 
similar proces~ involving the same team of author plus writers 
for both books. Either of these options is really tantamount 
to an assertion of the common authorship of the Gospel and 
!16 l John (similarly the Gospel and 2 John and 3 John). 
The essential unity of authorship of the Fourth Gospel and that of the 
Epistles possibly provides assistance in the question of dating the Epistles, 
and the common unified authorshi,P of the Epistles is a sine qua non of the 
present hypothesis. 
Brown does not date the Epistles, but favours the period 90 -'100 for the 
Gospel .'3 1'f 
No mention is made of the Epistles.' area of origin, but Brown (like 
Schnackenburg) reviews the arguments for an Egyptian, Syrian, or Asian origin 
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of the Gospel. He too concludes that "Ephesus still remains the primary 
32.0 
contender", one reason being the obvious links between that book and another 
1 Johannine 1 composition, viz. Revelation, "for the latter work clearly 
belongs to the area of Ephesus".~'"0 The still closer Gospel/Epistles links 
make it almost impossible to conceive of Brown placing them anywhere but 
in Asia. 
For what is category 6 to be commended? 
(i) There is a very definite recognition of the common factors in 
the Johannine corpus - the theological concerns and priorities 
and the distinctives of the language - relative to other parts 
of the New Testament. 
. ( i i ) Contact is not lost with the very earliest days of the Christian 
era, the ministry of Jesus, but (on the contrary) a strong and 
continuous link is emphatically maintained. 
For what is category 6 to be censured? 
(i) Insufficient attention is given to the extraordinary nature of 
the literary correspondences and the temperamental and other 
coincidences which intrud~ into the various 'Johannine' books?~' 
(ii) A whole series of 'great unknowns' is postulated - a speculative 
and therefore intrinsicaily suspect procedure.Jzr 
7. THOSE WHICH IN VARIOUS WAYS CONNECT THE CHARACTERS OF 2 JOHN 
AND/OR 3 JOHN WITH NEW TESTAMENT FIGURES NAMED ELSEWHERE. 
Views of this sort - held in the past by William Alexander and Dom Chapman 
3zZ. 
and in the present by Mastin and Filson - are highly speculative and 
sometimes downright fanciful. 
WILLIAM ALEXANDER 
In his commentary of 1901, Alexander agreed with Westcott insofar as 
authorship and general milieu of the Epistles were concerned~2.3 Alexander 
suggested that the Ephesian Christians had l John first, but because it 
was hard to memorise, and perhaps because few copies of it existed, 2 John 
was "written as a leaflet in a form more calculated for circulation and 
remembrance. 11 ~7..'f Like its longer sister, 2 John sets out the three perils 
' 
of (i) losing the true Christ 
(ii) losing love, and 
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(iii) losing the true commandment. 
Alexander regarded the recipient of 2 John as an individual person ''an 
Ephesian Lady", a widow named Kyria. The Second Epistle was sent to 
Ephesus during the Apostle's absence from there (perhaps at the end of his 
exile):~s On the grounds of a comnon hospitable spirit Alexander linked 
Paul's host at Corinth (Romans 16:23) with the Gaius of 3 John. The state of 
schism reflected in 1 Clement (Alexander's commentary does not actually name 
the book) may be connected with Di ptrephes' "as pi ring to put forward his 
claim at Corinth 11 !1 '- (Alexander admits a difficulty in 3 John 10 - the 
suggestion of the aged Apostle that he is capable of making the Ephesus-
Cori nth sea voyage. He weakens the difficulty by making f~ Y rx 0 ~ 
a mere possibility. (see Ch.5,p.261 ). The Corinthian destination of 
3 John is further suggested by Athanasias' "Synopsis of Holy Scripture", 
which puts the writing of the Fourth Gospel at Ephesus, and connects that 
book with Gaius of Corinth.32.7 Alexander further suggests that it is "by 
no means improbable" that the silversmith called Demetrius in Acts was the 
3a.B same as the Christian of that name in 3 John 12. However, the craftsman 
of Acts 19:24 and 38 was a pagan: his conversion is never recorded. 
Alexander's explanations presume far too much. 
superficially based. 
DOM CHAPMAN 
His identifications are 
In the Journal of Theological Studie~21Chapman made two quite unconvincing 
proposals. He claimed that 2 John, because of the apparent references to 
the antiquity of the Christian community of readers (2 John 5) and the 
world-wide approval that they enjoyed (2 John 1), was written to Antioch or 
Rome. Secondly, Chapman argued for an identification of the Demetrius of 
3 John with the Demas of 2 Timothy 4:10 who forsook Paul at Ephesus and 
subsequently went to Thessalonica. 
J.N. SANDERS I B.A. MASTIN 
. -
The commentary begun by Sanders and completed after his death by Mastin was 
published in 1968."0 In the Introduction it is suggested that the 'Beloved 
Disciple'· was Lazarus.~hose reminiscences appear in the later chapters of 
John's Gospel. The Beloved Disciple is distinguished from the "other 
disciple", who is identified with John Mark, "a Jewish aristocrat 'known 
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to the High Priest''.' .331 Later a summary is given: 3h 11 The Fourth Gospel 
is the work of John, known in the New Testament as John Mark or Mark, and 
to Papias as the Elder''. John Mark was exiled to Patmos, where he wrote 
Revelation, or at least the seven letters within it.333 He first actually 
visited Ephesus in AD.96 or 97, and from there he write the Johannine 
Epistles: 11 2 and 3 John belong to the latest period of John's life, when 
he was free to travel ...... lrJohn is not an epistle in the same sense as 
2 and 3 John, but rather an introduction to the Fourth Gospel 11 ?3~ Although 
sources were used for the Fourth Gospel (especially for the earlier part), 
the work is truly that of John Mark. 11 Everythi ng in the Fourth Gospel has 
been thoroughly assimilated by its author", even though the Gospel and 
Epistles contain "the paraphrases of the secretaries to whom he dictated 
them" . 3J~ The form and structure are his. 
Sanders' theory has no direct ancient testimony to support it!3' It apparently 
involves an over-hasty identification with well-known New Testament characters. 
Moreover, the evidence advances does not rule out other views, especiall~ 
the traditional one.337 
FLOYD V. FILSON 
Filson (as noted above - see page 30 
destination like that of Schnackenburg. 
) maintains a view of the Epistles' 
He assigns the Fourth Gospel and 
the Epistles to one writer, writing "probably several years earlier than 
AD.95 - 11 • 339 A comparison of statements by Filson on pp. 312 and 371 ff 
indicates that the 2 and 3 John 'Elder' is to be identified with the 
Beloved Disciple (=Lazarus), who probably wrote at Ephesus. 
8. THE VIEW THAT THE THREE EPISTLES ARE ALL CLOSELY RELATED, BEING 
WRITTEN AT ONE TIME BY ONE MAN AND SENT TOGETHER TO A LOCAL 
CHURCH, A PROMINENT CHRISTIAN MATRON WITHIN IT, AND HER HUSBAND 
RESPECTIVELY. 
Such a concept is the basis of the present hypothesis. The commentators 
who come closest to the latter are Findlay and Houlden!~1 
GEORGE G. FINDLAY 
In 1909 Findlay's book 'Fellowship in the Life Eternal 1 was published. 3~0 




2 and 3 John were sent to the same church at the same time: "Now he would 
be a very stiff, stereotyped writer, who should echo himself thus precisely~1 
in two informal letters composed at any distance of time from each other ... 
nearly simultaneous in their composition .... companion stereoscopic pictures"~¥~ 
1 John was sent with the shorter Epistles, but had other destinations as well~~s 
J(I..' 
it was to a "widely scattered" flock, "not - to any one particular church".N7 
Findlay offers a number of points of contact with the hypothesis, but differs 
from it in two main ways: 
(i) He visualises 2 John as being addressed to a church~~~nd therefore 
does not see the full significance of the complementary character 
of the two short Epistles. 
(ii) 1 John is not limited to the 2 John/3 John church, but happens 
to have come down to us with the short Epistles rather than 
°!4-, 
with any other of the "scores of such letters" penned during 
the Apostle's "long presidency over the Christian societies 
of Asia Mi nor" . 3~, 
J.L. HOULDEN 
. 3!)0 
The recent commentary by Haul den is noteworthy primarily for its introduction. 
There is no expressed conviction that one author only was responsible for_ 
3SI 
the Epistles (though remarks on pp. 4 and 11 suggest it), but there is that 
1 John and the Fourth Gospel were by different writer~~~a conviction which 
predictably serves as a base line for much of what Houlden says about the 
Johannine corpus. 
The Epistles all belonged to a single type of situation, i.e. they all 
faced comparable threats, but not necessarily the same actual situation: 
"th_e Johannine Epistles .... all part of a campaign to put a brake upon 
those who would 'gnosticize' the Johannine tradition of Christian teaching".3S3 
Various evidences perhaps suggest or at least permit a single church desti-
nation for all three Epistles: 
3f (f. 
(1) the "clear links 11 between them 
(2) the l and 2 John use of the word "antichrists" and the fact 
that Diotrephes "qualifies well for the title".Hl.f 
(3) the fact that a single situation may be "so fluid that it 
could be described in two ways'' (i.e. the 1 John and 3 John 
ways) . 35'5. 
I 
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.Other points indicate more than one destination ("There is much to be said 
for the view that 1 John and 3 John refer to different churches"): 3s' 
( 1 ) 
( 2) 
(3) 
the greater "serenity and generality" of 2 John compared 
with "the much more fevered" 3 John 
the fact that in 1 and 2 John those who refused to hold 
"the truth" had gone out, whereas in 3 John they had 
themselves expelled otherslS7 
the fact that in 3 John the issue is "not only doctrinal, 
it is also political".358 (Significantly, for Houlden .the 
issue is doctrinal - on the strength of 3 John 4 3 s1_ as well 
~being practical). 
On page 150 the commentator again suggests that the letters were quite 
probably addressed to the "same situation, even if at different stages in 
l(,O 
its development - ": at least "it cannot be denied that in reflecting 
the presence of schism in the church they are at one. The Third Epistle 
has the value of presenting that picture in concrete terms". In one 
plac3~' 1 John is reckoned as perhaps the fruit of the frustration of the 
travel-plan described in 2 John 12. Instead of going to the 'Lady', the 
writer penned 1 John. 362 
In terms of authorship Houlden fairly clearly places the Johannine Epistles 
together; in terms of dating he does not really commit himself at all 
except to the extent that the Gospel is put first;3' 3 in terms of the 
error faced he is willing to admit the possibility of a two-pronged heresy 
in one local church. All of this more-or-less accords with. the hypothesis, 
but in fairness it must be said that the commentator makes numerous other 
suggestions as well as those listed. Tentativeness rather than hard 
conclusionscharacterises him. 
Wherein,· then, is it claimed that the hypothesis is superior to the 
hypotheses of categories 1 to 7 above? 
--·- ----"-"" - ---------- -----· --------------· ----
Jl:.Cf 
First, all the theories fall down over the problem of the mode of address 
(i.e. 1 John possessing no address, 2 John having an apparently non-
specific one, and 3 John alone having the name of an individual addressee). 
Secondly, ~~?J: of the theories give either no account or else an inadequate 
account of the puzzling difference in·strutture of the three Epistles 
(2 and 3 John letters; 1 John unclassifiable). 
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Thirdly, some theories fall down because they are overspeculative. 
~·Jhat justifies the present theory is that it deals most satisfactorily 
with the address and structure problems without falling into the snare 
of being over-hypothetical. It co-ordinates people, movements and 
environ~ents in a meaningful way. 
3'S 
Furthermore, it perhaps better explains the fact of the preservation of 
'" two such short and relatively unimportant letters as 2 and 3 John: they 
were part of a corpus. The theory dispenses with any need to postulate 
lost letters in the Johannine Epistolary situation~'7 Finally, it provides 
a possible explanation for the position of the letters in the New Testament 
apropos each other, rather than, for instance, 2 John (said by many to be 
a communication to a church) being embedded in Revelation together with 
the letters to the Asian Churches. 
One very important question remains for this chapter. 
flow from the acceptance of the hypothesis? 
What consequences 
Jhe hypothesis adds a personal dimension to the Epistles relative to other 
theories. 
When the writer uses vocatives in 1 John these are not simply Christian-
369 , 
to-Christian terms aimed at the whole world. The appellations 71""".,..~l"ts, 
/ ,, 3'' c- / > / , c ' ,,/.. I v ct: o<. v c. d"" 1<. o L , r£ 1<. v' o<.. , rl« < o <.°' , P<'. Y°' n1'Tot and c< o f. "''f' O( 
take on a new vividness as they are seen to denote members of a congregation 
(perhaps a smallish congregation) with which the Elder had often prayed, 
wrestled, and perhaps wept. Whatever other congregations he had, this 
one was particularly close to his heart. A reason for this is evident 
in 1 John 2:7, 2:24, and 3:11 the writer had known the church for many 
years, possibly from its very inception. The comparative age of the 
church, coupled with the close relationship that he had enjoyed with his 
charges for so long, caused all the more anguish to the writer as he looked 
)70 on the deep schism which had (it seems) actually caused the majority to defect.· 
Just as the realisation that l John was written to a church and not a cluster 
of churches heightens the warmth of the personal references in that book, so 
does the awareness that 2 John is to a Christian lady and not to a whole 
church.'371 In 2 John verses 5 and 6 the very long and close association of 
the writer and 'lady' is obvious. Not only is it plain th~t the pastoral 
)JZ. . 
link had been strong for a very long time (there is a certain poignancy in 
·~ . \ ' .. ,;. '.\.: ., .. ',"' 
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' ) ) ..... the repeated C(Tf d..f X ~.s ) but there was a great fear that even so close 
a Christian fellowship was,;,~ dqnger. )~plic.~t in verses 5 and 6 is the 
dread that even the 'lady' may succumb to heresy. The closeness of the 
/ J7J 
Elder and the TfKV~ is apparent too in 2 John from the plural pronouns and 
37'f 
verbs used: that his concern is of a largely pastoral and missionary 
character is seen in verse 4. The personal character of the writer/reader 
relationship in 3 John needs no stressing. It is either explicit or very 
near the surface in the majority of verses.37 ~ 
17f. 
_The hypothesis shows the importance of women and children in the church, an 
emphasis which is also much to the fore in the Gospel of Luke:77 Even where 
the writer is not necessarily indicating children he still uses terms like 
-Tro< t. ~ (-< and ..-~1<. v '~ in 1 John. 
The hypothesis permits, as those which propose different destinations for 
2 and 3 John do not, an appreciation of the balanced instruction given in . . . a,g 
late New_ Testament times on the duty and limitations of Christian hospitality. 
Hospitality, meaning literally "love of strangers", was often just that, 
as 3 John 5 shows. Yet it was theologically conditioned. It was to be 
offered freely to the faithful (those who showed their orthodoxy by being 
able to testify "before the church" of the El.der) ."37'1 It was refused from 
the heathen, apparently as a matter of policy (3 John 7). It was pro-
hibited to the heretics (2 John 10,11), who had forfeited all right even 
to Christian salutations. 
The hypothesis permits an understanding of the total disciplinary procedure 
adopted by an important Christian leader of the era. In the Johannine 
Epistles the approach is threefold according to the hypothesis. 
problem of doctrinal heresy and ethica1 sin warrants 
The twin 
( i ) 
( i i ) 
a direct confrontation with the chief sinner (3 John 9 and 10), 
the enlisting of the help of loyal and mature believers 
( i i i ) 
(Gaius, and perhaps the Elect Lady), 
a 'letter' of challenge to the church concerning its purity 
and edification (basically the thrust of 1 John). 
The Johannine writer. then, regarded church discipline as a necessary and 
serious matter which had to be pursued at all possible levels, whether no 
public or private. Moreover, it had to be tackled in a constructive, 
compassionate spirit. Discipline was intended to lead to the preservation 
and indeed to the increased vigilance of the church. The exercise of 
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-discipline also provided an occasion for a rehearsal of the fundamental 
beliefs and standards of the church. 
The hypothesis encourages new insights into the author's character. The 
writer does not send a letter here and a letter there to meet some emergent 
threat. Rather he assesses the total situation in a church hovering over 
the abyss of heresy. He considers the forces available to him, particularly 
the orthodox and loyal Gaius and his wife and some of his family. Next, 
he writes to the whole church in such a way as to reveal his knowledge of 
the position, and showing his great love as well as his concern and anxiety. 
He determines to have the 1 letter 13~~livered safely to the church, and so 
sends it to Gaius to read to the congregation. To Gaius himself he gives 
more details, including encouragement to continue to do all he can for 
missionary agents who will help retrieve the situation, and a frank state-
ment of his in~ended actions regarding the ringleader. Having done all 
this he writes a letter to the 'Lady' to ensure as far as he is able that 
no further disturbances occur on account of other heretics trying to take 
advantage of the situation. 
The whole plan reveals the author as a man of fine theological perception, 
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FOOTNOTES 
1 Writers whose work falls within each category will be considered 
in chronological order, then the strengths and weaknesses of. the 
category as such assessed. 
2 MacMi11 an, London 
3 The recent commentary by F.F. Bruce is in near total agreement 
with the points noted above, i.e. re authorship, date and 
location of writer and readers. Bruce does, however, suggest 
that the 'church' of 2 John 13 was the centre from which 3 John 
was sent. In one place he proposes - tentatively - that 2 and 
3 John may have been directed to the same church, but then con-
cludes "It is improbable, however, that the same church is in 
question". The Epistles of John, Revell, Old Tappan, New 
Jersey, 1970, pages 13 ff. 15, 17, 134, 136, 149 ff and 154 ff. 
¥The view has been restated as recently as 1972 in a'post-Johannine 
school 1 manner by A. Wind in Novum Testamentum, Volume 14, pp 
26 ff. Wind accepts different stages in the writing of the 
Fourth Gospel, but regards one writer (and him the Apostle John) 
as almost entirely responsible for the books. Leon Morris (who 
is also talking in the first place about the Gospel of John), 
claims in a recent commentary that modern rejection of the 
Johannine apostolic authorship is ''due more to the prevailing 
climate of opinion of our day than to any new evidence ... 
Westcott has not been so much confuted as bypassed". 
A rather earlier commentary, "The Epistles of James and John" 
by A. Ross (in the New London Comm. series, Marshall, Morgan & 
Scott, London & Edinburgh, 1954) agrees with Westcott on 
almost every major issue. 
s P. xxxi i 
7 p. 214 
~ I.C.C., A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Johannine 
Epistles, T & T Clark, Edinburgh 
qlbid.p.xviii 
10 Ibid pp xviii. lxii and lxvii 
"As Harnack had before him .. see Brooke p.lxxvii 
11 p lviii 
13p.xxx. These statements (which obviously fall short of a co-_ 
ordinated theory for the Johannine events) are the closest 
Brooke comes to linking the persons and church/es of the Epistles. 






'~Both (i) and (ii) are arguments from silence and do not in any 
case rule out a connection between the heretics of 2 John and 
the villain of 3 John. The third point is easily rebutted 
when the respective characters of the 2 and 3 John strangers 
are compared. See also Brooke, p.188 
iq Addresses on the Epistles of John, New York. and Oakland, 1930/l. 
2.0p. 227 
l.f p. 233 
l.2. p. 235 
23Two authors fit chronologically here and belong in this group, 
but very little is added by them to the Johannine Epistles' 
picture. Sir Edwyn Hoskyns, in 11 the Fourth Gospel" (edited 
by Francis Noel Davey, Faber & Faber, London, 1947) claimed that 
the Gospel of John and the Epistles were all by one man who was 
not the Apostle John (pp.89, 92, 94, 95); both the Fourth Gospel 
and 1 John were addressed to "one particular group of Christians ... 
in a particular place 11 (p.55). F.B. Clogg (An Introduction to 
the New Testament, Hodder & Stoughton, London, 3rd Edition, 1948, 
pp.277 ff) likewise proposed one writer - the Elder - for all 
four books. 
:Z..'fRevised by C.S.C. Williams. Clarendon, Oxford 
.:tSibid, p.306 
:z.'- p. 301 
27pp.307/8 
2.~Epistles of John in the Tyndale New Testament Commentaries 
series. London, 1964 
Z7He particularly takes issue with the arguments of C.H. Dodd 
on the authorship question. Ibid pp.13-40 
3opp.}9,46 
31 pp.200/201 
32 p. 224 
33p,218 
3lfpp .46/7 
35 p.41. The cornrnentator then draws attenti.on to 1 John 1 :4 "that 
your joy may be full"; l John 2:1: ';that ye sin not" and 
l John 5:13: "that ye may know that ye have eternal life". 
3'stott of course, does 
a church. The vJho le 
fKA£.KI~ K.Vf (~ 
npt say that 2 John is to a woman but to 
question of the possible interpretation of 






31 Cf. Mark 9:42 and Luke 17:2 
38 A distinction exists between 2 John and· 3 John: Oiotrephes 
would be known to the children, but those alluded to in 2 
John 10 ff. not. 
3'Stott, too, proposes no direct link between 2 and 3 John, but 
he does say "the two 1 etters must be read together if we are 
to gain a balanced understanding of the duties and limits of 
Christian hospitality". p.216. 
lf0 The 'Hebrews to Revelation' volume, Tyndale, London, 1964 
(Second Edition) 
~/pp. 187/188;C.H. Dodd, R. Bultmann and H. Conzelmann had disputed 






'f7P.196 cf. Schnackenburg, pp. 301 ff. 
~9 p. 215 
'f'fp.218 
~0 p.219 
5/A letter now lost - i.e. that of 3 John 9 
S'!p. 216 
HThe comment does not necessarily imply that the 3 John "reader 
circle" is part of the 1 John one. 
S''fp.221. footnote 1: the views of W. Michaelis are being repeated 
by Guthrie . 
5SAs Paul did so often and so effectively - e.g. in Romans Chapters 
12 ff ("I appea 1 to you therefore, brethren - " where his 
appeal rests on the first eleven 'theological' chapters. 
S'bSee below p. n3 note 17 
5'7see below pp. 214 ff 
SS!ntroduction to the New Testament E.T. from the 14th Revised 
Edition. 1965,S.C.M.,London,pp.315,6. Much useful material is 
also incorporated in the various parts of KUmmel 's other book, 
The New Testament : The History of the Investigation of its 
Problems. The first British edition was published by S.C.M. 
in 1973 . 
51Introduction to the New Testament pp. 312, 316 
• • • - • 'I ·; \ ~ • 
56 
bOSee above p. 6 
t'Ibid p.317. Edwyn Hoskyns supposes that the Fourth Gospel 
and 1 John were both "written for all Christians 11 • A New 
Commentary on Holy Scripture, S.P.C.K., London, 1951, p.659 
blpp.41-43 
~3Introduction: p.313 
~If-Ibid p. 314 
'SAnd, of course, in 1 John, where the church as a whole is alerted 
to the kind of dangers faced, though in the letter for public 
consumption the writer avoids personalities as far as possible. 
~~Introduction to the New Testament p.314. A useful summary of 
Harnack 1 s view is found in Brooke's commentary, pp.lxxxvii to 
lxxxix. By "the old provincial missionary organisations" 
Harnack meant that the church in Asia up to the time of the 
appearance of the Johannine Epistles was what might be called 
a "metro po 1 i tan-based" i . e. centrally organised, church under 
the unique leadership of the Elder. The Elder had absolute 
power over churches and individuals over a wide area as Paul 
had had perhaps 30 years previously. Harnack saw 2 and 3 John 
as reflecting the birth-pangs of a new order - the attitude to 
travelling evangelists and teachers reflects a relatively new 
situation. Diotrephes belonged to the "new" men, setting 
himself against the supervisory role of the Elder and persuading 
the majority of his church members to take the same line. The 
reconstruction Harnack proposed (his views were published in 
1897) met with wide acceptance so far as the central concept is 
concerned. Nonetheless, two important objections have been 
raised. In 1912 Brooke wrote: "its weakest part is the 
attitude which it represents the author as having assumed with 
regard to the new movement" (p. lxxxix). Brooke readily agreed 
with Harnack that the old system was breaking down, but he asked 
"Is he (the Elder) struggling against it? Or does he see in 
some such change of organisation a way of meeting the danger . 
which the old system could no longer control? Will Caius or 
Diotrephes be the first monarchical bishop ... ?" KOmmel himself 
objected (p.314) that "there is not even a clue to a provincial. 
missionary organisation or something similar". Strictly, that 
is true, but some sort of loose suzerainty by the Elder is 
implied for all that in the Epistles. cf. Ernst Hae.nchen uNeuere 
Literatur zu den Johannesbriefe" in Theologische Rundschau, 26, 
1960, pp.l-43, 267-291. 
1,:,7 See pages 274/5 and the pages referred to there. 
€~For K~semann' s views see pp. 21 ff. 
61The essential difference between this view and Adolf von Harnack's 
is that the former represents a tightening of what might be called 
diocesan control, and the latter a loosen:lng of' it. 
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1 'studies in Biblical Theology No. 34, S.C.M., 1962 pp.95 ff . 
Some of Robinson's views are modified in his recent book 
11 Redating the New Testament" S.C.M:; London, 1976. Footnotes 
in what follows draws attention to important differences . 
7.Zp. 97 
73p. 98 
71J- 11 the dominance of a single mind is so powerful that we have the 
impression ..... that 'la tradition - c'est moi 111 (a quotation 
from Menoud) p. 105 cf. Redating the New Testament~page 284 
7S'p.126 
7'cf. references to 1 John 1 : 1-3/3: 14 on p. 253. 
77Far from the Fourth Gospel being further removed from the 
events surrounding Jesus' life than the synoptics, it is the 
latter which represents "a progressive apocalypticization" 
of Jesus' eschatology, but the Fourth Gospel is shown from 
Qumran "never seriously (to have) undergone this process at 
a 11 11 p. 103. See a 1 so pp. 98/9 
7f p. 102 
7'l p. 127 
~opp.129/130. These op1n1ons are repeated in Redating the New 
Testament, pp.291 ff. 
f>I p.124: "John was commending Christianity to Greek-speaking 
Judaism" (in the Fourth Gospel); p.137. "There is no reason 
to suppose that the congregations addressed in the Johannine 
Epistles belong to anything but the Hellenistic Jewish community 
for which we argued that the Gospel was written- 11 • cf.pp.132/3. 
The congregations were in Asia Minor. See Redating the New 
Testament, pp.285 ff and p.291. 
~1.p.135 cf.pp. 216 ff 
S~p.134 note 2. This conviction has been all but repudiated 
in Redating the New Testament. See p.286 note 154. 
~*P. 129 
~rRobinson's contention seems more readily applicable to the Fourth 
Gospel than to the Epistles because of, inter alia, the centrality 
of the Old Testament in the fabric of the Gospel. 
<a'-He now 11 provisionally 11 dates 
with 2 John shortly before 3 
11 but in quick succession". 
288 and 307. 
the Epistles 11 in the early 60 1 s 11 
John, and 3 John before 1 John 
Redating the New Testament, pp.287, 
'&7see quotations at top of page B. 
~isee above p.5 
58 
S1 He does not, e.g. combine l and 2 John or 2 and 3 John in a 
scheme and omit the other Epistle (even in Redating the New Testament, 
though he comes closer to doing so there - see p.288) 
'
0 All of these matters to be taken up in the sequel, of course!. 
91 2 John 12; 3 John 10 and 14. See below pp.261 ff 
f~In a much more tentative fashion Donaid Guthrie asserts of 
2 and 3 John that "it is better to keep them apart'.' p. 216, 
see p. 9. 
Cf3The· Gospel is placed in Syria by Bultmann: "The Semitic style 
of the author and the relationship of the Gospel to the Gnostic 
revelation discourses, the letters of Ignatius of Antioch and 
the Odes of Solomon, strongly supports the supposition that 
the author of the Fourth Gospel originated from the area of 
Syria. Above all it must be said that nothing in the Gospel 
points to its origin in Egypt or Asia Mi nor". The Gospel of 
John, E.T. by Beasley-Murray, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1971, p.12. 
As for the Fourth Gospel date, Bultmann asserted "composition 
and redactional edition - about 80 - 120 A.O. - the processes 
could have been relatively distant from each other". See page 96. 
1~The Johannine Epistles (E.T.), Fortress Press, Philadelphia, 1973, 
(German Edition 1967) p. l: "The decisive argument against this 
identification ... is .... the Gospel of John and l John are 
directed against different fronts". 
(Haenchen has rightly pointed out that Bultmann's "decisive 
argument" need not be in any way determinative. Theologische 
Rundschau, 26 7 1960, pp.l-43, 267-291). 
Since Bultmann's commentary appeared there have been those who 
have viewed different stages of the Fourth Gospel itself as re-
flecting diverse controversies. This is true of Wilkens, Nicol 
& J. Louis Martyn. see Robert Kysar, The Fourth Evangelist and 




f&rn his 1927 article Analyse des ersten Johannesbriefe (in Festgabe 
fur Adolf Julicher, JCB. Mohr (Paul Siebeck) Tubingen pp. 138-158) 
Bultmann gives the impression that the l John author (i.e. the man 
who used sources for 1 John and then added his own material) was 
entirely responsible for 2 and 3 John (p. 138). E. Hirsch thought 
both 2 and 3 John 'fictions'. See. H. von Campenhausen, 
Ecciesiastical Authority and Spiritual Power, London, 1969, p.121, 
note 310. 
qq P. 108 - see also the 2 John 1/3 John 1 comparison and comment 
on P.107 
/(}() 
P. 2 cf. p. 11 
101 Dodd sees some merit in the suggestion but rejects it on two 
grounds, viz. its generally 'Johannine' nature and colouring, 
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Schnackenburg rejects the idea that 2 John and 3 John are 
"fictitious letters". Elements favouring his position (he 
says) are lay-out, style, concise treatment of concrete 
questions and the naming of individual persons (in 3 John) 
Comm. p.295; cf .p.305. Neil Alexander claims that 2 John cannot 
be reckoned a consciously imitative fabrication based on l John 
because of both the i ncomprehens i bil i ty of such an act and the 
extreme ingenuity demanded. The Epistles of John, SCM, London, 
1962, p.139. -
10z.see, e.g. Houlden's Commentary, p.140 
103 Commentary p. l 
IO'f ' \. ..., I i.e. a virtually unaddressed work: f.K/\£.KT';l K.Uf"~· 
1os And possibly that of A.M. Hunter, whose views, however, are 
better included in Catego,ry 5 pp. 23 ff 
10'- Hodder & Stoughton, London 
107 Quotation from the writer's preface, p.viii 
109 The arguments concerned are found on pages x lvii ff in Oodd's 
book and worked out in more detail in the article "The First 
Epistle of John and the Fourth Gospel" in the Bulletin of the 
John Rylands Library, Apri 1, 1937. See ch. l pp. 78 ff 
The basic criteria for dividing the authorship of Gospel and 
First Epistle are those of style and theology. 
IO'f p. 1 Xi V 
11o See p. 1 xvi and 1 vii; cf. Schnackenburg p. 3 and pp 30 ff (above) 
lllp.lvii 
112.pp.lx, lxvi and lxvii 
113 p.lx, see pp. 10 and 11 
111+ p. 1 ix 
(above) 
11 sp.l6l; cf the view and arguments of Brooke, pp. 6 and 7 (above). 
v&see pp.lxviii, lxix, and Dodd's book, The Interpretation of the 
Fourth Gospel, Cambridge, 1953, page 5, footnote 1. 
''7Some would call it merely a product of the same school, but most 
scholars hold to a single author for the three books, if not for 
the Gospel and the Epistles. 
11 fsee pp. 164 ff and especially p. 186 ff 
"1certainly in 3 John 4, and possibly in 3 John 1 as well (but see 
the views of Bergmeier, who makes allegedly different conceptions 
of "truth" the touchstone for a denial that 2 and 3 John (con-
sidered together) can be by the same writer as 1 John; pp. 195 ff. 
Schnackenburg (p.299) says "it is unjustified to shift the contrast 
between the Presbyter and Diotrephes from the practical-disciplinary 
to the dogma ti c-doctri na l · area 11 • The "shift" (which Kasemann 
attempted) is unjustified but that is not the same as saying that 
some theologTcally orientated ~tatements are made in 3 John, 
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and that these reflect those of 1 John. Schnackenburg himself 
says as much on p.319: "this letter (i.e. 3 John) - which 
according to languag~ & theological ideas belongs closely 
together with 1 and ~2 John". 
120 S.C.M., London 
121 See pp. 26, 27, 139, 140 and 143 
'~~cf. Dodd (Comm.) p.lvii 
/2.'3 p . 14 1 
JL~See,for instance, Robert Law, The Tests of Life, T & T Clark, 
Edinburgh, 1909, pp.41, 42 and R. Schnackenburg, p.l. 
ii.S'see pp. 2 
/:i."p.166 
ff and Chapter 3 
117A judgment which is not vitiated even by the acceptance of 
Bultmann's estimate of 2 John. 
/2.'ilThe table on p.lxxiv of Brooke's commentary may be usefully 
consulted.· 
111 But see R. Bergmeier, Zurn Verfasserproblem des II and III 
Johannesbriefes, Zeitschrift fur die neutestamentliche 
Wissenschaft und die Kunde der alteren Kirche, Vol. 57, 
1966, pp.93 - 100. Also pp. 95 ff 
110 See pp. 88 ff 
1JIThe point is debated in Chapter 6. 
13~The same 'Elder' could have written on widely separated occasions 
but most writers (including Alexander) think otherwise. 
IJ3 See note 140 (below) 
13lf-T & T Clark, Edinburgh 
135 Ibid, p.584 
1J6"3 John ... addressed to Gaius ... a member of the same community 
or house-church as that to which 2 John had been written''. Ibid p.477 
137 The Epistles of John, John Murray, London 
JJisee pp. 15, 16, 27, 40, 43, 221, 222, 231 
/31pp.222, 224 
11to p.233. The little commentary of J.P. Love (I, II, II John, Jude, 
Revelation - Layman's Bible Commentaries, S.C.M., London, 1960) 
suggests that 2 John is possibly the object of the allusion in 
3 John 9. See p.29 and- also pp.12 and 27 for further references 
to the situation of the Epistles. 
'""1 The Johanni ne Epistles, Epworth, London, 1961 
14-Z. Ibid pp . 1 - 3 
. ~ ., i ' ,. . 'i'. . ' 
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'l'f '!> p. 127 
' 4 Lf-For this and what follows, see Lewis pr.133,4 
t~son p.127, when discussing 2 John, the writer four times states 
simply that one local church is involved. 
ltJ.{, Ibid p. 3 
1~1see Chapter 6 pp. 272 ff 
1~9Zeitschrift fur Theologie und Kirche, Vol .48, 1951 ~ pp.292-311 
'~7The actual author is unknown to KMsemann, but it could not 
have been the Apostle Juhn. Ibid p.298, and cf. E. KMsemann 1 s 
book, The Testament of Jesus, S.C.M., London (ET.1968), p.1: 
11 Historical criticism has demolished the traditional opinion . 
that the Fourth Gospel was written by John, the son of Zebedee". 
'~0 To a much lesser extent than his predecessor, Rudolf Bultmann: 
see The Testament of Jesus, p.32 and p.14: 11 since ch.21 does 
testify to a redactional revision of this Gospel, the possible 
presence of interpolations within the rest of John cannot 
simply be excl uded 11 • 
1s1 In 1951; in 1966 he inclined more in the direction of accepting 
a 11 school 11 theory. Testament of Jesus, p.60 
1 ~ 2 Ketzer and Zeuge p. 306, not~ 2 
IS3This is implied in the ecclesiastical situation envisaged, as 
well as by the statement on p.310 that the Presbyter was 11 a 
simple elder of the third Christian generation 11 • Twice in 
The Testament of Jesus (pp.29/30 and p.36) the expression 11 at 
the end of the first century 11 is used of 1 John' or the Fourth 
Gospel, though further on in the book the reader is informed 
that a little later the Fourth Gospel 11 could no longer be 
located in time and space 11 • 
1Hp.293, see also The Testament of Jesus, p.36 
15S Reiterated rather than retracted in 1966 even after almost 
universal condemnation. Testament of Jesus, p.xi . 
. is-fief. J.L. Houlden, A Commentary on the Johannine·Epistles, 
Black's New Testament Commentaries, 1973, p.7 
If] p. 392 
15'8 p. 298 
/S1p.297 
1t,0
11 undoubtedly a Christian Gnostic" - even, by standards of 
"normal theology, a heretic 11 • p.310. According to G.W.H. 
Lampe, the Presbyter's emissaries were quite possibly false 
teachers. Art. 11 Church discipline and the Epistles to the 
Corinthians" in Christian History and Interpretation: Studies 
presented to John Knox, C.U.P., 1967, p.361. 
fb I p. 310 
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16 L For details see p.302 
lb3 Perhaps edited by the church - p.302 
'
6
q. In fact, by the Elder•s· time, both he and his "orthodox" opponents 
were involved in "digression from the oldest church". p.310 
ll:Scf. Houlden, p.10: "like 2 John, 1 John as it stands hardly 
presents its author as an opponent of traditional doctrines". 
i 
'"'"there is no suggestion .... that the Presbyter was excommunicated. 
How could he otherwise hope to reproach Diotrephes in the 
gathered assembly?" Ernst Haenchen, Theologische Rundschau, 
26, 1960, pp.1-43, 267-291. 
1~ 3 John 10: it is not certain that formal excommunication is meant 
by lt<~ ~)~"i.l anyway. Bultmann is adamant that it does have 
that meaning (Commentary p.101), but Dodd allows that a 'conative' 
sense - 11 he is for excommunicating them" - or a literal physical 
sense is also possible. 
\/(,~p.301 
'''8arrett -says - quite rightly - that "the Elder, it seems, intends 
to reply in the same vein". Article, 'Conversion & Conformity' 
in 'Christ and Spirit in the New Testament', C.U.P., 1973, p.376. 
Se also F.F. Bruce, The Epistles of John, Revell~ 1970, pp.17,153. 
'
70 A position which is not explicitly stated by KSsemann, but whic~ 
is implicit in his theory (e.g. on p.301). Houlden explains the 
discrepancy not on the basis of a different time of writing for 
2 and 3 John, but different destinations. ~mmentary on the 
Johannine Epistles, Adam & Charles Black, London, 1973, p.9. 
111 The author of the Fourth Gospel is described by J~licher as "perhaps 
the greatest thinker of the Christianity of the time" (i.e. c.100). 
See W. Kummel, The New Testament - The History of the Investigation 
of its Problems, S.C.M. (First British Edition 1973), p.177. 
'7:i..see pp. % ff 
173 The observation is 1 ess true of Kasemann, whose whole point of 
reference is 3 John. 
17lfsee ch.6 
l7S p. 222 ,224 
17(. p. 127 
177once again, the remark is not so apt for K~semann (see note 17j above) 
' 7'Houlden, Commentary, p.2 
'7'conceived of as, say, provincial dimensions 
110p.lxvi. Why then, is Dodd 1 s scheme not dealt with at this point? 
There are two primary reasons: (i) C.H. Dodd separates 3 John 
from 1 and 2 John chronologically and (ii) he emphasizes the 
l John/2 John link more than any other. 
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tii Herder, Freiburg , Basel, Wien, 1970 (4th Edition) 
' 
l\i. Cf Kysar 1 s judgment re Fourth Gospel studies: "one clue is 
crystal clear, namely, that contemporary research favours a 
Palestinian, Old Testament, Jewish setting for the thought of 
the Gospel". The Fourth Evangelist and his Gospel, p.144. Less 
orthodox forms of Jewish thought are also elements in the author's 
background, of course. 
rt~The next sentence shows that the Johannine corpus and not merely 
the Fourth Gospel is under discussion. 
1 ~4-So also Cullmann, Barrett & Kysar. see pp. 101 ff 
/S5There may not have been "a strong Jewish component" in the origin 
of the postulated GeistessrBmung, and nor may the Jewish element 
have been widespread at first, but there obviously was a con-
siderable Jewish influence in particular Gnostic movements on 
the fringes of Christianity in the first century and 2nd century. 
R.M. Grant (Gnosticism and Early Christianity, Columbia, University 
Press, New York & London, 2nd Edition, 1966) seeks to demonstrate 
that "Gnosticism .... originated in a crisis in Jewish apocalyptic 
thought in the first two centuries of our era" (p.2.). As long 
as Grant uses the term "Gnosticism" basically of the 2nd century 
systems (plus "Simon Magus" and others somewhat before that time), 
the case is easily sustained. Thus, for instance, Hegesippus· 
regarded Gnosticism as having its roots in an amalgam of Jewish 
Chri5tianity and Jewish sectarian teaching. {Grant, pp.13, 14). 
Irenaeus claimed that the oldest Gnostic systems were those of 
Simon Magus, Menander, and Saturninus (Adv .. Haer, 1-23,24). 
According to Grant the Gnostic system of the Book Baruch is 
"an example of gnosis almost purely Jewish" (p.19). In short, 
as one reviewer of Grant's book has written."he has succeeded in 
establishing a real link between Jewish apocalyptic and Gnosticism" 
(J.T.S. review quoted on the dust-jacket of Gnosticism and Early 
Christianity). 
Naturally, other sources must not be overlooked nor depreciated 
(cf. Grant, p.2). In a seminar.on Gnosticism in Cambridge in 
1973, R. Mel. Wilson contended that there was a Jewish element 
in all Gnosticism. At the same seminar James Robinson claimed 
that it is impossible to distinguish Jewish and non-Jewish 
origins. That was surely going much too far, but it is signifi-
cant that present studies of Gnosticism generally deal with lower 
criticism more than higher criticism, leaving ultimate questions 
aside because of their complexity and present unanswerability. 
I Hp. 26 
'~7see the whole.paragraph in Schnackenburg, pp.26,27 
I <1'6 PP. ?.9 • 30 
/ / 
,g~p.30. Neither t?IT€/~°' nor y£vVo<'4) occurs in either 2 
John or 3 John; the former is found in 1 John 3:9, and the 
latter ten times in that book. 
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~ 1 Some qualification is required re (a) and (d) for neither 
2 John nor 3 John mentions atonement or the idea of being 
born of God (see the remainder of Schnackenburg's sections 
in which these subjects appear, however: in general the 
judgment in the text (above) is accurate} The omission 
is scarcely on the grounds that the writer of the shorter 
Epistles was a different person from the author of 1 John 
and one who disapproved of these themes, since (in particular) 
the defended Christology is indistinguishable. _The "omissions 
are doubtless motivated by a desire for brevity, not disagreemen 
''z.. See chapter l pp .78 ff 
113 Schnackenburg pp. 34 and 35 
''"'In his Fourth Gospel Commentary, Schnackenburg distinguishes 
between a Fourth Gospel signs source and the Evangelist's 
own theological statement. The Gospel according to St. John, 
Herder & Herder, New York, 1968, Vol. l, pp.64-67. cf. Kysar, 
The Fourth Evangelist and hfs Gospel, especially pp.33 ff . 
. , 
~s One author of both the Fourth Gospel ahd 1 John is apparently 
taken for granted by Schnackenburg on p.231 of his commentary: 
verses are quoted from both books, and then a reference is made 
to "this early Christian theologian". 
1~See Schnackenburg p.42 and pp. 93 ff re 2 and 3 John's having 
the same author as the Gospel and l John. See Chapter 2 
regarding dating. 
'97Schnackenburg p. 296 
'~ 9 p. 298 
'11 p. 297 
200P.298. on pages 320 and 331, 2 and 3 John are definitely assigned 
to the same writer. Remarks on p.330 strongly support an identity 
of authorship in respect of 1 John and 3 John. 
201 Perhaps a little longer. See Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, 
Pauline Epistles, pp. 278,9. The maximum period possible was 1 
roughly 18 years. 
202 A.D.80 would still 
of Paul's death. 
writings occurs in 
2.03 p. 39 
i 
allow about 15 years from the probable time l 
Further discussion on dating and the Johannihe 
ch.2 . 
•0~p.42; the Gospel is, of course, being considered in its final form. 
2osvet pp.51, 256, 263 and 274 all contain statements which suggest 
that the commentator has come close to accepting that all or part 
(e.g. the Prologue) of the Fourth Gospel predates 1 John. · 
~04p. 301: the point is first made on p.3 of Die Johannesbriefe. 






z.ois h t 3 ee c ap er 
201 See pp. 30 ff 
21°Schnackenburg has little enthusiasm for the editorial additions 
proposed by Rudolf Bultmann (see Schnackenburg pp.11-15), whose 
efforts (especially in their final form) "awaken little confidence 11 • 
Nor does he endorse the two-source theory of Windisch or the 
two-strands - but-one-author idea of Nauck (p.13;see below p.154 
Schnackenburg concludes: "after all one will hold on to the unity 
of the writing". 
~" 2 John: Prescript VVl-3, section l VV4-6, section 2 VV7-9, 
section 3VV10 and 11 and conclusion VV12 and 13. 
3 John: Prescript VI, section l VV2-8, section 2 VV9 and 10, 
Section 3 verses 11 & 12 and conclusion VV13-15. See pp.305-331, 
the article of Robert W. Funk, "The Form and Structure of I1 and 
IIJJohn" (J.B.L. 86, 1967, pp.424-430) and pp. 164 ff. 
i.i:i.pp.295/6. Papyrus discoveries make the "artificia·l letter" idea 
of Bultmann untenable today, says Schnackenburg. 
"'3 pp.16 ff; cf. ch.4 
2.tlfReferences - l :5 to 2:11; 3:4-24; 4:20 to 5:3 
2~ Schnackenburg says that the heretics are not libertines but 
advocates of "moral indifferentism". For Schnackenburg this 
falls some way short of the "All things are permitted to me" 
of 1 Car. 6: 12. 
u'Thus, as shall appear in the ~equel, th~ hypothesis represents 
not so much a denial of Schnackenburg·'s general position r~garding 
inter-Epistle relationships, but a refinement and development of 
it. The current hypothesis was developed before Schnackenburg's 
work became available to the present writer. 
'2-'7See pp. 191 ff 
2. 1iSchnackenburg writes: "After everything we must assert that the 
repulsed heresy in 1 and 2 John does not allow itself to be 
equated with any of the heretical forms .... of that time known 
to us, but indeed show forth ... more than one related characteristic. 
Common to all those heretics is the depreciation of the historical 
person of Jesus .. " (p.22). ' 
~'9The subject is taken up again (more generally - not just from 
Schnackenburg 's standpoint) on p. 255 ff 
2.20p.3 
22.I p.39 ff 
Z.2.2.. Extra-Johanni ne New Testament evidence is forthcoming from 
Colossians, Ephesians, 1 Timothy 4:1 ff, 6:20, and 2 Timothy 
2:16,34, 4:4 (see p.39) 
i 2 l Floyd V. Filson observes that the main reason for placing the Fourth 
Gospel in Palestine or Syria by C.F. Burney and C.C. Torrey is the 
belief that Aramaic was the original language of the Gospel. A New 






2. l.lf p. 40 
~~SNo contemporary person is named in or 2 John, of course. 
z~~pp.319, 320. see pp. 273 ff for a discussion of the position of 
Gaius in his church. 
2.2. '7 p. 329 
22.~ p. 327 see pp. 274 ff 
Z2<J p. 330 
l)Op. 331 
Z3/ In the light of his functions; see pp. 272 ff 
2.32 pp. 273 ff 
133 p.301; the point is first made on p.3 of Die Johannesbriefe. 
2.llfcommentary, P.lxvi and p. 16 (above) .. 
235" See p. 23 
.B<. A New Testament History, S.C.M., London, (first British Edition 
1965) p.312 
237 11 Universality" is denied 1 John from another angle; 1 John is 
not a "covering 1 etter" for the Fourth Gospe 1 - if it were "it 
must disclose this more clearly. It presents itself as an 
independent document". Schnackenburg, p.3 (of course J.A.T. 
Robinson and others would deny that the Fourth Gospel is itself 
universally intended). 
2~8schnackenburg, p.3 
Z3~ Ibid pp.3, 301', 304 
2.1.fC or 11 th at 11 
i..i+-I Cf. p,3 
Uf2.on p.39 he says: "l John was directed to a number of congregations 
in a defined area", and he seems to regard 2 and 3 John as 
belonging to the same area of receiving churches. 
u+3 Wolfgang Nauck also calls 1 John "an official open letter to a 
circle of readers". Die Tradition und der Charakter des ersten 
Johannesbriefes J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck) Tubingen, 1957, p.126 
~'#f; .e. several to a number of churches: Schnackenburg (as has been 
noted above on p. 30 ) regards a circular with an unrestricted 
target area as requiring an address. 
~~sThough it has a conclusion. 
2.tf~The material which follows is a synopsis of pages 25-29 in Donaid 
Guthrie's New Testament Introduction, Hebrews to Revelation, 
Tyndale, 2nd Edition, 1964. 
247 Cf. 2 John 5,6 
2.J..t'asee pp. 215 ff 
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21?1The Tests of Life, T & T Clark, Edinburgh, 1909, p.41 
z.~0 2:13,14 seep. 4 note 16 
" 51 Ephesians may appear to be an exception since 'E.v '£ <f {t:J''f_l 
was missing in p~6,N,8,424c, 1739, Marcion, Tertullian 
Origen, Ephraem and Basil (see U.B.S. margin). It has been 
conjectured that Tychicus was instructed to fiJl in the names 
of churches as he visited them (see D. Guthrie, New Testament 
Introduction, Pauline Epistles, Tyndale, 1964, pp.128/130). 
This is unproveable. What is demonstrable is that (i) the 
majority of ancient texts have an address (ii) that address 
is Ephesus in every text where there is a name at all, (iii) there 
is no parallel with l John anyway, for l John certainly has no 
provision for the insertion of any address within the body of 
the book. 
Z51 i.e. universal so far a~ the church was concerned; not 
geographically restricted · 
2.~3 see 2 Cor. 1 :2 "the whole of Achaia". 
2s~see Col. 4:15 ff 
2~Slf ch.16 be original - see 16:5; cf 16:10,15 
2.S'-see l Cor. 1 : 11 ff 
1 s7Hebrews 5:12-14 
2.S 3Hebrews 13:7 
i.s,Cf. 3 John 9! 
1 '°Co-ordinating the 1 John and 3 J6hn situation as proposed in 
the hypothesis. 
~' 1 ; .e. the seven churches of Revelation 2 and 3 
2 ' 2 A possibility readily admitted by Lewis, N. Alexander, Schnackenburg 
and Hunter. 
2.'ssee ch. 6 
2'•Wolfgang Nauck, Die Tradition und der Charakter des ersten 
Johannesbriefes, J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), Tubingen, 1957, 
pp.125 and 133 
2'Ssee chapter 1 pp. 109 ff 
2 'b2 John 4 ff; 7ff; 9ff; 3 John 3 - 14 
2 "7see chapter 5 pp .. 261 ff 
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z~iThe Emphasized New Testament 
~''E.W. Bullinger, A Critical Lexicon and Concordance to the 
English and Greek Testament, Bagster, 9th Edition, 1969, P.443 
l7°see John Stott's commentary (Tyndale Series) P.225 
2.71cf. 3:23 
Z7~f the present may be allowed the element of continuity here. 
273e.g. love and obedience in 5:2; believing and disbelieving 
christological truth in 5:10. 
274 2 John 1 , 5, 6. 
27s 1 . 1 Cf. John 2. 8,19, 4:1 ff 
27~Here regarded as 1 John, of course. 
l 77 The point scarcely needs arguing with respect to either 2 John 
or 3 John, though Clement of Alexandria said "significat autem 
electionem ecclesiae sanctae" (see Brooke, P.169), and Bultmann 
suggested something similar of 2 John (Commentary p.108). 
l7SThe point is closely related to the previous one. 
' 77 The point is certain in John 5:2, and at least arguable in all of 
the following - Rom.3:3, 1 Cor. 5:11, 2 Cor .. 11 :20(ter), 
Gal. 1:9, Gal. 6:3, Phil. 3:4, Col 3:13, 2 Thess. 3:10, 
·2 Thess. 3:14, 1 Tim. 3:5, 1 Tim.5:8, and 1 Tim. 6:3. Other 
passages again (eg. Mt. 21 :3 and other Gospel passages) may be 
quite specific so far as the speaker is concerned, though the 
opinion of scholars will here depend on the view taken of the 
Person of Christ and the extent of His knowledge while in the 
flesh. 
z~cCf. the rhetorical questions of Romans 3:1 ff and 11 :1 ff, where 
the Apostle Paul answers questions which had certainly often 
been put to him by critics. Paul introduces these as part of 
a closely reasoned theological discourse, but the Johannine 
writer gives the impression of dealing with individual questions 
by an individual piecemeal. . , ....._ ) \. , , 
2.~I )Ay«rr..,1l,/1 //"".o{j ..,.-o K,o( KOV 0<..AAd( TO 
' "i> /"\ ... , "e .. , , 
0(. yo< g o v. o o( yo< ~ O 1T Ot ~V € K 100 · 4C o u i. d"Tl \/ • 0 
Ko<l<OTTOlllv o~x ~~!'O(K£V 1ov B'itf'I. 
J.$.2.Cf. the implied distinctions in 3 John 2,3,and 4. 
l.J3Commentary_, p.216. 
2.'ilf.In a somewhat similar way 2 John and 3 John appear to represent the 
'inside' of a situation and 1 John the 'outside' of a local situation. 
The larger letter illustrates the necessary steps to be taken at 
the church level before the public gaze, and 3 John and 2 John the 
private advice and consultations of the careful Pastor to and with 
the loyal Christian family. 
I 
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2-H See Ch. 1 , pp. 88 ff (below) 
J. "' See Ch.2. (below) 
2'i7 pp. 31 to 41 
l.j'a See p. 30 for both 
2 '3'1 See Chapter 6, pp. 278 ff (below) 
l9°Wolfgang Nauck is undecided about the destination of l John: 
11
- this community - or communities - to which l John is directed". 
Die Tradition und der Charakter des ersten Johannesbriefes, 
J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck) Tubingen, 1957, p.125. John Painter 
simply says "the congregation (singular) to which this letter was 
addressed". John: Witness and Theologian, S.P.C.K., London, 
1975, p.115. Earlier - in 1950 - Elwyn E. Tilden Jnr. wrote 
of 1 John: "If ... it was originally a circular letter, the writer 
has remarkably concealed the fact." Article, 1 The First Epistle 
of John', Interpretation, 4, 1950, p.195. 
2 '1 1 Third Revised Edition, S.C.M., 1972 
21~ p. 179 
l.Cf 3 p. 182 
.2.<J'fwhich was in "the last decades of the first century" (p.179): 
they were later than the Fourth Gospel. The date of the 
Gospel "may have been ... 80 or even earlier" but the tradition 
there preserved "goes back to Palestine before the outbreak 
of the war with Rome in AD.66'' (p.63). 
2 'f5'p.178 
z.1'p. 183 
2 77"Did this kind of bishop exist as early as the last decades of 
the first century? Is it not as likely that Diotrephes was a 
presbyter ... ?" (p.183). 
i.78pp.64, 178, 179 
2 '1p. 180 
3oop. 179 
301 See below, chapter 4, pp. 216 ff, and Chapter 3, pp. 148 ff 
3°LThe Johannine 'school' concept is not necessarily the same as 
the Johannine 'community' concept. See below, pp. 96 ff 
3o3The difference between Schnackenburg and Barrett in the matter 
i; that th~ former holds to one author at least for all the 
Epistles, while Barrett suggests a multiplicity of authors for 
the corpus. The 'school' idea is expressed succinttly by 
Norman Perrin, The New Testament, An Introduction, pp.249, 250., 
.1<>~The Gospel According to St. John, S.P.C.K., London 
30s pp. 11 3, 114 
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30' See especially W.F. Howard, The Fourth Gospel in Recent Criticism 
and Interpretation, Epworth, London, 1945, pp.109 ff and pp.252 ff; 
the article 'The Common Authorship of the Johannine Gospel and 
Epistles' by the same writer in J.T.S.48, 1947, pp.12-25 and the 
article by W.G. Wilson in J.T.S. xlix, 1948, pp.147-156. See also 
Chapter l (below). 
307 So Eusebius' H.E., Book 3, chapter 23 and elsewhere. 
30iPassages in which Irenaeus ascribes 'Johannine' New Testament 
books to the Apostle include Adv. Haer 1:8,5, 1:16,3, III:l ,l, 
and III:l6,8. (The Ante-Nicene Fathers, The Christian Literature 
Publishing Company, Buffalo, 1885, Vol. 1. On pages 83 ff in his 
commentary Barrett gives corresponding passages in Eusebius' H.E.). 
It is very difficult to accept the claim that Irenaeus was con-
fused over the identity of John, i.e. that he wrongly regarded 
the 'Elder John' as the Apostle. Since Polycarp died about the 
year 167 at the age of 86+, he was born perhaps c.81. According 
to lrenaeus "John" remained at Ephesus "until the times of Trajan" 
(Adv. Haer, 111:3,4). This means that the lives of 'John' and 
Polycarp overlapped by nearly 20 years. _Irenaeus himself was 
apparently born about 120, and so his life overlapped that of 
Polycarp by over 45 years. Considering these facts together with 
(l) the obvious frequency of inter-church ·visits in the second 
century 
(2) the proximity of Smyrna and Ephesus 
(3) Irenaeus' obviously superior intellect compared with that of 
Papias (a man "very weak of intellect"; this"is evident from 
his discourses" - Eusebius HE.3,39. 
The earlier passage where Papias is described as "a man well 
skilled in all manner of learning, and well acquainted with the 
scriptures" - HE.3,36 - is present in some M.S.S. only), and 
(4) the intense desire to learn everything possible about one's 
notable predecessors in the Faith (so very evident in the 
fragments preserved from the writings of Papias), 
the suspicion of confusion must surely be directed towards Papias 
and not Irenaeus. 
Over the last 15 years or so a new degree of confidence has been 
placed in Irenaeus' general accuracy in reporting his opponents' 
views. R. Mel. Wilson says of the Nag Hammadi texts: "some of 
them indeed fit neatly into the accounts of the Gnostic systems 
provided by lrenaeus. 11 (Gnosis and the New Testament, Basil 
Blackwell, Oxford, 1968, p.29). In another passage, Wilson 
says ':the texts so far published serve to confirm the conclusions 
reached through the researches of Foerster and Sagnard as to the 
essential reliability of lrenaeus - "(Ibid, p.86). A still 
stronger statement occurs on page 16: "The general reliability 
of Irenaeus, our earliest major witness, has been abundantly 
vindicated by the researches of Foerster and Sagnard - ~ R.M. Grant 
also supports the general accuracy of Irenaeus in at least one 
crucial issue - see Gnosticism and Early Christianity, Columbia 
University Press, 1966, p.89. In an earlier book the same writer 
introduces a section on Marcosian worship with the statement 
that Irenaeus "is describing, apparently from eye-witness accounts, 
what went on in the meetings of the Marcosians - ". (Gnosticism: 
An Anthology, Collins, 1961, p.191). W.F. Albright had an article 
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published in 1964 in which he said (when discussing the Nag Harrrnadi 
discoveries): "It is already certain that the accounts of ... 
Hippolytus and Irenaeus; are much more accurate than they have been 
supposed to be by many recent writers." (Article entitled 1 Recent 
Discoveries in Palestine and the Gospel of St. John', in the book 
'The Background of the New Testament and its Eschatology, C.U.P., 
1964, p.162). See also Dale Moody, The letters of John, Waco, 
Texas, Word, 1970, p.14. Any man with the ability to portray clearly 
systems such as those of the Simonians and the Marcosians should have 
been well able to verify such simple statements as those in which he 
mentions the Apostle John and the Fourth Gospel and Epistles. (He 
had years in which to do so.) 
30~Exposition of the Oracles of the Lord, found in Eusebius' H.E.3,39 . 
. The quotation is also printed in Barrett's Commentary, p.89. 
3t0 The Gospel According to John (in 2 volumes), Geoffrey Chapman, London,1966. 
~II For what follows, see pp. XCVIII ff. 
3/l.pp.XXXV, CVII and CVIII. For more detail.? regarding the Epistles see 
Brown's article 'Epistles of St. John 1 , in the New Catholic Encyclopedia, 
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1967, Vol .7, pages. 1078 - 1080. 
3BCf. W.F. Howard, The Fourth Gospel in Recent Criticism and Interp~e­
tation, Epworth, London, 1945, pp.109 ff, especially p.121. 
31/f See Brown, p.XXXIV: " We posit five sta,ges in the composition of the 
Gospel. These, we velieve, ar~ the minimal steps, for we suspect that 
the full details of the Gospel's prehistory are far too complicated 
to reconstruct." 
'3•s See be 1 ow, Chapter 1 , pp. 78 · ff 
3•ti.e. they come from 3:31-36, 6:51-55, 11, 12, and 15-17. See 
Brown, pp.XXXVI ff. 
3n 21 :24 and perhaps little else. , 
318 See below. Chapter 1 . The whole question of the validity of 
'school' theories is raised again in Chapter 1. 
311 p.LXXXVI 
310 P. CI II 
311 For further details, see Chapter l, 
1,.2 Does he endorse Sanders on the issues? 
(below). 
313 The Epistles of John volume of the Expositor's Bible, Hodder & Stoughton, 
London, pp.5 ff, 11, 291 ff, 301. 
3~Ibid, pp.288,289. Guthrie suggests that the peculiarities of 1 John 
make it easy to memorise. New Testament Introduction, Hebrews to 
Revelation:-p.198. 
'!z.S pp. 283-5 




319In 1905 Bartlet made the same identification. 
32,1904; pp.357 ff and 517 ff 
See Brooke, p.lxxxvi. 
330 A commentary on the Gospel According to St. John, A.& C.Black, London. 
331 p .45 
3'3 1 Qn pp. 50 ,51 
h~pp.46,7. Earlier (in 1943) Sanders asserted that Charles' analysis of 
the Fourth Gospel and Apocalypse "appears to furnish decisive evidence 
against their being works of the same author or even of the same 
school". The Fourth Gospel in the Early Church, Cambridge, p.5. 
33~p.47. On page 11 of 'The Fourth Gospel in the Early Church', Sanders 
had concluded that the Gospel and Epistles were by different authors 
(cf. Ibid, p.86): indeed this was for him almost the sine qua non 
for placing the Gospel's point of origin outside Asia Minor. 
3lS p .47 
·334 As he admits; p. 49. 
l~? s ·30 ee, e.g. , p. 
33~ p.312 
l3q See also the article 'The Message of the Epistles, The Letters of the 
Presbyter' (f:.xpository Times, Vol.45, 1933,34, pp.486-490), by J.G. 
Simpson, who comes closer still.. Three interesting claims are: 
(1) that the Johannine Epistles are "a series of letters addressed 
to a community, to a family group, and to an individual", 
(2) that all three letters are to one church (though Gaius and the 
'Lady' are placed in different families within it), 
(3) that the 3 John 9 writing is 1 John. Robert Grant suggests 
that 2 and 3 John were perhaps "addressed to members of one 
church at one time". 2 John is therefore (for him) the letter 
of 3 John 9. A Historical Introduction to the New Testament, 
Fontana Edition, 1971, pp.233,234. 
3'f0Hodder i Stoughton, London 
3q.1 pp.3 and 4 
J~~pp.8-10. Findlay argued that the church was that of Pergamum (See 
pp.30,31 and 37). 
31f3p.7: the conclusionsto the two letters are particularly in view here. 
3411- pp. 7, 9, l 0 
34-5 p. 10 
311-4 p. 59 
31Pp.70 
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·341 pp.5, 6, and 23-32 
3q..q p. 3 
350 A Commentary on the Johannine Epistles, A~& C. Black, London, ·1973. 
Jsr He also writes concerning the Epistles: "their writer or writers· -
the Johannine guardians - 11 • 
351 p.38 and pp.ll ff. The Gospel is reckoned more speculative, more 
theologically daring than l John in respect of Christology and 
eschatology, though the former does retain the primitive Christian 
teaching on the Last Day, the resurrection of believers, and 
enigmatic references to Jesus' true humanity. l John, then, represents 
a retrenchment on the part of its author; by contrast the heretics 
had adopted the adventurous spirit of the Fourth Gospel and gone 
further - too far for the Elder and his associates. The supposed 
character ~the l John author is further indicated by the description 
on p.3: 11 - tenacious and inflexible insistence on a small number 
of points which he hammers again and again." 
3!>3 p. 18 
35lf p. 11 ; cf. p. 4 
}SS p. 8; Cf. p. 14 
3Si, p .8 
)S7 p. 8 
35'&p.7 
3S'f pp.7 and B. See below, p. 275, note 33. 
Unquestionably Houlden is more perceptive than N. Alexander or Lewis 
- in the matter. 
3'0 P.ll also e_xpresses doubts.about timing: "whether at roughly the same 
time or over a period". The Epistles as a whole are dated after 
the Gospel of John (p.18); they are testimony to a Johannine 
"rearguard action" (p.19). 
3
'' p.140 
3'~It can just as easily be maintained that the visit did come about and 
that both 2 John and 1 John (as well as the Third Epistle) were aimed 
at preparing for it - the shorter Epistles for one loyal family and 
l John for the local church as a whole. 
363p.38 
3WfEven those of Schnackenburg, Dodd & Hunter - see above pp. 
23 , and 30 ff. 
3'S i.e. the present hypothesis 
3"It may of course be argued that 2 and 3 John were preserved because 
God wanted them preserved. Very well, but He usually uses means. 
>'7Especially that of 3 John 9, but also other hypothetical companion 
letters of various kinds. See above, p. 30. 
3b8 See above, p. lO (W.G. Kummel 's view) 
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occurs five times in 1 John, but not as a vocative: 
37° Cf. 3 John 9 
371 See be 1 ow, Chapter 6, pp. 278 ff 
371 J.A.T. Robinson says that the Epistles' writer "had evidently been 
their evangelist and pastor from the.earliest days". See above 
p. 12. 
313In 2 John 8, 10, and 12 
374 In 2 John 6, 8, and 10 
37r vv - 6' 11 ' 12' 14' 15 
37'1n common of course with other views that take a stand on th~ 
individuality of the 'Lady', and which regard the r{Kvo< as real 
children and not just as spiritual progeny. 
~17see Donald Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, Gospels & Acts, 
p.85: "Luke, as a Gentile, would know much of the degradation of 
women and would be concerned to emphasize all he had heard of the 
attitude of the Lord towards them." 
3 73 2 and 3 John almost certainly anticipate 1 Clement and provide a! 
norm for it and other later writings on the subject. See below~ 
p.260 and notes there. 
379 cf. 1 John 2; 18, 19 
' 
3i0 i .e. public so far as the church body was concerned, and public ~lso 
so far as Christian principles but not perhaps personal details were 
concerned. I 
3




THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE JOHANNINE GOSPEL AND EPISTLES 
It was stated in the Introduction that six points had to be demonstrated 
before the validity of the hypothesis could be accepted. The first 
requirement was 'That one author wrote the three Johannine Epistles' l' 
The present chapter deals with this question. Strictly, only the 
Epistles are relevant to the discussion, yet it is necessary to relate 
them not only to each other, but to the Fourth Gospel in terms of author-
ship on account of some succeeding chapters. If it be demonstrable that 
the Gospel and Epistles were written by one person, then consideration of 
this information is an essential pre-requisite in assessing the date of 
the Epistles. One reason is that common authorship would reduce the 
writing of the four books to a maximum period of probably 2 or 3 (perhaps 
even 4) decades, i.e. the likely duration of literary activity for one 
man. A second (and connected) reason is that there is much more material 
in the Fourth Gospel than in the Epistles, and so a likelihood of a more 
precise date based on the internal evidence. Thirdly, there are more 
extant references in early church writings to the Gospel than the Epistles. 
Thus the Gospel may prove to be of great importance in establishing the 
probable period of writing for the .Epistles. 
The question of common authorship1 therefore, leads on to the question of 
dating, though,of course, common authorship may not by any means finally 
determine the date within narrow limits. The conclusion reached regarding 
the date of the Epistles, moreover, interacts with that of the error attacked 
and r~sisted in them. 
I~ addition to the study of the relation between the Fourth Gospel and 
the Epistles 1 authorship in regard to date and heresy, the structure of 
2. 
the Gospel may prove important in assessing the classification of 1 John 
into some literary genre or other. 
For all these reasons, the Fourth Gospel demands inclusion here in Chapter 1. 
It must be emphcisized however, that the actual authorship is not the prime 
question, but the matter of corilmon or different authorship (as the case may 
be) is. It is possible to assess authorship in terms of either internal 
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or external evidence. Of the two, the internal evidence is the more 
satisfactory criterion, and it will receive more attention. 
In recent years it has been less usual to debate whether one man wrote the 
Gospel and another (or others) the various Epistles. The debate has moved 
rather to a third option, viz. that a 'school' of closely associated 
authors or writers stood behind the Johannine books 3 (sometimes but not 
always including Revelation) . 
Accordingly, a survey of the (mainly) internal evidences for and against 
common authorship is followed in this chapter by a discussion of the theory 
that the Johannine books are the product of some combination of scholars 
in a 'Johannine School'. 
I 
The five canonical books which share the superscription 11 John" differ 
I 
greatly in the statements they contain apropos their authorship. T~e 
Fourth Gospel is very enigmatic: The Apocalypse in l :1 and l :4 refers 
to "John" and a few verses .further on says 11 I John, your brother - "'without 
saying explicitly which John. The First Epistle does not name or indicate 
its author except by its introductory section, which reads most naturally 
as a claim to personal involvement in the events of the earthly ministry 
of Christ.6 Only 2 and 3 John share any kind of common formulation. 
As one would expect from writings which unequivocally follow a letter 
-r,B c. ·A / 
pattern a designation - o 1f(f.<f"t-VTE...(0 5 - appears in the first verse 
of each. 
The identity of this "'ff f1-cr /3 .!J;E..~os has, of course, been dis-
q 10 
cussed frequently. In his commentary Rudolf Schnackenburg summarises 




There was never a name in the text which accompanied 
the title Tf'ff-d"j3i!.J1t.l'os, '' and nor is this 
terminology a kind of pseudepigraphy. 
A case of the "same' pregnant formulation without 
mentioning a name" is found in a Papias fragment 
preserved by Euseb i us. '2-
Opinion is divided as to whether "this 'old man'" 




or another. Distinguished investigators take up 
positions on either side; but "The more recent investi-
gation inclines ever more to the second assumption". 
The evidence for the existence of a "Presbyter John" 
apart from the Apostle John rests entirely on the 
Papias fragment, all other references being based on 
this. Nevertheless (says Schnackenburg), the Papias 
evidence may carry the day in favour of the existence 
of the Presbyter. '3 
There is nothing to prove any identity of the Trf>t'i3JTf/;oS 
of 2 John and 3 John and the "Presbyter John" of 
Papias, though a similar function of presbyters as 
"bearers of the apostolic tradition, above all 
disciples of the apostles" is quite possible. 
Bu 1 tmann shows his agreement with Schnackenburg' s summary by saying 11~who 
this 'elder' is, is completely uncertain". Both of these writers 
observe that the comparative force of IT('E.<Y/3 O-r€fOS need 
not be retained,'~·'S" and so it is possible to translate the Greek as 
"der Alte", "the old man". 
Little comment is necessary on Schnackenburg's summary except to note that 
(as he says in (d)), the Papias fragment stands alone in supporting the 
independent existence of an 'Elder John' distinct from the Apostle. 
Furthermore, this support stems from one possible interpretation of the 
evidence. It may well be that the time is ripe for a re-appraisal here 
in the light of renewed confidence in the essential reliability of Ir~naeus 
as a heresiologist.16 : 
Whatever the decision taken about whether or not Papias 1 Elder enjoyed 
independent existence, Schnackenburg is of course correct when he avers:'1 
"There is nothing that can be inferred from the transmitted Papias -
citations on this question (i.e. a possible identification of the 2 and 
3 John and Papias 'Elders'), because the two small Johannine letters are 
nowhere mentioned" .18 
Still less can the Fourth Gospel be attributed to the independent elder 
of Papias with any degree of confidence at all. 
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FOURTH GOSPEL I l JOHN AND OTHER INTER-JOHANNINE RELATIONSHIPS 
(A) THE GOSPEL and l JOHN 
Schnackenburg says that 11 The early much dealt with enquiry after the 
relationship of the Gospel of John and l John has lost its interest today, 
but is still important for judging the author - ."
11
In the past the various 
arguments for and against the unity of authorship of the Fourth Gospel 
and 1 John (in particular) were set out by a number of writers~notably 
&.O Z.I . • 
by W.F. Howard and C.H. Dodd respectively. The total arguments may be 
summed up as follows: 
FOR COMMON AUTHORSHIP 
(1) There is a close similarity between about 50 verses in 1 John 
(out of a total of only 105 verses) and verses in the Fourth 
Gospel _:z..i. 
( 2) Identical verses are fairly rare. 
Z3 
In only 16 verses are 
there three successive words or more which are exactly 
duplicated in the Gospel. This "suggests a writer who 
varies his own phrases, rather than a mere copyist~'2.IJI. 
( 3) In both books the vocabulary is severely 1 imited. zS' 
(4) There is a great overlap in vocabulary in the two books, 
the words concerned being "either exceptionally frequent i.n 




Pairs of synonyms: "an interchange of synonyms in the same 
. ,,. ? 
sentence, or in the same context" appears in both books. 
) ,. 
The demonstrative pronoun £ i< 'lt vos is used of Christ 
"almost as a proper name".z.~ The designation occurs elsewhert,Cf 
but is predominantly Johannine. 
Parallelism and antagonism are very common in both the 
Gospel and the Epistle. 
30 
(8) Asyndeton. Brooke gives examples from both books - his list 
( 9) 
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could easily be l~ngth~ned. 
c/ 
Uses of < vc<. : (a) the word is· found much more frequently 
in the Fourth Gospel and the Johannine 
Epistles than it is in the New Testament 
generally. 31 
(b) ulvp<. plus the subjunctive is used 
very often "where the idea of purpose is 
not even latent".Jz. 
c.I 
(c) in particular ~A>i > tVo<. is 
used elliptically seven times (six in the 
Gospel and once in 1 JohnH) as against . 
3 only one other such use in the New Testament.q 
(d) it is to be found after demonstratives where 
the New Testament writers generally prefer 
an accusative and infinitive construction.35 
(10) Uses of the relative pronoun.l<O A Johannine pecularity is the 
t/ collective use of rrO<.v o three times in the Gospel 
(and o once) where rro<:vTt_s would have been expected.37 
In 1 John 5:4 if~" .,6 is used in a similar manner. Howard 
calls these expressions "collective masculines" - i.e. they are 
grammatically neuter but masculine plural in sense.3' 
(11) lT~s o with the present participle. The use of this 
in the Johannine books is not startling, but the frequency is!, 




Eschatology ."The two conceptions of eschatology, partly as 
-rea11sed-already, partly. as still a future event, are both 
present in the mind of the Evangelist"."0 The First Epistle 
is not in conflict with this (says Howard) but stresses 
the future event of the Parousia more on account of the 
current crisis: in any case "The Parousia" was nevertheless 
a spiritual fact rather than an apocalyptic display".~' 
l/-0 
The Death of Christ. Howard concedes that "The metaphors 
1ndeedarearfferent (in John which refers to the "Lamb 
of God" who is to "take away the sin of the world", and 
1 John with its (Ao<.~.6s terminology) but is not the 
underlying· conception the same?"4.Z 
The Doctrine of the Holy Spirit. This doctrine also is 
-cona1t1oned by the deadly heresy threatening the church. 
The Epistle's teaching,while rather different from that of 
the Gospel, "is in full harmony with it. and serves to 
elucidate and define it."'f-3 
(d) The two books and Gnosticism. Both the Fourth Gospel and 
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l John 6ppose gnosticism: "In the Epistle the writer 
goes further in the use of technical terms which the 
seceders may well have borrowed from the religious 
vocabulary of the Gnostics. But in the words of Dr. 
Dodd himself, he was 'using the weapons of the heretics 
against themselves'". Thus there is nothing strange in 
the appearance of d'IT~fo/"\b<, Xf°t~o<., 
and 11 God is light" in 1 John, but not in the Gospel."""' 
AGAINST COMMON AUTHORSHIP 
(1) 1 John has "no fewer than thirty-nine words or expressions which 
are not to be found in the Gospel"."'' Because of the length of 
the Fourth Gospel and the narrowness of the vocabulary, this is 
of more significance than the same kind of finding with respect 
to the Pauline Epistles. 
(2) There are 33 terms which are frequent and also of great theological 
significance in the Gospel, yet which are entirely absent from 
(3) 
the First Epistle. Most of these words are soteriological, 
eschatological, christological or else they relate to the Old 
Testament. 
Grammatical words and particles. There are more different 
prepositions, conjunctive particles etc.in the Gospel than 
in l John,and many more adverbial particles."""'" 
(4) The use of the relative pronoun is commoner in the Gospel.~7 
(5) Compound verbs occur 11 times in 1 John, but 105 times in the 
Gospe 1 • '1-S 
(6) Ara~aisms~ There would appear to be no doubt about the presence 
of some Aramaisms in the Fourth Gospel':1but none in l John 
"unless one should regard as Aramaism the use of asyndeton and 
parataxis ~0 and the somewhat excessive use of personal pronouns" .~1 
(7) Idioms and rhetorical figures. Important points are 
(a) the use of rr;_s with the articular participle -
this is approximately 10 times as common in 1 John 
as in the Fourth Gospel. 
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(b) the rhetorical question occurs four times in 1 John'~ 
but not at all in the Gospel. 
(c) the conditional sentence - which is very common in 
both books - is several times employed in 1 John 
in a "freer or looser way than is to be found in the 
Gospel". n In several of these instances the apodosis 
is not really ~ontingent upon the protasis. 
(8) The thought of the Gospel and 1 John. 
(a) 
(b) 
John 1 s Gospel has a lot of Old Testament allusions and 
quotations as well as some arguments "which presuppose 
Rabbinical interpretations of the Old Testament";f41 John 
contains but one Old Testament allusion.SS 
Eschatology.r' Dodd says that it is generally recognised 
Thatthe Fourth Gospel represents the most radical New 
Testament transformation of the eschatology "inherited ... 
from Judaism". In contrast to that, the eschatology 
of 1 John is "fully a 1 i ve" and "popul ar 11 : ~ri'l'ac. rrj s 
Kft(l'"'£.1.-~s (4:17), Tf",,(t'oud'"(c<, and the term ~o<V'f'iv91vo<( 
(2:28 ~ used with future signification) are all used in 
the Epistle but not the Fourth Gospel. Two important 
elements of 1 John eschatology which are not present in 
the Gospel are the transfiguration of believers at the 
second Advent~7 and the relating of the coming Advent 
loAntichrTs1 1s coming. s-~ 
(. \ / (c) The Death of Christ is interpreted in John as an <~~~os 
for the sin of the world, 11 much as Paul describes it as 
iAo<.o--r·1t' Lov.'' Dodd says that tA<><.t7)M-bS connected 
with verbs which in a pagan context mean 11 to propitiate 
or placate" probably means "'expiation', i.e. a means of 
removing guilt,or of forgiveness 11 .fi In the Gospel Christ•s 
death is the means of His being 11 glorified" or 11exalted 11 ; 
the means of His 11 drawing 11 all men into eternal life. 
His death is a sacrifice, but "not a sacrifice· for the 
expiation of sin". 
(d) Dodd claims that the Holy Spirit is viewed in a "neuter 
and i mpersona 1 sense"'oi n mucnof the 01 d Testament and 
generally in the New Testament and early church. By 
contrast,11in the closing discourses of the Fourth Gospel 
the Spirit is more unequivocally personal than anywhere 
else in the New Testament. He is, so to speak, Christ•s 
alter ego~":pronouns used of Him are often masculine. 
The First Epistle uses . '1T<Xf~KAVJ<05 of Christ 
a 1 one, and uses "TrVc.u~o<. in the •popular• way 
of Paul and Acts. Dodd says "In Johrf1iv 1-6 there is no 
suggestion of personality in the Spirit_.1 ,z.. 
(e) Gnosticism. Four passages or terms in 1 John stand closer 
Thananythi ng in the Gospel to the "gnosticism" (broad 
sense'.) against which both are directed. These are the 
., 
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statement that 11 God is light 11 ~3the claim that the act of 
s~e~ng Christ ~akes Christian~ like Him,'4- th~ indwelling 
divine 11 o-rTEf'~cX - which guarantees sinlessness 11 'S 
and the Xf.<'(;;4r>1... , which term was (or became) a gnostic one 
having to do with gnostic initiation. 
(9) General Impression. Dodd wrote: "There is surely to be felt in 
the Fourth Gospel a richne~s, a subtlety, a penetrating quality 
of style to which the (First) Epistle cannot pretend .... in the 
Epistle regularity often descends to monotony ... the Epistle .. 
does not suggest the pen of a ready writer 11 • ~• 
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE ABOVE ARGUMENTS MAY NOW BE MADE: 
NEGLIBLE OR WEAK POINTS 
The 39 terms in 1 John which are not present in the Gospel are to be placed 
here. Dodd himself is hesitant about the criterion, and in fact lists no 
more than four examples. He says: "Including the phrases Tr\1£~o<. -ro0 
9~ou, ~rffO( -r-'1s Kf(<rE..~S, 6~o.>-.oy-z.l'v' ~TlolS1 oVo/-tot.Tt -rnrn:J· 
iLV, where, though the constituent words are found in the Gospel, their combi-
nation forms a distinct locution which is not found there". '7 
The Aramaisms are also to be includ~d under this head. Concerning them 
Howard says: 11 The explanation mqy be that the sources and Palestinian 
traditions largely account for the greater prominence of these locutions 
in a Palestinian narrative. 11 ''·~' 
Idiosyncrasies and Frequencies 
Idiosyncrasies shared by the Fourth Gospel and l John number no less than 
eight,70 of which some,e.g. limited vocabulary and parallelism/antagonism'> 
are clearly very important. The characteristic 11 pairing 11 of synonyms is 
also such an unexpected phenomenon that it binds the books together too. 
(/ •,.J 
The same can be said for some of the peculiar uses of t v'"" and for 
cl a. 
Idiosyncrasies not shared by the two books,but evident in the First Epistle 
only,include rhetorical questions and 1 incomplete 1 conditional sentences.71 
With regard to the former, the four rhetorical questions, two verses are 
part of the framework of definition and i den ti fi cation
7
thi ~understandably 
has no parallel in the Sitz im Leben of the Gospel. The unusual conditional 
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sentences represent the most weighty evidence Dodd has addu~ed in this area 
for dividing the authorship?3 A third idiosyncrasy in this group is the 
wider use of prepositions and particles in the Gospel~~ This appears one 
of the strongest weapons mustered by Dodd,but the most impressive category, 
the adverbial particles, is lessened in its impact because a number of the 
words concerned have a merely temporal or local sense in the Gospel which 
would be inappropriate in the 1 John situation~s 
In 1948 W.G. Wilson crossed svwrds with C.H. Dodd in his article 11 An 
Examination.of the Linquistic Evidence Adduced against the Unity of 
Authorship of the First Epistle of John and the Fourth Gospel 11 .7" Wilson's 
study extended over the whole New Testament so far as prepo~tions were 
conce~ned, but surprisingly he omitted the Pastorals, Hebrews, James, the 
Petrine Epistles, Jude and Revelation from all the other tables he con-· 
structed (i.e. adverbial particles, conjunctive particles, and compound 
verbs). 
Bearing in mind the ]ength of book and the nature of book (Gospel, Epistle 
and so on) Wilson said "the difference between them (Fourth Gospel and 
1 John) in the number of different prepositions used is proportionally less 
than exists between the Lucan writings", or between pairs of Epistles 
reckoned as Pauline - e.g. 2 Corinthians, Colossians, 2 Thessalonians and 
Philippians. Wilson's case is unanswerable at this point. 
The numbers of different adverbial particles in the 18 New Testament books 
considered is much more variable than the numbers of different prepositions. 
Regarding the frequency of adverbial particles, the Johannine Epistles are 
among the lowest of the New Testament books listed, and the Gospel the second 
highest (after Galatians). However, since a similar range is discoverable 
within the Pauline corpus, the evidence supports Dodd and Wilson about 
equally here. 
The number of different conjun~tive particles and their frequency in the 
Fourth Gospel and l John (again allowing for the inadequacy of Wilson's 
18 - book list) is about what would be expected from one writer in two 
books of such different length. There is,in fact, a much greater variation 
between pairs of Pauline Epistles than between the Fourth Gospel ·and l John. 
In the above areas - viz. different particles and their frequency, Wilson 
definitely has a better case than Dodd. 
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11 
The use of peculiar expressions is undoubtedly a.better criterion of style 
than an assessment based on the comparative frequencies of various words. 
Thus the arguments for and against common authorship on the grounds of 
. · 1 d . . · 1 t . f t . d t b d . . 7~ s1m1 ar or 1ss1m1 ar ra 10s o cer ain war s are no y any means ec1s1ve. 
The primary linguistic argument on Dodd's side, and possibly the most im-
portant of all his arguments, is the existence of 33 theologically vital 
Fourth Gospel terms which do not once appear in the First Epistle. Howard 
has no great difficulty in reducing this list dramatically by observing: 
(a) The distribution of these concepts in the Gospel 
(b) The relevance of such words to the subject matter in 
each case 
(c) The longer process of composition in the case of the 
Gospel 
(d) The richer subject matter of the Gospel 
(e) That written and oral sources were used for the Gospel but 
not for the Epistle 
(f) That the Epistle was less subject to Jewish influences 
(Aramaic sources and the like) than the Epistle, which 
was written 'straight off' i~ Greek.'' 
The only words which are still relevant here after appropriate weight 
. / . , 
has been given to the above are '1''/'""~c.v (19 times) l<fl<Tl'S (11), 
~ 6s°' (18) KUtJ<os (Howard leaves only 10 of its 41 Fourth Gospel 
/'f' ,, C' .... 
references to Christ), <1'"W:;:,~lv (6 plus d"c...:>T1f'<X. once) and oe.<. (of 
divine necessity - 8). 
Howard thus concludes,in effect, that only eight of Dodd's 33 words con-
stitute real support for the latter's position. 
The argument which many have found decisive for common authorship is that 
"imposing list of over 50 phrases 119iet out in Brooke's commentary. 
Howard rightly affirms: "In its impressiveness it overwhelms the examples 
of contrast which have just been examined".90 (i.e. Dodd's arguments based 
on style and language). Dodd himself is moved to say "That the two works 
are, at any rate, very closely related is obvious. 11 91 
When then, is left of Dodd's case considered from the linguistic point 
of view? There are only two real effective criteria - the unusual use 
of conditional sentences in the First Epistle, and the (fairly) frequent 
··, 
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appearance of eight important terms in the Gospel but not in the Epistle 
(where they might have been expected). Compared with the weight of 
contrary ev1dence, these are (to use Schnackenburg's description) "un-
important". Schnackenburg concludes: "Against the discrepancies pointed 
out by the critics, the agreements of both writings in vocabulary, phrase-
ology and sty.le are so significant, that from this angle the acceptance of 
a common author has no obs tac 1 e in its way. " Y,i. 
It is now necessary to turn to an assessment of the thought, especially the 
theology, of the Fourth Gospel and 1 John. 
FIRST, the "Jewishness" of the Fourth Gospel may be partly explained (as 
Dodd himself admits) "by the fact that the Gospel purports to 
transmit the teaching of Jesus, which has a Jewish context".~ 3 
Howard mentions the same fact in passing~tbut Barrett is far 
from satisfied with it.9r The matter remains something of a 
problem for those who advocate common authorship of the Gospel 
and Epistles (2 and 3 John are of course to be bracketed with 
1 John and not the Gospel here). 
SECONDLY, the more satisfactory judgment in matters of eschatology is 
that of Hovrnrd, viz. that there is no conflict between the 
Gospel and 1 John. Long ago Robert Law asserted that "the 
fundanental similarities between the eschatology of the Epistle 
and that of the Gospel are vastly more obvious than the differences"~' 
That is true. · Both books teach a future presence of Christ 
perceptible to the senses.' 7 Regarding the personal transfor-
mation of the believer, the Fourth Gospel asserts that 
{i) the believer's knowledge is not what it will be (16:13) 
( i i ) his abode is not what it wi 11 be (John 14: 2, 3) 
(ii i ) 
(iv) 
(v) 
his relationships are not what they will be (John 13:35) 
his 'ontological' unity with others is not what it will be 
(John 17:11,21)0 
his'rnystical union' with Christ is not what it will be 
(John 15:1 ff, 17:21(b)i1). 
These passages all show that 'the best is yet to be'. Since 
that is so, is 1 John incompatible with the Fourth Gospel when 
t!/ ) ... 
it describes Christians as finally being o/'t-OlOl a<.OT~ 
(l John 3:2)? qo 
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THIRDLY, though the Fourth Gospel does not contain any term like cAcx~6'.s, 
various statements are obviously compatible with the concept. 
These include sinbearing (John 1 :29), Christ as "Saviour of 
the world" (John 4:42), God's outgoing love towards a world .. 
in need of salvation (John 3:16), and the use of ... rrr~f 
11 which expresses the thought of the vicarious atonement-offering 
of Christ 11 (John 6:51, 10:11,15, 11:50 ff, 15:13, 17:19 and 
18: 14) · '' 
FOURTHLY, the differences in pneumatology in the two books are not 
significant. Dodd denies the full personality of the Holy 
Spirit in l John because (as Schnackenburg says) he denies the 
part played by the Holy Spirit in connection with spiritual 
rebirth (1 John 3:9) and does not interpret the Xf'a-ro<. 
of 1 John 2:20,27 (who performs a function similar to that of 
the Paraclete in John 16:13) as the Holy Spirit. The passages 
. 1 J h ,2. h. h . b . t . . f t th s . . t 1n o n w 1c ascr1 e w1 ness1ng in some orm o e p1r1 
are also compromised and weakened.' 3 
FIFTHLY, the assertion that 1 John stands closer than the Gospel to 
Gnosticism in the sense that it indicates a more sympathetic 
view of it, is not justified.1/f Schnackenburg«JS-has answered Dodd 
with typical thoroughness, but something may be added to his 
treatment in one area. Dodd writes that both Philo and the 
Fourth Gospel writer describe t~~9gos as light, but in the 
Fourth Gospel "God the Father is never described as light".''· 
Yet, true as that may be, certain verses in the Gospel 9 taken 
together, seem completely to dispose of Dodd's argument (see 
(.( ',, C./ ~ ·" John 10:30, 14:9 - o f.wfP(.K~S ~f. t.'"'-'f(l(1<~v rov -rro<-r~/°"; 
1 :1, 17:11). If the son is "light: and the Father and Son .. are ~v , then the Father is also 11 light 11 , even if not 
explicitly so described in the Fourth Gospel. 
'11 
A further theological point was raised by M. de Jonge in 1970, viz, the 
manner in which the word Xp1..crros is used in the Johanni ne Epistles 
--- ----· 1 
and Gospel. In the Epistles the word is unequivocally a Christian term, 
11which has lived its own life in the Christian church,and especially in 
qg / 
the Christian communities to which the epistles were addressed." Xfto-1os 
is not the most important term applied to Jesus; that is "Son of God" 
(or "His son 11 '·"The Son 11 , and so on) which occurs 22 times in 1 John and 
twice in 2 John. 
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In, the Fourth Gospel XftffTd5 is used twice in the double expression 
)I'lcrous Xfurros "in the same way as in the epistles, i.e. without 
reference to the Jewish background of the word Xf'~~6s and in a 
context which presupposes the unity of Father and Son". ft de Jonge goes 
on: "in all other instances (in the Gospel) where Xpt<T·nfs occurs 
(14 altogether!) this term is used in the Jewish (Samaritan) sense of the 
word or with a Christian meaning presupposing or correcting Jewish usage 11 •11 
Generally, then, the claim is made that the Epistles and the Fourth Gospel 
differ to some extent, but it is "a difference on the basis of a fundamental 
agreement".'00 The Epistles' use is a development or an interpretation, 
not a contradiction, of the commoner Fourth Gospel use. 
The findings of de Jonge are essentially neutral regarding authorship, since 
his position is compatible with either one author (facing two sets of 
problems) or two authors who both occupy a basically 'Johannine" theological 
position. 
Schnackenburg summarises the positions taken by recent scholars with respect 
to the theological content of John and 1 John~0' He begins by saying: 
"every judge is compelled to speak of a particular Johannine theology" 
(because of the same "atmosphere" and "main concepts" in the two books). 
Using.Howard 1 s arguments, Schnackenburg demonstrates that there is nothing 
of a theological nature to prohibit common authorship~o.z. Nor is "another 
author for the large letter who indeed must have stood in very close touch 
with the evangelist" ruled out. Though Schnackenburg does not give a 
categorical answer here, the tone he adopts seems to indicate a degree of 
preference for identity of author. ' 03 
The assessment of the general impression made upon the reader by the Fourth 
Gospel and 1 John respectively is necessarily a somewhat subjective exercise. 
Oodd's judgment that the Epistle is more monotonous than John's Gospel 
has been supported quite recently by J.L. Houlden, who calls the Gospel 
"the finest literary fruit" of the Johannine group, and describes the 
1 John author as "less penetrating and vigorous in mind" than the Evangelist.104' 
In complete opposition to C.H. Dodd, G.D. Kilpatrick has a very low opinion 
of the 1 iterary prowess of the Four_~~ospel writer himself . 10s He judges 
'John' to be a poor man from a poor province, a man of Palestinian origins 
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who is not "bookish". 
The view of Dodd was of course opposed by Howard, who said:"The pastoral 
disquisition has a beauty of its own, but it is not the splendour of the 
10, 
Incarnate Glory - the theme of the Gospel". Oodd's position is adequately 
1()7 
countered above by material drawn from Howard's presentation of his case. 
Schnackenburg a 1 so has no doubts about the great abi· 1 i ty of the 1 John 
writer - e.g. he speaks of the Epistle as "an incomparable accomplishment 11 : 0 i 
A little later, in his discussion of the Proemium, Schnackenburg says that 
the early verses of l John "betray a writer who controls his style medium 
with innate certainty 11 .'0 ? 
110 
M. de Jonge has very recently given his judgment against Houlden and Dodd. 
De Jonge asserts : "The Epistles are at least as subtle in thought and 
wording as the Gospel and as careful in their balancing of the various 
elements of Christology and ethics. Their scope is limited to the 
crisis situation at stake (whereas the Gospel serves more than one purpose) 
but that does not mean that their author/s is/are less gifted theologians 
than his/their predecessor/s. 11 
CONCLUSION TO FOURTH GOSPEL/l JOHN COMPARISON 
Dodd produced enough evidence for his point of view to be considered 
seriously, but in no major area does that evidence come near to upsetting 
the traditi ona 1 view of common authorship .111 
(B) AND 2 JOHN 
FOR COMMON AUTHORSHIP 
(1) The verba!_~greement between the two books is startling. 
No less than seven verses in 2 John repeat or echo verses in the 
d II 2-f i rS t Epistle-viz. 2 John 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 an 12. Moreover, 
verses 6 and 7 each correspond fairly closely with two verses in 
1 John,and 2 John 5 with three. In other words, 2 John, which 
has only 13 verses, has a total of eleven close affinities with 
\ /13 
1 John. In fact the only verses not repeated or echoed in the 
larger writing are either those with an "epistolary" significance, 
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or else those which prohibit the giving of hospitality to 
enemies of the Faith. 
Schnackenburg highlights four significant characteristics found 
particularly in 2 John 4-9 and in 1 Johnf~ 
(i) Love, and its practical realisation in brotherly love 
(ii) Faith - i.e .the right Christological faith 
( i i i ) 
(iv) 
The rejection of the heresy as innovation, almost the 
same confession formula being used in 2 John 7 as in 
l John 4:2 
The use of e~~v OW/<. ix~( in 2 John 9 and 
1 John 2:23 11 forms a strong clamp between both letters". 
llS' 
Another instance of significant verbal agreement is the formula 
/ ' ~fv''i.cv ~ v . l and 2 John and the Fourth Gospe 1 use it quite 
excessively compared with the rest of the New Testament. 
(2) Vocahulary: A few words are employed with unusual frequency 
in 1 and 2 John comparedwith the New Testament as a whole: 
( 3) 
Fourth Rest of 
1 John 2 John 3 John Gospel ~e_o_c_~_l ypse New Testament ----A- --- ----
~A1G~to<. 9 5 6 25 65 
~ VT(X fl O"TOS 4 
~f Xv) 8 2 8 3 35 
o<'. Cf T "I 10 2 7 l 53 
> / 
~y"TO AV) 14 4 11 2 37 
I 
Koo-ros 22 l 76 3 80 
/ 
~<i_Vw 23 3 40 1 50 
c. A. / 
o~o oy~w 5 1 4 1 15 "' 
Apparent dependence of passages in one book on passages in the other, 
whether this phenomenon be viewed as a 'process of abbreviation or 
117 
expansion (depending on which book is conceived to have been written 
earlier). Examples: 2 John 7 and John 1 :1-4, 2:18ff~ 4:lff 
2 John 9 and 
2 John 12 and 
John 2:22ff, 5:1-6 
John 1 :4 
(4) The acceptance of 2 John into the canon via l John (so to speak) 




(5) The undeniable theological agreement makes common authorship probable!1' 
AGAINST COMMON AUTHORSHIP 
(1) Two arguments have been advanced on the basis of the contents of 
1 John and 2 John: First, that 2 John is so clearly dependent on 





and secondly, that the prohibition of hospitality to 
heretics, which is noted in most commentaries as being the only 
subject in 2 John not treated in 1 John, may be viewed as intro-
ducing a note contrary to the injunction to love in 1 John.121 
(2) Expressions: two formulae 
l / c. / - /3/\ ~-rrcc:r~ ~.x uTou.s and 
' l / /"1-"rfJov rr"'1f'1 - are 
Synoptics than John. 1u 
said to be more in harmony with the 
( 3) Vocabulary. The to ta 1 number of words in 2 John is 245; there 
are 94 different words !J.3 Of these 3l are extremely common and 
have no particular theological or other special significance. 
Among the remaining 63 words 1<.uf (el... and X~f,.V')S 
('papyrus' or 'paper') are peculiar to 2 John. The following 
are absent from 1 John~ -rr.C<i.<1'...aur'l.Pos, ~KA'i..1<.1os, v~-<>tS, 
,1 , ,,, ,. f 
1 
(; 7 c ~ l !). I 
t;).~05, 'i..lfY)VVJ, xo<.tflA)• l\Co(V, €..Of<.O"I<~, Tr/\c:><.1/05 1 
fl >.J ..rrw, J_ noA>-UJA-L, l;> )'~ °S o/A-0< l, ~'er"O's, 1r),".f f' '1 s, 
.> l . / / 1i.4 C I / > / 
ei<1TO~foo<Vw,;r;ooi><yw, ~<. oo<.X1, tp'i./)w, otKCt(, 
" I\ ) "Ii- ) ' 1 \-
/(0( VCNV tw, (.3 o "-' "~0<.<., ~ A1T l :> vc, c:r-ro~, 0<. c:rrro< J~o< t 1 
and ~ b t:.A ¢1/z.~ 
·out of the 63 relatively common words in 2 John,then, 27 are 
not found in 1 John. considering significant words alone, this 
means that almost 43 per cent of the words in the shorter Epistle -
a very impressive proportion - are absent from 1 John, a book 
which is at many points similar in content. 
(4) Both 1 John and 2 John appear to be letters,yet their structural 
resemblance to each other is minimal .'z' 
(5) There were some objections to the acceptance of 2 John into the 
canon at first, and these indicate reservations about whether the 
·:·.:· 
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author of 1 John wrote 2 John also. The relevant evidence 
comprises (i) Origen's comments about "a second and a third 
(epistle of John) .. :. all do not hold these 
to be genuine" 1&1 
(ii) Eusebius' similar remarks1~ 8 
(iii) All pre-Philoxenian Syriac translations, which 
omit 2 John (as well as the other minor catholic 
Epistles and Revelation)'~' 
(iv) Remarks by Amphilocius , Bishop of Iconium from 
cAD.373, who wrote in his Iambi ad Seleucum: 
"Of the Catholic Epistles some say that seven, 
others that only three, ought to be received, 
one of James, one of Peter and one of John. 
And some receive the three (of John) .... " 130 
An assessment of the strength of the various arguments follows: 
A weak point is that based on the appearance of the two formulae ~Ai-rr~r~ 
and ./"4-<ere6v tr~fpvi in 2 John 8.131 The first 
132. 
c / -c. o{ u ro us 
of these occurs in one other New Testament verse, and can therefore scarcely 
' . \ / 
be labelled typically synoptic (or anything else!) Mttreov rr"1f'1 
appears nowhere else in the New Testament. 
Ambiguous points 
The argument about verses in 2 John which more-or-less correspond with the 
(general 1y 1 arger) 1 John verse'?3proves nothing about authorship, because 
either one writer could be referring to another work of his own, or else 
a second writer could be alluding to the epistle of the first. Perhaps 
the former possibility is the more likely, since the other view necessitates 
accessibility to the original as well as unacknowledged allusions to it. 
According to the hypothesis advanced in these pages, no acknowledgment is 
necessary because the writer is merely echoing his own work. Moreover, 
he is doing so while the other composition is quite fresh in his mind~ 
perhaps it was even lying in front of him. 
The arguments surrounding the entry of 2 John into the Canon are also 
I '!Jlf 
ambiguous. Against the four points made above may be arrayed a con-
siderable list of quotations or references which apparently indicate 
entire acceptance of 2 John as a canonical book /H 
·'·~ 
. ·.' L 
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A third ambiguous matter is that of the differing structures of l and 2 
John. 13' The phenomenon cannot count against common authorship unless the 
purpose of the two Epistles is similar - i.e. unless, for instance, they 
are both intended as regular contemporary letters. If they have an 
"interlocking" purpose (as maintained in the hypothesis) the difference 
in structure not only does not tell against common authorship, but is 
peculiarly comprehensible in the light of it. 
The argument against common authorship based on the alleged imitation of 
1 John by the 2 John write
117( a different man) is a·1 so di ffi cult to answer 
unequivocally. If 2 John were an imitation, it is hard to see the reason 
for it. '38 A further psychological improbability in that case is the lack 
of a specific writher's name!3' 
Stronger points 
/ J ) ;ti l~O 
M?:VttV fV (or t.V ... ~tv't.<V ) is obviously an'idiosyncracywhich 
is almost exclusively 'Johannine' in the New Testament. It is used in a 
theological sense (the indwelling of Christ in the believer and similar 
concepts as distinct from geographical senses) in 18 places in the Fourth 
Gospel, 21 places in 1 John, 3 times in 2 John, and only 5 times in all the 
rest of the New Testament. Similarly, all of the eight word~4'~hich are 
(I' 
especially common in 1 John and 2 John (and the Fourth Gospel) except o<IJr"? 
are of unquestioned theological significance. They all appear in the 
doctrinal heart of 2 John. 
·-.----· 
It is right here that the strongest argument of all against common author-
ship - the 27 words absent from 1 John but present in 2 Johh*~ reveals its 
essential weakness. Out of the 27, twelve are what might be called 
"epistolary" terms which have no counterpart in 1 John since that book 
lacks some of the distinctive features of ordinary epistles. Of the other 
15 words, six are everyday words with no technical significance!~! 
The remaining 9 word;'"(s ix of them used but once) are 1 ess important as a 
group than the theological terms shared by 2 John and John. 
The theolo~_x of 2 John is to be compared with that of 1 John in a later 
chapter. 1"-5 2 John does not disagree with 1 John. Either the two say 
essentially the same thing in matters of theology, or else a theological 
topic is found in 1 John only. Even the question of the boycott of the 
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h~retics is not at variance with such a judgment. It is a natural corollary 
to the intense concern of the wr1ter of the First Epistle for his converts 
and follows straight on from his assertions that those who "went out from 
us .... were not of us", and that "many false prophets have gone out into 
the world", and his injunction "Do not love the world".'""" An undying love 
for his converts corresponds to a fierce jealousy for their spiritual 
welfare. 
Finally, the 'for' argument based on the 2 John/l John overlap carries 
quite exceptional weight. Eleven close parallels in thirteen verses 
cannot be set aside. They are virtually determinative for common author-
ship. 
CONCLUSION TO 2 JOHN/l JOHN COMPARISON 
Internal evidence, consisting primarily of impressive theological and verbal 
agreement, practically demands the acceptance of common authorship. 
(C) 2 JOHN AND JOHN'S GOSPEL 
Ten references in 2 John (in verses 1, 2(bis), 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 12) 
are parallel to substantial portions of fifteen verse~¥ln the Gospel. 
On axamination, it is evident that five of these 2 John passages have no 
parallel in 1 John. This strongly suggests a more direct 2 John/Fourth 
Gospel link than one merely mediated through the First Epistle. 
11(.9,I"• 
There are twelve words used in 2 John but not in the Fourth Gospel. When 
the Epistle is compared on the one hand with the Gospel, and on the other 
hand with the New Testament Epistles generally, it emerges that half the 
words concerned could be ca 11 ed "epistolary" vocabulary - i.e. they fit 
naturally into the context of correspondence whoever the writer be rather 
than into a Gospel. Thus meaningful differences between the vocabulary 
l)o 
of 2 John and the Fourth Gospel are relatively few. 
Common authorship is extremely likely. 
(D) 2 JOHN and 3 JOHN 
It is probably scarcely necessary to examine 2 and 3 John very closely to 
:.-. 
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see whether they came from the pen of one writer or not. No modern writer 
1r1 
whose works were examined actually repudiates common authorship, though 
Bultmann and Houlden (presumably following Bultmann) cast various doubts on 
2 John's antiquity and/or authenticity. 
Briefly, the points of similarity are 
(l) the same designation for the sender 
(2) almost identical endings 
(3) very nearly equal length 
(4) . ·1 t /S1 d a very s1m1 ar struc ure, an 
(5) a discerning policy in matters concerning hospitality. 
Such differences as there are are explained ~eadily enough by the difference 
in recipients and circumstances.'s3 
The one jarring note in the 2 John/3 John comparison is vocabulary.'5~ 
Examination reveals that 36 of 2 John's 63 significant words are absent 
from 3 John, while 46 of the Third Epistle's noteworthy words are not in 
2 John. That these proportions are very high cannot be denied. However, 
as noted above, the contents of .the two works must be compared. If, as 
is maintained in this thesis, the letters are complementary, being sent 
to a husband and wife on one occasion, but dealing with different aspects 
of one larger problem, a considerably different vocabulary is to be 
anticipated. Actually a count reveals that 22 of 3 John's 46 significant 
words (i.e. the 46 absent from 2 John) are directly related to the special 
circumstances calling forth the Third Epistle, (i.e. those circumstances 
in the total situation which particularly concern Gaius). 
Furthermore, it is apposite to observe the comparatively unusual words 
1r~ 
which are common to 2 and 3 John. Ten of them do not even appear in 1 John. 
Some would be quite unexpected if different authors were responsible; 
.. /.) ;' ;' 
especially is this so with "'T'T",P1"i...,< ... rri;t'o'S., )\<-..(v' (only 12 times 
/ /\ 
in the entire New Testament), c:rr~o<. and the rare word/"""'i..Ao<.Vos. 
There is necessarily a certain air of unreality about the whole subject of 
terms in such short books as 2 and 3 John. When it is recalled that 
Shakespeare is said to have used about 24 000 different words, Milton 7 000, 
and a reasonably capable matriculation student of the present day 3 000, 
''.· ' 
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the perspective on the vocabulary and usages in th~ minute works under 
consideration perhaps needs correction. One thing~ clear, viz. that 
the inclusion of the unusual becomes a much more persuasive criterion than 
the exclusion of the usual. Quite rightly, therefore, many have accepted 
common authorship for 2 and 3 John on various weighty grounds even though 
I!' 
the vocabulary employed differs considerably in some important respects. -
(E) BERGMEIER'S ARGUMENTS AGAINST COMMON AUTHORSHIP 
Roland Bergmeier wrote an article in 1966. entitled Zurn Verfasserproblem 
des II und III Johannesbriefe~~7 in which he commented upon the indecisive 
results for the authorship controversy obtained by linguistic methods. As 
a 'new' approach, he proposed a comparison of the theology of the Fourth 
Gospel and 1 John on the one side and 2 and 3 John on the other.'~ In his 
article the whole emphasis is on two interrelated concepts -
(i) the Johannine-type dualism; the same type of dualism is found 
in the Qumran scrolls and the Gospel and First Epistle of John.''1 
(ii) the Johannine view of ~)..~ettot.. as one pole of the dualism. 160 
Now, with respect to 2 John and 3 John, Bergmeier finds 
(i) that the dualism of the longer Johannine books is missing: 
"It is chiefly noticeable that in II John the antithesis 
of ~~1Gt.1..(. and <f~OSos or -rrAc('v'1 is missing, 
although from the content of the letter it would _be highly 
s i gni fi cant" .1<.1 
(ii) that "The ~ >-.v] 8£ co( - concept" merely "presents a 'Johanni ne' 
coloured word for that which can be described just the same 
aS b ~ ~ 0(.. x 1 TO 0 ';<..fJ( (J" rO o." l#•L 
..... > '°\ e ,,, He continues:" rr~fLTI""o<.T'ttv t.V «A~ ~(~ II/III John 4 
therefore means nothing else than 'to abide by the teaching of 
Chri_2.~' i.e. by that which Christ has entrusted to the church. 
In other words: . t<.>..~9"-l~ here implies not the divine 
rea 1 i t.'l_._but .. the~tho~ox teaching". 163 
Bergmeier concludes that there is, theologically speaking, a certain 
(smallish) gap between the Gospel and 1 John, and a larger gap between these 
two books and the shorter Epistles. Situationally, the implied conclusion 
is that 2 and 3 John belong together at a later period than the two longer 
/fo'f 
Johannine books, which may themselves belong together. At least two 
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authors are therefore implied. 
The thesis of Bergmeier is suspect because 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
It is not 
"missing" 
the other 
entirely correct to label the dualistic elements as 
in 2 John. 'A~v}e't..tO( appears five times and (on 
side) 1'f'Ark..vos 1u twice and ~vr(Xfurros once. 
It is merely that the ideas are not in juxtaposition in 2 John. 
The base is too narrow. A single term, albeit a key one, has 
been chosen. Thus Houlden says that "a whole galaxy of 
doctrinally weighty Johannine terms, 'know', 'dwell', 'love' 
and 1 walk 1,speak against Bergmeier's view".'c.c. 
(3) Bultmann has pointed out that "truth" and "doctrine" are not 
always used in either 2 or 3 John in identical ways.' 67 
Bergmeier's decision to divide the authorship of the four books must be 
rejected, then, because too much is based on too little. 
'SCHOOL' THEORIES OF THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE JOHANNINE BOOKS 
--------~--------~------------------------------------------------
A number of 'school 'theories have already been considered.161 There are many 
others.'~' The essence of such theories is the idea that various members of 
a particular group or community in the early church each made a contribution 
to the production of the Johannine writings. Usually the literary activity 170 
is conceived of as having taken place in successive stages. Thus Barrett 
conjectures that there were five or six contributors working - for the most 
part - at different times and finally producing the complete Johannine 
corpus of five books. R.E. Brown believes that the Fourth Gospel itself 
went through a minimum of five fairly clearly defined stages.' 7' Rudolf 
Bultmann suggested something different - viz. a radical revisi.on by an 
ecclesiastical redactor. The revision is stated not to be a sympathetic 
expansion of the original Gospel, but to incorporate direct counters to 
its Gnostic orientation.' 7 L 
The rea~.o.!!_ for the deve 1 opment of schoo 1 theories is to be found in the 
belief that a generally consistent background and outlook is discernible 
throughout the Johannine literature, but that at the same time there are 
great obstacles to the acceptance of a single author. 
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As far as the Fourth Gospel itself is concerned, R.E. Brown agrees with 
Teeple that "difficulties have been created by not respecting the intention 
of the author, and complicated hypotheses have been constructed where 
simple explanations are availableU:
71
but he still sees three major problems. 
First, there are stylistic differences between chapter 21 and the rest 
of the Gospel and between the Prologue and the rest of the Gospel, 
Secondly, there are breaks in sequence;7 f 
Thirdly, there are repetitions and insertions.'7~ 
11s 
School theories seem to provide a via media, a new approach between the 
traditional 'same author or different author' positions.11e 
It is not necessary here to evaluate each of the numerous and very different 
school theories. What is essential is an answer to the more fundamental 
question: Is the school theory concept itself capable of providing a 
satisfactory answer to the problems of the origin and nature of the 
Johannine books? 
Perhaps the best way to deal with this basic query is to frame and answer 
two separate questions, the first of which is preparatory in relation to 
the second: 
,, 7 
(l) Was there a "Johannine Circle" within orthodox Christianity but 
relatively independent of first century •mainline' Christi~nity? 
(2) Could different members of such a group have been responsible 
for major contributions to the Johannine books? 
These two investigations are obviously distinct from each other. In 
particular an affirmative answer to the first does not demand an affirma-
tive answer to the second. 
(A) THE JOHANNINE COMMUNITY 
Four recent and significant articles or books merit special attention here: 
articles by Meeks and Moody Smith respectively, and books by Cullmann and 
Barrett.' 79 




W~yne A. Meeks. He visualises it as an isolated group of people (''probably 
a cluster of small congregations")
180
set over against two other groups, viz. 
"the sect of John the Baptist" and "a rather strong Jewish communityu .'g' 
The group existed in a state of tension with these other bodies, and, 
partly as a result of this, "suffered defections, conflicts of leadership, 
and schisms 11 : 81 Evidence of internal schisms is most obvious in the Johannine 
letters, which (it is implied) belong to a iater time than the Gospel of 
John. The Epistles depict "tighter internal discipline, more hostility 
towards 'the world' and everything 'in the world'", and uschism occasioned 
by a docetic group - 11 !8i Even before this an increasing theological 
difference from Jewry, most of all of course in the realm of Christological 
claims, resulted in alienation and finally expulsion from the synagogue. 
In the end the group perhaps became proto-Valentinians: in the Fourth Gospel 
and in the isolationist anti-worldly sect which developed with it "all the 
forces were present for the production of a myth of the Valentini an type. 11 I 83 
It cannot be stressed too strongly that the basis of Meeds' theory of a 
separate group is theological and social, So far as theology is concerned, 
the focal point is Jesus conceived of as literally unique. He is above 
a 11 the One who "descends 11 then 11 ascends 11 • Meeks says: "The descent 
and ascent of the Son of Man - becomes not only the key to his identity 
and identification, but the primary content of his esoteric knowledge which 
distinguishes him from the men who belong to 'this world 111 .'9t+ It is this 
ttS 
that separates Jesus from all earthly men, though "the future ascent of 
.!_~e disciples is promised."'!(;Socially, the community is a group of 
181 
"insiders" something like the Qumran community or the Nazareans "that 
evidently persisted with some consistent identity over a considerable span 
/St ''1 of time", and was largely negative or "counter-cultural" in outlook. 
There is no reason to doubt Meeds' basic conviction that a distinct 
Johannine group existed. However, two serious flaws are present in his 
reconstruction. First, he makes the Johannine group too prominent - that 
is to say, it occupies the whole Christian stage, being the great foe of 
Jewry, and leaving 
Secondly, there is 
~iscipJ_~~ of Jesus 
no place for 'synoptic' or Pauline Christianity. 
a conflict in identifications. In some places the 
/'o I~{ ~ 
(Peter, Thomas ) are the enlightened and blessed, while 
in most other places it is the members of the Johannine community who 
are. Are these the same? Is ~early Christianity Johannine? It 
would almost seem so from what Meeks says. ' 9~ 
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D. Moody Smith Jr begins his article "Johannine Christianity: Some 
. . l'/3 
Reflections on its Character and Delineation" by distinguishing Johannine 
Christianity from the concept of the Church in the Johannine writings. 
The two may be closely related, but one must not be confused with the 
other. The Johannine writings betray the existence of a particular 
"sectarian consciousness, a sense of exclusiveness, a sharp delineation 
of the community from the world" which is 11 sharper in 1 John than in the 
Gospel." '14-
Smith offers six main "Evidences of the Existence of a Johannine Community 
in the Johannine Literature and Elsewhere 11 !9s Foremost among these are 
the arguments based on form critical considerations. The arguments are: 
1. Since the Fourth Gospel narrative tradition is often widely 
divergent from the synoptic narrative tradition, its existence 
is "prima facie evidence, on form-critical grounds, for the 
existence of a traditioning community".''' 
2. It is possible (but in this case not so obvious) that there 
may also have been "a Johannine tradition of dominical 
sayings"'"~hich would enable a similar inference to be made. 
3. The Johannine Epistles - whether or not they were by the 
Gospel author/s - "presuppose the existence of - a Johannine 
0 rb i t II • / 'f € 
4. A similar conclusion (though it engenders less confidence) 
is to be derived from the Book of Revelation, which shares 
inter alia charismatic or prophetic utterance with the 
other Johannine books~'' 
5. John 21 is later and not by the original writer; it "attests 
the existence of a constituency for which the Gospel was 
published ... The most obvious implication of 21:20-23 is 
that such a constituency exists".z..oo 
6. The figure of the Beloved Disciple appears to be historical 
and no fabrication. If that be so, his appearance implies 
"the probability that the Johannine circles (not oniy existed 
but) held and cultivated the belief that their tradition 
extended back to Jesus himself." 201 
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The development and shape of the Johannine group can perhaps be elucidated 
.:z.02 
(according to Moody Smith) by comparison of the 'Gospel of Signs' in the 
Fourth Gospel with the characteristics of Paul's Jewish-Christian opponents 
at Corinth. Connections of a more certain sort can be seen with "less 
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orthodox forms of Jewish life and thought", viz. Qumran, John the Baptist, 
the Odes of Solomon, Samaritan religion, and the Mandean sources. In a 
word, "sectarian Judaism was the germinal ground of the Johannine tradition".-i.oq. 
Summarily, then, in Smith's view, Johannine Christianity and the growth 
of its tradition owe their origin to processes centring on Judaism and 
Jewish Christianity. l l k . t 2.0S" It was, it wou d seem, a c ose- nit soc1e y. 
Oscar Cullmann is quite convinced of the existence of what he calls "the 
%.0, 
Johannine Circle" in the first century Church. This comprised a group 
of Christians distinct from the main body of believers (whose tradition 
and theological position - exemplified by Peter and the rest of the Twelve -
Lo7 · 
can be described as 'synoptic'). The Johanntne Circle or Transjordanian 
Circle, was not at first so discrete as a 'church' or 'sect' ~ov In part 
it owed its origins to 'marginal' Judaism, bringing various strands 
together from it. The marginal forms of Judaism differed significantly 
from the official Jewish position and were close in outlook to the Hellenist 
movement in early Christianity. The 'Circle' was in existence in the 
very earliest days of the church, going back to the Beloved Disciple 
'20, 
(not the Apostle John) and to Jesus Himself. Its members were 'orthodox', 
yet they had their own distinctive theological emphases. They apparently 
a.10 
maintained quite good relations with·other Christians, but for all that 
preserved their separate identity.L" The Johannine writings are products 
of the 'circle' .2 '' 
The evidence advanced by Cullmann for the existence of a distinct Johannine 
community comprises: 
(1) John 21 :24 "This is the disciple who is bearing witness to these 
things, and who has written these things; and we know that his 
testimony is true." This and the following verse 11 suggest that 
one or more disciples of the author published the Gospel after 
his death, and are therefore already an indication of the 
existence of a Johannine 1 circle 111 .2.13 
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(2) Affinities of varying closeness between John and more-or-less 
contemporary non-Chris ti an sources. In chapter 5 Cul lmann 
explores the first century Jewish milieu of Palestine and some 
of its neighbours. In describing the religious environment of 
John (as he sees it) reference is made to the older clear-cut 
""'"' 'Hellenism or Judaism?' choice of background and the later 
'Palestinian Judaism'"'6r Diaspora Judaism?' options proposed by 
scholars. Both of these choices are rejected today;~'' 
syncretism is all to obvious in first century Palestine itself. 
(Previously Cullmann had called such Judaistic syncretism 
"esoteric" or even "gnostic", but now he prefers "non-conformist", 







Qumran definitely provides "a backgro,ttnd for certain 
liturgical ideas in the Gospel of John" in respect of 
ritual ablutions, sacred meals, and criticism of the 
Temple and priesthood in Jerusalem. (Cullmann thinks 
that the Johannine circle may have been influenced 
by Qumran via John the Baptist). 
Mandaean writings: "the Gospel of John is in contact with 
at least a kindred world of ideas".~'? 
The Odes of Solomon represent "a common cultural milieu",ua 
but they are probably independent of the Fourth Gospel. 
The Revelations of Hermes Trismegistos were probably 
'·revised in a Christian direction 11 , but "here too the 
similarities (e.g. logos, second birth) suggest a 
common sphere". ::a.a.o 
The Pseudo-Clementines and Coptic works from Nag Hammadi 
may-be dependenf in part on the Fourth Gospe 1 , but some 
of the Coptic documents may be pre-Christian, making 
the dependence the other way roLimf. 1 ac 
Samaritan religion, preserved in the Samaritan Pentateuch, 
the ch-roni cl es, the 1 i turgy, and the wo·rk Memar of the 
Fourth century, has been under-rated so far as its bearing 
on Fourth Gospel origins is concerned {says Cullmann). 
None of the above directly proves the existence of a Johannine 
circle, of course; it merely shows that people holding some 
:Johannine'-type ideas existed, probably in considerable numbers, 
in and near first ce·ntury Palestine.2 z.' 
(3) Direct New Testament Evidence 
(a) The existence of the Johannine Epistles, not necessarily 
by the same writer as the Fourth Gospel~1presupposes a 
'cornrnuni ty' . l.z.3 
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{b) The 'Hellenists: of Acts 6:1 ff (contrasted with the 
11 Hebraists 11 - RSV 11 Hebre.ws 11 ) constitute "a special 
group which was more open to foreign influences and 
adopted a fre~r attitude to the Jewish law and the 
12 temple cult than the other members of the early church". Y. 
These Hellenists, says Luke, belonged to the church 
from the very beginning. Their leaders were the 
Seven, whose authority seems to have been similar to 
that exercised by the Twelve, but at a secondary level. 
Cullmann says that the evangelizing work of the 
Hellenists was regarded with a degree of mistrust by 
the Twelve since Apostles or their representatives 
were sent to consolidate and impart recognition to 
pioneer work done by Stephen and Philip and their 
followers. 2 ~SThe near-certain identification of the 
Hellenists in Jerusalem with the Johannine group rests 
on three considerations:~~~ 
( i ) 
(ii ) 
( ; ; ; ) 
theological conceptions, including Christology 
ancr-Titurgy ("above all the setting of worship 11 ) 
an interest in the mission to Samaria (Acts 8 
and John 4:31 ff) 
dependence on heterodox Judaism ("above all -
Samaritan theology")U7 
All three points characterise both Hellenists and John's 
Gospel. uS' 
(c) The Book of Revelation provides important evidence for 
the existence of a 1 Johannine' circle because of certain 
"images" such as the designation of Christ as 11 lamb", 
"shepherd", and "living water 11 and concepts like/"""'e<.l°ruf>(o< 
which are significant for it as well as the Fourth Gospel .L~7 
(d) There is some doubt about the value of the Epistle to the 
Hebrews as additional testimony to the 'circle'. The 
possibility 11must be considered very seriously", however, 
because of 
(i) the anti-Temple attitude (and pro-tabernacle 
bias) 
(ii ) 1 i turgy 
(iii) Christological views.~ 10 
(4) The tone and contents of later writings such as the heretical Jewish 
Christian Kerygmata Petrou and the 'orthodox' letters of Ignatius 
of Antioch strongly suggest not only the existence of a 'circle' 
but its continuance into the second century.~~' 
Did a distinct Johannine circle (in Cullmann's sense) exist, then? It
1 
seems that the answer should be affirmative, though acceptance of this 
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conclusion does not by any means necessitate total acceptance of the picture 
Cullmann presents. For one thing, the links with non-Christian sources 
are unsatisfyingly tenuous. At best the contact between them and the 
Johannine community has been shown to have been in the realm of thought 
and literary derivation and not direct. 
2.32. 
In his review of The Johannine Circle, Stephen Smalley questions Cullmann's 
tendency to overseparate the Synoptic and Johannine tradition~f1 presumably 
he is also criticising the separateness of the alleged synoptic and 
Johannine communities. Diversity existed even in the Person of Jesus; 
why not, then, in a single large Christian community? The answer here 
is that Cullmann does not conceive of the Johannine circle as separated 
at first~~but only as recognisably distinct from the main body of Christians. 
He goes to some lengths to show the generally high level of co-operative 
· z.~s · h' h h h.Z.'H effort between the two groupings w1t in t e c urc . 
z.:n 
In his recent book 'The Gospel of John and Judaism', C.K. Barrett comes 
fairly close to Cullmann's position. The latter speaks of a two-fold 
influence of "heretical marginal Judaism on the Gospel of John":2.3 1 
(i) that on the community at the very beginning, accepted to 
a considerable extent, and 
(ii) that later which was resisted in a polemical fashion. 
Barrett writes of "a similarity between John and the Judaism of his 
time .... and a dissimilarity between John and contemporary Christianity"~3 <t 
However, Barrett does not equate regular Judaism with the Johannine 
community teaching any more than Cullmann does, for his conclusion is that 
"the Gospel is found to contain 'Judaism, non-Judaism and anti-Judaism'. 
John is both Jewish and anti-Jewish ... similarly it 'combines Gnosis and 
anti-Gnosis"'~0 Barrett and his reviewer explain this phenomenon more 
fully: " - the mutual interpenetration of Judaism and Gnosis which is 
found in the Gospel is not the writer's own invention, but something he 
found already in existence in his environment and which he used as a 
medium for expressing his view of the Christian faith".24' 
There is no doubt whatever about Barrett's acceptance of the existence of 
a distinct Johannine community. 
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Obsiously there are many differences in the positions advanced by the four 
writers, Meeks, Moody Smith, Cullmann and Barrett. However, there is 
an impressive fundamental agreement. Their conclusion that a distinct 
Johannine circle, sect, or communitf4'Jld exist in the first century is 
plain and unequivocal. It need not be contest:d~ but can be accepted as 
having been demonstrated in an essentially satisfactory manner.'~~ 
To assume from the conclusion that a Johannine community existed, that a 
number of individual persons within that community each played a significant 
part in the production of the Johannine writings is, however, unwarranted. 
The reasons are numerous and weighty: 
(B) ARGUMENTS AGAINST THE 'JOHANNINE SCHOOL' CONCEPT OF AUTHORSHIP 
OF THE GOSPEL AND EPISTLES '-'f~ 
(1) In the first place, school proposals are unnecessary. Certain 
of the issues which have led to such theories have been answered 
satisfactorily. An example of this is the plausible view of 
'pi erson Parker that s i gni fi cant "di sjunctures 11 have come about as 
a result of the original writer (of the Fourth Gospel) adding 
material in a rather careless manner to a shorter Gospel which 
he himself had carefully compiled at an earlier date7~' A further 
example concerns the repudiation of the idea of Bultmann and 
Haenchen that the Fourth Gospel and 1 John must be by different 
(but associated) authors because they "are directed against 
different fronts." '14-7 A difference of objective certainly does 
. ~g 
not necessitate a different author. Other problems are probably 
as answerable. However. these need not be considered in detail. 
Common authorship can be established without answering all 
Johannine problems one by one provided the positive evidenc~ 
f..<2.!:._i_!._~_s_ grea.!_enough. The arguments which follow appear to 
demonstrate that that is in fact the case. 
(2) Secondly, the 'school' concept has no ancient support~~· 
(3) Thirdly, school theories commonly involve the total disappearance 
of~ number of __ the Church's greatest theo 1 ogi an~ and teachers 
from the pages· of history.:.f"oThis is not entirely true in all 
cases, of course, since the Apostle John is accorded a position 
of some prominence in some schemes .z.~t 
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14) Fourthly, the com~let~ lack of agreement among modern writers 
as to the number of contributors to the Johannine literature, 
and the extent and nature of their various contributions, 
engenders serious doubt about the whole procedure. Cullmann, 
referring to the alleged revision of the Gospel alone, speaks of 
"countless solutions ..... but the most striking thing about 
them is their dissimilarity".2.S2. 
The four points noted so far are primarily negative, though not in any 
way negligible on that account. Those which follow are positive: 
(5) Fifthly, there is a sense in which the total impact of the four 
Johannine books is so much of a piece that even some of the most 
ardent advocates of school theories unwittingly speak of 'John' 2 13 
or 'the author' in passage after passage. It seems to require 
a deliberate effort not to do so. Thus Barrett gives the 
impression again and again that there is only one writer of the 
s -
Fourth Gospel. On pages 70 and 71
1
p\ssages from chapters 
s; 8. 9, 10. 15, 16, 18 and 19 are quoted as if by a single man~H 
It is true that Barrett carefully says "the author, or the author 
of one of the sources, or the editor who put the sources together" 
on page 20, and on page 90u~e comes back to a possible "ecclesias-
tical redactor" as one explanation for the occurrence of the 'Last 
day' passages. Yet even here he does not really accept this 
answer, at least not for every such passage. Numerous highly 
personal judgments are attributed to "John" on pages 73 to 75. 
These--2_~!2.~-~-!_-~ th~- ve~y_.l.9_?.!__?en~~nce -~f_the_ boo~. Cul lmann 2 ~ 7 
and even Bultmarfrf~speak in like terms. Such thoughts bring to 
mind the clear-cut affirmations of earlier writers : Adolf von 
Harnack said ''During the two generations after Paul there was but 
2. S"t 
one theologian .... that one was John - ",and still earlier Alfred 
Loisy wrote: "the Fourth Gospel .... from beginning to end bears 
the mark of the great genius who created it". 1 " 0 ·a.' 1 
(6) Sixthly. the ~.niformi_!Y ___ <?_f_~ngua9-~and_!_ti_eol~~X throughout the 
Fourth Gosn~l and the Epistles is quite at variance with school 
theories. Since these topics have already been explored com-
prehensively in the first part of the current chapter, nothing 
need be added. Parker (in discussing the Gospel alone, though 
he might just as readily have included the Epistles in themselves 
or in relation to the Gospel) sums up admirably: "every atter.1pt to 
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analyse the Gospel into sources breaks down under the linguistic 
•2b% • 
test. Unlike the various parts of Matthew & Luke, the writings 
supposedly to underlie John exhibit the same theology and the same 
language and style throughout.":i.BThe linguistic argument con-
stitutes very strong anti-school evidence. 
(7) Seventhly, the all-pervasive air of authority in the Gospel 
and Epistles strongly indicates that they are the'work of one 
man and not a school . 
There is no equivocation at all in any part of the four books. 
The writer in each case is utterly assured of his understanding 
of the Gospel and of his 'Divine right' to proclaim it. Nowhere 
is this more plain in the Fourth Gospel than in the Prologue,:i.~~ 
where with measured confident tread he sets forth the doctrine 
of the eternal /\6yos and the mysteries of the Incarnation. 
The same characteristic is seen in the claims within the book 
to historicity.1 ' 5 cullmann is obviously impressed by the air 
of authority of the Fourth Evangelist. In 'The Johannine Circle' 
he uses the phrase "a strong personality" (or an expansion of it) 
at least six times~"" Once he refers to the "towering personality"1.~7 
of the Evangelist, and twice he remarks on the "sovereign manner" 
in which even Jesus' speeches are dealt with in the Fourth 
Gospel compared with the Synoptics. 
The Fourth Epistle does,if anything. reveal the writer's aware-
ness of author-it.y and "holy indignation" against all that would 
oppose the Faith even more clearly. So obvious is this that 
illustration is almost superfluous.~'~The most pertinent fact re-
garding l John is the anonymity of the book - not the anonymity 
of the insignificant, but that of the unquestioned leader. !~~ 
authority. one who - inter alia - was there when the Gospel 
2.(,., --· 
events took place. When the public reader of the missive 
disclosed its contents to the local congregation. he did not 
have to justify the authority of the writer - his acknowledged 
identity and office was indeiibly stamped on every line. 
The ~rganisational (as distinct from the merely spiritual) 
authority of the writer is most explicit in 2 and 3 John. In 
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_) 
both the title is used, presumably 
carrying with it riot only the dignity of age and respect, but 
also a reference to a recognised important official position~70 
At least this is strongly implied in both books. In 2 John 10 
an explicit practical instruction is given without either 
hesitation or embarrassment: "If any one comes to you· and does 
not bring this doctrine, do not receive him into the house or 
give him any greeting." It would not be easy to find a more 
assured statement enc6mpassing both theological truth and personal 
conviction in the whole Johannine corpus than 2 John 9: "Any one 
who goes ahead and does not abide in the doctrine of Christ does 
not have God; he who abides in the doctrine has both the Father 
and the Son." l. 7' 
The Third Epistle is permeated with awareness of authority also.~71 
213 
The very tone of verse 2b: "I know that it is well with your 
' 
soul" is that of a dignified leader. Versus 2 and 3 in fact 
prepare the present-day reader for the revelation that the writer 
is the spiritual father of Gaius (verse 4). In verse 11 the 
unfaltering doctrinal conviction which is to characteristic of 
the other Johanni ne books appears once more: "Be 1 oved. do not 
imitate evil but imitate good. He who does good is of God; 
he who does evil has not seen God." 
3 John 9 ff, far from showing that Diotrephes has any real authority 
2 71.f 
(as K3semann suggested), does the opposite. The import of the 
passage is that the Elder is settled in his position as the 
recognised church leader in the area. So established is he 
that he is pained that/someone (and someone, in particular. who 
is exhibiting an evil unchristlike spirit) should "not acknowledge 
my authority". The writer - the .!_egi!_imate authority - may find 
it necessary to come and contend with a man whose insubordination 
is both verbal and practical .z. 7~ 
The crux, then, in the matter of the writer's air of authority 
is this: to divide the authorship of the corpus among two or 
more different writers is not really to imply a master/disciple 
relationship, but to imply that several people, the details of 
whose doctrine and practice and circumstances so closely correspond 
as to virtually force the scholar to place them in one small area, 
are all undisputed masters. It is a far more natural hypothesis 
(8) 
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Eighthly, the intellectual capacity exhibited in the various v1ritings 
is uni form, a fact which is at variance with school theories. To 
be 
:z,.,., 
sure, some have denied the point, but usually as a corollary 
to the largely-abandoned beiief that the theology itself is markedly 
different .2. 79 
In the first place, it may be stated that the high intelligence 
of the author of the Fourth Gospel is almost universally affirmed.~ 79 
Secondly, the writer/s of the Epistles is/are close enough to the 
Fourth Gospel in style and doctrine to make even scholars opposed 
to common authorship acknowledge the marked s imi 1 a rity ~~" There 
is, for example, no such gulf in approach, method, and sheer 
intellectual grasp as there is between, say, 'Barnabas' and Hebre~t'. 
Yet the writer of the Epistles is not creative, i.e. he is not 
creative, relative to the Fourth Gospel. In neither ideas nor 
diction is there obvious development or real difference. 
l-92. 
repeats distinctive Johannine concepts, doing so sometimes 
phraseology of the Gospel, but often in subtly varied ways. 
He 
in the 
This phenomenon was described by A.E. Brook~~3 who demonstrated 
his contention that "the similarity (between the Gospel and 1 John) 
is not confined to actual phrases used, but extends to common 
types, in which the same outline is variously filled up". 
It seems inconceivable that an imitator with a truly creative 
mind would have employed so subtle and yet so narrow a type of 
L~lf 
dependence; he would surely have shown more basic originality. 
The combination of high intellectual capacity and achievement in 
the Epistles with little originality (from the angle of a compari-
son with the Fourth Gospel) finds its most natural explanation in 
the conclusion that one writer wrote all the books, a writer who 
is theologically and conceptually self-consistent, but who employs 
his tricks of diction in somewhat varied ways. 
Another point indicating a type of mentality - a mental quirk -
rather than ability or lack of it, may be mentioned here. The 
writer/s of the various Johannine books show a propensity for 
either omitting his/thei~ name/s altogether, or else of taking 
it for granted that the simples~ 5signature will suffice.z. 96 In 
this connection it is not only that l John lacks any author's 
,, 
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name and that 2 and 3 John have only a designation but no name. 
2a1 
The shorter books differ from all other New Testament letters in 
that the latter contain both a name and a biographical note of the 
type "Paul, a servant of Jesus Christ, called to be an apostle - "; 
James, a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ.- "; "Peter, 
an apostle of Jesus Christ - "; "Jude, a servant of Jesus Christ 
and brother of James - ".us 
There is perhaps nothing really noteworthy in this, but it is 
an element in the total picture of a single writer with his own 
distinctive habits. 
(9) Ninthly, there are passages in the books (and to some extent 
testimony in ancient extra-biblical works) which show that the 
writer was a man of advanced years_. If this be exhibited 
consistently throughout the corpus, it makes school theories 
improbable, since the centre of those views is usually the 
belief that the literary part of the community consisted of an 
older theologian and younger disciple/s. The evidence: 
( i ) 
( ii ) 
( i i i ) 
The Fourth Gospel is often said to have gone 
through a 1 ong process of composition, "the 
result of a 1 i fe-time of thought and enquiry" . .z.~, 
While this opinion must be treate~ with some 
reserve~~t must be admitted that external 
corroboration is provided by Clement of 
Alexandria's and Eusebius' oft-quoted remarks 
about the Fourth Gospel being written subse-
quently to, and with a view to supplementing, 
the Synoptic Gospels. 1'' 
If John 21 be accepted as an integral part of 
the Fourth Gospel~11then 21 :23 indicates the 
passage of considerable time because, first, 
a particular idea had had an opportunity to 
"spread abroad among the brethren", and 
secondly, the longevity of the disciple (= the 
·author?) was apparently the occasion of puzzle-
ment among Christians. 
:2.<f J 
Both 1 John and 2 John speak of the heritage of 
the readers which they "have" or "have heard" 
ck rr > 6<p ~ 1 s This phrase, 
"from (the) tieginning", indicates a longish 
Christian history on the part of the recipients. 
In all the verses concerned the writer always 
uses the second person plural - "you have - 11 
etc. but far from deliberately dissociating himself 
from the earliest days of the Church, he uses. 






he includes himself. He is presented as a 
foundational witness of'b .;v 6<ir' o<pxV)s 2 1'+; 
he employs an impressive build-up o(no fewer 
than six first person plural perfect or aox·ist 
verb~'to underline the true historicity of what 
he describes, and his own part as an observer 
of the earthly life of Christ.41' 
The picture presented, then, is that of readers 
who had been Christians for a considerable period, 
but for all that they were not among the original 
followers of Jesus. The writer was: he was 
therefore a man of fairly advanceayears when 
writing 1 and 2 John. 
The title rrf°'i:.<rj3{rretos in 2 and 3 
John probably also indicates an older person,2'7 
as does 
the fatherly spirit portrayed in terms like 
-rrou ~ ( o1.. i.~9 re K. v{oJ... l.<J' and -r{1<vc< 3°0 
in the three Epistles. In fact this usage surely 
has to do not only with age, but with a distinctive 
psychological frame of mind as well .301 
In 1 John 2:12-14 there is the double triad of 
injunctions to r£.1<.v(o<.. /Tf'b'.l~<O(.., Tfco<T""~f~S, 
and l/{.o<.v(<T1<.ot • It is perhaps possible 
to discern here an indirect allusion to all the 
phases that the writer has himself passed through 
during his long Christian pilgrimage - i.e. he 
enjoins others in the light of his own experience. 
(10) An apparently consistent social and racial backg~ound reflected in 
the Gospel and Epistles tells against the validity of the school 
concept. The allusions in the Fourth Gospel are notoriously 
. ;Jo2.. 
difficult to reconcile completely. The Epistles give no details 
of a direct nature about the author's background. Once again, 
the~efore, any comparison must be based on criteria of subjects 
and treatment of them. Now, there is no more socially telling 
. 3o3 
criterion than habits of speech (as Peter found!). The point 
has been made often enough in different contexts in the foregoing 
that the literary style of the four writings is essentially 
indivisible. 30 ~This at least points towards a single writer for 
the entire corpus. Two other observations are apposite: 
( i ) 
( i i ) 
The Greek of the Johannine books, though simple, 
is "correct".3°S 
The obvious Semitisms of the Fourth Gospel (two 
doubtful examples in the Epistles3feseem to belong 
rather to the original speakers and milieu than 
to the writer of the Gospel. Additionally, 
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however, there is (according to Barrett) a Semitic 
flavour to the whole Fourth Gospel.107If such be 
the case with the Gospel, it is also th~ case with 
the Epistles. 30~All of this is compatible with the 
'marginal Judaism' background advocated by Cullmann 
and Barrett . 
. The fact that the Gospel and the Epistles all reflect an apparently identical 
combination of Greek and Jewish elements entirely fits the concept of a 
single author, and is correspondingly more difficult to reconcile with the 
' 
school concept. 
(C) CONCLUSION TO 'SCHOOL' DISCUSSION 
The choice for the present-day student of the Johannine literature is 
between postulating a plurality of authors who all had an air of authority, 
3o'f 310 
a fatherly pastoral spirit, who were probably elderly, who enjoyed a 
similar social standing, who lived at about the same time in the same 
province, whose educational background coincided, whose intellectual 
ability, theology, and linguistic style down to the smallest details were 
apparently identical, and who were all actually in positions of considerable 
(diocesan?) authority, or simply accepting the simplest and most natural 
hypothesis, viz. that one author penned the four books.~' To conceive of 
two different men who corresponded to each other so closely is difficult, 
three almost impossible, and four frankly incredible. To choose even 
two in preference to recognising only one author appears to be accepting 
a more difficult and unlikely hypothesis and rejecting the natural, obvious, 
and logical one. 
(D) THE 'ONE AUTHOR' CONCEPT 
What is meant by saying that the four Johannine books had just one author? 
Cullmann begins his treatment of "The problem" of Johannine authorship 
by asking several questions: "Of which author are we speaking? Of the 
author of the original Gospel? Of the final redactor? Of intermediary 
redactors? Of the author of a particularly important source? Of a man 
revered in the Johannine circle who could have been regarded by tr~dition 
as the author of the Gospel, because his testimony stood behind the real 
author, although he himself had not composed the Gospel?" 311 
Cullmann then goes on to speak of three phases in the completion of the 
Fourth Gospel - oral tradition (perhaps it also existed in part in writing), 
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written Gospel ( 11 whole outline and basic theological aim 11 ) and complete 
revision by a redactor or redactors. 
Now, the view of the present writer is not out of accord with these stages. 
The point being made, however, is that, whatever sources were used, how-
ever the work progressed, and whatever subsequent revisions took place,3/3 
~writer wrote all (or nearly all) of the Fourth Gospel and the Epistles 
exercising a very tight personal control over all his material. Nothing 
else will suffice to explain the astounding uniformity between and within 
the Gospel and Epistles. Whether the Christian concerned be called 
'author' or 11 evangelist 11 is immaterial. He was both. 
The position advocated here, then, is compatible in its essentials with 
that described in the Muratorian Canon!'• 
'31 S" • 
Various sources or traditions must have been used, since the Gospel and 
Epistles of John do not constitute a denial of basic 'Synoptic' or 
'Pauline' Christianity~'"but only a peculiar view or emphasis within or 
alongside others. No Johanni ne book is a rock in the first century 
Christian sky, an entity which like Melchizedek .. is without father 
or mother or geneo logy. 11 3'7 
lli 
Moreover, consultations must surely have taken place(as the Muratorian 
Canon suggests). 
Finally, revisions there may have been, but these were by the same writer 
as the original .~9 
As with the Gospel, so with the Epistles: the hypothesis strongly suggests 
one writer for the whole of 1 John (as do Nauck and Schnackenburg in 
~d. f ) 310 
1 f erent ways . 
2 John and 3 John are also entirely the work of one author, and he is the 
same person as the author of the Fourth Gospel and 1 John. 
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FOOTNOTES: 
I p. 3 (above) 
.2.See below, pp. 143 ff. 
3 In modern times the Johannine 'school' theory of authorship can 
be traced back to Johannes Weiss, whose book Die Offenbarung 
des Johannes (1904) was discussed by W.F. Howard in 'Christianity 
According to St. John', Duckworth, London, 1943, pp.14 and 15. 
"Johannes Weiss" (says Howard) "made one significant remark. 
These writings all came from the same circle, in the same region 
of the church, about the same time". R.H. Strachan, in his 
article on the Fourth Gospel in Hastings' Dictionary of Christ 
and the Gospels (1906) favoured the testimony of a group of 
eyewitnesses with John the Apostle as "the guiding mind". 
4-John 1~14, 19;35, 20~30,31, 21~24. 
S Rev. 1 ;9. 
things". 
See also 22;8: "I John am he who heard and saw these 
"See pp. 253 ff 
7See below, pp. 164 ff. 
<ilRudolf Bultmann expressed the opinion that "the letter form (of 
2 John) should probably be taken as a fiction''. Commentary, p.1. 
Houlden suggests that 2 John might be a genuine letter; he thinks 
that it could perhaps have served as a brief initial sketch of the 
material which later comprised l John. (Commentary, p.140). C.H. 
Dodd saw some merit in the suggestion of Bultmann, but rejected 
it on two grounds, viz. 2 John's generally Johannine nature and 
colouring, and the early acceptance of 2 John before 3 John 
(Commentary, p.lxv). Neil Alexander claims that 2 John cannot 
be reckoned a consciously imitative fabrication based on 1 John 
both because of the incomprehensibility of such an act and the 
extreme ingenuity which would have been involved (Commentary, p.139). 
Schnackenburg rejects the idea that either 2 John or 3 John is a 
fictitious letter. Elements favouring his position (he says) 
are lay-out, st le, concise treatment of concrete questions, and 
the naming of indiv1oual persons 1n Jo n : Commentary, p.295; 
cf-.-p.305. Bultmann's claim cannot be regarded as totally dis-
proven, but for all the above reasons it is neither necessary nor 
likely. (See also p.15 above). 
•Significant treatments include those of W.F. Howard in 1945, 
C.K. Barrett in 1955, Dondald Guthrie in 1965, Raymond E. Brown 
in 1966, and Sanders/Mastin in 1968. 
/Opp.295 ff 
11 See also Bultmann's commentary, p.107, note l. 
12 Ibid, p.296. The reference is to Eusebius, HE III 39:15. 
13Irenaeus, plainly alluding to 1 Cor. 1:29, calls the Apostle Paul 
a Presbyter: "The Scripture has thus sufficiently reproved him 
(Solomon), as the presbyter remarked, in order that no flesh may 
glory in the sight of the Lord". Ante-Nicene Fathers (American 
·reprint), Buffalo, 1885, p.499. Why, then, should Papias not 
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so describe the Apostle John? (cf. 1 Peter 5:1, where the 
Apostle Peter called himself tr"U,l""'Tfl° t?36•"Efo$). 
''f'p.95 - Bultmann's Commentary. 
. / 
15 In the Pericope Adulterae ~;<>ttc:1/'Jul'i.ft-JI/ 
as a superlative (John 8:9). 
is used 
lfo See pp. 70 and 71 above. It is interesting, for instance, 
that C.K. Barrett postulates no fewer than three groups between 
Jesus and Papias. This puts the latter at a greater distance 
from the former in terms of the number of intervening witnesses 
than is the case with Irenaeus (even though he lived later). As 
far as Irenaeus was concerned the only intermediaries between 
Jesus and himself were the Apostles and Polycarp. In Adv. Haer, 3:3,4 
Irenaeus explicitly says: "Polycarp also was not only instructed 
by Apostles, and conversed with many who had seen Christ, but was 
also, by Apostles in Asia, appointed bishop of the church in 
Smyrna~om I a 1 so saw in my early youth - ". It has, moreover, 
often been observed that Eusebius had a special reason for 
postulating the existence of 2 'Johns'. He wished to assign 
the Apocalypse to a different John from the author of the Gospel 
(HE 3:39,6); accordingly, "his interpretation may not have been 
impartial." (Donald Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, 
Gospels and Acts, Tyndale, 1965, p.243). Lastly, it is worth 
noting the verbs in the quotation from Papias by Eusebius: 
" - if ever any man came who had been a follower of the elders, 
I would enquire about the sayings of the elders; what Andrew 
said, or Peter, or Philip, or Thomas, or James, or John, or 
Matthew, or any other of the disciples; and what Aristion says, 
and John the Elder, who are disciples of the Lord". (The Quotation 
is taken from H. Bettenson, Documents of the Christian Church, 
2nd Edition, Oxford, 1~63, p.38). ,..The key verbs "said" and "says" 
are translations of 'i:.trr~_v and ALyou<r<.V r~spectively in the 
·Greek text used by J.B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, · 
MacMillan, London, 1891, p.516). The distinctive tenses 
employed appear to indicate a difference between the apostles 
who had died and John the one apostle who had not. Guthrie, 
on this basis, disagrees with Schnackenburg: "It seems on the 
whole a more intelligible understanding of Papias' words is obtained 
if it be assumed that the two Johns are to be identified and that 
Papias is distinguishing between what John had said in the past 
and what at the time of his enquiry he was still saying". (Ibid, p.242). 
It is quite impossible to prove either that Papias meant to indicate 
one John the apostle or tw()prominent Johns. The evidence is 
insufficient. Nevertheless, Irenaeus deserves to be taken very 
seriously. Raymond Brown writes: "There are some valid points 
in the objections raised to this tradition (of Irenaeus), but 
Irenaeus' statement is far from having been disproved". The 
Gospel according to John, Vol. l, p.XCII 




1°The Fourth Gospel in Recent Criticism and Interpretation, Epworth, 
London, 1945~ pp.118 and 252 ff. Also the article by the same 
writer in The Journal of Theological Studies, 48, 1947, pp.12 ff. 
~'The Johannine Epistles, pp.xlviiff, and (especially) the article 
"The First Epistle of John and the Fourth Gospel 11 in The Bulletin 
of the lJohn Rylands Library, 1937, pp.129 ff. 
22See Brooke, pp.ii ff 
~!Brooke shows only 12, but Law included another 4; The Tests 
of Life, pp.342,3. 
'-'fJ3rooke, p.V 
.issee the lists in Brooke, pp.229 ff. 11 The Gospel of John contains 
15 240 words, only 1 011 of them different .... In proportion to 
its size, the Gospel employs the smallest vocabulary in the New 
Testament". Robert Grant, a Historical Introduction to the New 
Testament, Fontana, 1971, p.149. 
lbWestcott, pp.xl, xli 
l.7Howard, p.120.,, Of seven such pairs listed, two occur in the 
EpisJ:les: ot..trJ,;w/ ~f'c.v"To<<A.:> John 16:23, 24, 26 and 1 John 5:16; 
yrvwa'KW/olCOo<.. John 14:7. (Actually ~1vc..6<"'Kw twice 
in the U.B.S. text; cf. the margin. 8:19 has ot<tio<. thrice) 
and 1 John 2:29. Actually the matter of Johannine 'synonyms' 
may not be so simple as Howard implies. In discusJing the various 
Johannine words for sending ( ~-rro~...,..{ )\)\w /rr~-rrt...U ) 
and seeing (St-wr>f.~/6fc<.w {(3)..(-rttA::i ) C.C'. Tarelli came to 
the conclusion that the criteria of their use was not "difference 
of meaning, but difference of tense or ~ood, - a preference for 
one verb in certain of its gramma ti ca 1 forms, a,nd for the other 
in other forms. 11 In the case of o<. t -r-E..w / i;0w-r~w 11 It seems 
as though the difference of subject determines the difference in 
verbs. 11 Article, 'Johannine Synonyms 11 , Journal of Theological 
Studies, 47, 48, 1946/7, pages 175-177. See also Robert Grant, 
Ibid, pp.150,151. 
i.'6 Brooke, p. iv 
l1 Fourth Gospel - 10 times; 1 John - 5; the Apocalypse - 5; rest 
of New l~stament - 5. 
30 p. vi 
31See Moulton & Geden, A Concordance to the Greek Testament, 
T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh, 1897, pp.489-494. 
Ji.How a rd, p. 119. Cf. Barnabas Lindars, The Gospel of John, p.45. 
~I 
3~There are about eight other non-elliptical uses of ~AA.> tVtX.. 
in the New Testament. 
3~The non-Johannine text concerned is Mark 14:49, which has to do 
with the fulfilment of Old Testament Scripture, as have John 13:18 
and 15: 25. 
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3SThe distribution is: Fourth Gospel - 7 instances; 1 John - 6; 
2John-l; 3John-l. 
3b Brooke asserts (p.V) that the relative is used infrequently. 
This is true of the Epistles, but Moulton & Geden show gs 
etc. to be about as common in John as in other parts of the 
New Testament. 
37John 6:37,39; 17:2; and 1(:24 
- c\ 
3~Dodd (Rylands article, p.136) calls rfO(..V o a possible 
Aramaism, or at least an example of a class of "peculiar 
idioms - characteristic of the style of the Fourth Gospel." 
He ignores 1 John 5:4, which is parallel to Fourth Gospel use, 
and not opposed to it. 
3'1Howard, p.120: John - 13 times; 1John-:;13; 2 John - 1, but 
Matthew only 5 and ~uke 5. 
flC'Howard, The Common Authorship of the Johannine Gospel and 
Epistles, pp.21 ff. 
4 1Ibid, p.23 (Howard borrowed the words from Brooke). 
4-1 Ibid, p.24 
*~quotation Howard uses from E.F. Scott, and which he himself 
approves. Ibid, p.23. Howard himself says "the writer of the 
Epistles ~ppl_ie~ the Johannine teaching of the Paraclete." 
*Ibid, p.24 
4-SOodd (Rylands Bulletin article) pp.138,9. 
¥bJbid, pp.131,2. Dodd gives the appropriate figures for different 
particles, but not so much about the disproportionate frequency 
of a few particles. He notes that Cf1t is twice as common 
in 1 John as in the Gospel. Strangely, however, he dismissed 
Yry' with the statement "y<><f , which is frequent in the 
Gospel, occurs only twice in the Epistle." In fact the word 
occurs 3 times in 1 John, once in 2 John, and once in 3 John 
(1 ,John 2:19, 4:20, 5:3; 2 John 11; 3 John 3). By contrast, 
it is found 66 times in the Fourth Gospel (more or less the 
usual New Testament frequency). A~ is not 'mentioned by Dodd 
(except in his list on p.132), though it appears 212 times in 
,John and only 9 in 1 .John. Ouv is still more surprising; 
it occurs in 3 John 8 and nowhere else in the Epistles. In 
John it appears far more than in any other New Testament book, 
though it is to be observed that all these occurrences are found 
in narrative parts of the Gospel. 
'+1 See above, note 36. 
~~Dodd (Rylands article), p.132 
'Mibid, pp. 136,7. See also Barrett's commentary on the Fourth 
Gospel, pp.8-11. 
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so i.e. the placing of clauses one after another without words to 
indicate co-ordination and subordination. 
51 It is probably on the basis of the latter that H.P.V. Nunn said 
that the Greek of 1 John "has an obvious Aramaic tone." Article, 
'The First Epistle of St. John', Evangelical Quarterly, 17, 1945, 
p.296. So also Ralph Russell, 'l, 2, and 3 John' in A New 
Catholic Commentary on Holy Scripture, edited by R.C. Fuller, 
Nelson, London, 1969, p.1257. 
si. 1 John 2:22, 3:12, 3:17, and 5:5 
~~Ibid, p.135 
~4- I bi d , p . l 4 l 
SSthat of 1 John 3:12 
SbChronologically, of course, this and the succeeding points 
prece<fecr--Howard's observations noted above, pp. 79 and 80. 
S'11 John 3:2 
si2:l8. Dodd says that in the Fourth Gospel Satan is already 
judged. Ibid, p.144. 
~~Yet he also admits that the designation of Christ as rr~.l. KA'1,-o$ 
lif>6S rov f\o(i"(pO<. in close proximity With tf.-<d"rOS 
could just possibly indicate"propitiation" as traditionally 
understood by the Reformers. See below, p.196 note 38. 
60 Ibid, p.146 
b/ A misprint for John iv -
"z.Ibid, p.147 
'31 John l :5. Dodd calls this not a New Testament concept, but 
''a commonplace of current Hellenistic religious thought, deriving 
from an amalgam of Platonism and Zoroastrianism. Ibid, p.149 
'°'f-1 John 3:2 
Hlbid, p.150 
'~Dodd (Commentary), p.xlix. Baur had referred to l John as 
"a weak imitation of the Gospel", and had complained of its 
"poverty of thought - tautology - lack of logical energy. 11 
See Robert Law, The Tests of Life, p.339. 
b7Dodd (Rylands article) pp.138,9. See above, p.80, point (1). 
(,'aHoward (J.T.S. article), p.16 
~1C.K. Barrett, whose general concern is more with Semitic nuances 
than easily recognisable instances, objects to Howard's assessment: 
"That would indeed be a convenient explanation, but the Semitic 
colouring is a trait of the uniform style of the entire Gospel . 11 
The Gospel of John and Judaism, SPCK, London, 1975, p.59. 
Earlier Barrett has a useful passage {based in part on the work 
of C.F. Burney), \\!here he defines an Aramaism as "a grammatical 
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or syntactical construction which, although unusual in Greek, 
is normal in Aramaic." He stresses the importance of "the 
distinction between actual and virtual translation (from, say, 
a Semitic to Greek m..,..,-,-eU). "Actual translation needs no 
definition; virtual translation occurs when an author, although 
composing freely, introduces Semitic constructions because he 
naturally thinks in Semitic forms of expression". Ibid, p.21. 
However it is not merely the background (Palestinian as far as 
the Fourth Gospel events are concerned), but the foreground (the 
wider - mostly pagan - world as far as 1 John is concerned), 
which would influence a bilingual writer. 
7°Points (3), (5), (7), (8), (9)(b), (9)(c), (9)(d), and (10) on 
pages 78 to 80 above. 
''Points (7)(b) and (c) on p. 81 above. 
72 See 1 John 2:22: "Who is the liar 
"vJho is it that overcomes - ? " 
?" Also l John 5:5: 
73 Howard's reply is that 11we should expect these rhetorical devices 
in an epistle which conform to the style of the Diatribe rather 
than in the narrative or the polemical discourses of the Gospel". 
J.T.S. artlcle, p.16. Howard is less than convincing here. 
7lfp. 80 above, point (3) .. 
75 See Howard (J.T.S. article), p.15 
76 J.T.S. Volume 49, pp.147-156. 
77See raoe 82 and the corresponding earlier sections. 
7filsee (6),(9)(a) and (11) on pages 78 and 79 and points 
(4), (5), and (7)(a) on page 80.. The first three 
considerations (the 'fors') are about balanced by the last 
three (the 'againsts'). A few remarks are, however, called for 
with respect to compound verbs.. Dodd notes only eleven different 
coupound verbs in 1 John, but no fewer than 96 in John. He 
states that the use of a variety of such verbs provides "a sig-
nificant indication of the character of a wrHer's style". If 
this be the case, it is surprising indeed to find five compound 
verbs in 2 John, and seven in 3 .John. Since the tentative 
conclusion Dodd offers-TS-that the three Epistles are from one 
hand (Commentary, p.lxvi), it seems that there is a conflict of 
evidence at this point. If the Gospel is "richer, more varied, 
and more flexible" than 1 John according to this criterion, are 
f.FiesTiorter'Tp1stre'S"ri cher than eiller? See a 1 so Howard 
f.JT.~rtlcTe). p. 15. W. G. Wilson came to the interesting 
conclusion that compound verbs appear "more suitable for narratives 
(i.e. the Gospels and Acts) than for discourses or epistolary 
writings." Ibid, p.154. 
11See Schnackenburg (Commentary), p.35, as well as Howard (J.T.S. 
article), p.17. W.G. Wilson took up the question of the in-
clusion or exclusion of similar important words in connection 
with the ten more generally acknowledged Pauline works. At the 
end he said: "Thus it would appear that the number of important 
terms used in any particular book varies according to the length 
and subject-matter of the book." 
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i 0 Howard (J.T.S. article), p.16. Seep. 78 point ( l ) . 
'ill Rylands article, p. 129. He says very much more to the same effect. 
iz.commentary, p.35. Cf. Robert Grant, A Historical Introduction 
to the New Testament, Fontana, 1971, p.231, and John Painter, 
John: Witn~ss & Theologian, SPCK, London, 1975. Cf. H.P.V.Nunn: 
"The coincidence in language and thought between the two books is as 
close as it can possibly be". 'The First Epistle of John', 
Evangelical Quarterly, 17, 1945, p.296. 
~3 Rylands article, p.142 
84 J . T. S . a rt i c 1 e , p . 16 
~5 See above, p. 117 note 69 
fbThe Tests of Life, T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh, 1909, p.353 
tJJohn 5:28: ~Ko0crcu<ri..v 1Y)s ~wY.:)s fX. t);oG ; l John 2:28 
and 3:2: <f_c-<.v<;,.l'we.;, /~¢-<1/€.;J~e"J.Recent studies amply confirm 
this: 11 - Rica & Bla~k each maintain that the evangelist looks 
toward a future resurrection and that resurrection is not to be 
understood as demythologized or spiritualized by the evangelist. 
The advancement of contemporary scholarship on this point is found 
in the fact that there is no appeal to a post~Johannine redactor 
theory in order to account for the presence of future resurrection 
texts in the Gospel." Robert Kysar, p.213. John Painter also 
disagrees with Dodd and with Bultmann (who says that the future 
eschatological emphasis in the Fourth Gospel is due to a redactor). 
Painter adds: "What is more, the element of realization is not 
absent from the Epistle (2:8; 5:20)". John: Witness and 
Theologian, p.106. See also F.F. Bruce, The Epistles of John, 
Revell, New Jersey, 1970, p.31. 
~<ABoth verses use the neuter~" , which is employed in the Fourth 
Gospel to express the essential Father/Son relationship, as. e.g. 
,, '(. ' <./" I/ in 10:30 ~y0 Kl>(t 0 1To<.T'1f> f..V z7£. . 
%9The same thought appears to be present whether the U.B.S. text ~ 
o<UTot ~11 1rtv ~cf'LI/ or margin (o<Oro~ tv V°'" tv ~crlv) 
be adopted. 
9°The compatibility of Fourth Gospel and l John eschatology (to put 
it no higher) is defended by C.F.D. Maule in his article "The 
Individualism of the Fourth Gospel" in Novum Testa.mentum, Vol.5, 
1962, p.180. Maule writes that, while there are no explicit 
references to Christ's coming again in the Fourth Gospel (Cf. 
l John 2:28, 3:2), the Ascension "in the 'Lucan' manner", i.e. 
visibly and non-mystically, 1mPTies a return. Cf. Moule's 
article "A Neglected Factor Tu the Interpretation of Johannine 
Eschatology" in the supplementary volume to Novum Testamentum 
Vo. XXIV. pp.155 ff. Moule's contention is that another criterion 
besides the 'linear or realised' choice must be introduced, 
"namely, the difference-between individualistic and collective 
eschatologies". An individual person may be in the realm of 
. realised escatology, but "one cannot say of the whole society 
that, for it, the kingdom of God has come, or that it has passed 
from death to life." Moule's main point is that the Johannine 
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message is an individual one. Having found this principle in 
the Fourth Gospel, he finds no difficulty at all in discerning it 
in 1 John also; realised eschatology is by no means absent 
there (2:8b, 3:14, 3:24, 4:16b), but it once again relates 
to the individual. Maule thus finds the same principle in the 
Gospel and 1 John, "and I find no difficulty in believing the 
Epistle to be by the same author as the Gospel." 
11 For these concepts and the appropriate 1 John parallels, see 
Schnackenburg, p.37 and p.38. Cf. Painter, Ibid, pp.107,108. 
1z.3:24, 4:13, 5:6-8 
'13 Two passages require special mention. It was noted above (on 
p. 81 ) that Dodd disclaimed any reference to the personality 
of the ~irit in l John 4:1-6. His statement is not wholly true. 
1 John 4 does use neuter articles t~ denote the different 
iT'/€.U,1-A.O("t"o(, but_ say§_ 'ff~~ ~v~o~ o ~OAOY-'<-t in 
verse 2 and -rrPt..." -rrvt_v~ orlj o,e-:oA oy~t in verse 3. 
The verb here is more appropriate to spirits conceived as 
personal (including -ro nv~0,AA-~ rou 0t:ou ) than to 
whafDoad calls mere "prophetic inspiration". With regard to 
l John 5 :6-8 Dodd says that the TTV<t.1),)Ao<. must somehow be 
"external and objective" like the other two witnesses. This 
is not necessarily so just because strict grammatical consistency 
seems to require it. In fact Dodd himself notes the masculine 
- > ' { . gender of the statement -rt'~ts ~td"<.V 01 ~e><f'°rupoovT<t.S, 
He says "if this is a personifying of the spirit, it also personifies 
the water and the blood. 11 Against this it may be said that all 
~ c.tc d -r-three words ( ITV£ Uri>(, u oc-Vp, an t><<~o<. ) are 
grammatically neuter, and that there is nothing in the last two 
to justify the masculine, but there is in -rrvct.uroe , 
which, therefore, as the initial and key term, is responsible 
for the all-embracing masculine plural. The masculine terms are 
present, therefore, just because the Holy Spirit is referred to 
in the passage, and ·1npersonal terms at-ulat. See also Painter, 
PP . 106 , 1 o 7 . . 
91f Cf. Painter (p.104): "Contrary to Dodd, the Epistle is more 
consciously anti-Gnostic than the Gospel. In the Gospel terms 
are used without explanation which could only be used in the· 
Epistle ~..,,ith careful clarification." 
1~ pp. 30 ff 
'~Rylands article, p.149 
/ 
17 "The use of the word X PI ::EIO'Z. in the Johanni ne Epistles 11 - an 
article in Studies in John, E.J. Brill, Leiden, 1970, pp.66 ff. 
91Cf. Kysar, p.112: ''Studies of the use of the title CHRISTOS in 
the Fourth Gospel have tended to confirm the hypothesis that the 
evangelist presupposed the ,Jewish use of the term arising out 
of Old Testament interpretation." 
100 Ibid, p.74 
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JC{ pp.35-37 
1o1 For a contrary view, see Noman ?errin, The New Testament, An 
Introduction, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, New York etc., 1974, 
p.223. 
103 Schnackenburg is opposed to theories which deny the unity of 
1 John, or whiCh advocate an extensive editing. Thus he says 
on p.13: "the thought-world of l John - is to be understood as 
a unity. One must follow the original methodically, and only 
go over to such hypotheses (as those of Preisker and Windisch) 
when a unified explanation of the work proves to be impossible", 
and on p.15 he says that the 'prototype' and 'double revision' 
theory of Bultmann "awakens 1 ittle confidence". In his recent 
book, John: Witness and Theologian, SPCK, London, 1975, John 
Painter supports Schnackenburg: "The author was responsible for 
the whole composition.;' (p.117). 
'
0 'fCommentary, pp.18 and 19 
105The judgment is basednoton impressions (as Dodd's is at this 
point), but on stylistic criteria, e.g. the use or absence of 
the optative, future participle, future infinitive, c:r'Uv_,;/Tro<.s, 
etc (9 criteria in all). On this basis the "lowest linguistic 
stratum" in the New Testament includes Mark, John, Revelation, 
and the Pastorals. The highest stratum comprises the Lucan 
books, Paul, and Hebrews. (Matthew, Ephesians, James, and 1 Peter 
are placed in between, and the remaining New Testament books 
are ignored). A little later Kilpatrick repeats that "the 
raw material of John's Greek was of the lowest level in the New 
Testament"; one reason given for this is the astonishingly 
frequent occurrence of oo'I/ : "Hermas, another writer whose 
level of style is low, has many instances of it." The above 
information comes from the article ''What John Tells Us about 
John" in the book Studies in John, a supplement to Novum 
Testamentum, Vol. XXIV, pp.75 ff. Kilpatrick's conclusions 
are interesting but narrowly based; e.g. he admits to using~ 
to 'h words only in comparing John's Gospel with the LXX, Philo, 
Josephus, and the Hermetica (pp.77-79).. He is radically opposed 
by W.F. Albright. who subscribes unreservedly to the conclusions 
of J.A. Montgomery:" - the Gospel of St. John is the composition 
of a well-informed Jew ... excellence of the historical data 
and the philological phenomena of the book." "Recent Discoveries 
in Palestine and the Gospel of St. John" - an article in The 
Background of the New Testament and its Eschatology, C.U.P., 
1964' p.162 
'
0 "Howard (J.T.S. article), p.25 
107Points (c) to (f) on page 84 
ici'l Commentary. p. 34 
IC?p.50 
"" \tJhose commentary he reviewed in The Scotti sh Journa 1 of Theo 1 ogy, 
Vol .28, 1975, p.83. 
'"More will be said later about the 'school' theories of authorship. 
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11 z.The table on p.lxxiv of Brooke's commentary may be usefully con-
sulted here. Cf. Charles C. Ryrie:· "The arguments for the 
comr:1on authorship of the Gospel and the Epistle are conclusive." 
The l~ycliffe Bible Commentary, edited by C.F. Pfeiffer and E.F. 
Harrison, Moody Press, 1962, p.1464. Cf. I.H. Marshall,article 
'John, Epistles of' in the New Bible Dictionary, IVF, London, 
196 2' p. 644. 
113 Some such word must of course be used, though strictly its use 
appears to prejudge the order of writing. 
11"' Commentary, p. 29 7; the first two a re mentioned on p 26 
115Points (i) to (iv) involve verbal agreement, but 
More than that - viz. theological agreement as well. 
above. 
n~ The following are also to be noted (though they do not occur in 
2 John): 
/ 
/Al>(f'rU?<.e< 6 1 13 9 8 
~ o<f' rt.)!°(, w ,,.. 6 4 33 4 29 
Additionally, ~tVc<.l {K is found once in 3 John and 16 times 
in 1 John; half of the remaining New 1·estament occurrences are 
in the Fourth Gospel. 
1'7 The 2 John reference is the shorter in every instance except 
the last, where they are of equal length. 
"'Or at least a very widespread belief in common authorship. See 
Schnackenburg, p.303. 
uq For details see chapter 4 (below), especially pp. 209 ff 
and above, p. 89 points (i) to (iv) 
11.o Bultmann does not actually say this: he states that "complete 
clarity (regarding the mutual relations of the Johannine 
Epistles) is not possible". Yet he says (a) that 11 2 John is 
definitely a secondary work" (p.l.), (b) that the first three 
verses of 2 John show "dependence on tradition formulations (which) 
may be an indication that 2 John came from a relatively later 
period of Christian literature". (p.109), (c) that 2 John 12 
is "obviously copied" from l John 1:4 (p.115). 
/2.I So Alexander says "These ... verses - sound thoroughly uncharitable. 
They suggest an exclusivism and spiritual arrogance more typical 
of Gnosticism than healthy Christianity". Commentary, p.155. 
Superficially, this might seem to support the thesis of E. K~semann, 
but that thesis cannot be accepted for a number of very satisfying 
reasons (see above, pp. 21 and 22). 
tL~see Schnackenburg, p.298 
1z.3 Dodd (Commentary, p. l xi) says that the total is 84. In the above 
count the U.B.S. text, which of course was not available to Dodd, 
was used. 
11.iflrenaeus later described his Gno'sti c opponents as "those who 
imagine that they have hit upon something more beyond the truth". 
Book 5:20,l (American Edition of the Ante-Nicene Fathers, p.548) . 
.. , 
'." ··.· ·. 
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/2..S But sixteen of these are found in the Fourth Gospel: 1T'fto-j9uT£-f 0 S, 
/ ) I / < I /.l\/ > I\\ ) Ir X ol..f l S , ~ lf '11/'1' Xr.<tf w , £. UfJ l <J"K i-J, fv I\ "t. ff t-V, .;{1TOl'l'vrl, !fr: ;) ~oe'.(' 
I (' I / ) I I\ )\ ''1- / 1'A1f;'1c;, ~t oc:X. kl , ~<ii° IA.), o l Kl~, (8ov/I~a<1, <t.,... rn \> w, ~ -r~ 0(, 
and ~ <;,~>.10 Cf. p. 93. 
ti~ See chapter 3 below. 
tz..7Eusebius, H.E., 6:25. The implication is probably that Origen 
himself accepted all three. 
ti.9 H. E. 3: 25 
a, Bruce M. Metzger, The Text of the New Testament, Clarendon, 
Oxford (2nd Edition), 1968, pp.70,71. 
130 For this quotation and further details on the above evidences, see 
A.H. McNeile/C.S.C. Williams. An Introduction to the Study of 
the New Testament, Oxford, 1953, pp.369 ff. 
/?>1 See p. 90 (2) 
132.Mark 13:9 
133 p. 89 ( 3) 
131f p. 91 
/3SMcNeile/Williams (2nd Edition, 1953) pp.353-370, Donald Guthrie 
(New Testament Introduction, Hebrews to Revelation), pp.207,8, 
and Schnackenburg, pp.202,3 list a total of 19 quotations, 
references, canonical lists, etc. before AD.400 which involve 
2 John. Additionally, Tertullian may perhaps be counted (see 
A.E. Brooke's Commentary, p.lviii). 
/3f p. 90 (4) 
137 fl.90 ( l ) 
1?.iPerhaps "in order to give the Johannine writings a personal 
stamp" ? Schnackenburg, p.295 
131 Bul trnann says: "The often repeated conjecture concerning 2 John 
and 3 John, that the proper name has disappeared or been expunged, 
may be put down as fanciful". Commentary, p. 107 
/q.<> p. 89 
lq.( p. 89 ( 2) 
tq.2. p . 9 0 ( 3 ) 
I < I I ) /"f" ,/,,/ ' / 
N'3 A< Ci<. 'I/' ~ u fl (f" K. t.,.,)' (3.A ~ Tf<-0' <tf yo<~ ~O((, 't" 'i.f° w' Ol K { 0( • 
Although not in 1 John, all of these except the rare word X(o<:v 
are common in the Fourth Gospel. , 
/ t' J 'I\ {) \I 
llff XO<.lfw, Tr/\C><.VOS, O('TTO/\/\~l,/"'1-' er os 'ITl\VJ!°'1.S, 
~1TOA/"Y.3ivv..."), "TT'fo~yw, £<. <oo<x1 and 1<01V<Nv.f.w. 
11(.5 
See pp. 206 ff; See al so p. 89 (Sthnackenburg's contribution 
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to the discussion of the l John/2 John comparison in the area of 
theo·logy), and pp. 96 nnd % (Bergmeier) . 
11+'1 John 2:18, 
. ,~ / ,'; . . ~ ' .. 
4:1, 2:15 ff. 
1~7John 8:32; 14:16,17; 5:38; 15:7; 10:18; 13:34; 15:12; 
14:15; l :14; 4:36; 8:31; 15:11; 16:24. / / 
ltt-'& ~ K >- ~ k T 0 $ ' ~ ). ~ 0 s , ). ( o(. v ' rr )\ :.. v OS ' ~ iiO A ~I O(' v w' o/" 0 o( r w' 
/ ) /\_ ( > / / 
KOi VIA>~ f.G-<.>, t.:>Zcr TTo< ~ore( L, I< Uf> o(, o<. V tl X f C (J(os, X o((' 1"1S 1 
and~~..\<><voS.But seep. 123 note 125. 
/ 
llf9Another, 7T~t.crj3u-r"t:.;1> 0s' is found in the Pericope Adulterae 
only, and is used as a superlative in that passage. 
15°And the theology too; this scarcely merits a specific analysis 
here (see however, pp. 95 and 96 on the views of Roland Bergmeier). 
15~chleier~acher and Clemen supposed that 2 and 3 John were by 
different hands. Moffatt, Introduction to the Literature of th~ 
New Testament, L & T~Clark, Edinburgh, 1912, p.480. 
l5"2.More similar than is sometimes realised - see below pp. 186 ff note 211. 
153 Schnackenburg ( p. 297) says " - the different concerns which 
motivated the author in the church letter 2 John and the private re t te r 3 J DTin"-:----· 
lfq. Cf. p. 90 
/ ' I / \ / .) /}-
155' i.e. "TT('~ tf'~ur~;0os, ~~;o~v'1, Xo<.Lf' v-J, /\(o/..V, ~f)"o<::io~t, 
(3o0!icy-·v<L, ~).rr($w, crt-6'~"'<, ~O""..,,..~~ o~o<. <. and 
/'-<.--{)o<.vos. 
1sc. Hovi far the same thinking applies to the (still very short) First 
Epistle compared with the other books is a moot point. Perhaps 
the very intensity of New Testament studies relative to the study 
of any other body of literature generates its own pitfalls, throw-
ing up criteria which would be regarded as capable of bearing less 
weight had they occurred in other contexts. 
1>7zeitschrift fur die neutestamentliche \./issenschaft und die Kunde 
der alteren Kirche, Vol. 57, 1966, pp.93-100. 
,~gA division of the authorship of the Epistles in this way was 
regarded as possible by Origen and other ancient writers. (see 
p. 91 above) and by C.K. Barrett in his Fourth Gospel Commentary 
(p.113). 
'S'f For Bergmeier it is a radical "existence dualism" in both cases, 
though developed in its "believing and not believing" aspect in 
the Fourth Gospel and in the direction of "true and false confession 
towards Jesus Christ" in 1 John, pp.94,5. Kysar surveys some 
modern treatments of two central questions relating to the dualism 
of the Fourth Gospel: (1) the kind of dualism in the Gospel: "Is 
it a radical, cosmic, even physical dualism 
of the gnostic kind; or is it an ethical 
and eschatological type of dualism typical 
of first century Jewish thought; or is it 




(2) the kind of relationship between John 
and Qumran. 
On the first ~atter, St&~.berger, B&th~r, and Schnackenburg 
all refuse to identify Fourth Gospel dualism with radical cosmic 
dualism; all three writers link John's concept with Judaism in 
some form or another. For Stem.berger, John's ethical dualism 
arises from Isaiah, the Jewish wisdom literature, and Jewish 
apocalyptic and sectarian thought. By contrast with ethical 
dualism, the Fourth Gospel dualism of servitude and freedom 
appears to have been influenced, inter alia, by Stoicism. 
B8cher traces Johannine dualism back to Old Testament thought 
which has been reshaped under Iranian influence. Schnacken~urg 
grants some Syrian-type gnostic influence as a contri bu ting 
factor to the Johannine concepts of 'truth' and 'life', but the 
influence "was conditioned by extra-biblical Jewish thought". 
By contrast with Stem berger, Bacher, and Schnackenburg, Schultz 
maintains that in the Fourth Gospel the world is set over against 
God, the dualism concerned being thoroughly cosmic and physical. 
The fact that Schnackenburg's concept of Johannine dualism is 
much more limited than that of Bergmeier is also very evident 
in The Moral Teaching of the New Testament, Burns and Oates, 
London, (E.T.) 1965, p.310. 
On the second question - the Fourth Gospel/Qumran relationship -
four recent and important 1-'Jri ters agree: "Raymond Brown, Leon 
Morris, James Price, and James Charlesworth have all argued that 
the similarities between Qumran and the Fourth Gospel on the matter 
of dualism necessitate that one establish some association of the 
two, but that the influence of the former on the latter must 
be regarded as indirect rather than direct". 
Robert Kysar, The Fourth Evangelist and his Gospel, Augsburg, 
Minneapolis, 1975, pages 131 to 137. Much important additional 
material is included by Kysar under the heading 'The Johannine 
Dualism', Ibid, pages 215 to 221. 
"
0 i.e. in the Fourth Gospel and 1 John ~>..1e4'.c.o( represents 
11 the divine reality"; in one place it is described as "dualistically 
- metaphysically orientated." (p.96). 
161p.96 
1 ~ 2 2 John 9. It is here that Bergmeier finds his starting point. 
'~3p.96. Bergmeier sees a parallel theological shift in the use 
of rrflf"'rts in the Pastorals relative to the generally acknowledged 
Pauline Epistles; in the Pastoral Epistles 1f(o-ns , and in the 
shorter Johanni ne Epistles ~A1 (h.t°" , both stand for sound 
doctrine concerning Christ (p.100). 
-----··-·· " 
t6•Because of the theological development from ~ basically dynamic 
emphasis to that of the Faith seen as orthodoxy. 
U.SBut not -rr>-.~v'1 , which in any case is found only once even in 
l John, and not at all in the Fourth Gospel. 
H;f( t 143 ommen ary, p .. 
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lh7 Commentary, pp. 108,9, footnote 8: 11 - in what follows upon VI (of 
2 John) 'truth' is the object of kn owl edge, and this cannot be 
said of doctrine. Also (re 3 John 3 ff), one cannot very well 
speak of 'walking in the doctrine', as he can of 1 walking in the 
truth' . " 
/6t See above, p. 14 (Bultmann); pp. 16 and 17 (Dodd); 
( Schnackenburg); p. 42 (Barrett); p. 43 ( Brm'l'n); 
p. 23 
p.48 (Houlden). 
161Three more are involved in the discussion of the Johannine 
Community in pp. 97 ff (below). 
ry 0 Sometimes the contributions are regarded as being merely verbal 
and not written. See Oscar Cullmann, The Johannine Circle (E.T.) 
S.C.M., London, 1976, page 5. Ancient justification for this idea 
appears in the famous passage in the Muratorian Canon about the 
consultations between the Apostle John and his colleagues: "'Fast 
with me for three days from today, and then ~et us relate to each 
other whatever may be revealed to each of us.' On the same night 
it was revealed to Andrew, one of the Apostles, that John should 
narrate all things in his own name as they remembered them .... " 
Henry Bettenson (Ed.), Documents of the Christian Church, O.U.P., 
London, 1963, p.40. 
11 1 More than one by the Evangelist, Commentary, p.xxxvi. Barnabas 
Lindars' scheme is like that of Brown in certain respects - e.g. 
they both conjecture that there were two or more editions of the 
Fourth Gospel, but Lindars removes the earliest and latest stages 
from the 'Johannine' environment, while Brown does not. See 
Barnabas Lindars, Behind the Fourth Gospel, SPCK, London, 1971, 
chapter 4. The importance of "the homilies of John" (regarded 
as "large self-contained pieces" which form the basis of the 
Fourth Gospel) to Lindars is evident on pp. 51, 52 and 59 of his 
commentary, The Gospel of John, Oliphants, London, 1972. Robert 
Kysar gives synopses of Brown's and Lindars' proposed stages in 
the development of the Fourth Gospel on p.49 of 'The Fourth 
Evangelist and his Gospel'. Kysar quite rightly regards both 
Brown's and Lindars' developmental theories as "provocative and 
imaginative but essentially unproveable". Ibid, p.53. 
1 1~ Das Evangelium des Johannes, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht in G~ttingen, 
1968. For a very brief statement of Bultmann's view of the 
Fourth Gospel as comprising contributions from (i) three sources; 
(ii) the evangelist; (iii) a later redactor; see Kysar, pp.14 ff. 
See the similar process alleged for 1 John in Bultmann's commentary 
on the Epistles, page 2. 
' 75 Commentary, p.xxiv. An example of a plausible "simple explanation" 
is the theory of Pierson Parker, who claimed in 1956 that John 21 
and 6, probably 4 and possibly 2:1-12 were later additions to an 
earlier shorter Gospel by the sam~ author .. J.B.L., 1956, pp.303-14. 
17~The same point has been made regarding 1 John, most of all perhaps 
by Bultmann. See The Johannine Epistles, especially p.30 (re the 
position of 2:12-14 and 2:15-17); p.43 (re the apparent conclu-
sions at 2:27 and 3:24); and p.83 (re the effective conclusion 
at 5:12). 
'75 But see above, p. 113 note 3 
17'-wit h respect either to different parts of the Fourth Gospel and 
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1 John, or the Johannine Epistle books severally. 
177 The expression belongs to Oscar Cullmanri·: His book, ' The 
Johannine Circle' (see p. 126 note 170 ) is of very great 
importance in the 'school' discussion. Cf. E.R. Goodenough, 
'John a Primitive Gospel', J.B.L., 1945, p.160. 
' 7~Reference should also be made to Ernst Kasemann's views: see 
pp. 21 and 22 (above). 
t77The Man from Heaven in Johannine Sectarianism, J.B.L. Vol. 91, 
1972, pp.44 - 72. Terms such as "Johannine Christians", and 
"the group" appear about a dozen times. 
tgo p.49, note 16 
/ti p. 49 
1i1p.71 
/1&3 p. 7 2 
iilfpp.60,61 
liS,, - in every instance (where the descent/ascent portrayal appears 
in John) the motif points to contrast, foreignness, division, 
judgment" (p.67). Briefly, Jesus is depicted 11 as the Stranger 
par excellence". (p.50). 
IS~ o 6 5 
' . 
1t7pp.69,70. Cf. D. Moody Smith Jr., 'Johannine Christianity', 
N.T.S., 21, 1974, p.224. 
/~g p. 49 
i'6'f p . 71 
11op.64 
IFp.65 
'1'0scar Cullmann 's treatment is much more satisfactory. See 
pp.100 to 103 (above). 




117Seen in the Johannine form of John the Baptist's utterances, and 
in the peculiar Johannine statements about the seed falling into 
the earth, saving one's life and losing it, following Jesus 
(12:24-26), and in the love commandment of John, 1 John, and 




1~1 pp. 234 ,5 
zoop.235. John 13 to 16 (or 13 to 17) and.6:51-58 have a similar 
evidential value for Smith. 
2.C( p. 236 
Z0 LHe is following Fortna here - see p.239. 
203 p. 240 
ZOlf p. 243 
'2.CS"It is likely ... that the Johannine community was coterminous 
with specific Christian congregations who lived both in it and 
from it .... distinctly Johannine communities, rather than 
communities in which the Johannine option was one of several." 
p.237. 
io(. See the book by that name, p. ix 
207 Ibid, p. 7 
1.otOn page 15 Cullmann says that he finds Kasemann's description 
of "an 'ecclesiola in ecclesia'" apt (though of course he does 
not subscribe to that writer's very original views). 
2.01 p.41. J.A.T. Robinson says of the Johannine tradition that "there 
is a real continuity, not merely in the memory of one old man, 
but in the life of an on-going community, with the earliest days 
of Christianity." Twelve New Testament Studies, S.C.M., 1962, 
p.106; Cf. p.102. See also p. 99 point (6) (above). 
uo p.15; cf.p.42, and especially pp.55 and 56. 
2-11 Kysar suggests that it is likely that "the Johannine community 
was excluded from the 'normal' development of institutionalisation 
in the church". The Fourth Evangelist and his Gospel, p.247; 
cf .pp.261, 275. 276. 
2.1:2. p.53. Cullmann's primary concern is the Fourth Gospel. 
2 13 I bi d , p . 2 . 
2.llfCf. C.K. Barrett, John and Judaism, S.P.C.K., 1975, p.35. 
2.tS i.e. a Judaism believed to consist simply of the Pharasaic and 
Sadducean factions presented in the Synoptic Gospels. 
211,, Cf. Kysar, pp.103,4. 
2.17 p.32 
2.1~ p.~3 
2.I~ p. 35 
z. 7,.0 pp. 36 '37 
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z.z.1 Cullmann claims no more. He says of Mandaism: "it is impossible 
to establish a direct historical derivation ... (but) the Gospel 
of John is in contact ~tith at least a kindred world of ideas". 
p.35. 
i~2 But all Epistles are by qne writer - see p.17. 
li..~ pp. 17 ,40; cf. p. 53. 
1.z+ p. 41 
us p .42 
.z.iC.pp.43 ff; cf .p.53. 
2.27Some of the primary points indicating Samaritan influence on 
Stephen are "the interest in Joseph - quotations from the Samaritan 
Pentateuch (in his speech) ... the significance of Schechem as the 
place where the patriarchs were buried ... the r81e of Joshua ... 
tabernacle ... christology based on Deut. 18:15 - designation of 
the temple as a 'place' (topos)". For further details see p.50 
Cullmann's ideas are summed up in his "triangular relationship" 
(p.52): 
Heterodox JtJdaism (Samaritan religion prominent) 
Stephen's speech Fourth Gospel 
(these two aspects closest) 
z2gBut J.A.T. Robinson is quite unconvinced by them: Redating the 
New Testament, p.295. 
Z?1p.54. The evidence is not vitiated by the difference in eschatological 
emphasis: the eschatology of Revelation is primarily (not sol~ly) 
orientated towards the future, while the pos~t1on is reversed in the 
case of the Gospel. 
z.~op.54. ·Stephen's speech, the Fourth Gospel, Hebrews and Qumran are 
interconnected in various ways. 
~3/ pp.59 ff. Moody Smith says that a 'Johannine' line of development 
cannot be followed from the first to the second century or vice 
versa. Article 'Johannine Christianity'. p.225. 
~J~The Expository times, October 1976, p.30. 
~~~"Are the synoptic and Johannine traditions in fact so unrelated 
·theol ogi ca 11 y?" 
23<fThough it is after the death of Stephen. Cullmann gives an 
unfortunate.impression at this point (p.42). He implies that the 
Hellenists were expelled and the Hebraists not, whereas Acts 8:1 
actually says that "they were all scattered (i.e. the whole church 
in Jerusalem) exce_pt the apostfu.-" 
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~35 He never shows how the third stream, Pauline Christianity (pp.39 and 62), 
relates to the other two, 
2.3(, Though at a later stage "we may term the 'Johannine' circle' a 
church .... The group certainly had the structure of a community 
at the time when the Gospel of John and the Johannine Epistles 
were written". p.86. 
237s.P.C.K., London, 1975. 
23t pp. 58, 59 
.2..3,pp.45,6. The criteria are the non-apocalyptic attitude and the 
individualism of the Fourth Gospel and Judaism (in the late first 
century) in contrast to Synoptic Christianity. Cf. J.A.T. 
Robinson, Twelve New Testament Studies, S.C.M., 1962, p.103. 
'l)f(JA quotation taken from the review in the Expository Times, January, 
1976. p.98. Cf. Barrett,pp.71 and 72. 
t~rThe Gospel of John and Judaism p.35 and the Expository Times 
review, p.97. 
1.JflProbably with Jewish antecedents - Cf. Kysar, pp.80, 270, 271, 
278, 279. 
ZJf3The validity or otherwise of particular points need not be 
debated here. 
2if4'Almost equally impressive is the consensus about the origins of 
some of the group's beliefs(and perhaps the people within the 
group) within the confines of sectarian Judaism. 
2-4-Sonce again the Apocalypse is not included. Cf.p. 4 above. 
24krwo Editions of John, J.B.L., Vol. 75, 1956, pp.303 ff. Parker 
does not answer all problems of the kind in this way, but for 
all that his art1cTe is impressive. 
Zif?sultmann, The Johannine Epistles, p.l, see above, p. 58 note 94. 
L~icullmann, the Johannine Circle, p.2. 
~With the dubious exception of the Muratorian Canon, which ascrjbes 
all the actual writing to one man, but not the consultations 
which preceded the writing. See above, p. 126 note 170. 
25°Cf. p. 45 above. Leon Morris (in defending apostolic author-
ship) complains of school theories that: "The big weakness in 
all views of this type is what we might call 'the disappearance 
of the hero' ... He is a great and honoured figure. Why then 
should he be ignored so completely that his name is not so much as 
mentioned even once?" ... 
ZS/ e.g. those of R.E. Brown, R. Schnackenburg, and F.M. Braun, who 
see the Apostle as the authority behind the Fourth Gospel, though 
they do not regard him as the actual author. See Cullmann, The 
Johannine Circle, p.64. 
2.S' 1 1bid, p.3. Cf. Robert Kysar, The Fourth Evangelist and his Gospel, 
Augsburg, Minneapolis, 1975, p.14. · 
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1 53 It is hard to do other0i~~' perhaps, but.the point here is not that 
C.K. Barrett, e.g., calls the author John, but that he calls 
the author John - i.e. one dominant person. Cf. Barnabas Lindars, 
Tne GospeT of John, Oliphants, London, 1972, p.34. 
2.Sifrhe Gospel of John and Judaism 
i.sssee also pp.13. 14, 17, 35, 36, and 38. 
2.${,.Note 44 
217Especially pp. 8 and 9, but in many other places as well. 
2.Sl!Theo 1 ogy of the New Testament (E.T. New York and London, 1955 ), 
p. 13: "the author is background .... it was not out of an orthodox 
but out of a gnosticising Judaism that~!:. came." 
zs1 Quoted on p. 358 of W. Kumme 1 1 s book, The New Testament - The History 




0 Ibid, p. 299 
2.tf Cf. Kysar' s s ur.1ma ry of recently expressed views of the authorship 
of the Fourth Gospel: ''scholars have recently converged on the 
view of the evangelist as a 'creative redactor' ... He shaped -
traditional material in a new way, allowing it to come to 
expression in his document but harnessing it as a vehicle of his 
own theological views." The Fourth Evangelist and his Gospel,· 
p.80. Post-form- and redaction criticism studies do not - in 
one sense- greatly affect the issues. See Kysar, pp.87/8. 
tl2 Cf. Lindars, The Gospel of John, Oliphants. 1972, pp.45,6. 
Z~3J.B.L. article. Two Editions of John. Vol. 75, 1956,p.304. 
1'~Practically all scholars regard either a significant part of the 
Prologue or else all of it a~ by the Fourth Evangelist himself. 
See the Article by J.S. King in the Expository Times, Vol. 86, 
N0.12 (September 1975), pp.372-5. 
2 '
5 19:35 in particular; cf. 20:30,31 and 21:24. 
z(i~ pp.4, 5, 7. 9. 40. and 63. 
l.9 p. l 0 
z..f>~e.g. every verse of 1 llohn 1 breathes this spirit. See also 
2:1,2.8,23; 3:6,9; 4:8,16,18; 5:12,18 ff, and especially 4:6. 
Bultmann notes that the plural of the first verses of 1 John 
(e.g. Y!°~4>o;,._,-r.,v in 1:4) soon cnanges to the singular (e.g. in 
2:lff); this, and terms like T~Kv(o<,.. ~ shows that "the author 
of this Epistle is conscious of himself as having a personal 
authority". Comm .• p. 11. On p.118 of his commentary on the 
Epistles Schnackenburg notes the single occurrence of ~ 'b t A. cpo( 
(and then in a special context) compared with the frequent use 
of Ti.Kv(<:J.. : this is perhaps "connected with the position of 
authority of the author". 
z.t.,, l John l :l-3; 4:14; cf. 3:5 (see chapter 5, below, p. 253 ff) 
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Z7°The last point is virtually denied by Bultmann, but affirmed by 
Haenchen (The Johannine Epistles, p.95). Schnackenburg says 
that the term Tlf''t<r(30nfos had lost its original comparative 
meaning. Commentary, p.305. See the article in S.J.T. (Vol .27, 
1974) on 'the R6le of the Presbyter: An Investigation into the 
Adversus Haereses of Saint Irenaeus", by Jeffrey Sobosan. 
Sobosan speaks first of Jewish and Greek -rfff.ef(36r€fO< , who 
are "the 'notables', whose age, dignity of life, fortune, family 
ascendance, clothe them with a natural authority, and impose 
upon them the respect of the other members of the community". 
(p.133). In both Jewry and the church "Presbyter (with a 
capital 'P',as it were) was a title of honour applied to certain 
distinguished and especially authoritative teachers (e.g.Gamaliel 
the Presbyter). This use of the term is found in 1 John, 1 Peter, 
as well as Irenaeus." Sobosan is (i) distinguishing presbyters 
from £n(a-1<. orroc , who are functionaries, supervisors, or overseers -
and who are generally to be found only"l""n the later New Testament 
period - and (ii) is reckoning both Peter and John as Elders, above 
bishops - on p.138 he writes: " - Saint John, near the end of~ 
1 ife, gave 'Bishops' to the cities in the region of Ephesus". 
Presumably Sobosan is basing his statement mainly on 3 John and 
Eusebius' H.E.3:23. It is of course unfortunate that Sobosan 
names only 1 John in connection with the Presbyter, but ignores 
2 and 3 John, where the appellation actually occurs. Alan 
Richardson agrees with Sobosan about the importance of the 
"TT"f'~"'l30T'tfo3 in New Testament times; even an apostle can 
"fittingly" be so described. An Introduction to the Theology of 
the New Testament, S.C.M.,1958, pp.325-9. 
271 The emphatic Ecr"fb<{ in 2 John 3 breathes the same spirit. In 
discussing epistolary addresses of the period, Dodd says regarding 
verse 3: "Instead of expressing a wish that God would grant grace, 
mercy. and peace to his correspondents,' the writer turns it to a 
promise or assurance of these divine blessings to all Christians: 
Grace;-mer(v:-peace-: wi!_!~_with .us - ". Commentary, p,.147. 
27~Significantly, after some discussion of the position and activity 
of the author of 3 John, Dodd says: "such a figure can hardly be 
identified with a subordinate figure of a Johannine school". 
Commentary, p ~Txi v·-. -· - -
273And verses 3, 5ff, and 11. 
27<fSee above, pp. 21 ff 
2.JS Verse 10 
i..7f; If 2 and 3 John were written by a different person from 1 John, 
a usurpation of authority by the Elder seems to be implied, since 
he has taken over the pastoral functions of the l John writer 
without explanation. Nor does he explain his theological 
dependence on the First Epistle. Some sort of explanation 
would be expected even if 1 John were to a wider area and 2 John 
(by another writer) to a single church within it. 
2-77Dodd (Commentary), pp.xlvii; Bultmann. Haechen. 
21!see Schnackenburg, pp.35 ff, for details. 
" 
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. 271 See, for instance, Dodd (Coinmentar)i), p. xl ix and Houl den, P .19 · 
For a dissenting opinion see p. 87 above 
itoso, e.g., Dodd (Rylands) pp. 129,130. 
2-<&1 One frequently reads remarks of the type "If Barnabas wrote 
Hebrews, he could not have written the epistle which bears his 
name". Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, Hebrews to 
Revelation, p.18. That this is a sound conclusion is immediately 
apparent; so is the contrast with the Fourth Gospel/Johannine 
Epistles comparison. 
2i2e.g. of Eschatology, the Atonement, the representation of the 
Holy Spirit. Schnackenburg, pp.35 ff. 
2.Upp.ii ff, especially p.v 
.2..'i~A person of limited intelligence (like Houlden's "pedestrian" 
writer of 1 John) could scarcely have done it consistently. 
li5and to the modern reader, ambiguous. 
l~Hence 1it'"i.<rf3urtl'os ; cf. "the disciple whom Jesus loved" 
(John 21 :20; 13:23)' and "ano.ther disciple 11 (John 18:15-16) 
if in fact these refer to the author · and the unadorned "John" 
in Revelation 1 :4 etc. 
t..i7except land 2 Thessalonians, and, of course. Hebrews. 
288Romans l :1. and the first verse of James. 1 Peter, and Jude. 
Z~1W.F. Howard (J.T.S. article), p.13. 
21°See chapter 2, below. 
as the 60's. 
2., f H. E. 3: 23, 24; 6: 14 
The book might have been written as early 
i11That very careful scholar, W.F. Howard, originally thought the 
final chapter by a different hand~ but "to his surprise" a study 
of the stylistic characteristics of it and the rest of the 
Fourth Gospel convinced him that all (except perhaps 21:24 and 25) 
is by one author. The Fourth Gospel in Recent Criticism and 
Interpretation, 1945, p.121. Parker was equally adamant in 
1956 when he wrote "John 21 was written by the same hand that 
wrote the Greek text of 1 - 20 11 • J.B.L., article, p.306. 
213i .e. commandments, doctrine, or promises: l John 2:7; 2:24(bis); 
3: 11 ; 2 John 5 ,6 . 
.2.?<+If this means the beginning of the Gospel events and not the 
beginning of all things. 
' t " (. ,... 215Plus the dramatic statement K"<t t><< X'i.lf't...S '1/A.'<-V\/ 
> / ,.{.. 
t \f'1A<><. 't'., ~t><.v. 
216cf. chapter 5, pp. 253 ff, below, regarding Bultmann's idea that 
the 11 'we' ... are the 'eschatological' contemporaries of Jesus". 
2t/7see note 270 on p .132 
\' 
.~ ' "'t· ,? 
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z.1~ l John 2:13,18; 3:7. 
iq' 1 John 2: l , 12' 28; 3:7,18; 4:4; 5: 21. 
3001 John 3:1,2,lO(bis); 5:2; 2 John l ' 4, 13; 3 John 4. 
3°1Thus there are two 11 temperamental 11 criteria which are ubiquitous 
in the Epistles; an authoritative air (see above), and a fatherly 
attitude towards the church flock. Schnackenburg refers to 
"the genial, God-illumined religious personality of the author." 
Commentary, p.34; cf. p.304. It has sometimes been claimed 
that the Elder was a kind of 'archbishop' (e.g .. by F.B. Clogg, 
An Introduction to the New Testament, Hodder & Stoughton, London, 
Third Edition, 1948, p.284), but Schnackenburg seems to reflect 
the situation portrayed in the Epistles more accurately when he 
says of 3 John, "the 'Old Man' exercises a more patriarchal than 
jurisdictional supervision over the congregations. 11 Commentary, 
p.299. (1 and 2 John imply nothing different). 
3°2They include the references cited above (p.133 note2R6) as well 
as that to 11 the sons of Zebedee" in John 21 :2. The primary 
emphasis in this section is on the characteristics of the author, 
and in the whole chapter on the question· of common authorship, not 
on the identity of the author. · 
3o3Matthew 26:73 
3°lfFor instance, on pp. vi and vii Brooke noted "small points ... 
worth noticing in view of the assertion that the similarities of 
style and expression are mostly in the case of obvious points, 
which are easil~ imitated. 11 
~s Even Houl den, who has a low regard for the l John writer, says that 
the Epistle "never aspires to literary heights - 11 , but also admits 
that never again (after l John 1:1-4) 11 does it lapse into gramma-
tical impossibilities." p.45. 
3°'Howard (J.T.S. article), p.16. 
3071t is, he says, too "convenient" an explanation to say that the 
Semitic colouring is limited to Jesus and John - it "is a trait 
of the uniform style of the entire Gospel 11 • The Gospel of John 
and Judaism, p.59. · 
3°Bsee, e.g. footnote 304 (above) 
le~ 11 A man at once kindly and fatherly, and yet most sensitive to evil 
and quick to rebuke it. Is not such a character a reflection 
of the Divine Character itself, as revealed in Scripture as a 
whole?" G.T. Manley, The New Bible Handbook, I.V.F., London, 1950,p.405. 
310 But see p. 132 note 270 
311 It has been claimed here that 'school' theories are unnecessary. 
That is the opinion of the present writer. The demonstration of 
even a more modest vie~. viz. that the Epistles alone were by one 
author,would be sufficient for present purposes. School theories 
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are only decisively against the hypothesis when they either 
separate the Epistles from each other, or when they subdivide 
an Epistle (in practice almost invariably 1 John). More wi 11 
be said about the Epistles' structure in chapter 3. 
3t2.The Johannine Circle, p.64 
31311 the dominance of a single mind is so powerful that we have 
the impression ... that 'la tradition - c'est moi'". (A quotation 
from Menoud in J.A.T. Robinson's 'Twelve New Testament Studies', 
S.C.M., 62, p.105). 
311(-See above, p. 126 note 170; it is to be noted, however, that the 
point being argued in these pages is not the identity of t.bf. 
author (the Apostle John as far as the Muratorian Canon is 
concerned) but the identity of the authorship of the four books 
(cf. p. 75 and p. 134 note 3o2). 
315See Kysar, The Fourth Evangelist and His Gospel, especially pp.267-9. 
31'e.g. in relation to christology, pneumatology, or even eschatology. 
311 Hebrews 7: 3 
3llNeither the use of traditions nor the holding of consultations 
is a denial that one person is to be called 'author' without 
equivocation. After all, any writer makes use of memories or 
records of previous events and conversations he has had without 
thereby forfeiting the right to call a work his own. 
~70ne of the greatest obstacles - indeed a fatal obstacle - to a 
scheme such as that of R.E. Brown is that the vocabulary and 
style of the passages inserted by the final redactor are of a 
piece with the rest of the book. That so little change should 
have taken place that the work of different writers over a period 
are inseparable on linguistic grounds is incredible. (cf. pp. 
above). Cf. Barnabas Lindars, The Gospel of John, 
Oliphants, London, 1972, p.45. 




THE DATING OF THE JOHANNINE BOOKS 
I 
The second of the six basic points to be examined concerns the dating, or 
(more accurately~ the timing of the Johannine books in relation to each 
other. Were the four - or at least the three Epistles - written on one 
occasion, or at more-or-less widely separated times? 
dating of the Epistles is crucial for the hypothesis. 
Obviously common 
If they were not 
contemporaneous the whole hypothesis is impossible in its present form.~ 
In theory it should be possible to date each book of the corpus with the 
aid of internal and external criteria, and then to compare the results 
gained for the different books. In practice of course a procedure of 
this sort is utterly out of the question on account of the paucity of 
data available. Numerous attempts have nonetheless been made to estab-
lish the period of writing. Over the last century and a half, for 
instance, the date assigned to the Fourth Gospel has varied from the 
middle of the second century or even later3down to dates prior to A.D.70.~ 
Indeed, one writer suggested that the evangelist may have made notes of 
Jesus' discourses shortly after hearing them~ and that these formed the 
basis of the Fourth Gospel. The range of dates assigned to the Gospel has 
thus varied within a period of nearly 140 years, though the higher dates 
have long since been abandoned~ and a date of AD.90-100 generally accepted, 
even by scholars who adhere to very different ideas respecting the 
Johanni ne 1 itera tu re .7 
In the case of the Epistles the dates proposed have not fluctuated so widely. 
One major controlling factor has of course been the existence of a number of 
echoes or quota ti ans from them
9 
or references to them from the earlier part 
of the second century? and, in one or two instances, perhaps even from 
the end of the first century.10 As in the case of the Fourth Gospel, the 
commonly assigned date for the Epistles at the present time is AD.90-100.11 
Few writers would go so far as to commit themselves more exactly with 
respect to any of the four books .'z. 
Zones of even that magnitude are far too wide to be of any significance in 
answering the question 'Were the Johannine writings completed at the same 
time as each other?' and the related question, 'Do the three Epistles 
reflect the same situation?' 
.~ / ·; 
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There has, of course, beeri considerable d1sclission concerning the order 
of writing, with or without attention being paid to the actual date. 
No consensus exists here.~ Many place the Gospel first, most persuasively 
on the ground that the briefer statement of doctrine presupposes the 
longer rather th~n vice versa!~ Similar reasoning results in 1 John 
more usually being dated slightly before the shorter Epistles rather 
than slightly after them.'S The debate about priority does not really 
come any closer to providing an answer to the primary question of this 
chapter than attempts to assign actual dates do. 
The investigator is left, then, with no external evidence of any kind on 
which to base a judgment. So far as internal evidence is concerned, 
there is nothing specific, which in so many words says that the books 
were or were not contemporaneous. What, then? Is evidence entirely 
lacking? No; there are four fairly strong arguments favouring common 
dating, the first binding all four Johannine books together, and the 
others each connecting two of the Epistles. In addition, two less 
impressive arguments involving the Epistles are to be noted: 
(1) The extraordinary closeness in thought and particularly in 
expression noted above between the Fourth Gospel and 1 John,'' 
the Fourth Gospe 1 and 2 John',7 1 John and 2 John~' and 2 John 
19 . 
and 3 John virtually demands not only common authorship, but 
also very close dating indeed.2.0 
21 
(2) The astounding structural similarity of 2 John and 3 John 
(3) 
( 4) 
appears to indicate that those Epistles were written in quick 
succession~L; .e. that one was very fresh in the writer's mind 
when he wrote the other, or even that it was on the table 
before h ·i m. 
The probability that the verses 2 john 12, 3 John 10, and 
· 3 John 14 refer to one and the same visit
23
strongly supports 
the contention that 2 and 3 John were compiled within ( at 
most) a few days of each other. 
An indication of a relatively narrow time-zone is evident in 
a comparison of 1 John 4:1 - rro.A,\o~ t.pz_u~orrfof>4rO(l 
~ s i >-- .,>u.J eo<crc. v d s T6v Ko~ov 
and 2 John 7-TrOAAOL -rr>..o(°vol i.~~~9ov 'elS 
' / £~ TOV KO~Ov'-
'\ 
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The action described - as well as the wording used and the 
error alluded tts_ seems to suggest one particularly critical 
period. 
The weaker arguments are 
.z.t. 
(5) The common subject of hospitality in 2 and 3 John possibly 
links the Epistles chronologically, but does not necessarily 
do so. 
(6) The position of opponents within the church is probably 
.... ,, c. ... v' 
indic~ted ~Y 1 John 2:~6 - 1"o<.u1'; e. 'ft°o<.<fo<. U/-<-t 
TTf-/' t ;-wV TrAe<.vwv ro.>v orots _a, 
and in 3:7 - T~1<.v(o<., ~viSi0s 11>..o<..vof-rw O~s. 
Certainly that is where opponents are to be found according to 
3 John 9 ff. If the same people are intended, a short-lived 
crucial transitional period seems to be in evidence in both 
the 1 John and 3 John situations. That these situations are 
one and the same appears more than likely. 
The most satisfactory explanation of the chronological relationships 
would seem to be that the Gospel was completed first, in its present 
form being perhaps the product of a life-time of reflection, instruction, 
and pastoral ministry.LS Within a short time of its completion - perhaps 
a mere matter of days or weeks - the First Epistle was written. Next. 
while the thoughts (and a number of the phrases) .still came readily 
to mind, the Elder wrote 2 John to the Elect Lady. Last of all, while 
the first two Epistles lay before him, the author wrote his final 
missive of the series~1 the short explicit note to Gaius.30 
By way of summary and conclusion it must be asserted that any argument 
from actual dates is hopelessly inconclusive regarding common timing31or 
otherwise. On the basis of internal data no cast-iron case can be 
made out either. Nonetheless, the indications are in the direction 
of common timing. Certainly nothing is against it. 3~ 
. " ·· ... 
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FOOTNOTES: 
1 Page 3 above 
zModified schemes would not necessarily be ruled out: e.g. 1 John 
could perhaps have been written first and sent to a church with 
other introductory epistles, or with 2 John only. or with 3 
John only. It must be observed, though, that if only 1 John 
and 2 John were despatched together, the address would have been 
vague and apparently unsatisfactory. Had l and 3 John been 
sent together without 2 John the relationship between them would 
have been puzzling to the recipients. If copies of l John were 
sent out more than once, both the hypothesis and certain modified 
schemes would be theoreticalTy possible. Seeabove. page 3 
Dale Moody says ''It is altogether possible that II, III John were 
covering letters sent forth with copies of I John. I John was 
a general letter". The Letters of John, Waco, Texas, Word. 1970, 
page 16. 
3 F.C. Baur 160-170; Volkmar 155, Zeller and Scholten 150; 
Hilgenfeld 130-140; Keim 130; Schenkel 115-120; Reus. Nicolas~ 
Renan, Sabatier and Hase 110-125. See William Hendriksen, 
John. Banner of Truth, 1954., p.27 note 5. R.E. Brown has a 
most useful discussion on 'the latest plausible date' and 'the 
earliest plausible date' for the Fourth Gospel in his commentary, 
pp.LXXX - LXXXVI. 
~So E.R. Goodenough, 'John a Primitive Gospel', J.B.L., 1945, pp.145-
182, especially pp.147 and 150 note 12; W.F. Albright, article 'Recent 
Discoveries in Palestine and the Gospeliof St. John', pp. 153 ff 
in "The Background of the New Testament and its Eschatology", 
C.U.P., 1964; F. Lamar Cribbs, 'A Reassessment of the Date of 
Origin and the Destination of the Gospel of John' J.B.L., Vol. 89, 1970, 
pp.38-55. Robert M. Grant, A Historical Introduction to the New 
Testament, Fontana Edition, 1971, pp.159,160; Leon Morris, The 
Gospel According to John, Eerdmans,Grand Rapids, 1971, p.34; 
and J.A.T. Robinson, Redating the New Testament, S.C.M., London, 
pp.254-311. Robinson names about 20 scholars who over the years 
have placed the completed Fourth Gospel before the fall of 
Jerusalem, and others who have thought it not long after that event, 
though 'they have not ti 11 very recently been backed by any sub-
s tanti a 1 arguments". (pp.307,8). Robert Kysar lists seven reasons 
which have been advanced for a pre-AD.70 date. These are: 
(l) Since the evangelist did not know the synoptic gospels 
he must have written first. 
(2) He used the present tense in referring to geographical sites. 
(3) The evangelist has affinities with the Qumran movement 
which terminated in AD.70. 
(4) The powerful Jewish offensive against Christianity wit-
nessed in the Gospe 1 is probably pre-70 11 when Chris ti anity 
was still part of the Jewish faith. 11 
(5) The Fourth Gospel has general Palestinian characteristics 
such as anticipation of the advent of the "Prophet like 
Moses". / 
(6) It possesses primitive traits - e.g. Xrnd"TOS is not used as 
a name for Jesus. 
(7) It contains emphases such as the polemic against John the 
Baptist which best fit the period 40-70. 
" 
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Kysar affirms that these arguments have only minority support 
among Johannine scholars, but concludes that they are not 
negligible. pp.167,8. 
SDonald Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, Gospels and Acts, 
p.261. Guthrie is in that context discussing V. Burch's 
theory that 11 John's original contents and structure must be 
dated near to the date of the crucifixion and its final editing 
before AD. 70". 
6The death-knell to excessively late dates consists of the 
discovery and reasonably agreed dating of two papyri, Rylands 
Papyrus 457 and Papyrus Egerton 2. The former was discovered 
in 1920. It contains a fragment of John 18, i.e. verses 
31 to 33, 37 and 38 (see Barrett's Commentary, p.92). A.M. 
Hunter says the papyrus "proves that the Gospel was circulating 
in Egypt about AD. 130". The Gospe 1 Accardi ng to John, C. U. P. , 
1965, page 1. In the New Testament Apocrypha, J. Jeremias 
dates Egerton 2 "before 150" (Vol. I, pp.94 ff). Some scholars 
at least would concede that there is satisfactory evidence for 
a still lower Fourth Gospel dating in the parallels between 
the letters of Ignatius and the Gospel .(See R.E. Brown, 
Commentary, P.LXXXI, and C.K. Barrett's Commentary, p.93. In 
addition to instances cited by Barrett, 'Ephesians' 5: 1. and 
John 17:23 and 'Romans' 7:3 and John 6:54,55 should be noted). 
Whether the parallels indicate dependence is debatable, though 
Ignatius' passages could easily be read in that light (so J.A.T. 
Robinson, Redating the New Testament, p.260). More significant 
for the dating of the Johanning books, however, is the growing 
awareness of affinities between them and first century and even 
pre-Christian writings, particularly the Qumran scrolls and 
Samaritan religious works (see above, pp. 101 ff}. 
7 Robinson, Redating the New Testament, p.254; Kysar, The Fourth 
Evangelist and his Gospel, p.167. 
i or from a source behind both them and the Epistles? 
'1 Papias is credited by Eusebius with making use of "testimonies 
from the First Epistle of John" ( 6<11"0 1qs 'Ic..uo<.vvo0 
"fr,401£.;0-<S f.1Ttd"TOAV)s ) H.E.3:39:17. Eusebius' 
comment does not indicate whether Papias knew of other Epistles 
of John, or even if Papias regarded this letter as Johannine. 
Ignatius, in his letter to the Ephes1anchurch, speaks of "God 
having become in flesh" 'Ephesians' 7:2; cf. 1 John 4:2,3. 
Polycarp 7:1 reads: "For whoever does not confess that Jesus 
Christ has come in the flesh is antichrist - ". There can 
scarcely be any doubt that Polycarp was referring to 1 John 2:18, 
2:22, 3:8, and more-or-less quoting 1 John 4:2 and 3 and 2 John 7. 
Hermas M 3:1 possibly reflects 1 John 2:27 (see J.B. Lightfoot, 
TheApostolic Fathers, MacMillan, London, and New York, 1891, 
p.423), and Barnabas 6:9 should also be mentioned. That verse 
has been alleged toecno 2 John 7 as well as certain verses in 
1 John, but as Dodd says, the context in Barnabas militates 
against dependence. C.H. Dodd, The Johannine Epistles, 1946, 
p.149. The DidachelO bears some resemblance to l John 4:18. 
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'
0 1 Clement 49:5 and 50:3: neither of these coincides very exactly 
with any Johanni ne Epistles verse, but Clemenfs statements "There 
is nothing base, nothing arrogant in love" and "made perfect 
in love 11 remind the reader of 1 John 4:18. The Ante-Nicene Fathers, 
American Edition, 1885, Vol.1, p.18. Though few would agree with 
him, J.H. Charlesworth reckons the Odes of Solomon very early; · 
0 the earliest Christian hymn-book". (The Odes of Solomon, 
edited and translated by J.H. Charlesworth, Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1973). If this judgment be correct, the work is highly 
significant for Johannine dating since the best New Testament 
parallel to Ode 3:3 is 1 John 4:19, and the second best is verse 
10 of the same chapter. There may be a reference to 2 John 5 
(together with other Johannine verses) in Ode 41 :6. It must 
be borne in mind, however, that no verse in the Odes is very 
like any New.Testament verse, though parallels of a sort are 
fairly numerous. 
11 Robinson, Redating the New Testament, p.254. 
ILThough Greville Lewis says c.85 for the Fourth Gospel and c.87 
for the Epistles (see above, p. 20 ). Alexander is equally 
precise. He says "about AD.96" for both the Fourth Gospel and 
the Epistles. Commentary, pp.27 and 143. 
1 ~ With respect to John and l John, Schnackenburg says that the 
question "permits of no answer". Die Johannesbriefe, p.39. 
Cf. Sir Edwyn Hoskyns' Commentary on the Johannine Epistles in 
'A New Commentary on Holy Scripture', edited by Charles Gore 
et al, S.P.C.K., 1951, page 659. See also F.F. Bruce, The 
Epistles of John, Revell, New Jersey, 1970, page 31. 
'"'See Robert Law, The Tests of Life, pp.359-363; A.E. Brooke, 
pp.xxii ff; Dodd (Rylands Article), pp.154,5; McNeile/Williams~ 
pp.304,5; J.A.T. Robinson, Twelve New Testament Studies, S.C.M., 
1962, page 128. 
'~So, e.g. N. Alexander: 11 - all in all, II John is better described 
as a 'cut-down' I John than is 1 John as a 'blown-up' II John." 
Commentary, p.140. For a contrary view see i~ilhelm Bousset, 
Kyrios Christos (translation by John E. Steely), Abin~don, 
New York, p.378. 
~pp. 78 ff. Sanders/Mastin make the Fourth Gospel and 1 John 
practically contemporaneous, claiming that the latter is an 
introduction to the former. Commentary, p.47. B.W. Bacon 
suggested all three Epistles served as an introduction to the 
Fourth Gospel. Making the New Testament, Williams & Norgate 
London, p.217. That is unlikely. Cf. Schnackenburg, p.3. 
rJ p. 93 
lip. 88 
''pp. 93 ff 
2°Providing deliberate imitation is ruled out, as in fact it is by 
almost all scholars. 
l.I Which in both cases differs from conventional contemporary patterns 
(see below, pp 164 ff) 
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22 See above, p. 48 
.z.~See Chapter 5, pp. 261 ff 
24Point '4' on pp. 252 and 258 ff. 
2.5 See Chapter 4, pp. 206 ff be 1 ow. 
1~2 and 3 John are complementary in this respect. 
17The R.S.V. unjustifiably translates: "I write this to you about 
those who would deceive you - " • There is no reason to import 
the word "would" into a translation of the participle rr,\6(1/~v-rwv 
in 2:26: its use largely obscures - for the English reader -
the closeness of 2:26 to 3:7 and 3 John 9 ff. Cf. Chapter 6, 
pp. 284 ff below. 
itcf. Eusebius' H.E. 3:24: "John, who during all this time was 
proclaiming the gospel without writing, at length proceeded to 
write it." 
2-1 Cf. p. 5 · note 24 
3° Cf. pp. 286/7 below 
3•1n the exact sense required by the hypothesis. 
3lC.H. Dodd asserts that the chronology of the Epistles cannot be 
determined, "But in any case the difference of time cannot be 




THE NAJURE OF THE JOHANNINE EPISTLES 
The object of this chapter is to investigate the structural peculiarities 
of the Johannine Epistles in order to determine whether they are most 
satisfactorily accounted for by the hypothesis! 
The procedure adopted involves g1v1ng a sketch 
types of theory of the structure of the Fourth 
I 
I 
of the more significant 
Gosp81, 1 John, 2 John, 
and 3 John, focussing attention on the literary genre of the Epistles, 
and reviewing individual verses or short passages in them which are 
relevant to the hypothesis. I 
THE STRUCTURE OF THE JOHANNINE GOSPEL AND EPISTLES 
In the present context the analysis of the Gospel as a whole is of 
! 
comparatively minor importance~ 1 John demands a much fuller treatment 
because of the special problems it presents, and the shorter Epistles 
require some attention before individual clauses and concepts are 
studied. 
(A) ANALYSIS OF THE FOURTH GOSPEL 
B.F. Westcott may be taken as an example of a typical 11 traditionalist 11 : 
he divided the book (excluding the prologue) into two main parts: 
I 
"The self-revelation of Christ to the world 11 and 11 Tre self-revelation 
: . 3 of Christ to the church". (Chapters l to 12 and 13-21 respectively). 
C.H. Dodd's analysis is, on the surface, similar to. the above, 11 The 
Book of Signs" (2:1 - 12:50) preceding "The Book ofi the Passion". 
However, with Dodd, as with most Twentieth Century writers, the whole 
outworking of his Fourth Gospel studies is conditio'ned more by theology 
than by the historical sequence of events claimed by the Evangelist. 4 
Another very influential analysis is 
I 
that of Rudoln Bultmann: 
Die Of fenbarung der ~ 6~ o<. 
and Die Offenbarung der ~6!o<.. 
vor der Welt (Chapters 2 to 12) 
vor der Gemeinde (Chapters 13 to 20)~ 
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Bultmann's scheme of course echoes his concept of a Signs Source and a 
Revelation Discourse (Offenbarungs Reden) within the Fourth Gospel.' 
A novel analysis was suggested in 1968 by David Deeks~ who noted that. 
attempts had been made to subdivide Revelation and l John on a numerical 
basis~ Deeks postulated an arrangement "told in terms of three, four, 
and seven" in John's Gospel: the whole book (except Chapter 21) consists 
of four sections. The first of these is the prologue, which itself has 
four subsections corresponding (in subject matter) with the four main 
sections: sectibn A, then,turns out to have 4 parts, B (1 :19 to 4:54) 
3 plus 4, C (5:1 to 12:50) 4 plus 3, and section D (13:1 to 20:31) 3.q 
One conception of the Fourth Gospel development and structure deserves 
special mention. That is what Barnabas Lindars calls "the homiletic 
view 11 .'0 Lindars is very critical of theories of multiple sources." In 
the first place, he believes, the writer had "short written collections 
11 ~ 
ciosely parallel to the sources of the Synoptic Gospels", and also access 
to ora 1 traditions. Using these, 11 the Gospe 1 had its genesis in hol'li 1 i es 
preached by John, which he used as the basis for his work".1"° The 
homi 1 ies were 11 1 arge, self-contained pieces 11 , which were sometimes broken 
up in the formation of the Gospel~f Other new material was specifically 
composed for the Gospel .'s The second edition included more new matter, 
viz., the Prologue, Chapter 6, the Lazarus story and Chapters 15 to 17. 
Later again, post-Johannine additions (the Pericope Adulterae, Chapter ,, 
21, and 19:35) were incorporated, perhaps not all at the same time. 
The interest of the 'homiletic' theory of the Fourth Gospel 1 s development 
lies (for present purposes) in the similarities J.L. Houlden proposes 
between that hypothetical process and the development of l John. 
11 
Houlden suggests, tentatively, that 1 John may have been formed "as the 
result of putting together a number of discrete sections'' and not be 
the product of a "single act of writing. 1119 The suggested discrete 
sections correspond with the original separate 11 episodes 11 postulated for 
the Fourth Gospel. The alleged difference is that the l John material 
is more interwoven 11with a whole web of reflective or homiletic 
theological material''. Houlden favours the view that one person alone 




Houlden's view - which has considerable merit adds weight to the view 
that there was only one author, one "towering personality" behind the 
two books . 11 
The same result is reached on the basis of the ideas of Norman Perrin~
2 
He holds that the Fourth Gospel and l John share a lack of structure 
in the sense that they do not simply deal with points successively: 
"The Gospel and letters of John give the impression of carefully com-
posed wholes, of being a response to the internal dynamics of the 
genius and vision of the author rather than to the external dynamics 
of a concrete historical situation and need." 23 This does not mean a 
ll lack of any structure, but the absence of a mere sequential pattern. 
Perrin quotes Fuller with approval: "The author states a thought, 
contemplates it from every angle, and apparently finishes up where he 
started. Yet, there is a slight but perceptible movement to another 
thought, and the process is repeated." u,. 
Although Perrin holds to such close Fourth Gospel/l John corresoondences, 
he does not advocate an identity of authorship, as one might well have 
expected him to do. Instead of that, the 1 John writer is considered 
2.S 
as being responsible for some theological insertions in the Gospel. 
Uncertainty surrounds 2 and 3 John in reiation to the Fourth Gospel and 
1 John authors: "the most we can say is that probably at least two 
authors are involved in the Gospel and letters of John, and perhaps three." z..l. 
A further contribution asserting close Fourth Gospel/l John structural 
correspondences appeared in 1973. Andre Feuillet2~laimed that both 
books followed a four-fold pattern beginning with a prologue and closing 




2. The Preparation of the Hour of Jesus 
3. The Hour of Jesus 
4. Epilogue 
(Chapter 21 a later appendix) 
l :l-18 
l :19-12:50 




l Pro l ague l : 1-4 
2. The Demands of the Fellowship with God who is light l :5-2:28 (or 2:29: 
3. The Demands of the Fellowship with God, or the 
conduct of the Authentic Children of God 3:1 - 5:12 
4. Epi 1 ague 5: 13 
(A long additional note ; 5:14-21) 
Feuillet says that it is the 11 structure of Christian life .... which 
essentially governs the literary structure of the epistle. 11 
The structural similarity just noted has very little bearing on the present 
2. 'i 
chapter's concerns, but rather - if its validity can be accepted - it 
~urnishes some additional evidence for the case made out for common author-
ship in Chapter 1. It is a very different matter with a second point 
of Fourth Gospel/l John comparison, viz. the Prologues. The conclusion 
which is reached in this area is important for the hypothesis at this 
stage. 
(B) THE FOURTH GOSPEL AND JOHN PROLOGUES 
There is plainly a resemblance between the first four verses of l John 
2.of '30 
and the first 18 verses of the Gospel. Schnack~nburg, in his commentary 
on the Epistles,says: 11 To understand this proem (of l John) one must put 
31 
it closely alongside the Prologue of John. Already the initial avoiding 
of the name of Jesus Christ, the same starting point from the ~f' )\ 1 • 
the central position of the logos concept, the importance of the Sw1 
declarations, lead on to the same level. But more important is the 
common root thought that the logos, who bears in Himself the fulness 
of the divine life, 'became flesh' (John l :14) in an historical hour, 
or 'was manifested' (l John 1:2), and reveals Himself in His being to .>e ,,,. /'I ( / 
the eyes of faith ( <£ to{ er~ i. t::10(' John l : 14; ~ "'-',;"(>(' K-;/.t.<.. '- v 
l John 1:2). Verse 2 of the letter's proem sounds like a summary of the 
Gospel prologue." i 2 (As well as appreciating the similarities between 
the two prologues, Schnackenburg of course is aware of the differences. 
Thus he says that the Prologue of John is 11 a comprehensive hymn on the 
~?>,S4 
logos, 11 while the writer is in l John "more strongly fi 11 ed with the 
regard for his own time, for his Christian readers" who are being 
assailed by their foes). 
- ·. 
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Long ago Westcott noted that the Gospel Prologue deals successively with 
(i) the Word of God (l :1-5), the~ 
(ii) the historical manifestation of the Word (1:6-13), and then 
(iii) the personal apprehension of the Word (1:14-18). The Epistle's 
Preface is remarkably.close to this in style and content: 
(i) the message of the Gospel as this is witnessed to by the 
apos t 1 es ( 1 : 1 ) , then 
(ii) the historical manifestation of the Gospel (1 :2), and then 
(iii) the personal results of this manifestation (1 :3).3S' 
Westcott was, of course, accepting each Prologue as a single composition. 
Now-a-days very many Johannine specialists have divided the Fourth Gospel 
Prologue on the basis of original portions plus additions, the former 
often being conceived of as metrical and the latter as prose. In 1975 
J.S. King wrote a brief review of the analyses provided by different 
scholars~~ He named fourteen scholar~7 who divide the Prologue into its 
alleged elements; no two of them expouse exactly the same pattern. 
3~ 
Nonetheless, several very able scholars accept the Fourth Gospel Prologue 
as it stands. 
In point of fact, a~ one ~ttempts to evaluate the closeness of the two 
Prologues to each other, the existence or non-existence of an underlying 
source of the Fourth Gospel Prologu~'is seen to be irrelevant (for present 
purposes) because it is the resultant Prologue in each case that matters, 
not the process by which it came about. 
Another important observation is that in both books an intimate connection 
can be seen between the teaching of the Prologue and the rest of the book 
concerned.~0 The structural and theological resemblances between the Fourth 
Gospel and l John, and the major correspondence in each ~ase between the 
Prologue and the remainder of the book, illustrates the method of the 
writer when compiling anything of a formal or semi-formal nature~' His 
method is to state his main themes in a preliminary 
them round and viewing them from different angles. 
therefore, as to the nature of the Fi rs t Epistle by 
Gospel. 
manner before turning 
A hint is provided, 
comparing it with the 
This leads to an important conclusion, the first major conclusion of 
this chapter, viz: It demonstrates that l John ne~er had any other 
beginning."'°i.. In particular, it never had an address which has been lost."° 3 
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(C) ANALYSIS OF 1 JOHN 
All commentators agree on the extraordinary difficulty of analysing 1 
John neatly.""*' Dodd, for instance, says: "The argument is not closely 
articulated. There is little direct progression:5 The writer 'thinks 
around' a succession of related topics"."" Three decades earlier Brooke 
declared pessimistically: 11 - perhaps the attempt to analyse the Epistle 
should be abandoned as useless. 11 ~7 Nearly 30 years earlier still Alfred 
Plummer had expressed a similar conviction superbly. He wrote: "That 
S. John had a plan, and a very carefully arranged plan, in writing his 
Gospel, those who have studied its structure will scarcely be able to 
doubt. It is far otherwise with the Epistle. Here we may reasonably 
doubt whether the Apostle had any systematic arrangement of his thoughts 
in his mind when he wrote the letter. Indeed some commentators have 
regarded it as the rambling prattle of an old man, 'an unmethodised 
effusion of pious sentiments and reflections'. Others, without going 
quite these lengths, have concluded that the contemplative and undialec-
tical temper of S. John has caused him to pour forth his thoughts in a 
series of aphorisms without much sequence or logical connexion.t'*8•~9 
From the many different plans suggested, three types emerge: 
(1) AN EXQUISITE CONSTRUCTION BY A SINGLE WRITER BASED ON THE 
SYSTEMATIC RECURRENCE OF TWO OR THREE THEMES. 
A threefold pattern found favour with both von Soden and Robert 
Law; according to the latter the most adequate description which 
can be applied to the l John author's manner of thinking and 
writing is 11 spi ra l 11 5~r "contrapunta 111 ~1 Three 1 eadi ng themes 
provide the necessary clue to the understanding of the whole 
book; the idea is eloquently set out in the sentence: "As some 
masterbuilder of music takes two or three melodious phrases 
and, introducing them in due order, repeating them, inverting 
them, skilfully interlacing them in diverse modes and keys, 
rears up from them an edifice of stately harmonies; so the 
Apostle weaves together a few leading ideas into a majestic 
fugue in which unity of material and variety of tone and 
effect are wonderfully blended."~LThe three terms are right-
eousness, love, and belief. These are related and amplified 
by the use of some sixty other themes. Law regarded 1 
John as a series of 'tests' or criteria by which the readers 
' _ .. 
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may be assured that they are 11 born of God 11 .~l He observed a three-
fold statement of the tests, and application of them. The 11 three-
theme/three-test11 theory is vitiated in two ways: 
First, the system is nowhere near as regular and symmetrical as 
. Sq. 
the reader 1s led to expect, and 
Secondly, (as C.H. Dodd has shown) there are not really three 
themes at all, but only two. The concept of 11 love 11 is clear 
in 1 John, and so is 11 belief 11 , but 11 righteousness 11 is not; it 
is almost equivalent to 11 love 11 .ss 
The 11 two-theme 11 theory of structure was elaborated by Theodor 
HHring and adopted by A.E. Brooke~' Hgring also traced a pattern 
of cycles in 1 John: "He finds in the Epistle a triple presenta-
tion of two leading ideas, which may be called an ethical and 
a Christological Thesis. 11 
Apart from the Introduction (1 :1-4) and the Conclusion (5:12-31), 
HHring divided the book into six main sections. The 11 ethical" 
parts are 1 :5 to 2:17, 2:28 to 3:24 and 4:7-21; the 11 Christological 11 
sections comprise 2:18-27, 4:1-6, and 5:1-12.s-7 The first four 
sections fit into the scheme fairly well, but in the latter part of 
1 John the system breaks down - with regard to 4:7 to 5:12 Brooke 
admits that the two theses 11 are so intertwined that it is difficult, 
if not impossible, to separate them. 11 A further criticism applies 
to Brooke 1 s references to the passages 1 :8-10 and 2:l(b)-2 as 
11 subordinate 11 • While there may be some syntactic warrant for this 
conclusion, the passages themselves are surely of paramount theo-
logical significance. Haring & Brooke both ignored the "lies" 
implied in 1:8 and 10. For some writers the lies indicated in 
vv.6, 8, and 10 are so significant as to form part of the essential 
structure of the whole book.S'S The second 11 subordinate 11 passage 
(like the first) is an expression of the writer's view of the 
Atonement. The Incarnation, whose reality is stressed by the 
introduction, is also forcefully asserted in 1 :7. It is nothing 
less than the prior fact making c..\o<~o~ (2:2) and ~¢>f.d"(S 
(see 1:9) possible. Schnackenburg concedes that the alternation 
of ethical and Christological themes may express the "literary 
feel 11 of the author, but not his formal divisions:qin fact clear 
turning points (especially that at 3:24) are not heeded in the 
scheme. 
totters." 
On this basis Schnackenburg says the '\vhole construction 
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II ,0 
lt must be admitted that both Haring and Law devised ingenious 
systems. These are (as has been shown) reasonably coherent in 
the first two-thirds of 1 John, but then both founder with resp~ct 
to the end of the Epistle. It has to be concluded either that 
the author lost his way in working according to his pre-arranged 
plan, or else that the modern writers have imposed their schem~ 
on the writing. The evidence suggests that the latter is the 
case. 
A recent pattern, which differs greatly from the above, but which 
also embodies the belief that 1 John is a superbly conceived 
work, is that of J. Smit Sibinga.b' Sibinga begins his hypothesis 
study of Melito of Sardis and his homily TTi.f\ lou with the 
/ 
ifo<a-Xo<. - "a rather impressive specimen of the'Asianic' rhetorical 
style, appears to conform to a scheme of syllables in such a \vay, 
that the length of smaller and larger sections amounts to a 
certain, often round number of syllables, and, presumably, was 
determined by the author according to this criterion." 
Sibinga's analysis on a numerical basis according to the number 
of syllables in different sections and subsections seems arbitrary; 
there is scarcely any duplication of a number (the most impressive 
' 
exception to this is the two 1450's for the parts of 1 John which 
are called 'A' and 'C'. Even here it is not possible to discern 
any obvious ratio between these figures and the 1370 in the middle 
section 1 8 1 ). 
made to explain 
1 John/2 John/3 
'2. As in the work of J.C. O'Neill, no attempt is 
the 1 John/Fourth Gospel relationship or the 
John interconnections. Are such links still to 
be demonstrated, or do they not exist for this writer? 
The judgment of John Painter that "the pattern tends to be imposed 
rather than discovered" is entirely apt so far as all the above 
theories are concerned. ' 1 
(2) A CONSTRUCTION BASED ON "LAYERS" OR (perhaps better) "STRIPES" 
OF MATERIAL DERIVING FROM DIFFERENT TIMES AND DIFFERENT AUTHORS 
Near the start of the present century von DobschUtz found four 
antithetical and parallel pairs of statements in 1 John 2:29-3:10 
whose content is similar, but "which have been filled out by other 
matter, less Semitic and more rhetorical in form, less ethical 
. " 
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in content and more concerned with the nature of existence;;. 6 'f 
In 1927 Rudolf Bultmann wrote an article entitled 'Analyse des 
'S' ersten Johannesbriefes• in'Festgabe f~r Adolf JUlicher'. A prior 
written source (Vorlage) was postulated behind the present text 
of 1 John~' The underlying document consisted of 26 antithetical 
couplets or triplets of an aphoristic character "in the first 
person plural throughout - sententious, apodictic." ~7 Each section 
of the prototype is introduced by a definite article plus present 
participle or rr;;.s plus present participle, or by f..o<v 
plus a subjunctive construction. The source Bultman believed to 
be from a pre-Christian pagan Gnostic milieu. 6 ~ The editor of 
1 John enlarged the source by adding the proem and by interspersing 
hortatory material, the purpose of which was to correct extreme 
Gnosticism. 
6, 
Bultmann's system was complicated in 1951, when he attempted "to 
demonstrate that the text of 1 John was reworked to bring it into 
conformity with ecclesiastical tradition." "1°The longest passage 
belonging to the final redaction is the section 5:14-21.71 Other 
11 redactional glosses" are the three 'traditional 1 eschatological 
( / 
statements - 2:28, 3:2, and 4:17 - and the o<c...ro< and tAo<.~os 
passages (1:7, 2:2, and 4:10). 
A third stage in Bultmann's thinking appears in his commentary on 
the Epistles, and is occasioned because "none of the attempts 
to demonstrate unity and a sequence of thought is satisfactory 11 '! 4 
Accordingly, Bultmann suggested that "the Epistle could have been 
73 concluded with 2:27 .... 1:5 to 2:27 - originally .... an independent 
writing, or ... a rough draft. 11 12• 
Bultmann's end product is extremely complex, not to say confusing, 
because he held the view expressed in the commentary in addition to 
his earlier schemes.7• · 
One criticism is, of course, the subjectivity of Bultmann's VJork: 
Schnackenburg says that Bultmann himself often found it difficult 
to judge the extent of the didattic-polemical and the homiletic-
1s 
paranetic passages in l John. The same commentator raises further 
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queries: 
First, the doubtful nature of alleged connections between the 
1 John 1 Vorlage 1 and the 'Revelation words' of the 
Fourth Gospel.'' 
Secondly, other constructions (or at least another construction) 
can be put on the duality of elements in l John.77 
Thirdly,the reso]u~ion of theological tensions, e.g. with respect 
· to Christ and sin, on the ground of separate sources is 
"questionable". 
Finally, 11 Above all the 1 Proposal • would be a very original structure: 
a tiring succession of antitheses, stereotyped f.~v sentences, 
or substantivated participles. 11 Moreover, it would be without 
parallel in either late Jewish literature or Gnostic texts 
In his little book, The Puzzle of 1 John7,
8 
J.C. 01 Neill approved 
von Dobschutz 1 theory that two styles - a pithy teaching style and 
an admonitory style - can be discerned in l John. O'Neill assigned 
the teaching style to the source, and the other to the editor. 
According to 0 1 Neill 11 the author of 1 John belonged to a Jewish 
sectarian movement, the bulk of whose members had become Christians 
by confessing that Jesus was the Messiah. 1171 This is linked with 
the belief that the Epistle is directed, not against Gnostics but 
Jews .90•"The Jews addressed are the unconverted members of the 
compact community concerned. 01 Neill says: 11 The Epistle. he wrote 
consists of twelve poetic admonition~lbelonging to the traditional 
writings of the Jewish movement; each of these he has enlarged 
in order to bring out the fact that it has reached its true 
fulfilment in the coming of Jesus." 0 
The 'pre-Christian admonitions• within the sections "fall naturally 
into,poetic lines, and display a marked symmetry of structure." 
Each section of the completed Epistle has one theme, and is 
. t~ . 
complete in itself; "the themes are all related to one another 
and express a consistent Christian theology." Almost every 
theme can be paralleled in late Jewish sources, especially those 
from Qumran and the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. 
0 1 Neill 1 s ·scheme is lucidly and persuasively expressed, but it is 
open to serious objections: 
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(a) All the 'Jewish' documents are hypothetical, there 
being no direct evidence that even one of them ever 
existed as an independent unit.SS 
(b) The vital matter of the relationship between l John 
and the Fourth Gospel and 2 and 3 John is left 
unanswered .8"' 
(c) There are a number of ideas in O'Neill 's 'sources' 
which fit naturally enough into the environment of 
Christian teaching, but which seem to be injected 
arbitrarily into a Jewish context by him. i1,1i 
(d) The patterns O'Neill descries have a certain impressive-
ness, but the stanzas are sometimes arbitrary.9• 
(e) It may readily be conceded that, if the specifically 
Christian teaching of l John be excised, what is left 
has a significant Jewish flavour, as this writer 
claims. What is so surprising about that? It would 
be hard to name a New Testament book1there such an 
observation would be untrue. 
(f) "The pre-Christian source includes the corrections 
as well as the false claims (e.g. the antitheses of 
1:6, 8, 10; 2:4,9). What is the point of the 
corrections if they belong to the heretical source? 11 11 
The verdict on O'Neill's work must coincide with that passed on 
earlier theories - not lacking in ingenuity, but finally un-
convincing. 
(3) A SINGLE AUTHOR'S WORK, RELATIVELY UNDIFFERENTIATED, 
BUT WITH MORE THAN ONE OBJECTIVE AND METHOD 
As early as 1929 (only two Years after the publication of Bultmann's 
original analysis of 1 John) F. BlJschel provided contemporary 
Jewish evidence of an alternation between aphoristic and homiletic 
lf2. 
writing in the same work to support his contention that 1 John is 
not to be subdivided at all on a source-plus-editing basis. 
In his commenta/ry in the Moffatt series C.H. Dodd adopted the 
word 11 spiral 11 to describe the pattern of 1 John. That word had 
earlier been used by Robert Law in his eiaborate scheme, but it 
is at once apparent that Dodd's conception of the First Epistle 
differed vastly from that of Law: "The movement of thought has 
not inaptly been described as 1 spiral', for the development of a 
,. 
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theme often brings us back almost to the starting-point; almost, 
but not quite, for there is a slight shift which provides a transition 
to a fresh theme .... striking aphorisms .... come in flashes, and 
their connection with the general line of thought is sometimes only 
hinted at. Any attempt to divide the work into orderly· 
paragraphs and sections must be largely arbitrary. 11 '
3 
The German writer Wolfgang Nauck believes that l John is 11 an 
official circular to a circle of readers"~~which was completed in 
two steps, both by the same writer.•!The author had placed the 
"antithetical prototype" before the congregation at an early and 
particularly critical time when the heretics were promoting their 
errors unchecked.q' The prototype was not a letter: the work became 
one only at the second stage~7 when the author, seeing a continuing 
danger to his flock~ took up his pen again and reframed his earlier 
writing.'f9 
The strengths of Nauck's position are 
(i) that he distinguishes clearly between the Christians and 
the non-Christians whom the writer had in view, or, 
as Schnackenburg would say, he clearly appreciates 11 the 
double concern of the writing 11 :Wand 
(ii) he holds to one author. 
Nevertheless, the potent criticism which Schnackenburg levelled 
at Bultmann's analysis - that it suggests an extraordinary original 
loo document - cannot be evaded. Nor, of course, is there any textual 
ev.i dence for two 1 i terary stages .' 0 ' 
" to;z.. W.G. Kummel likewise affirms that 11 The Epistle has no clearly 
recognisable plan, but presents frequent variations on two themes: 
right faith in Christ and the necessary connection between faith 
and proper conduct". Kummel maintains his point of view by 
(after the Prologue) employing the peculiar terminology "the First 
(or 'Second' or 'Third) course of thought. 11 ' 03 
/01/-
RUdO) f Schnackenburg quoted appreciatively from Hauck, who com-
pared 1 John with "the play of the waves of the sea". Schnackenburg 
says that "The author does not want to offer a systematic presentation, 
such as Paul in Romans or Galatians." The message is precised at 
the start of l John, being in effect "communion with God on the 
ground of union with 'Jesus Christ, 11 then ( Schnackenburg con ti nu es) 
!' 
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the author is stimulated through opposing the heretics and 
concern for the inner strengthening of the Christian Church, so 
that 11 time and again he adds instructionsand admonitions". In 
this process longer sections emerge which contain internally 
connected material. Schnackenburg writes: "Clear breaks are 
before 2:18 and 4:1, each time occasioned by consciously directing 
attention to the 1 antichrists 1' or 'false prophets'. The plan is 
105 
not strictly logical or predetermined, but nor is it "an unplanned 
sailing thither. 11 The progression follows the individual bent of 
the writer, which is essentially advance by association of ideas:~' 
107 
Although~ scheme for the work is not consciously planned, however, 
a fairly clearly-defined pattern emerges in the course of the 
.,, 
author's writing, and this is discernible in retrospect. 
It is worth setting out an English translation of the scheme (see 
Schnackenburg(Commentary), pp.vii, viii for the German): 
The Proem 1 :l-4 
First Main Section: Communion with God as walking in the light 
and its realisation in the world 1:5 - 2:17· 
I Communion with God, and sin 1:6 - 2:2 
II Knowledge of God and keeping the commandments 2:3-11 
III Application to the readers 2:12-17 
Second Main Section: The present situation of the Christian churches: 
their resistance - struggle ag~inst the 'antichrists: their 
expectation of salvatioh, and their religio-moral duty. 2:18 - 3:24 
I The 'last hour'. The false teachers as anti-
christs, their separation and their repulsion 
by the Church of the believers in Christ 2:18-.27 
I I 
I II 
The expectation of the salvation of the 
Christians 
The religio-moral duty of the present 
2:28 - 3:3 
3:4-24 
Third Main Section. The separation of those who belong to Go~ \ 
from the 'world' in the true faith in Christ and in love. 4:1-5,12 
I Discernment of spirits through the orthodox 
confession of Christ and separation from the 
'world' · 4:1-6 . 
II Love as the distinctive mark of those born 
of God; its nature and fulfilment in brotherly 
love 4:7 - 5:4 
III The true faith of Christ as the 'world~ 
overcoming power 




Schnackenburg, then, does not deny strands of a· sort in l John, 
but he avers that "The clearly noticeable style change in 1 John· 
is positively explained by the double concern of the writing: by 
the instructional-polemical in regard to the false teachers, and 
10'6 
by the homiletical-paranetical in regard to the church. 11 By 
IO'j 
demonstrating that in certain passages the 1 source 1 and 'editing• 
are really i nseparab 1 e, Schnackenburg strongly reinforces his case ~ 10 
Another fact which is near-fatal to Bultmann's conceptions and 
which very powerfully supports Schnackenburg 1 s, is that the anti-
thetic parallelism of l John, far from belonging to a non-Johannine 
source, is "typically Johannine 1'. (A.E. Brooke sufficiently 
demonstrated this when he compiled his extensive list of Fourth 
Gospel/1 John .parallels). 
By these means, together with his 'two-purposes• idea, and against 
the background of the manifest inadequacies of the artistic con-
structions, Schnackenburg has presented a most attractive scheme. 
Nor has he given only a guide to analysis: as an extremely important 
corollary, his judgment that "after all one will hold on to the unity 
of the writing" must be treated.with the utmost seriousness. 
" 
'" John Painter's book, 'John: Witness and Theologian•, has introduced 
a new concept of the structure of 1 John. He writes: 11 The affir-
mations of the heretics are indicated by a stylistic device and 
they, with the denials and antitheses, provide the author with the 
basic structure of the letter". There are seven such affirmations 
Ill. 
in all: a threefold use of "if we say", a threefold use of "he vJho 
says 11 :
1
\nd one use of "if anyone says 11 ':4 Painter continues: "The 
position of the heretics is also to be seen in the conflicts and 
antitheses of another three groups of sayings where the author sets 
out his position in orposition to the heretics - 11 , viz. statements 
which begin with "he who - 11 plus a participl~1; statements introduced 
"" by "everyone who 11 followed by a participle and statements commen-
cing in various ways which have to do with the apostolic confession 
that "Jesus Christ has come in the flesh" .1' 7 
Both the confession of faith in the incarnate Christ and the 
necessity of active love for the brother were rejected by the 
heretics; all their affirmations and the writer's responses and 
assertions are related to one or other aspect of this dual error. 
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Painter emphasises that his approach is not a source theory. "The 
author was responsible for the whole composition." His view then 
seems to be an amalgam of HKring's and Schnackenburg's views, in that 
it has something of the two-theme aspect of the forme'P~ and it embodies 
the 'two-purpose' element in Schnackenburg's understanding of l John."j 
The unity of 1 John (advocated by Nauck, Schnackenburg, Houlden and 
12.0 
Painter) is adopted in this hypothesis, though it is hard to decide 
between the two best argued schemes which champion it, viz. those of 
Schnackenburg and Painter. It is doubtful whether one is in any 
real sense opposed to the other, anyway. Painter's scheme seems 
to be a development and refinement of Schnackenburg's, for whose 
commentary on the Epistles Painter expresses admiration:z.i 
The second important conclusion of this chapter is, therefore, that 
1 John is a single composition. One author was responsible for the 
whole book. 
(D) LITERARY TYPE OF 1 JOHK 
1 John is not only enigmatic from the point of view of its internal 
structure. It is also hard to fit it neatly into a literary 
category when it is considered in toto. 
Whatever its origin and literary history, what is it now? Is 
it a letter, an epistle, a sermon, a homily, a diatribe, a manifesto, 
or a treatise or tract(ate)? These questions are crucial to the. 
16Z. 
present study. It was suggested at the outset that "l John vJas written 
to a local church1; 3and was intended to be read publicly before its . 
members", and conjectured that the anonymity of the book is to be 
explained by its inclusion in a common "parcel" with 2 and 3 John, 
the latter books (especially 3 John) containing the necessary intro-
ductions and conclusion. If such a view of the First Epistle is to 
be sustained, it is to be expected that, negatively, the writing 
cannot be assigned to any recognised literary genre, and positively, 
that it 'can be so assigned if the personal elements are (so to speak) 
"added on" to our 1 John. To put it in other words: the uniqueness 
of l John is to be attributed to its special circumstances. It 
would be a rare occurrence for a communication to a church to be 
introduced and explained by means of highly confidential private 
letters· like 2 John and (particularly) 3 John. 
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(1) IS 1 JOHN A LETTER? 
Originally ~Trtd'ro>.r) and epistula denoted a letter of 
any kind, whether personal or official. However, even in 
11-t,. 
the time of Isocrates and Plato the letter form was being 
12.S 
used to reach a wider audience than those immediately addressed. 
Subsequently the epistolary form became commonly used for 
philosophical, scientific, and literary productions. 
Adolf Oeissmann distinguished sharply between letters and 
epistles'.
2
" A letter is non-literary, direct, confidential, and 
personal. It was 11 not unfairiy" described as 11 the half of a 
conversation" in antiquity by Artemon, the editor of Aristotle's 
letters. Negatively, "neither contents, form, nor formula can 
be decisive in determining the characteristic nature of a 
letter" (as opposed to an epistle). 
Now, as regards form, letters in the New Testament period 
followed a stereotyped pattern: 
I Address (usually the formula "A to B, greeting 11 ) 
II Greeting (in secuiar writings X.--<(,P£.lll' / 
but in the New Tes tament'1Jsua 1 ly X o<: o Ls 
I 
plus t.lf1v1 ). 
III Thanksgiving and/or Prayer for Good Health 
Main Body of the Writing 
)/ 
IV 
v Conclusion (salutation plus ~t'l°t,..:><rO 
or some Christian formula) 
VI Address (on the verso) .':2.'a 
The First Epistle of John plainly lacks all these parts except 
IV and V .'z.~' 130 
Schnackenburg pointed out that the omission of an opening or 
(regular) closing is very striking, especially as the common 
tendency was just the opposite - the illegitimate inclusion of 
an authoritative name (pseudonymity). 
Roller suggested that the 11 pre-Asiatic 11 form of letter differed 
from the Hellenistic and still exists in Hebrew~~~nd 1 John. 
This is speculative because there is no proof that the ancient 
eastern verbal message was ever crystallised in a form like 
that of l John. Moreover, Roller's viewpoint completely fails 
to do justice to the existence of the regular letter-form on the 
companion letters 2 and 3 John. 
Yet even such obvious omissions fail to dispel the conviction 
of many that l John ~ a letter. The reason given is that the 
tone and contents positively affirm it. The writer calls himself 
11 111 , his readers "you", and employs the word "we" frequently. 
. ~ I 
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The 'direct' and 'personal 1 criteria which Deissmann maintained 
belonged pre-eminently to 1 etter~1i.are eloquently summarised by 
Law: "Under special stress of emotion his paternal love, sympathy, 
and solicitude break out in the affectionate address 'little 
children' ( 1''i.1<v(a.( , -rro<.t£!0( ), or, yet more endearingly, 
'my little children' ( T~1<v(o< Y,o0 
the prefactory 'Beloved' ( ~yac'Tr"')roc." 
deeply he is stirred by the sublimity of his 
) . Or, again, 
gives proof how 
theme and by the 
sense of its supreme importance to his readers 11 • 133 
Law lists five respects in which the author knows his reader's
3t 
h . 11 f h . 1 . . . l3St d 
13' tt . e is we aware o t e1r re ig1ous env1ronmen , angers, a a1n-
ment~3? achievement~33and needs~ 31 Alexander sums up the position 
of Lawsuccinctlywhen he says 11 lt is a true letter, name or no 
names u. i1ro,,'+, 
Perhaps the best way to answer the question 11 Is 1 John a letter?" 
is to say 11 not as it stands, but it is like a letter ... if it 
started and finished 1 properly 1 it would be a letter." 1'+a. 
JOHN AN EPISTLE? 
Dei ssmann wrote that an epistle 11 i s an artistic 1 i terary form, 
a species of literature, just like the dialogue, the oration, 
or the drama 11 .''+3 It resembles the letter in form only; the exter-
nalities which make it look like a letter are "mere external 
adornment. 11 Epistles are.deliberately addressed to the public, 
and remain intelligible even if the author and supposed addressee/s 
is/are not known to a later reader. The mind and intention of 
the epistolographer is much more plainly apparent than that of 
/ 
the letter-writer: in short, 11 The letter is a piece of life, 
the epistle a product of literary art. 11 A further element is 
added to Oeissmann's definition by the Shorter Oxford Dictionary's 
monograph on 'Epistle'. The latter is the title "chiefly applied 
to those letters written in ancient times which rank as literature .. 
a letter from an apostle - 11 • '"'"' 
The New Testament Apocryph~"'~imilarly labels an epistle "literature 
which has made choice of the letter form in the interest of a 
definite purpose - 11 , i.e~ it is to be publicly disseminated as 
propaganda of some sort. From these definitions it may be 
briefly said that an epistle resembles a- letter in one main 
respect - form - and differs from it in two respects: it is an 
artistic literary product and it is addressed to the public. 
Most of what has been said about the deficiencies of 1 John 
! 
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considered as a letter applies equally to it when it is studied 
in relation to the epistolary genre. There is one area, though, 
in which the book has perhaps a greater claim to epistolary 
'"'~ status. No living human being is named, this being contrary 
to all expectation in a letter. l John does, however, as might 
easily be anticipated in an epistle, use various vocatives to 
address the recipients. Six times the readers are referred to 
) , /47 . / J 9 as o<yo<-rr~T'Ol , seven times as l'i..1<V1c:<.,"" twice as 
n-o<.<Sl~,'"'9 and once as ~ $~~cpo{. 150 ' 1 s 1 
If an epistle is to address Christian readers dir~ctly at all 
and yet avoid the familiarity (or multiplicity?) of names, some 
such device is obviously unavoidable. The query about l John's 
being a formal literary product raises again all that has been 
said earlier about style and structure. 
Logically, writers like HHring and Brooke, von Soden and Law, 
should have concluded that the First Epistle~ an epistle, 
though Law in fact called it a letter. The lack of a closely 
IS2. 
articulated pattern, the view accepted above - makes "epistle .. 
less appropriate than "letter" with respect to literary character-
istics. 
The other element that makes an epistle what it is - a general 
rather than a private destination - is of course a very elusive 
criterion. It is, on the one hand, clear enough that a writing 
ISJ 
such as the' Letter to the Laodiceans 1 is "no letter but an 
epistle" .'sq.The writer of this (hopefully) wanted his effort 
disseminated as widely as possible. On the other hand, it is 
not at all easy to decide how far Paul's extant works were 
intended to be 'epistles' (in Deissmann's sense). Deissmann 
himself was quite adamant: "The letters of Paul are not 1 iterary; 
they are real letters, not epistles; they were written by Paul 




were addressed. 111s\his affirmation requires some qualification 
In one of his writings Paul specifically instructs 
his .original readers to pass on their missive and 
to read that addressed to their neighbours .'s' It is 
hard to discern much difference between this and 
a circular letter. 
Deissman called the Petrine writings, James and 
Jude 11epistles 11 because (inter alia) "A glance 
at the 'addressees' shows that they are not real 
letters.'S7 Impossible demands are made of the 
'bearer' if we are to imagine one. 11 'f9The . 
difference between the instruction in Co1ossians 
and the address at the top of 1 Peter (particularly) 
(3) 
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is only one of degree. It is little wonder that 
C.H. Dodd described 1 John as 11 a circular letter, 
1 i ke 1 Peter and (probably) Ephesians 11 even though 
he claimed that 1 John was to 11 a particular circle. 111s-1 
It is best to conclude that most New Testament 11 epistles 11 
were neither strictly private nor strictly public; they 
were public property so far as the Church was concerned 
even when addressed to part of the Church in a given 
locality or set of circumstances. 
Two final comments may be made at this stage. Fi rs t, 
Bultmann supposed that 1:1-4 and 5:13 11 imitate 11 epistolary 
· /(.0 · II 
address and conclusion respectively, a theory which Kummel 
correctly pronounced 11 not at al 1 convincing 11 .'"' Secondly, 
in the fourth century the title 11 To the Parthi ans 11 appeared 
in a few unimportant manuscripts. Dodd referred to the 
title as 11 a curiosity of criticism. 11 ' '" 
11.3 
Mainly because of the comparative lack of artistry and 
the limited circle of primary recipients, 1 John can less 
"•'f plausibly be classed as an 1 epistle 1 tnan as a 'letter•. 
IS JOHN A SERMON? 1 ~s 
A sermon is, as its derivation reveals, basically a talk. 
In the religious sense it means 11 a discourse, usually 
delivered from a pulpit, and based upon a text of scripture, 
for the purpose of religious instruction or exhortation. 11 '" 
Though a sermon may in certain circumstances relate to a 
written or published work, this is not usual. Leaving 
aside. the modern nuances of the above definition, it can 
be asserted that the normal essential elements appear to 
bethat it is (i) a discourse 
(ii) narrowly based'~7 
(iii) didactic or horatory. 
l John is not a discourse; Schnackenburg says that the 
- '"' frequent 'Apostrophen' 11 may arise from the custom of the 
preacher 11 , but that l John is not itself a sermon. The 
thirteen uses of Yf~<f''llv make it very difficult to 
believe that l John was originally a spoken address.'67 
Secondly, 1 John is not narrowly based - it is not an ex-
position of a single text nor of an extended passage, un-
, less it be the Prologue to the Fourth Gospel. Such a 
suggestion, however, is unconvincing; as Schnackenburg 
. '-
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says in a somewhat different connection, if 1 John were 
based on the Fourth Gospel 11 it must disclose this more 
clearly. 11 
/70 
Finally, 1 John is in part didactic, and in part horatory, 
' 111 
but it is also a proclamation of the Faith and a defence 
of the Faith!7 ' It is too many-sided, too obviously written 
with several purposes in mind, to be a sermon in the proper 
sense of the word. 
(4) IS 1 JOHN A HOMILY? 
(. \ / 
The term 'homily' comes from or'-"to< , converse 
or discourse addressed to a group of people ( = or' >..os ) . 
It is 11 a religious discourse addressed to a congregation; 
173 
especially a practical discourse with a view to edification." 
The homily is like a sermon in that both are verbal, 
sometimes more restricted in scope because of its greater 
concentration on the practical, and generally less formal 
than a sermon. Since l John overflows the definition of 
a 'sermon• it will be broader still than a homily. The 
positive value of the homily idea in the present context 
is that the 1 Epistle 1 is addressed to a relatively small 
17'+ 
group and that it contains, inter alia, practical material. 
But it is not a homily. 
(5) IS 1 JOHN A DIATRIBE? 
( 6) 
Adolf Deissmann considered that Hebrews could perhaps be 
called a diatribe; he said of l John 11 The little work 
is best described as a religious diatribe . .. ns The word 
1 diatribe 1 , which is derived from 'i><.o<.-rt't;B-{ 
•a wearing away•, originally meant a discourse or dis-
quisitio~?'but later came to mean a dissertation directed 
against some person or work, a bitter and violent criticism. 
The older sense is no more applicable to l John than 'sermon' 
or 1 homily 1 , while the positive elements in the book 
fatally undermine the application of the name to 1 John 
in the later sense. 
IS JOHN A MANIFESTO? 
No, it is not, although the description has been favoured 
by a number of scholars .117 The Shorter Oxford Dictionary 
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gives as a def1nition of 'manifesto' 11 A public declaration 
by a sovereign prince or state, or by an .individual or 
body of individuals whose proceedings are of public 
importance, making known past actions and explaining the 
motives for actions announced as forthcoming. 11 Once · 
the political aspect has been ignored as irrelevant, the 
definition actua11y seems to fit 2 John - and even more 
particularly, 3 John - better than l John. The only 
element which is more appropriate for l John is the stress 
on the 'public' nature of the declaration and actions 
concerned. 
(7) IS 1 JOHN A TREATISE OR TRACT(ATE)? 
There is little or no difference between a treatise and a 
tractate. Both terms indicate 11 a book or writing which 
treats of some particular subject .... a methodical dis-
171 
cussion or exposition of the principles of the subject. 11 
An imperfect biblical example is the Epistle to the 
Romans, with its concentration on the righteousness of 
.God~ A better example is the Epistle to the Hebrews, 
which systematically discusses the superiority of Christ 
as compared with precursors and types; Hebrews is more 
like a treatise than Romans because it is not nearly so 
directly addressed to its readers~71 There are three 
objections to the use of the category 'treatise' in 
describing l John: 
(i) It does not deal systematically with a single 
(ii) It is too personal. ,,,,,u. 
(iii) A particular concrete situation is addressed. 
. lfO 
topic. 
In the light of these criticisms, it is not possible to 
concur with the judgment of Houlden that 1 John "is - not 
. 183, l'l'f a letter, it is a theological tract. 11 
The third important conclusion of this chapter must now be stated. 
In answer to the question, 'What is l John?' the most satisfactory 
I SS' 
answer seems to be that it is a genuine letter or informal written 
message to a congregatioJ, but a writing which lacks the regular 
letter address, greeting, thanksgiving and/or prayer for good 
health and conclusion.' 87 It is neither a written nor spoken com-
position which fits into any other recognised literary category. 
I ' 
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(E) THE NATURE OF 2 JOHN 
The structure of 2 John is perfectly obvious. It is a letter' 98 
which more or less follows the conventions of private corres-
pondence of the day. "'f.'' 0 
There are three main sections: 
Verses - 3 Introduction and Salutation 
Verses 4 - 11 Counsel and Warning 
Verses 12 & 13 Conclusion''' 
2 John differs from regular first century letters in three primary 
ways: first, its (relative) anonymity; secondly, its rather 
thirdly, its substitution of xoy,(.!> , 1 grace 1 , 
, 
1 greeting 111 .''12-(The full greeting in 2 John 
,, ) <. ... /. )/ ' 
f.tf"'T""'-L ~te V4-wv Xci<.f°LS 'i. l\fi..OS 
prolix opening; 
"' for xo( lt (( v 
i s three-fol d -
:> / 
i<.1'1 v'V) .... ,..... - ,. \ 'f~ Tro<f'c<. c:>~Ou ire:<.T/OS l'=.T.I\, 
After the address (verses land 2) and the greeting (verse 3),. the 
writer begins his message proper on a note of rejoicing - viz. 
>E.X~t°I v >-.(e<v K.t.A. Significantly, the only 
other New Testament book using the expression is 3 Joh~~~though 
secular works contain it.'f5 
Another feature bindin~ 2 John to other contemporary letters is the 
petition. Terence Mullins said that 11 the characteristic form 
of the petition is: background; petition, introduced by one of 
four characteristic verbs; address in the vocative; courtesy 
phrase; desired action. 11 (There is considerable variation -
sometimes an element is omitted). One of the four petition verbs , , ~ I 
is £~~T~"· 11 II John 5 is thus a petition: €~wTw C-E ,, I </ > .... :> ' ,, \ 
I<. Uf>c..o<.. . . . . . ( """ . "" y o(1T ~ r 'i.. v o< /\>-.//\ 0 us I 
i.e. it exhibits the petition verb, the address, and the desired 
action. 11 ''I'° 
2 John, then, differs from both other 1 Johannine 1 letters (3 John 
and the 7 letters of Revelation 2 and 3) and contemporary secular 
letters in only one really significant respect: the fourth 
important conclusion of this chapter is that 2 John is atypical 
in that it is inadequately addressed, and in fact names no one. 
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(F) THE NATURE OF 3 JOHN 
The structure of 3 John at first glance presents no problems, 
either. It can be regarded as revolving aroung the three key 
personalities Gaius (VV.l to 8), Djotrephes {VV.9, 10), and 
Demetrius (VV.ll,12)
1
~ 7or it can be analysed from the point of 
r 
view of the three or four subjects covered. Funk, however, 
descries seven part~q~n 3 John, of which two are the introduction 
(VV.1,2) and the conclusion VV.13 ff). After observing that 
3 John is more complex than 2 John, he continues: "Breaks are 
::> ,, 
marked by the vocative, oo<.Y°'TT1Ti., at Vss.2, 5, 11. An 
> / \ / 
expanded (in comparison with II John 4) fXo<f1" ALol.V 
period occupies Vss. 3-4, following the conventional health wish 
(2). Other breaks in thought occur at Vs. 9 and Vs. 12. There 
are thus five parts to the body of the letter, excluding the 
health wish. 11 
Funk's scheme, then, comprises 
(Introduction) 
Parts l and 2 - the author's basic request and its relevant 
background (3 - 8). 
Part 3 - the recalcitrance of Diotrephes and the Presbyter's 




- a brief parenetical summary (ll). 
- a recommendation for Demetrius (12) 
A little later Robert Funk advances what he calls the "structural 
outline" of "the interior" of 3 John, which is a restatement of 
1 is now separated and seen to be the above except that Part 
"thanksgiving, which forms 
(3-4) 11 C\nd P~rt 2 consists 
the general background for the request 
1 I 'f 
of "body proper, with its request ( 5-8)". 
Funk's analysis is more detailed than othersbut it is uncontro-
versial. It is universally agreed that 3 John follows contemporary 
letter-writing conventions more closely than does 2 John~oo,~01 
Z.OL 
Barclay gives as a pattern a letter from a ship's captain named 
Irenaeus. This and 3 John both (he says) contain four main 
parts: the greeting, the prayer for good health, the central 
section with its news, and the final greetingsby name. Twice 
in his comments on verse 2 Brooke used the word "conventional" 
to describe the opening of the Third Epistle. Brooke also 
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) ~ . 
illustrated the epistolary use of 'C.uO~oucrG°'t , "to 
II d C / prosper, an of uyLo<.l\/~tv, 11 to be of sound health" (or 
11 doctrine") from both the New Testament and other early sources .20J 
:> / \ ...... . 
Funk has drawn attention to the fact that the iJ o<f 1 v' I\ to<. v 
formulation of 3 John 3 is not followed by an £;wr~v petition, 
but by a vocative ( ~yo<rn1-r{ ) and -rr1d"f"OV TTOt!.tS 
( V.5), which is apparently a Christian counterpart of the common 
idiom Ko< At:; s -rr (:>t 1 a-~tS .2.04 
Another common feature is the recommendation of third parties -
z.os 
11 In III John 12 there. is just such a recommendation for Demetrius". 
71 
The usual ending of letters - € 
1
0,0,,,u(f"t;..::, ( 1 farewell') , .... e ':>/ r 
or 'i.ff~fl' D<l<1"£ ~'--'XO/A"Clll (literally: 11 1 pray you 
to enjoy good health 11 ) - is replaced by the Christianised Jewish 
. ' / a.o,.a.07 h . 1 1 . . greeting f.{~ ~ v., d"O<. • 3 Jo n 1 s ess forma rn 1 ts 
final words than 2 John. The mystery surrounding the personalities 
of 2 John is entirely absent, 11 friends 11 being referred to 
0 . / / ~Og 
unambiguously and 11 individually 11 : o(o-rr~Sou 100s <f>tAous. 
Ko<-r' Cfv~~09 
The appropriate stage has now been reached for the statement of 
. the fifth important conclusion of the present chapter : 3 John 
is a typical letter of its period save that it exhibits formulae 
which have been modified in a Christian direction.z.io,a.u 
(G) A SYNTHESIS 
The five major conclusions reached in the chapter may be summarised: 
212.. 
(1) John is complete - as the writer intended it - as it stands. 
(2) l John is the work of but one author.113 
(3) 1 John is a genuine letter though it has no conventional 
beginning or conclusion.~'~ 
21S' 
(4) 2 John is a genuine letter though no person is named in it. 
(5) 3 John is a typical letter of its period (but one con-
taining Christianised elements).•1 ~ 
How are these facts to be reconciled with each other and with the 
fact of common authorship? 
First of all, it may be asked why did 1 John never have -all the 




writer, "Perhaps he deliberately wanted to give his writing, 
which has a kerugmatic character, a form other than simply that 
of a letter. In the last analysis, this type (of letter) remains 
a riddle to us. 11 ~' 7 
M. Meinertz regarded the First Epistle as a covering letter for 
the Gospel, and believed that "the absence of a literary beginning 
and conclusion can be explained only on the as.sumption that the 
~,g 
readers knew the author to be an outstanding apostolic personality 11 • 
The covering letter idea is not satisfactory ~'1 
It appears, therefore, that Schnackenburg is left with a riddle, 
2.2.0 
and Meinertz (and Roller) with a totally inadequate theory. What 
possibility is left? Only.., it would seem, the view expressed 
in this hypothesis, viz. that 1 John is not exactly a letter, but 
(in the words of 3 John) "something to the church 11 •111 
Each facet of 1 John - its structure, its nature - supports the 
hypothesis that l John is not a letter so much as a writing sent to 
a congregation with a letter, or with letters .u.i. The personal 
details so puzzlingly absent from the First Epistle are supplied 
by the others.~13 When 3 and 2 John had been perused by their 
respective recipients (Gaius and his wife), the larger writing 
was to be presented to the assembled congregation. l John was 
calculated to win people to the truth and to keep them in it 
. wihtout antagonising - to explain what it~ to be a Christian, 
and to show why heretics must be opposed .... this 'anonymous' 
letter~~~aming neither friend nor foe, but working on the principle 
"if the cap fits, wear it 11 was the best way to deal with the 
situation .""s 
(H} ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE BASED ON THE NATURE OF THE EPISTLES WHICH 
SUPPORTS THE HYPOTHESIS: 
(a) Mandatory statements and prohibitions. 
Much of 1 John consists of horatory material, but in 
the great majority of verses which contain it the writer 
urges his readers by indirect rather than direct 
imperatives. In the whole of 1 John there are only 
eleven instances of a verb in the imperative mood.z6 ' 
Contrariwise, there are just over fifty places.where an 
~ndirect statement which is virtually equivalent to an 
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. t. h l.Z..7 impera ive or oratory statement is present. These 
include 
( i ) 
( i i ) 
the conditional f.~v constructions. When 
the writer says, e.g. ~~v ..... ;Tt:J<tro<.-r~"'t...V (1 :7) 
or l~v o~o~oyt:>r«i.v 7(1 :9)' lie is enjoining 
•walking• or confession; when he says i~v r~s 
) \'° ) .... ""' 
~VT0/\11($ o<"uT00 T'1rvu~~" 
he is urging the keeping o the commandments, etc. 
Similarly, when he uses the expression iocv tltr~~\/ 
(1:6,8,10), he is, inter alia, surely issuing a 
prohibition on his readers with respect to the 
error he is repudiating. · 
the articular particirle serves a similar purpose 
both positively and negatively: in Chapter 2 there 
are seven instances in verses 9 to 29 inclusive. 
When the writer says o ~ y-< Tl~v' -rov 
~ b ct..}.. ?ov o(OroO ..... 
he means "love your brother 11 ; in the following 
verse. o 'i>t. ~<6'~'1 -r'ov &~'l.~~~v' o<OroO 
of course has an identificatory putpose (assisting 
recognition of the unorthodox) but it is also an 
implicit injunction, viz. 11 Do not hate your brother 11 • 
(iii) the rr;(s ~ and participle construction 
which is very similar. 1~8 
( 
(iv) t\/o( expressions, which are often obvious 
exhortations; e.g. 3:11 ... f.lvc<. ~yD(.,11~£..v' 
~ A)..1,,, X oos and 3:23: ... t
1voJ!.. 
/ '"' > , 
"ff' (d"T~U d"~~ V .,-'°'Y OVO/""'.X...Tl, 
. ( v) > ,/... / 1 as tly, the use of the verb or 'i..C. A 4'V 
an infinitive (as in 2:6, 3:16, and 4:11). 
plus 
The characteristic of 1 John then is that its exhortations 
are extremely frequent (on average more than one in every 
two verses), but that they are couched in more or less 
indirect language in five cases out of every six. 
Now,with 2 and 3 John the picture is different. 
Typically indirect 1 1 John-type' statements still appear, 
but they no longer dominate. The Second Epistle 
contains four direct instructions (in verses 5, 8, and 10 
(bis)), and four indirect ones (verses 5, 6, and 9 (bis)). 
3 John has two direct and three indirect exhortations 
(all in verses 8 and 11). 
It is apparent, then, that the injunctions of the shorter 
epistles are about as common (i .e.very roughly one in two 
verses) as in l John, but a much higher proportion are 
direct imperatives. It would seem that the writer was 
being more circumspect, more sermonic, in the longer 
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writing. Is it not plausible to conclude that in l John 
he was addressing a "mixed multitude" whose reaction would 
be varied, and that in 2 and 3 John he was writing td 
individuals, to members of a family with whom he had es-
tablished a real rapport? 
(b) Tone 
The conclusion reached on the basis of the frequency of 
different methods of exhorting the reader/s is unquestion-
ably confirmed when the contents of the exhortations are 
considered. There is an undeniably general tone and 
emphasis in 1 John f~1for instance, the writer says: "Do 
uo 
not love the world or the things in the world; 11 "Abide 
in Him"~11and 11 Test the spirits 11 ~32.The writer is more 
frank, more explicit, in 2 and 3 John. An example can 
be seen in a comparison between 1 John 1:6 ff with its 
' '>I repeated >co<." 'i.llTw .... '-""".._" .... and 3 John 9 and 
/ ' 
10. The writer shuns conditional constructions in the 
latter verses, saying categorically, specifically, and 
with utter frankness that Diotrephes repudiates his 
2.JI 
(the writer 1 s) authority, 11 prates 11 against him 11with evil 
words 11 , 11 refuses .... to welcome the brethren", stops 
others doing so, and casts some out of the church. It 
is to be expected that 3 John, which is so obviously a 
illf d . h . 1 personal letter, woul use such fort right anguage, but 
the tone of 2 John (often said to be a writing intended 
a35' 
not for an individual but a congregation) is scarcely less 
forthright. The urgent words of verse 8, ~,A~.:rri.n:_ 
(o<..ueo0s. have no close parallel in 1 John, while the 
whole of verses 10 and 11 have a pointed directness which 
is actually foreign to any part of l John: "If any one 
comes to you and does not bring this doctrine, do not 
receive him into the house or give him any greeting; for he 
who greets him shares his wicked work 11 • 
In short,l John says what to do - "love!" "believe'." etc.; 
2 and 3 John say how this is to work out in practice 
within the confines of a single household. The difference 
is that between a writing with a congregational destination2,~' 




The inclusion of personal material at the beginning 
and ending of 2 and 3 John and its exclusion from l John 
g~eatly enhances the above conclusion, which itself has 




1 See p. 3 above 
'J.. But see pp. 144 ff above, regarding the 'homiletic' view of 
Fourth Gospel and 1 John structure. 
3cf. Guthrie, who still adheres to a similar analysii except 
that, in his case, 1:19 to 2:12 is entitled "Introductory 
events". New Testament Introduction, Gospels and Acts, pp.300,301. 
~ 11 - I regard the Fourth Gospel as being in its essential character 
a theological work rather than a history". The Interpretation 
of the Fourth Gospel, C.U.P., 1953, p.444. 
S Das Evangelium des Johannes, Gtlttingen, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1968, pp.5 ff. 
' A view opposed by Sir Edwyn Hoskyns, who says 11 The Fourth 
Gospel is, as it stands, a literary unity. 11 The Fourth Gospel, 
Hoskyns/Davey, Faber & Faber, 1947, pp.68,9. In a memorable 
sentence C.H. Dodd criticises the 1 German 1 method of analysis: 
"I conceive it to be the duty of an interpreter at least to see 
what can be done with the document as it has come down to us 
before attempting to inprove upon it. 11 The Interpretation of 
the Fourth Gospel, p.290. 
1 New Testament Studies, Vol. 15, pp.107 ff. 
9 In the case of 1 John that of J.C. O'Neill (see below pp. 152 ff) 
~Deeks 1 scheme is not particularly convincing, though perhaps it is 
illustrative of Barrett'ssuccinct observation that the structure 
of the Fourth Gospel is "simple in outline, complicated in detail"! 
See Barrett, Corrmentary, p.11. 
1°Commentary, pp.51 ff. Lindars names Barrett, Braun, Brown, 
Schnackenburg and Sanders as scholars· sympathetic to his type of 
scheme. 
II e.g. on p.45 he says: "the distribution of linguistic traits 
covers the whole Gospel. This weakens the theory of multiple 
written sources, some of which might have been in Aramaic, and 
rather suggests that the writing, editing, and reshaping are all 
the work of one man''. In 1972 Lindars produced convincing argu-
ments for his rejection of Bultmann 1 s theory of a "Signs source 11 
and a "Revelation discourse". He claimed that (1) it is impossible 
to imagine John incorporating these sources almost intact into a 
Gospel, and (2) the 'sources' are not credible as separate units. 
Behind the Fourth Gospel, pages 31 ff. Not only are theories of 
multiple written sources behind the Fourth Gospel generally rejected 
by English-speaking scholars, but the more complicated theories of 
dislocation and/or "layers" after the 11 German° pattern are repudiated 
by influential writers. Dodd was generally opposed to such ideas 
(see above ; note 6 ) . C. F. Evans wrote regarding Bultmann 1 s 
theory of dislocations: "the end result of his analysis must be 
pronounced unconvincing''. {Review in Scottish Journal of Theology, 
Vol. 26, 1973, p.347). See also C.F. Evans' remarks in the 
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Hibbert Journal, Vol. 56 {1957-8), p.398. With respect to 
11 layers 11 in the Fourth Gospel, the careful scholar Kummel said 
that 11 The more far-reaching hypotheses ... according to which 
John arose through extensive expansion of a 'Grundschrift' can 
only be designated as arbitrary and undemonstrable". Introduction 
to the New Testament, p.150. 
/2. but not identical with 
I~ Ibid 1 p.47 
11f Ibid, p.46 
1S Ibid, p.51 
''or part of it. Ibid, p.51 
11on the basis of the Gospel According to John by R.E. Brown as 
well as Lindars' two books, The Gospel of John, Oliphants, London, 
1972, and Behind the Fourth Gospel, S.P.C.K., London, 1971. 
11 J.L. Houlden, A Commentary on the Johannine Epistles, pp.24,25. 
11 11 In this commentary we have preferred to see a man caught in an 
unresolved dichotomy of thought and purpose rather than the use 
of two sources. 11 Ibid, p.29; cf. pp.55,6. 
10 Though exception may still be taken to a number of points in 
lindars' theory. Moreover, though in one sense Houlden's view 
of separate acts of writing may be valid, in another that would 
appear not to be the case. 1 John may be the product of years 
of reflection (and perhaps incorporate earlier written reflections 
and addresses) but at the same time it gives every indication of 
having been written in toto in the month X in the year Y to meet 
situation Z. Cf. p. 135 note 318. 
,., See above, p. 106 
.iz.but not by him 
Z~The New Testament, An Introduction, pp.221 ,2. 
Zif Ibid, p.221. From the days of Robert Law the larger Johannine 
books have been compared with musical compositions on account of 
the sensitive artistry alleged to be evident within them. See 
above, pp. 148 ff. 
~rThe subject of these being the future parousia hope and the 
sacraments. It is, then, the unconvincing theological points 
and not those other more convincing theological and structural 
ones which guide Perrin in determining the degree of Fourth 
Gospel/1 John overlap in authorship. This is strange: the result 
is the tentative denial of common authorship (except for brief 
passages) instead of the assertion of it. 
i.'pp.223, 224; cf. p.247 
z7Article 'The Structure of First John. Comparison with the Fourth 
Gospel. The Pattern of Christian Life', in Biblical Theolo.gy 
Bulletin, Vol .III, June 1973, No. 21 pp.194-216. 
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zs p. 171 note 10 , and above, pp. 153 ff. 
~1and, indeed, between either of these and Revelation l :l-3. 
30J.A.T. Robinson, for instance, says 11 the opening of the first 
epistle - shows a number of obvious similarities with it (the 
Fourth Gospel Prologue) and reads indeed as if it could be a 
first draft for it." Redating the New Testament, p.283. 
In partial contrast, R. Schnackenburg says that 11 The opening of 
l John - renders freely the thought of the Prologue (of John), 
and may be read as the oldest commentary on it. 11 The Gospel 
According to St. John, Burns and Oates, London, 1968, p.233. 
JI Literally, 11 lean it closely to - 11 • 
l 1 Die Johannesbriefe, p.51. The Fourth Gospel/l John comparative 
table of Greek phrases on the same page is valuable. 
3~Cf. Barrett, The Gospel of John and Judaism, p.35. 
~It is interesting that Dobschutz dated the Kerygma Petrou between 
80 and 140, and that Fragment l of that work refers to the Lord 
as "Law and Word (Logos) 11 • New Testament Apocrypha II, p.99. 
It is therefore just possible that Christian use of the term 
l\oyos was general, predating the speci fi ca lly Johanni ne use 
of lt. 
35The Epistles of John, MacMillan, London, 1883, p.3. 
14 The Expository Times, September 1975, pp.372-375. 
37Bernard, Bultmann, de Ausejo, Gaechter, Green, Haenchen, Kasemann, 
Schnackenburg, Brown, Lindars, Jeremias, Burney, ~Jeiss, & 01 Neill. 
3' Dodd, Hoskyns and Davey, Lightfoot, Marsh, Morris, and Sanders and 
Mastin. Ibid, pp.372,373. 
~9C.K. Barrett has recently re-examined the question of Aramaic 
sources behind the Fourth Gospel, and concluded "There is no 
syntactical support for the view that the evangelist drew upon 
Aramaic sources in the Prologue. 11 John and Judaism, pp.22-28. 
~Schnackenburg says of the Fourth Gospel Prologue : "In its present 
form, it is indissolubly linked with the Gospel itself 11 • The 
Gospel According to St. John, Burns & Oates, London, 1968, p.221. 
See also Robert Grant, A Historical Introduction to the New 
Testament (Fontana edition 1971), p.159. A rough guide is to 
be found in the reference column in the R.S.V.; approximately ten 
Fourth Gospel Prologue statements are restated or elaborated 
elsewhere in the book. Two key instances are the affirmation of 
ontological unity between the Father and the Son (1 :l; cf. 10:30 etc) 
and the identification of the Son with life and light (1 :4,5,9 - cf. 
6:35 ff, 14:6 ff, 8:12 ff). Another great emphasis (this time 
in both Prologues) is the powerful statement of the reality of 
the Incarnation (l John l :1-3 cf .John 1 : 14 etc). As far as 
l John is concerned, the theme is renewed in l John 4:9,10,14 
(the Father 'sending• the Son) and in 4:2, 5:6, and 5:20 (the 
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Son tcoming 1 in the flesh}.· Cf. Schnackenburg, p.57. A vital 
1 John theme is that of ><.ot 11i.v v[o<.. · 11 the Proem of 
l John strikes a fundamental chord, which sounds again and again 
in this writing ..... communion with God through faith in the One 
who appeared in history and the true Son of God, Jesus Christ - 11 • 
Ibid, pp.64,65. Numerous other verses in the First Epistle re~ 
iterate those statements found in its prologue. 
1.1-1 Contrast 2 and 3 John 
lt2-for which there is no textual evidence anyway. 
lfSThe title 11 ad Parthos 11 , which was common in the West from 
Augustine's time, is obviously not original. See Brooke, 
Commentary, pp.xxx/xxxi. · 
~but a11 make the attempt.: 
lrSPierson Parker, in his article 'Two Editions of John' (J.B.L., 
Vol. 75, 1956, p.303) goes a good deal further. He says 11 Indeed 
1 John makes almost as good sense when read backwards, sentence 
by sentence! 11 • · 
4'6The Johannine Epistles, p.xxi. See above, p. 153 
·~7The Johannine Epistles, p.xxxii. 
q.'iJPlummer, The Epistles of St. John, C.U.P., 1886, p.liii. 
lffcf. Wilder/Hoon in the Interpreter's Bible, p.210: its course 
is like that of 11 the river Meander, which flowed through the 
provinc~ of Asia. 11 
' 0 von Campenhausen has (more recently) favoured this term: 
Ecclesiastical Authority and Spiritual Power, London, 1969, p.186. 
~'A musical term signifying the adding of melodies to a given melody . 
according to fixed rules. 
~ZJbid, p.5. It is very' interesting to see that C.H. Dodd has 
(unconsciously?) used language very like that with which Law 
describes 1 John to summarise what he calls the 'Book of Signs' 
(i.e. John 2-12). Dodd, Interpret~tion of the Fourth Gospel~ 
p.383. Dodd here says concerning (part of) the Fourth Gospel 
what Law said of the First Epistle even though he did not agree 
with law's precise analysis of the Epistle. (See Dodd, Commen-
tary, pp.xxi, xxii). Even if the 'precise' view were adopted 
in each case, however, there would still be one significant 
difference: in the Book of Signs "The themes have a 11 been 
brought into a unified presentation ... a single dominant theme. 11 
Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, pp.383,4. 
531 John 3:9, 4:7, 5:4, 5:18: Cf.2:29 
flf-The first two cycles work out neatly, dealing with the same tests 
in the same order, but the third cycle breaks the pattern. In 
the first place it has two sections, not one. Secondly, the 
first section of the Third Cycle has three paragraphs (like cycles 
1,and 2), but these are all based on one test - love. Finally, 
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the second section of the Third Cycle has only two paragraphs; 
these are both concerned with the belief test. 
65 See Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks, Hodder & Stoughton, London, 
(3rd Impression 1964), pp. 44 ff. In discussing the range of 
meaning of I) I :::s' and bU.(o<.1 o tr6 v-i Dodd says: 
11 the fact that·: ·~7~is always related to God and His law, rather 
than to social customs and institutions as such, or to abstract 
principles, gives a different colour to its use; and in general 
it would probably be true to say that for the Hebrew righteousness 
tends to be more inward, more humane, and more inclusive than for 
the Greek. 11 On page 45 Dodd quotes Skinner, who says that for 
the prophets at least 11 the idea (of 1) 7. ¥ ) is far broader 
than what we usually mean by right or justi~e; it includes a 
large-hearted construction of the claims of humanity; it is, as 
has been said, the humanitarian virtue par excellence_.' It can 
hardly be denied that in l John l$, for example, the forensic 
idea of righteousness is not wholly adequate to convey the force 
of 'b{K.o<.tos In his commentary on the Epistles Dodd again 
says in effect that in those books obedience and love are 
identical. (p.123). Schnackenburg says, "Faith ancrTove sum 
up for John all the demands imposed on the disciple of Christ. 11 
The Gospel According to St. John, p.559. 
~"Commentary, p.xxxiv 
57Brooke omits to mention that the Introduction is also Christological. 
f3e.g. John Painter, John: Witness and Theologian, S.P.C.K., London, 
. pp. ll 7ff. See above, pp. 156 ff. 
SC/ Commentary, p. 10 
~ostott and Alexander have followed the general scheme devised by 
Law in their commentaries. 
Cf. A.M. Hunter, Introducing the New Testament, S.C.M., London, 
1957, pp.176,7, and Edward Malatesta, The Epistles of St. John, 
Pontifical Gregorian University, Rome, 1973. Variations on Law 1 s 
scheme, both involving alleged displacements of material within 
1 John.were proposed by C. Clare Oke ('The Plan of the First 
Epistle of John,' Expository Times, 51, 1939/40, pp.347-350) and 
K?zue Tomoi ('The Plan of the Fir't Epi~tle o'. John, Exposi~ory 
Times, 52, 1940/41, pp.117-119). / In his article, A Study rn 
l John, in the 'Studies in John' supplement to Novum Testamentum, 
Vol. XXIV, pp.194 ff. 
W. See above, pp. 152 ff. 
'~Ibid, p.110. In context, the remark is directed at the analyses 
of H~ring, Brooke, and Bultmann. It could also have reference to 
Bengel, who claimed for l John "an elaborate contextual plan on a 
basis mainly Trinitarian. 11 See S.D.F. Salmond, 'Epistles of John 1 
in A Dictionary of the Bible, edited by James Hastings, 1902-4, 
Vol.II, page 733. 
~if.See Houlden, p.26. DobschUtz' work appeared in Z.N.W.VIII 
(1907), pp.l-8. 
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'STl.tbingen: J .. C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), pp.138-158. 
' . . , .... ; 
b"The same 11 col1ection of sayings" as the 11 revelation sayings 11 
source behind the Fourth Gospel. Ibid, p.138. Dwight Moody 
Smith Jr. has discerned one notable difference in Bultmann 1 s 
' .
Fourth Gospel and 1 John sources: 11 Apart from 2:23, 5:10,12 (2 John 9), 
where Father and Son are mentioned, there is little suggestion of 
revealer or redeemer myth in the source of 1 John". The Compo-
sition and Order of the Fourth Gospel, Yale University Press, 1965, 
p, 17, note. 
'1 I b i d , p . 14 1 
'~Bultmann, like Hans Jonas (a~d the religionsgeschichtliche school 
generally) discerned 'Gnosticism• in many places - in Philo, in 
the Odes of Solomon, the Hermetica, and in the New Testament. 
1 Gnost1cism' for him, of course, is to be understood in what may be 
described as a 1 broad 1 or 'German• sense, the sense for which 
R. Mel. Wilson prefers to employ the word 1 Gnosis 1 as distinct 
from the narrower term 1 Gnosticism 1 which ~Jilson (in keeping with 
proposals at the congre$S in Messina in 1966) reserved for the 
developed ., mainly anti-Christian heresies of the 2nd century. 
Wilson, Gnosis and the New Testament, Blackwell, Oxford, 1968, 
pp.4, 5, 12. See also Wilson 1 s earlier book, The Gnostic 
Problem, Mowbray, London, 1958, pp.65 ff, and Edwin Yamauchi, 
Pre-Christian Gnosticism, Tyndale, London, 1973, pp.17,18. 
In 1 John and Judaism•, C.K~ Barrett differentiates between the 
definitions of Gnosticism of C.H. Dodd and Rudolf Bultmann. 
Pp.3, 7. See also John Painter, John: Witness and Theologian, p.15. 
'1In his essay Die Kirchliche Redaktion des ersten Johannesbriefes 
in the volume 1 In Memoriam Ernst Lohmeyer•, edited by Werner 
Schmauch, Stuttgart, pp.189-201. 
1o Ibid, p. 189. A summary occurs in Bultmann 1 s Commentary on the 
Epistles, page 2. 
71 The 




reasons for regarding 5:13 as the end of the book were 
that 5:13 is a clear letter conclusion; 
that 5:14-21 breaks the christological/exhortatory pattern 
of the earlier part of the book; · 
that sins are differentiated into those -rr,,o~s e4.....to<.."Tov 
and others in 5:14-21, but this distinction does not 
appear (it is in fact incompatible with teaching) in 
1 John up to 5:13; 
that 5:18-20 merely summarises the main thoughts of the book 
proper. 
11. Page 2 
73 11Attempts to find a· train of thought in 2:28-5:12 are futile. 
The whole section 2:28-5:12 is obviously not a coherent organic 
composition, but rather a compendium of various fragements 
collected as a supplement to 1:5-2:27 11 • Commentary, pp.43,44. 
7~Summarily.then: 
lst stage - 1:1-2:27 (the result of the author working with his 
source) 
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c.. 0 ' ' I , the very dis ti ncti ve Statement o ( o ~ o( y<>< fr'J £ t:r"Tl I/ 
(1 John 4:8,16); the statement has 11 no known (Jewish] 
parallels. 11 Ibid, p.53. Nor is there any very close 
parallel to the idea of love casting out fear: l John 4:18; cf. 
John 13:34,35), and the assertions that God's children are 
~ ~ o<.0-rou y't. yivvi·rro<< (2:29) and shall be 
orotot ~~T~ (3:2; neither Of these concepts has any 
distinct Jewish parallel). Some parallels are noted to the 
notion of God's 11'o<;ooud°"{o< (pp.31-33), but it is much more 
natural to understarld the word as referring to Christ. Finally, 
with respect to 2:18-27 (the fifth of the "twelve admonitions"), 
0 1 Neill ca 11 s the Xf>'l ~~ 11 the most pervas i ve 11 theme, 
yet has to admit that 11 no later Jewish document ... gives any clear 
indication that the community as a whole was regarded as anointed", 
(page 23; see l John 2:20,27). 
~i M. de Jonge says categorically "There is no indication that the 
controversy within the 1 Johannine 1 Christian communities was 
influenced by Christian-Jewish controversies concerning the 
messiahship of Jesus". Moreover, the word XfLcrr6s in the 
Johannine Epistles 11 is used as a Christian term, which has lived 
out its own life in the Christian church - 11 • 1 Antichrist 1 is 
not a Jewish term either. Article, 'The Use of the Word Xfta--r-6s 
in the Johannine Epistles• in the volume Studies in John, a supple-
ment to Novum Testamentum, Vol. XXIV, pp.66 ff. Schnackenburg 
argues similarly on pp.156,7 with regard to the easy transition 
by the writer from Xft rrr{s in 2: 22a to rov ut 6v in 2 :22b 
and 2:23. 
~'For instance, 2:18-27 is described as three poems of four lines 
each plus Christian additions of irregular length, yet a case 
could be made out for calling vv. 22 and 23 another verse of 4 
lines; after all, 11 the Christian additions are also capable of 
division into lines. 11 (p.28). 
9° Philemon, perhaps. 
9'This point, which is so damaging to the theories of both Bultmann 
and O'Neill, is quoted from John Painter, John: Witness and 
Theologian, S.P.C.K., London, 1975, page 112. 
~1 Instances are quoted in Houlden•s Commentary - see pp.28,29. 
15Commentary, pp.xxi/xxii. 
f~Oer Tradition und der Charakter des ersten Johannesbriefes, 
J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), Tubingen, 1957, p.126. 
~5 11 Behi nd the prototype and behind the letter stands the same author. 11 
(p.74; cf. pp.73, 123, 126, and 141). The closing verses of 
l John °partly explain" earlier statements, and so belong to the 
writer of the rest of the book. (p.141). Even the passage 
5:16 ff fits into the same picture 11without being forced" (p.142). 
Plainly Nauck diverges sharply from Rudolf Bultmann on this 
issue. See above, pp. 151 ff. 
'f6 p.125 
91and even then was 11 not a letter in the true sense. 11 p.126 .. 
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18 rn the process the original 11 antithesis rows 11 remained ·almost 
unchanged. p.66. 
(" 
99 Commentary, p. 12 
100 See p. 152 above. Nau ck emphatically di sa9rees vJi th Bultmann 
over the position of the (original) author: he was "not an 
oddity" whose letter had to be straightened out by an ecclesiastical 
redactor, but was acquainted with both late Jewish and early 
Christian tradition. p.133. 
""Nauck is tempted to viev1 the triple !'y;°o.t'fl>( of l John 2:14 
as relating to 11 the antitheses rows sent to the church 11 but this 
is not satisfactory, since his basic theory seems invalid. Ibid, 
p.125, note 2; cf. below p. 183 note 168. 
1011ntroduction to the New Testament, (E.T.) S.C.M., 1966, pp.306,307. 
103The portions of the book assigned to the 'courses of thought' are 
1 :5-2:27, 2:28-4:6, and 4:7 to 5:13; the three are followed by 
"concluding thoughts" (5:14-21). 
101f Commentary, pp. l 0 ff. 
10S'Though in one pl ace Schnackenburg argues that 11 certa in fixed 
formulations 11 must have been prepared in advance (Commentary, p.167). 
106 In 1:5 to 2:17, for example, there is an "obviously chain-like 
sequence of smaller thought units"(with breaks at the end of 
2:2 and 2:12). Commentary, p.73. Later, on p.273, Schnackenbur~J 
remarks on 11 the peculiar thought-production of the author,v1ho 
lets himself be led from one thought associatively to the other". 
The remark is made apropos 5:13-21, whose basis is the verb 
ot'bc<ri", and which is divided into seven parts. 
1o7 Cf. N. Alexander 1 s judgment that l John is some kind of produc-
tion 11 thought out pen in hand". Commentary, p.30. 
tot I b i d , p . 1 2 
1<>'f e.g. in 2:29-3:4, 3:6-9, and 3:19 ff. 
11° Houl den agrees; he says "there is a cons i derab 1 e degree of overlap. 
And this very fact confirms the belief that 1ve are dealing with a 
single work". Ibid, p.29. 
Ill S.P.C.K., London, 1975, pp.117-119. 
112 1:6,8,10 
113 2:4,6,9 
""' 4: 20 
llS' 3:7.8,10, 14 ff; 4:8 
""2:29, 3:4,6,9,10. This and the previous group stress the fulfilment 
of righteousness in the context of brotherly love. 
111 5:6,10,12,19 
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118 Without its closely articulated structure~ 
11q Cf. p. 156 above 
li°Kumme1 is forced to the same conclusion: Ibid, p.309. 
11' p.112; cf. p.145 
ll1p .1 
l?~And not a community of churches - see above, pp 31 ff. 
Painter, who follows Schnackenburg in a number of respects, 
appears to diverge from him here: he speaks of "the congregation 
to which this 1 etter ( l John) was addressed. 11 John: Witness 
and Theologian, p.115. 
IZ.'fThe two were contemporaries. 
nssee, e.g. Plato's Seventh Letter of c.345 B.C., which is a 
refutation of popular misconceptions about his thought and conduct. 
lz.~Light from the Ancient Eas_t, Hodder & Stoughton, London, J910, 
pp.218-221. 
U7Except for Acts 15:23; 23:26; James l :1. 
11~ Three typi ca 1 1 etters, spanning more than three centures, but 
remarkably similar to each other in form, are printed on pages 
27 to 29 of C.K. Barrett's 'The New Testament Background: 
Selected Documents', S.P.C.K., London, 1961. See also Wilder/ 
Hoon, Interpreter's Bible, page 308. 
12.<f The second person plural imperative "little children, keep 
yourselves from idols" is a conclusion of a sort: Bultmann calis 
5:13 an imitation of "the usual epistolary conclusion." The 
same writer says that "The Proemium of 1 John imitates the usual 
prescript of a letter and thus suggests that 1 John really is a 
letter". Commentary, p.2. Cf. Wilder/Hoon, Interpreter 1 s 
Bible, p.216. Earlier, the point had been argued more fully 
in Die Kirchliche Redaktion des ersten Johannesbriefes, pages 189, 
190: "Now as the writer of (a) letter names himself in the 
prescript of the letter and directs himself to the addressees, 
so in 1 John 1:1-4 the writer and those addressed are distinguished -
only that everything concrete/individual is done away with; the 
anonymous author does not speak as an individual person but in 
the 'we' of ear and eye witnesses, and likewise the addressees 
appear only as the 'you', i.e. as the Christian church, the 
receiver of the tradition mediated by the 'we'. The conclusion 
of the proemium imitates the good wish of th~ prescript of the · 
letter, in that the customary formulation - x<f<-S l<..··/i. t!t°.-)<jv... 
is recast into the specifically Johannine terminology (K"'-'~ -ro<u/::<. 
/rf. c - ) '-' , ' r '"' ':'.\ ,, y ,,.00( 1 o ~ 'i. V u/A l V ul cX, ~ X :<;Or.< "'} .A..u..V \/ J-j TT <t.:·ff .A .-1 .• ..) iy.A e;_ v 1-j-" Cf. Ber~ard Weiss, A Manual of Intr6duclioh to the 1 New Testa~&nt, · 
Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1896, p.174. 
1 ~0 And so Schnackenburg states at the very start of his commentary 
that it is "no forma 1 1 etter after the Greek kind. 11 Such is the 
generally accepted judgment, but it was challenged by Fred 0. 
Francis in 1970 (article 'The Form and Function of the Opening 
and Closing Paragraphs of James and 1 John', Zeitschrift fJr die 
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neutestamentliche Wissenschaft und die Kunde der ~lteren Kirche, 
61, 1970, pp. ll0-126. Francis examined contemporary Hellenistic 
letters and found a "convention of double opening statements'', 
which he claimed was also in evidence in the prologue of 1 John, 
i.e. 1 John 1:1,2 was reckoned to be the first half of the double 
form, and l :3 the ~econd. So much for the ~eg_~~ning_ of 1 John; 
so far as the end 1 s concerned, "Many He lleni s tic letters of 
all types have-no closing formulas whatever; they just stop 11 • 
(Examples are found in Josephus' Ant·iquities 8:50-54 and 1 f12lcc. 
10:25 ff). Francis concludes: "Scholarship must reassess the 
literary character of the Epistles of James and 1 John in the 
light of what appear to be carefully styled opening thematic 
statements, a recognisable epistolary close, and the rather 
substantial literary-thematic coherence of the epist-les as a vJhole. 
James and l John may be understood as epistles from start to 
finish 11 • Two points must be made: 
(a) Francis' contention that l John has a true epistolary 
beginning and ending has not been supported in more 
recent studies and commentaries. 
(b) He said that the characteristics described belong to 
"secondary letters", by which he meant letters which 
Taeks1tuational immediacy". That assessment of l 
John - directly opposed in the present thesis - is a 
dubious one. 
131 Hebrews does close with greetings and a benediction. 
1"32. See p. 158 above 
I'!>) Law, The Tests of Life, p.41. 
131f.And thereby anticipates Kummel 's objection that 1 John is ''a 
tractate intended for all of Christendom". Introduction to 
the New Testament, p.307. 
1351 John 2:19, 4:1 
13b2:26, 3:7, 5:21 
' 37 2:12-14,21 
l.3'34: 4 
,~, 3: 19' 5 : 13 
"'°Commentary, p.23 
'"'Guthrie is less careful than usual when he says: "it is only 
occasionally (my italics) that words occur that remind usfhat 
this is not ·an address but a letter." Introduction to NevJ 
Testaraent, Hebrews to Revelation, p.195. rr~cp~yJ occurs 
_thirtee~ times in this book of only 105 verses. 
~ilt is denied in the Oxford Annotated Bible (n.1482) that l John 
is a letter: " - in form and content it resembles a theological 
treatise or sermon, written with obvious affection and concern 
for the spiritual welfare of those to whom it is addressed." 
The first part of this statement is not satisfactory - see above 
pp. 16 3 ' 161. 
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"f!> Light from the Ancient East, p.220. 
'""-This must not be interpreted as "any letter from an apostle", 
however. 
14-SVol. II, pp.88 ff. The passage concerned is the work of 
W. Schneemelcher . 
. ,~Cain, of course, is alluded to in 3:12. 
11112:7, 3:2,21, 4:1,7,ll. 3 John uses o<yo<rr"l-r{ in verses 
2, 5, and 11. but that is in addition to proper names. 
/q.f 2 : 1 , l 2 '28 • 3 : 1 7 'l8 ' 4 : 4 • 5 : 21 
'~•2: 14, 18 
1503:13 
/ 
lfl ltkvo<. occurs five times in l John, three times in 
2 John, and once in 3 John, but never as a vocative. 
1~1 See above, pp. 154 ff 
1H New Testament Apocrypha, Vol. II, pages 131,2. 
/5'lf1bid, p.88 
/SS Light from the Ancient East, p.225 
lf'1 Co 1 . 4 : 1 5 , 16 
t5"7Perrin, speaking of the same group of books plus the Pastorals, 
says that l Peter is a letter, James a homilyJ and the others 
are all manifestos. The New Testament, An Introduction. p.271. 
lfWLight from the Ancient East, p.235 
15'1 Commentary, p. 21 
16°See above, p. 158 




1'l>rt is, for instance, instructive to compare l John with Hebrews 
on this score. 
'"'fin 'The Literary Study of the Bible' (Heath, Boston, 1899, pp.512, 
328 and 329) Richard G. Mouton called l John 'A Wisdom Epistle' 
similar in type to James: 1 John includes "a series of independent 
sayings", and James, like Proverbs and Ecclesiasticus, has the 
form of "a miscellany - a series of independent essays." 
i'1Ssee William Barclay, The Letters of John and Jude, The. Saint 
Andrew Press, Edinburgh, 1960: "a loving and anxious sermon" 
(p.3; but see p.15) 
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"' 
1 Sermon 1 in the Shorter Oxford Dictionary. 
' 
t&1cf. the use of Psalm 110:4 in Hebrews. F.F. Bruce (The Epistle 
to the Hebrews, Marshall, Morgan and Scott, London, 1964) calls. 
the verse "our author's Old Testament text." For Deissmann 
Hebrews was. an epistle or an oration, or a diatribe. 
''~i.e. appellations; vocatives; titles. Commentary, p.2. 
11.1 Some passages where Yf'~f<i..lV occurs (especially 2:12 ff) are 
very puzzling. C.F.D. Maule suggests fo_..ur possible interpret~tions 
which can be put upon the threefold ye,<><$6w followed by the 
threefold type><.<po<, but concludes: 'No really convincing 
explanation 1s known to me. 11 An Idiom Book of New Testament 
Gree, C.U.P., 1953, p.12. Rudolf Bultmann regards every instance 
of Yt° 4 ¢ ~ or t'yf1o< <.po<. in 1 and 2 John as not referring 
to "what was said berore but precisely to what is now being 
said". Analyse des ersten Johannesbriefes, p.144 (and note on 
that page). 
'
70 2:15-17, 3:11-24, 4:7-12, 4:19-5:3 
11' 1 : 1-3 
172. 4: 4-6 ' 5 : 11 '12 
173 Shorter Oxford Dictionary. In Engl and the name was app 1 i ed in 
particular to the individual works in the 'Book of Homilies' 
produced for use in parish churches in 1547 and 1563. 
11,. See pp. 31 ff. above 
i1SLight from the Ancient East, p.237. 
/7~Gilbert Murray, Five Stages of Greek Religion, Clarendon, Oxford, 
1925, page 116, says that Antisthenes began the ~<."<""T"/Ot/~'f 
literary genre, but does not distinguish it from the homily or 
sermon. 
117Kummel specifically lists Knopf, Windisch, Julicher-Fascher, 
Riddle-Hutson, Klijn, Lohmeyer, Bultmann, and Boismard (Intro-
duction p.307); Cf. Perrin, The New Testament; An Introduction, 
p.271. Early in the twentieth century James Moffat described 
l John as an "encyclical or pastoral manifesto- 11 • Introduction 
to the Literature of the New Testament, T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh, 
1912, p.583. 
11ishorter Oxford Dictionary. James Moffatt gives the title "A 
Johannine Tract'' to the section dealing with l John in his book 
'Introduction to the Literature of the New Testament',~ & T. 
Clark, Edinburgh, 1912, p.582. 
11a' / d . 6 9 ''""'r"'rr'1rot oes occur once - in : • 
11°schnackenburg (Commentary, p. 1) compares it unfavourably here 
with Hebrews, Barnabas and l Clement "in their main section". 
Cf. J. Painter, p.113. 
1 ~ 1 More so than Hebrews, though both books do appear to be local 





A number of writers debate the possibility of the Epistle being 
'a complete fiction' in the sense that, whatever its literary form, 
all personal touches have been added for effect (cf. theories 
that the "cloak" and "parchments" and other personal references 
of 2 Timothy 4:9 ff were added to give credibility to Pauline 
authorship of that book: See Donald Guthrie, New Testament Intro-
duction, The Pauline Epistles, p.204. Schnackenburg is convinced 
that 1 John is 11 not ... an artificial literary product in the form 
of a letter in which one unknovm person maintained communication 
with unknown readers 11 • Commentary, p. 1 . Bultmann does oat 
hint in any way that 1 John is to be included with 2 John when 
he labels that work "secondary". Commentary, p. l. 
/~3Commentary, p.31. On page 54 Houlden calls 1 John "a hortatory 
treatise". Dodd: "a somewhat informal tract or homily" -
C 
. J 
. ommentary, p.xx1. 
If~ 'Tract' is apparently an abbreviation of 'tractate', which itself 
comes from the Latin tractatus, a written work treating of some 
particular topic. 
t<a5cf. Painter, p.ll2. See also the article by C.F. Evans, 'The New 
Testament in the Making' in the Cambridge History of the Bible, 
C.U.P., 1970, Vol.l, pp.277,278. 
1 i~see above, pp. 31 ff 
l'A1 Cf. Haenchen: l John "often approaches the form of a letter, 
without actually being such. 11 Theo 1 ogi sche Rundschau, 26, 1960, 
pages l - 43 and 267 - 291. 
tU H.J. Gibbins wrote that "the truest description of 2 John is to 
call it a 'prophetic epistle' like that of Jeremiah 29." 'The 
Second Epistle of John', Expositor, 6th series, 6, 1902, pages 
228-236. Cf. page 294 below, note 78. 
lt1 Dodd (amongst others) would say that it purports tg be a private 
letter, but. "This form - seems to be a thin disguise for a 
pastoral epistle addressed to a Christian congregation." 
Commentary, p.lvii. See chapter 6 belovJ, pp. 278 ff. 
1~ 0 Norman Perrin asserts that "The letters have no formal structure" 
(i.e. 2 and 3 John). The New Testament, An Introduction, Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich, New York, 1974, p.248. Perrin is less perceptive 
than Robert Funk. See above, pp. 164 ff. 
'1' So A.E. Brooke in his commentary. Sor.1e other commentators 
subdivide VV.4-11; e.g. Edward Malatesta, who entitles 4 - 6 
'The Commandment of Charity 1 , and 7-11 'Contrast between 
Antichrist and Believers'. The Epistles of St. John, Pontifical 
Gregorian University, Rome, 1973, page 49. 
'11 This "Christi.anised" formula occurs in most New Testament epistles 
(cf.p. note ). 
omits xoo<if1~'v' and ,., , / 
~ }.. 'L. o.S ' 'i. (/> 7 ...! ':J 
formula includes x:C.f'cs 
Hebrews and l John have no greeting; Jude 
XKf''-S but has the three words 
and ~yo/rr~ The usual Pauline 




2 John 3 
'1lfrn verse 3 .. 14~,E.XJt°':?" was common in replies during the 
Hellenistic-Roman period; the formula t.x.~f;)~ v >-.to<." 
is paralleled by P. Geiss 21 (second century): >-.<~" tx.;;_ /Jnv 
.> / c1 -:>1 ' c , ,. r 1 
~ I<. 0 u c:ro( d"'o( () T ( 'i. Pl° c.-.) d"'K (. K. o< l ":\ tk s t " ~ V) <:"" 0 u -z 0 .;pi 5 ( 11 I rejoited exceedingly when I heard tliat your · 
s~stet, Soeris, was also well"). Polycarp's letter to the / 
Philippians begins rather similarly - "'2.uvtxt<.p"JV 0~~-...1 ~'i.Y-"-AIAJS 
(not °)\(o<v ), 1~.::r.>.. . ("I rejoice greatly with you - '') 
and in the same letter 4:10 says lz..xrl:.r:_....,v 'i)~ iv 1<.v~(i..:; 
~t)'J..~e..>S ore (II I rejoice in the L6f'd greatly that - II). Robert 
Funk, The Form and Structure of 2 and 3 John, J.B. L. , Vo 1. 86, 
1967, p.425. Funk says that ~X~f°jV >-.(o.<" is a conventional 
11 opening gambit". p.427. 
19~ Funk, The Form and Structure of 2 and 3 John, p.426. 
111 Dodd, for instance, does this. 
Edward Malatesta~ Ibid, p.55. 
So does Stott, and, more recently, 
'1"and F.F. Bruce eight. His subdivisions are identical with those 
of Funk save that the conclusion is divided into 'personal notes' 
(13,14), and "final greeting" (15). The Epistles of John, 
· Revell, New Jersey, 1970, p.146. 
11'1 Ibid, p. 429 
J..0°Except that 3 John lacks "the usual greeting (or wish)" while 2 
John does not. See 2 John 3 and Bultmann's commentary, pp.95 arid 107. 
Funk observes that "The benedictory greeting of I I John 2, customary 
in the Pauline and other Christian letter, is replaced in III John 3 
with a conventional health wish." Ibid, pp.424,5. On page 430 he 
says: 11 lhe conventional health wish in III John 2 marks this letter 
as the most secularized in the New Testament 11 • Cf.p.425. 
z..01 Donald Guthrie believes that 3 John is nearer "the form of a genuine 
private letter" than 2 John. New Testament Introduction, Hebrews 
to Revelation, page 217; cf. F.F. Bruce, p.146. The merest glance 
at the three letters on pages 27 to 29 in C.K. Barrett's book, The 
New Testament Background: Selected Documents, confirms the truth of 
this. (C.H. Dodd quotes 2 other regular letters of the time: 
Commentary on pages 58,9). The extreme brevity of the prescript 
approaches more nearly to Graeco-Roman letters than any other 
Christian letter (so Schnackenburg, p.319). Moreover, there is 
no 11 Christian enlargement 11 to the final greeting of V. 15 
{Schnackenburg, p.332). Interestingly, Schnackenburg observes 
that "the peace greeting (of 3 John 15) no doubt betrays the born 
Semite) cf. 2 John 3) 11 • 
z.oi.w. Barclay, The Letters of John, p.169 
io3 Commentary, p. 182 
l.o~ 11 The idiom 1<.~A~S rroc.0'<r£ts is - very commonly used 
in the papyri in polite forms of petition, and is to be translated 
there as 'please' or 'I beg you"'. (cf. Phil. 4:14, James 2:1,19, 
Acts 10:33). Funk, p.427 
· z.os Ibid, p.428 
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z.ol. The slightly earlier statement in 3 John, 11 - I would rather not 
write with pen and ink - 11 , and the corresponding passage in 
2 John ( 11 - I would tather not use paper and ink -") find an echo in 
one of the letters purporting to be written by Paul to Seneca: 
"I may not express myse 1 f with pen and ink 11 • A. Kurfess, the 
editor of this spurious correspondence, debates whether it 
originated in the third century or fourth century. New Testament 
Apocrypha, Vol.II, pp.133 ff, especially 133 and 137. 
201Cf. €.tp1""t"\ 0~'tv in John 20:l9 and 26. Nigel Turner, in 
his artic_e 1 Jew1sh and Christian Influence on New Testament 
Vocabulary' (Novum Testamentum, Vol .16, 1974, pp.149 ff) says: 
"In the New Testament <tff'{v') ... is no longer the absence of 
strife (secular language), out has the full meaning of shalom, 
a state of security and we 11-bei ng, through its use in the LXX 11 • 
The use of the singular ~o~ in 3 John 15 itself seems to 
demonstrate the correctness of Turner's judgment with respect to 
the Third Epistle (and so, presumably, the other Johannine books 
where it occurs, viz. the Fourth Gospel, 2 John, and Revelation). 
z.og Alan Richardson conjectures that this word perhaps became a technical 
term for Christians on the strength of John 11 :11, 15:14, and 
3 John 14; cf. James ·2:23. An Introduction to the Theology of the 
New Testament, S.C.M.~ 1958, p.306. 
iofv.15. Cf the sentence "Many salutations to your wife and to 
Sere nus a'nd to a 11 who 1 ave you, 1<."<-r' 60~ 11 • in B .G. U. 27 
(C.K. Barrett, New Testament Background, p.29. The same expression 
occurs in the third century letter Rev. Eg. 1919, quoted on p.38 
of the same book: "I send my salutations to all our folk, each 
by name".) C.H. Dodd contends that in 3 John (as in other early 
letters) the writer is not really assigning a name to each 
recipient, but that his intention "is simply to individualize for 
the recipients a courtesy which in writing must needs be general". 
Commentary, p.168; cf. C.H. Dodd, Historical Tradition in the 
Fourth Gospel, C.U.P., 1965, p.384, note 4. 
zio Less modified than any other New Testament letter - see above 
p.185 note 201 . 
111 0ne further matter must be noted here - viz, the bearing of the 
structure of 2 and 3 John considered from the point of view of 
contents on the question of their common authorship (cf. pp 93 
to 95 above). Alfred Plummer's subdivision of the books on 
the basis of subject matter (The Epistles of St. John, C.U.P., 
1886) was as follows: 
3 JOHN 2 JOHN 
1. Address 
2-12 Main Body of the Epistle 
(1) Personal good wishes and 
sentiments (2-4) 
(2) Gaius commended for his 
hospitality (5-8) 
(3) Diotrephes condemned for 
his hostility (9,10) 
(4) The Moral (ll,12) 
13,14 Conclusion 
1-3 Address and Greeting 
4-11 Main Body of the Epistle 
(1) Occasion of the letter 
(2) Exhortation to love and 
obedience (5,6) 
(3) Warnings against false 
doctrine (7-9) 





Such a common pattern.deserves astention not because of the primary 
analysis. After all, that is not very different from many other 
analyses. What is important here is the close parallel even in 
the main body of the two writings. The resemblance is even 
closer than Plummer's titles indicate. Both subsections 1 (1) 1 
speak of the great rejoicing of the writer because of "children 
following the truth". Both subsections 1 (2) 1 are based on love': 
in 2 John the section may be relabelled "love issuing in obedience 11 
and in 3 John "love issuing in hospitality". The third sub-
sections could be entitled "warnings against heresy" (2 John) 
and "warnings against hostility" (3 John). The fourth subsection 
in 3 John could appropriately be "encouragement to true goodness". 
Thus, by combining the analyses offered by Plummer with the altera-
tions suggested, the result is: 
3 JOHN 
1. Address 
2-12 Main Body of Epistle 
(l) Personal good wishes and 
sentiments (2;..4) 
(2) Love issuing in ~ospital­
i ty (5-8) 
(3) Warnings against hostility 
(9,lO) 




1-3 Address and Greeting 
4-11 Main body of the Epistle 
(1) 11 Qualified 11 (in the sense 
that only 11 some 11 enjoy 
the writer's approval~ 
good wishes and sentiments (4) 
(2) Love issuing in obedience (5,6) 
(3) Warnings against heresy (7-9) 
(4) Warnings against false charity 
(10,11) 
12,13 Conclusion 
The extraordinarily similar analysis and the complementary nature of 
the successive subjects.is a powerful argument for common authorship. 
(Malatesta's generally similar schematic treatment of all three 
Epistles witnesses - in somewhat the same kind of way - to his 
belief in common authorship); 
'- 12. p. 147 
t.13 p. 157 
3.111 p. 163 
;z.1~ p. 164 
lll> p. 166 
217Commentary, p.2 
119Guthrie, ~ew T~stament Introduction, Hebrews to Revelation, p.196, 
note 1 . 
lJ9See Schnackenburg, Commentary, p.3. For one thing, 1 John lacks 
what is most necessary, i.e, details of time, place, and exact 
circumstances of writing. For another, no direct reference is 
made to the Fourth Gospel. Thirdly, the Fourth Gospel needs no 
introduction outside itself. 
no See above; p. 158 




• 3 John 9. Buchsel suggests that in 3 John 9 an earlier communi-
cation is referred to because Gaius was elsewhere when it arrived. 
Schnackenburg (p.326) rejects this, as well as the view that 
Diotrephes suppressed it, in favour of the theory that the writer 
speaks of it in order to bring Diotrephes' wilful opposition more 
into the open. A fourth view is that expressed in the text (above), 
that the writing concerned is l John, and that it is here intro-· 
duced in order to allude to its purpose. Its probable recepti-0n 
(still future) is implied in 3 John 9. J.H.A. Ebrard said that 
the wording ''£yf>ix'I~ -r< does not indicate that the writing 
was an insignificant one, a view which fits l John more readily 
than 2 John. The Epistles of John (translated by W.B. Pope), 
T. & T.Clark, London, 1860, page 403. 
1 21 It is often said (e.g. by Donald Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, 
Hebrews to Revelation, p.206) that 2 and 3 John would each occupy 
roughly the space available on a single sheet of papyrus. l John 
is approximately Bi times as long as either short epistle. Thus 
the idea of their serving - inter alia - as covering letters for 
the longer work appears perfectly reasonable. 
Zl3Pre-eminently by 3 John, of course. 
ti.Afln commenting on 3 John 11, Schnackenburg says that the Elder uses 
th t ""' ._ ..... , ,, b e neu er "T'O 1<.o<. Kov - - - - To oc:: yo< eov ecause 
of reluctance 11 to describe Diotrephes direcUy as a bad person". 
(p.330). This reluctance is much more pronounced in l John, 
where the opponents are not named at all. 
z1 'Paul employed a similar method in l and 2 Corinthians: he did not 
name the foe in a public letter, lest the enemy be permanently 
branded and/or ostracised long after the crisis had passed. 
3 John, just because it was intended as a strictly private letter, 
could be far more specific. 
u&Theeleven instances are 2:15, 2:24, 2:27, 2:28, 3:7, 3:13, 
3:18, 4:1(bis), 4:7, and 5:21. Since repetition occurs, only 
seven different /verbs - ~j"o<'. tr~ w (ter), bOKyt~5w, eo<~~w,f'-{Vi,v 
( ter), 11l <rTtt..U~, ;r A°'-\/ ~v.J and <ju )..~<r<fw - are employed .. 
z.z.11:6, 1:7, 1:8, 1:9, 1:10, 2:3, 2:5, 2:6, 2:9, 2:10, 2:11, 2:15, 
2:17, 2:22, 2:23, 2:24, 2:29, 3:3, 3:4, 3:6(bis), 3:7, 3:8, 3:9, 
3:10(bis), 3:11, 3:12, 3:14, 3:15, 3:16, 3:17, 3:23, 3:24, 4:7, 
4:8, 4:11, 4:12, 4:15, 4:16, 4:18, 4:20, 4:21, 5:l(bis), 5:3; 5:5, 
5:10(bis), 5:12(bis), 5:14, 5:15. 
~28 see, e.g., the two instances in 5:1 
zzfsee the eleven imperatives of note 226 above. 
l-101 John 2:15 
2-~l 2: 27 ,28 
l324: 1 
133¢Auywv. 
23• 11 - this document is a genuine letter, which one particular person 
addressed to another 11 • Rudolf Bultmann, Commentary, pp.l,2. 
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J.lS See Chapter 6. be 1 ow, pp. 278 ff 
~3' Cf. B.W .. Bacon, The Making of the New Testament, Williams and 
Norgate, London, p.219: 11 The epistle was certainly intended to 
be read before entire congregations. 11 
z.31When 2 John is called a "personal 11 letter, it will be objected by 
some that this takes no account of the ''predominance of the second 
person plural" (Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, Hebrews to 
Revelation, p.214) in verses 8, 10, and 12 particularly. The 
usage need occasion no surprise if a lady, her husband, and her 
children are addressed. Verses 8 ff then apply to a ~ousehold as 
a whole, warning the faithful members not to follow the example of 
those who had not been true (see 2 John 4). In fact, another 
link which binds the Johannine Epistles together is just this, 
the emphasis upon children. The language of course - on the face 
of it - often embraces children (i.e. Trt>(t.~("( ,-r/1<..v"' etc), 
but much could be said for the view that actual children figured 
prominently among the Elder's readers. In the first place, there 
is the enigmatic distinction of 2:12 ff, which has two categories 
for the young and only one for the older readers. Secondly, 
the simple Greek of the books.possibly supports the idea: 
accordingly, perhaps, in l John l :l-4 the writer was 11 finding the 
level 11 of his readers: subsequently he was more successful (see 
Houlden's remarks about the complex opening of l John - Commentary, 
pp.45 ff). Thirdly, there is practically no reference to 
specifically adult sins - e.g. sexual sins or monetary sins. 
Sins connected with property are scarcely mentioned (but see 3:17). 
Possibly both the simplicity and the repetition appear because the 
letters encompass a large number of young people (3 John - to 
Gaius - is slightly more complex in its vocabulary). To these 
even basic Christian standards of life have to be explained (3:7, 
3:18, etc.), and the reason for the hostile attitude of the world 
spelled out (3:13 ff). Might it not be not the "senility 11 of 
the writer (see Dodd, Commentary, p.lv), but the capacity of the 
readers which is determinative when assessing the nature of the 
Johannine letters? {An instructive contrast may be made vlith the 
closely reasoned argument of Hebrews or Romans). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE ERRORS CONFRONTED IN THE JOHANNINE EPISTLES 
The fourth area of investigation is that of the heresy combatted by the 
writer of the Epistles. Can it be demonstrated "That there are already 
two 'fronts' (in the sense of elements in the heresy) against which the 
writer directs 1 John, one of these being the issue in 2 John (the 
doctrinal controversy) and the other the issue in 3 John (the ethical 
1,z.. 
controversy) 11 ? 
Plainly, no answer to the question could have been attempted earlier, since 
the subject can be dealt with effectively only after the matters of common 
authorship and the integrity of the Epistles (especially 1 John) have been 
J settled. There are, of course, two different kinds of material in l John, 
the best explanation of whose presence and relationship to each other is 
that of Rudolf Schnackenburg. His contention is that the one author 
directed his attention alternately at opposing the heretics and at con-
solidating the church fellowship/s to which he wrote. 4 
Now, however, the conclusion that one writer is working towards these two 
objectives requires amplification. One objective - that of buttressing 
the church - is important and manysided in its treatment, yet it is in-
controversial. No reader of 1 John (or 2 John or 3 John) is likely to 
doubt that the writer is concerned to do his utmost to assist the readers 
to develop to spiritual maturity as he sees it.5 
The second objective is more enigmatic. Jn the first place, in 1 John 
there arises the question, what .i ~. the error confronted? Secondly, has 
the error more than one aspect? If so, thirdly, what is the relation 
between them? 
Of the three questions the second is far the easiest to answer, and may 
be disposed of at once. There are, quite obviously, two primary aspects 
to the error. One is essentially doctrinal, while the other cai be 
described as practic~! or ethical or relational. Thus C.H. Dodd says: 
i'The author's purpose, then, is to promote - fellowship in the face of 
disruptive tendencies. False t~~ching and bitter antagonisms threaten 
a dissolution of a partnership in the cor.imon faith and a breach of the 
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common bond of charity. 11 ' 
The importance of this answer and those subsequently given to the other 
questions can hardly be exaggerated because of their bearing on the 
whole situation reflected in the Epistles. It is often said, for instance, 
that the error contested in 2 John is essentially doctrinal, while that 
in 3 John consists of rejecting authority?' Now, if that be the whole 
story, the 2 and 3 John milieux apparently have little point of contact. 
If, on the other hand, the distinctive doctrinal error mirrored in 2 John 
is found to be essentially that of l John, and the disciplinary problems 
of 3 John are found to be reflected in other parts of 1 John, the probability 
is that one complex situation is being facedtthat this is elaborated most 
fully in 1 John, and that the two shorter epistles are concentrating 
(mainly) on the same problem seen from different perspectives. 
In the present chapter the evidence is to be sifted to see whether this is 
the case - whether in fact 1 and 2 John.share the same 'christological 
thesis' and 1 and 3 John the same 'ethical thesis'~ Accordingly, the 
questions to be answered are: 
(A) What is the doctrinal error opposed in 1 John? 
(8) Does the doctrinal error implied in 2 John differ from that opposed 
in 1 John? 
(C) Are the practical problems of 3 John to be identified with the 
behavioural concerns of l John? 
An attempt is made in the succeeding pages to work from first principles, 
from the text itself, rather than simply adopting the conclusion of others. 
After that a synthesis of the writer's doctrine (in various key areas) 
together with the heretical aberration of it is to be outlined. 
(A) WHAT IS THE DOCTRINAL ERROR OPPOSED IN JOHN? 
Three criteria present themselves apropos the pinpointing of the theological 
errors which concern the writer. First, there are statements which are 
phrased in a peculiarly emphatic manner; secondly, there are oft-repeated 
statements; thirdly, there are what can be called "sign-posted" statements, 
where the writer says, e.g. "If we say - ", then follows such an opening 
with a denial of its legitimacy. 
(1) EMPHATIC STATEMENTS' 
(a) The intlusion of p~rson~l pronouns not needed for the sense. 
: •\. 
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There are twenty-five instances where nominative personal 
pronouns are used in l John. A number of the occurrences 
may merely indicate contrast;'
0 
others both contrast and a 
degree of emphasis!' Sometimes there is not a contrast 
expressed in so many words but it plainly exists in the 
w~iter 1 s mind for all that.'2. The theologically significant 
verses whose main thrust (from the point of view of personal 
pronouns) is to emphasise the writer's statements are: 
REFERENCE 

















I C. '1 
oe. 0 To.S ) ' ).o< ~o.s 
c. ... 
the readers ( u~tts ) 
have a Xf <. trr"' 
the historical testimony 
which 11you ( u,.µ.t'ls) 
IMPLICATION 
opponents lived impure 
lives '1 
opponents denied that Christ 
is this (or needs to be) 
-the opponents 1 'i f>L ';/'- ~ 
was false, and therefore 
their 'knowledge' was, too 
the testimony disputed 
by the opponents 
have heard"; a continuing 
acceptance of this a con-
dition of continuing to abide 
in Son and Father 
. ( d > ' Christ or Go? -o(u-ro~ 
the giver of eternal life 
the status of the true -
"we ( '1/A''i..tS ) know" 
not death but '; <N,-
Christ ( tX.0ros ) in the 
believer who keeps the 
commandments 
the writer, etc ( '1rt"ls/ 
u/"'-«i.."t-s ) "of God 11 s i nee 
they are Christologically 
'orthodox' 
, ' God ( o<. u ro s ) loved 
and gave His Son 
abiding a know fact be-
cause God ( o<~"T"os 
has given the Spirit 
(. -
the writer etc ( '1,µ..'i..LS 
witnesses of the Incar-
nation 
Christ a disputed 
authority? 
lovelessness (a sure sign 
of still being in death) 
a mark of the heretics'~ 
a denial that Christ's 
indwelling and obedience 
to Him are correlatives 
the heretics' denial that 
holding 'orthodox' 
Christology and belonging 
to God are interdependent 
the heretics denied that 
God loved first, gave, and,, 
that the Son is a L~O( ?"-os. 
the heretics had no 
'assurance', since they 
were without the indwelling 
Spirit 
the heretics lacked an 






e. fession ( o<vToS I 
none of these properly 
belonged to the heretics 
'1;c..J.lt5 ) , knowledge and 
love interrelated 
:> / 
The inc 1 us ion of t crn v where it is not strictly required. 
The verb "to be" is used in the indicative form nearly 90 
times in l John: this - especially in the case of the third 
' " person singular, £.crr<Y - greatly exceeds the normal New 
Testament frequency. Nothing 'theological' can be deduced 
from such usage except perhaps that the writer is always writing 
emphatically: certainly many occurrences are not really 
'necessary'. 
I! 
The reduplication of the article with adjectives or possessive 
pronouns. 
,, 
This device indicates stress (according to Abbott). 
are five uses in l John: 
' e ' ' , " '7 1:2 (and 2:25) .. ..,\/ JIN'1" TY)v' tX.<.WVtOV 
l :3 ~ KOtVIA'lv(o1.,. ~~ ~ 11:-~r{I':>< 
2 ·.7 t. ~ \' ~ 'I. / ") c..Vl"0"'1 ~ 1111<...Ao(lo( 
2 :8 -ro <f>(;,s ro c?<.).. 1 l}t v ov 
There 
All of these phrases except that in l :3 are so typically 
Johannine that they almost certainly fall into the category of 
" the writer's verbal habits. The reference to KO<.\/WVLo<, 
on the other hand, has no Fourth Gospel verbal parallel. 
It mig!!.!_ indicate in a small way the preoccupation of the 
writer as he witnesses the difference between true and false 
Ch r i s t i an f e l l ow sh i p . ' 8 
(d) The placing of adverbs or adverbial phrases at the beginning 
of a statement. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
This practice is a peculiarly Johannine method of emphasis.'' 
The formulae concerned are ~A1'1~s iv TO~T~ (2:5), 
;, / ~ 
t-\/ rou-rw (2:5, 3:19, 4:2, 4:17, 5:2), Trl>l.At\/ (2:8), 
( .. ,e ..... "' " , 0 tv (2:18), Ke<L \JUV (2:18,28, 4:3),J<"(l Ko<ltws 
(2:18,27), ~(.~ rouro (3:1, 4:5), !<Kt o0'rrCl.)(3:2), 
J<e<~~~s (3:7,23, 4:17), tt5 rouro (3:8), ou 1<.o<9i::Js 
(3:12), and €~nl'ocrl>~v o<.0rw (3:19). 
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The construction is used in varied contexts (including both 
'theological' and hortatory passages). It seems true to say 
that the overuse of the device vitiates its usefulness in 
determining the cruci a 1 i ty of particular passages for the 
0 I ~0 writer s argument. 
(e) The precedent possessive pronoun. 
Abbott says: 11 Where there is no antithesis we are generally 
safe in taking the precedent possessive as unemphatic .... 
.Z.I 
but antithesis and chiasmus probably give it emphasis - " 
(in certain instances)~2 However, the emphasis in 1 John 2:4 
and 5 is on the nouns, the commandments and the word of Christ: 
'
1He who says .... but disobeys His commandments ( -r~ ~ i VTO A.><s 
> ,... ' ,...._, 
c(uTou ./A''7 ''1fwv ) is a liar .... but whoever keeps. 
His word ( o'G ~>Jv l"'}f~ o<.uro\J rbv >.oyov . ) 
in him truly love for God is perfected. 11 2-lThe theological 
implication is surely that Christ is not simply to be con-
"""' templated as a person, but that He is to be obeyed. His 
~v-r oA.~s and >..6yov are weighty. 
(f) The possessive genitive between article and noun. 
Where the genitive possessive pronoun does not precede the 
article and noun (see previous point), but intervenes between 
them, the emphasis is thrown on to the pronoun. This is 
.... ) .. 
very important with respect to 2:27 : -ro o<UTOU 
XrvZ~oc. <Q, 'b~<rl<fl vr~s 7T~f'( rrJ.vrt....)v-
.... z S' 
It is the Xft~o< of God (probably God the Son) and no 
one else that achieves the desired objective. 
(g) The demonstrative pronoun followed by the verb 11 to be 11 • 
~ cl 
The thirteen places in l John where ou,-os, a(\.JT'"1 or 
rouTO together with i 'ti..vz.' add weight to an 
assertion may be grouped in two categories: 
(i) Emphasising a person already mentioned - l John 4:3, 5:6. 
(ii) Referring to what follows, and employing gTl 1:5, 5:9,11,14; 
or tvt<.. 3:11, 3:23, 5:3; or a noun ; 2:22, 2:25, 
5 :4' 5: 20. 
( h) 
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Eleven references are of direct theological moment; no fewer 
than six coming under the head "christology 11 :
8
three under 
"soteriology"~<?and the remaining two having some relation 
to the Fatherhood of God.30 Interestingly, the two most 
emphatic of the statements, "Emphasising a person already 
mentioned 'this (very) one"'~1are both christological: K.4<.t 
TT 0<. v rr vi J~ fj /""-~ ~ r c >. o r ti. l 16 v 
- :> " l""\ ,.. ) '' ' "' I , 'I~crt>uy {K. TOO ~(.OL.) OUK (.d"Tl'/. Ko<l IOUTO <£cr-n\,/ 
' "' > I "' > c:. <' 1"0 IOU t><.VilXf<.6'T"OU-(4:3), and 'I")<roUS <i.df<\/ o uc.os 
" e ,... 0 'f' "' ') C , \ ' (I TO U £. o U ; U TO S 7. <r n '\/ o tt. I\ 9 IA> V <b l > U b O<TO ~ 
.... v 
I< 1:1q ot C./"lo<'los-(5: 5 ,6). 
Obviously, then, confession of Jesus and asseveration of the 
reality of the Incarnation are subjects which the author 
strongly endorses. They are being cont~sted. 
The use of 
for Christ. 
, !2 
£K'f~vos as if it were "almost a proper name" 
The term is so used ten times in the Fourth Gospel, six times 
in 1 John~~ tv1i ce in the Apocalypse, and only five times in 
all the rest of the New Testament. 
(2) REPETITION 
Three concepts merit special attention because of their unexpected 
frequency. 
(a) The Love of God 
God's love is a constant theme in the thinking of the ~riter~• 
3~ 
The quality is first of all conceived of as being quite 
independent of men. Barth summarised the New Testament 
position generally and the Johannine teaching in particular 
as follows: "God is love, before He loves us and without His 
loving us. He is Love as He· is everything that He is, as 
the triune God in Himself. Even without us and the world 
and its reconciliation He would suffer in Himself no lack of 
1 ove." 3" 
However, when that has been said, it is obviously basic to 
the thought of the l John writer that love in God becomes 
soteriological in relation to man. Long ago J. Orr wrote: 
~- ' . : ';. 
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11 love, in other words, becomes substitutionary,and in 
the case of Christ propitiato,ry. 11 37 C.H. Dodd would, of 
course, disagree with the use of the word 'propitiatory' 
in the context of l John 2:2 and ~:10!8 but would readily affirm 
that God's love is revealed to man in the person of Christ, 
and most particularly in the context of soteriology.31 
What bearing has this on the heretics? It can be deduced 
that they are not only showed a lack of love for others;0 
but implicitly denied that God is loveq~ince they held to a 
false idea of love.~1 Faulty theology destroyed their 
humaneness, or their inhumanity their theology. 
(b) The Fatherhood of God. 
The Fatherhood ~f God, that is, the relation of the Father to· 
the Son, is asserted with varying degrees of clarity in a 
total of 14 places in l John.~3 The 1 John passages are 
entirely in keeping with the Fourth Gospel: in John 20:171 
Jesus is recorded as distinguishing sharply between His 
and His disciples' relationship to God, and in John 5:17,18 
the personal pronouns reveal the same kind of distinction. 
ii# 
The faithful enjoy a true sonship with God but this is 
mediated through the. Son."'"S" 
A comparison of 5:1, 4:2 ff, and 2:18 demonstrates that a 
major failure of the heretics lay in a defective Christology; 
the 1 John writer exhibits not the slightest doubt that if 
that be erroneous there is no true mediation between God and 
~an and consequently no hope of man's belonging to the 
family of God. 
(c) The concept of "Abiding". 
,,.. 
It cannot be an accident that ~(\/""-' occurs 23 times 
in l John, that it is used in a number of closely linked 
but subtly varied verbal combinations, and that it has a 
dozen different 'angles' to its use. The latter are: 
(i) The believer in Christ~' 
(ii) The believer in the Father"°7 
(iii) The one who loves his brother abiding in Light 4 ' 
(iv) The believer abiding in love'H 
(v) Christ abiding in the believer~0 
I < I ~. 
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The Xf t ?4"'-iK 
/ ... 
The -"oyo~ n:>t..> 
Chrisf5in the 
in the believer$' 
in the believer~3 
0£.oO ~* 
believer 
or message of 
Neg.atively, 
(x) He who does not love abides in death~' 
(xi) God's love does not abide in the hardhearted n 
(xii) "no murderer has eternal life abiding.in hirn"s-a,'S, 
Rudolf Schnackenburg has an excellent excursus on communion 
with God in 1 John'in which he collects the various relevant 
Johannine expressions ('having fellowship with the Father', 
'being in God', 'being in God and He in us', 'having God', 
'knowing God', and 'the child relationship with God'), and 
contrasts them with the concepts of other extra-New Testament 
presentations. Schnackenburg's survey of Johannine 







communion with God is a very intimate relationship 
it is a mutual indwelling''and so is more than 
a moral relationship 
the personality of God and man remain untouched 
(i.e. uncompromised) 
the way to communion with the Father is only through 
the Son 
'2. the communion with God is not a matter of a moment, 
but a permanent possession 
~ > / 
conditions (>f,Eot.'11 ) and criteria ( f.V -rouTr.p 
~ . 'l 61+-y l 'l/Qtt"'l<<yAf..V) are important. ' 
From all that is said about "abiding" the reader can only 
conclude that the Elder regarded an arid intellectualism, a 
merely theoretical theology, as the particular bane of his 
opponents. They were right neither in their standing (i.e.) 
they did not "abide" in ·the Father nor the Son), nor in their 
practical living (i.e. they did not "abide in love 11 or love 
the household of God).~s 
(d) Other instances of repetition. 
'' Longer passages where verbal repetition i~ almost exact are 
·- '' '>·1 
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,/ ~ ..... / .... / ' 
~Yf°'ft>< U)-"''-V, V'l..b(\/<fT"K.OC.. .... l<-<l I/<;. V< K'7K.6<T"i.. 1':r.A. 





1f r><S 0 )"'L. )' 'f.. \IV ~r ~VOS <Lt<-. TO\J 6~01.) r7°T«<V t>U TrO<E ( · 
5: 18 TT~ s 0 y"i'("l. vv1/M.c{ \/OS ix. TOO &tco ot.Jx ~~~vf.17 
The first of the above couplets has to do with the restoration 
of a right relationship with God by virtue of His dealing with 
human sin through His Son~~the second and third pairs of 
clauses are enigmatic, the reasons for the naming of the three 
categories of readers"1and the almost perfect duplication being 
elusive ?0 and the fourth pair shows once more the preoccup·at ion 
of the Elder with palingenesis and its practical experiential 
consequences. The very fact of repetition in at least the 
first and last instances provides an important clue as to the 
way in which the author viewed the current theologi·cal situation -
(. \ 71 i.e. the heretics denied the need for a t/\O(~os , as well 
as the orthodox claim that Jesus fulfils the role. Significantly, 
too, 3:9 and 5:18 also mention sinning, though this time in the 
context of spiritual rebirth. These last two verses are 
indicative of a light view of sin on the part of the heretics. 
(3) 'SIGN-POSTED' STATEMENTS 
A considerable number of assertions appear under this heading, all 
72-
of them in some way depicting or implying an undesirable theological 
or behavioural stance. Often the writer states a position only 
to refute it : it is then apparent that he is using set formulae 
to depict the actual errors he is confronting.73 His favourite 
•t:._"" .,,. 7~ r ' openings are h<X.,, -zcir~<t.v (in.chapter l) o plus a present 
participle, and -rr~s 6 with a participle: 
' 1 :6 'f.s<..v 
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.) ' )/ t I ( ;' ) 
l :8 19<.V f.L1f~/-':'EV 07( ~y-rt~V O<JJ( 
f. o<..UTotJ s Tr Ao<\/ ~E \/ ... 
' ' > C '"' c./ . <: I / > / 
2:29 ;~Y----~~ ~n.... 01( o t K~<.. os ~<rl<v, }'l Vk)CJ"':I<.~ 
o-r{ 1<..o<.l -rro<. s 6 rro <- L-VV ri::J v ~ <. K. a(< o cr6v'1v 
£ s 0< 0 ro o y 'l.. y { v v ""} -r o<. ( • 
3 7 c .... T~. V : 0 TfOl t..;)V I 
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c ..... / , 
3 : 1 o ~1 d.. ~ o ~ 1 rr ~ l tA) v ~ t K D( t o c- <J v "'] \/ ou K 
~c1"TC\J 'i.I<.. TO(.) ~~o<J ... 
, ..... 1 i / .) __ e / 79 
o( yo( IT INV ~ "Z. \/fl 'i... V itp D< V "<I'(). 
> ... 
o( \JTO l.) 
, .) ,, 
ou le: o< Koo~( 
' TCV e\..6V !:./ , OTC 
c ,, ' c \ >I ' e / <:. ' 5 : i 2 o ~x 1..v v ,-o v o lo v t: A <r:. t ~ v ~ £...:) .-, v , o ~ I 
€'x~ l'bV uc'ov ;-o0 e~ou ri1v ~ k)~V OOK 
Yx ~( .'i:L 
The above list comprises 26 verses. Since the present concern 
_is with theology, it would be tempting to try to separate the 
theological from the ethical and/or practical passages. When 
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the attempt is made,however, a startling fact emerges: not even 
one quotation is, so to speak, exclusively 'ethical ·~3 1 :8, 2:22, 
2:23, 4:3, 4:6, 5:6, 5:10, and 5:12 are all purely theological, 
having to do with theological truth and its apprehension and 
appropriation or denial. The key words are "confess", "deny", 
"know", "hear", and "have" .7 "" The remaining eighteen quotations 
are all both theological and ethical/practical .~s They are all by 
implication (if not explicitly) conditional sentences of the general 
'J' form "If we say that (theological assertion) ... but do (practise 
sin) ... then our claim is false". 
Rather than take up the verses in the list one by one, it seems 
preferable at this stage to recap right across the field • to gather 
together the substance of the direct statement~ 7and insinuations 
of the writer in order to show the theological scope of the heresy 
as he saw it.~~ It is difficult to give a comprehensive picture 
because, as Nauck says (i) we see the heretics ''only in the mirror 
of the struggle by the author of 1 John", 
and 
(ii) the author 11 unders tands the here ti cs as 
exponents of the satanic power of darkness 
and their teachings as expressions of the 
anti-God behaviour of the spirit of 
deception, and therewith draws them into 
(= 'expresses their views in'?) traditional 
eschatological concept forms . 11 ' ' 
Moreover, the Elder's affirmations, hints and nuances are many and 
subtly varied. Nonetheless, the attempt must be made to re-
construct the heretical system. .Perhaps the author's conception 
of his opponents' views can be fairly summarised in the propositions 
which follow. 
(4) TRUE AND FALSE DOCTRINE 
(a) The heretics had a false view of God's character. 
The author asserts God's eternity and strongly implies His 
aseity. ~o He is ~ ~A'19tvb.s 9ct.os (the "real" 
God) .t:f1 God is personaliz.omniscient? 3invisible!~ He is 11 1 ight" 
(i.e. pure, majestic)~5 He is love?'He is Father with respect 
to the Son"7and to the faithful among mankind?~with whom He 
ever deals justly.'19 
100 
The heretics did not appreciate that God is uniquely "real", 
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II th t 1 R 1 . h . IOI e one e erna ea ity of w om the mystics talk". Nor 
did they perceive that God is "light". A further failing 
was that of not realising that God is both ontologically and 
practically the fons et origo of love. Thus the view of 
God was both diluted and distorted in relation to the Judaeo-
Christian tradition. It was sub-biblical. 
(b) The heretics had a false view of Christ. 
As far as the Elder was concerned, the eternal Word became 
. . 1oz.,10J . . 1011-. 
incarnate as Jesus Christ. Jesus is the Christ, the Son of 
God~05and is to be honoured as the Father is:0 ' Jesus Christ 
/O'ltlOCI c 
came to be sin-bearer, voluntarily laying down His life UTT~ 
C. - /O'f /10 '1r"'"'"· He is "saviour of the world". He is Himself 
sinless."' Jesus Christ is the "ffo<f>c{K)...1-ros whom 
' ' ,,, 112. the erring believer has rrl°os rov "1itX.T4l.f>o<. and his 
example. 113 
John Painter says that two distinct Christological positions 
appear to have been adopted by the heretics'~¥ Fi rs t, a direct 
relationship with God was claimed without any reference to 
Christ. Such is the implication in 1 :6, 1 :8, l :10, 
115 • (possibly) 2:9, and 4:20. The same argument 1s advanced by 
Herbert Braun - perhaps more clearly - on the basis of 
l John 2:22,23, 4:2, 3:15, and 5:1~~ Secondly, the heavenly 
Cbrist was allowed some significance, but the heretics refused 
"to acknowledge the authority of the apostolic witness to the 
historical Jesus".''7 Painter continues: " - it is not the 
Jesus of history who is on view.''~ It is the heavenly Christ, 
the Christ of experience. Hence they disregarded the historical 
revelation in which a commandment is laid on those who would 
II Q 
know Jesus (3:23)". / 
Von Herbert Braun takes the two sections 2:18-27 and 4:1-6 
for his assessment of the heretical Christology; he regards 
the two passages as being directed against the same heretics 
"in consequence of the same terminology in both sections: 
:> / '\ /e """ I ol..VTLX('td"TOS ...... «1v7 t.Lb( ........ <..p4t\JooS 
c: ~ / ,,, I \ / /2.0 'f 'i. '-' oorrpoT'1TYJS ...... 7TAOf.V~~ 1TAfX.V'J. Braun says 
that the heretics deny that Jesus came in the flesh (4~2): · 
"Thereby they do away with Jesus - 11 .'2..I A 1 ittle later he 
modifies this position to a degree: 11 - they have much rather 
12.Z.. 
denied the man Jesus the Christ dignity and the Sonship of 
God".'2.3 Braun therefore has much in common with Painter, 
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except that the former needlessly harmonises the evidence to 
fit his view that one group of heretics was in view and the 
latter does not. Braun believes that the heretics made 
Jesus and the heavenly Christ very distinct, though the Christ 
did descend on Jesus.'Ui-
The 'theory of a ,two-fold Christological error is entirely 
reasonable. If this conclusion be accepted there is no need 
IJ.5 
to suggest confusion on the part of the heretics, since 
different groups could well have been involved. After all, ,,., 
"many false prophets have gone out into the world". The 
standpoint is obviously compatible with the present hypothesis. 
117 
Some heretics were within and some without. 
(c) The heretics were entirely ignorant of the Spirit of God'~~ 
and His operations. 
An examination of the pneumatological passages in 1 John 
reveals that most of the references to the Spirit are 
functional rather than defining, though 5:6 (in the U.B.S. 
• ' ... ~) t.:>\11\ text; 5:7 in the R.S.V.) does say -ro'ffvtvr0< t..t!"'f"tv '1 o<.A"')t7E<o<. 
God has given the Spirit to the faithful (4:13). 1 John 
also says that the Spirit has been bestowed by Christ (3:24)~~f 
The Spirit bears witness to Jesus Christ (5:7), being one 
of three persons or entities that does so (5:8). The 
legitimacy of His witness is discernible in the content of 
His testimony, viz. "that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh" 
(4:2). The Holy Spirit is ,"the Spirit of truthu (4:6).'3° 
Now the heretics actually confessed a spirit as coming from 
God when this was not the case.'3 ' The "spirit of error'!
3
fs 
apparently a false Xfl~ct.. 113whose fruit is lack of 
spiritual understanding.' 3'f-Moreover, since God's Spirit' 3S' 
given to the faithful is the Agent responsible for Christian 
13" 
certitude regarding mutual God/man indwelling, the heretics' 
confidence was baseless.'37 
(d) The heretics had false soteriological conceptions. 
l John exhibits a surprising range of soteriological expressions: 
" 










The Son, who is "Saviour of the world", has been sent 
by the Father'3~nd has come to "destroy the works of 
the devi 111 .'J<r 
< / /#0 
Jesus Christ is described as ( Ao<~os .... 
1f''i(°f... T~V ~°'f°T' ~v ~~~v. 141 
He was manifested that He might "take away" sins.'"z. 
Christ laid down His life "for us" - one~'+! and 
His blood continues to cleanse ( 1<o<e°'l°l~tC..l) 
from all sin. 1*i-
Being bor~4~f God is closely related to belief that 
Jesus is the Christ,'~6 is contingent u~on the 
implantation of the c:rrr£;<>/Ao<. of God~ and is a 
precondition of not going on sinning~,'of doing 
righteousness'ffand of the faithful loving one 
another. iso 
Those who "love the brethren" are characterised as 
"having passed out of death into life".'S"' 
Even the youngest converts (?) know forgiveness!!~ 
which is based on confession of sin.1s3 
~ ,, ... c," 
The faithful have Xf'ld'~e< .... o<rro -roo O(.y<-ou 
which guarantees correct spiritual apprehension 
of the truth. ' 5"" The X f> (?"'-~ i ndwe 11 s and 
teaches members of the Church, particularly with 
respect to dwelling continually in Christ.'5~ 
,,. > 
The motif of "abiding in" ( /A-'£'1~ -+- £v 
in some combination) is rich and varied.'S'"' 
It appears that the heretics denied - or some of them did -
tS7 
that they had sinned; as Christians they claimed already to 
be sinless beings~ri Consequently they apparently denied that 
they had need of a Saviour and that Jesus is a Savio~.;7 a 
c. \ ,, . Ibo . - . tll I 
tA0(<1).M.OS for human sin., the giver of eternal life. 
They also denied that Jesus Christ need be obeyed, at least 
161. ''3 in respect of loving one another. Being 11 born of God" was 
considered spiritually necessary, but the results of such 
/{:,If 
alleged rebirth showed it to be counterfeit (says the author). 
lfoS 
They claimed to 'walk in light' and to have seen and known ,,, "7 u., 
God, but their sin, their walking in darkness,demonstrated 
the falsity of the claim. They held that they could 11 have 111~'f 
the Father while denying the Son. Thus the opponents of the 
writer misunderstood the nature of Christian salvation, and 
laid claim to experience which they did not possess. Their 
whole theology, and particularly their soteriology, was 
"egocentricn, a judgment whose soundness can be substantiated 
from the evidence of 1 John 2:4 ff: "The heretics' claim 
to abide in Christ is ... understood in terms of mystical 
(e) 
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abiding, ignoring the historical events of Jesus' life 11 !'0 
The heretics did not realise their real relationship to 
evi 1 powers. 
Four specific designations for evil beings occur in 1 John: 
/7/ 




The "devil" { ~lof~oAos )'. He sins ~TT 'ff, 'X'l) 
the sinner (and the heretic'.) is t1<. rou b<a( O'~ou.'7' 
The writer asserts that not continuing in sin' ~ 
constitutes tangible evidence that a particular 
person is a child of God, while those who do sin 
are 1"~ ..,-{KY o< rou <l) tol..(S 6 X oU-:t?J 
Their sin is shown in that they do not love their 
brother. '73 
The "evil one 11 !7"'1n 5:19 the world (including, by 
implication, the heretics)'?$" is seen to lie in 
his power, but the Vti,ot..v(~Koc. have been 
successful in overcoming him.'76 
The "spirit of error" is contrasted with the "spirit 
of truth" in 4:6.''"''"' Experimentally, this 
spirit is evidenced by the unwillingness of some 
people' 7fto listen to the writer and his faithful 
colleagues and readers. 
The antichrist/s.1'
0 
The kvrt)(~,crros does not 
confess Jesus'f' but rather denies that He is the Christ. 
The Father is also denied.''i.. The antichrist comes 
( ff'X."t:.'T"ci<.t ) at the "last hour".'g~ In its plural 
lf4-form at least the title apparently applies to human 
purveyors of error.'g3The implication of 1 John is 
that both o ~ v rt XJ>t ~s and c~ ~ ,,.r( X/H d"T"O « 
will be judged and condemned (cf 2:18 and 4:17). 
(f) The heretics did not perceive the eschatological consequences 
of their faulty Christology. 
Nauck writes that .the John author saw the teaching of his 
opponents from within a 'traditional eschatological' environ-
ment .'455 Four formulae are used in this area in 1 John: 
( i ) 
( i i ) 
If(, > / (.I 
The "last hour" ( f.<"').<o<'/ ~fo<.) 
is referred to twice in one verse, and is there 
intimately connected with both the antichrist 
and antichrists in general. 1 '81 -
"Eternal Life" (I~\/ 5w'1'11' -r~v odt.SvtoVl'iS 
and similar formulae) has been promised by the Son ''1 
and is being announced by the writer.~0 It has already 
been given ( r~~l<."E.V ) by God, and is described 
as being ~v 1"'"~ uffu 0£~100 ~'' "Having 11 '1.flie 
Son is the condition oft.presently having ~ i.v67 11;3. 
(ii i ) 
(iv) 
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such possession is equivalent to, or at least 
closely co-ordinated with, belief in the name 
of the Son of God~1~nd abiding in both Father 
and Son.'15' The believer was formerly in the realm 
of "death" but has since passed over to life.'f' 
Negatively, ·the one who ooes not "have" the Son 
does not have life!1~ne type of person in this 
category is the murderer. 117 
The Parous i a: the actua 1 word TTo<..f°ou<rfol. occurs 
but once in 1 Joh'r?'(and nowhere else in the 
Johannine books), but the idea inherent in it is 
supplemented by one''of the nine occasions when 
the word cpo<.'1f..;o6'iN is employed - i ,e, in 3:2, 
where it has a future significance. Having 
11"(;>(..ffld't"'-v at Christ 1 s rro<,t0oud"(ao( rests 
upon a conscious abiding in Him now.'18 At his 
coming the Christian, and, of course, only the 
Christian, will closely resemble the son:-a result 
which is connected intimately with a clear vision 
of Him.z.oo 
The Day of Judgment is referred to in 4:17, as 
elsewhere (only in different words) in the 
Fourth Gospel and Revelation.zot Only the one 
A' > - , , ~ / 
l<ol..taWS ~K~<.VOS -r,<rrc.v .... 'f..V ''1? #<o~t.p 
(4:17)i.~'nd who "abides in love" and so in God 
( ~ : 16 ) .,. w i 11 ha ~e Tr°Y' ('; 'J er ( o< V .. . . t V I 1 
'1r '£-(' ~ TY} S 1<.f' (tr~~ S. 
(B) DOES THE DOCTRINAL ERROR IMPLIED IN 2 JOHN DIFFER FROM 
THAT OPPOSED IN 1 JOHN? 
Again - as was the case with 1 John - the best approach to the question 
would appear to be to enumerate thos~ points in 2 John which the author 
l.03 
highlights by his use of language, then td summarise the 
of the author 1 s own theology and that of his opponents. 
theological pattern which emerges is to be compared with 
picture presented 
Lastly, the 
that of 1 John. 
(The Third Epistle says nothing about theological error as such, and does 
not say much about theology itself, either. Where a significant point 
is added to the 2 John presentation, this is normally indicated in foot-
notes in what fol lows). 
(1) EMPHATIC STATEMENTS 
(a) The inclusion of personal pronouns not needed for the sense. 
<.\ • ' , ~ ' 
~erse 1 .... contains the statement ous iyw Co<.(O(TT'W "i.v 
<XA"JBfl~. Probably here emphasis and not contrast is intended ;2°"' 
though Bultmann supposes that no personal tie need have been 
present.2.
0
S'Schnackenburg sees ~A.1 B"t.c~ (in this instance) 
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as meaning "uprightness and honesty" 
used in an Old Testament sense. If 
logical point at all is being made. 
- i.e. the term is 
this be so, no theo-
lf, on the other 
2-o'-
hand, the opinion of most exegetes is followed, the writer 
already in the first sentence of his letter is referring 
to the divine revelation brought to the world by Jesus, 
' ,,,./.. "" .... / z.07 ro ...,.,ws -rov J<.00ov. (3 John 1 is a 
vi rtua 1 repetition of 2 John 1; d""W in verse 3 
probably carries some emphasis also as well as an implicit 
contrast between the spheres in which Gaius and the heretics 
1 i ve) . 
(b) The reduplication of the article with an adjective. The 
one example in 2 John (in verse 11) - ko<-v~v~( rt>fs f(yo•S 
()(.0;ou jtl( ... ~ rto"1fo7s- is not directly 'theological' .'-0 ' 
(c) The placing of an adverbial phrase at the beginning of a 
statement is to be found once, again in a practical context~ 0 ' 
(d) The demonstrative pronoun followed by the verb "to be". 
The three instances in 2 John are: ~ <I 
.. , ·' ... t:. , , ,,./ a< V7"'J <t_fFT(V "') o<ye<rr'1 ..... ( v"' . .. . : 
c/ c,. l \ / ' c/ 
o{ U IV] '1 'i,. V lo A'( (tr I< V . . .. . ( V ot. ..... 
(both from verse 6), and 
~ / :> ouros td'"/lV 
, / 






Once again, as was the case with 1 John, the last kind of state-
me.nt, the strongest, stressing a link between a previously 
indicated person or persons and the present subject, is 
Christological. 
I (2) REPETITION 
/ 
The only noteworthy terms are :C.A~ Bito( and r~v~. 
The latter is present in three places in 2 John, which is 
proportionately much the same as the 23 in 1 John.2.ll 'A.X48tto< 
was not mentioned under "Repetition" in 1 John:'tecause it is used 
relatively less than in 2 and 3 John, though still considerably 
more than in any non-Johannine New Testament book. Thus the 
three Epistles are closely tied together from a doctrinal angle~13 
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(provided Bergmeier's arguments be rejected).z'¥ 
The "truth" of the Epistles seems to indicate much more than 
mere factual correctness - rather the sphere in which something 
take~ plac/:5 or an objective entity.u' It .can "abide" in 
Christiansz.:7 be wittf'them, and is eternal (v.2). "Truth" is 
a personal possession of the faithful believer~'9which should 
shine out of him.z.J..o 'AA.-)ef,<.o<.. may indicate "the divine life-
bringing revelation" and "the moral holiness stemming from 
God's nature".u' It denotes "divine reality .... something 
objective, coming from God, and works in people like 'an inner 
principle, which .... forms the inner life of people'".z.2.2. 
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Schnackenburg dis ti ngui shes "truth" in various 1 i terary traditions: 





In Greek thought the basic idea is that of 
harmony or logicality. 
In Old Testament thought, to say that God is 
truth suggests "constancy, faithfulness". 1 *-'f 
In the Qumranic works "'truth' is a central and 
comprehensive concept which can characterise 
the whole faith-and-salvation-possession of the 
'sons of truth' ... the 'truth' designates that 
which belongs to God, in difference from 'deceit' 
of men - ".us 
In Johannine thought truth is divine being, which 
is self-revealing and commumcating.uE. He who 
is the "truth" and "life" is the "way" to the 
Father. u.1 
In Gnostic thought "truth" is hypostasised 
(Schnackenburg quotes one of the Odes of Solomon 
and the Mandaic Ginza here : Valentinus and 
various other second century sources could readily 
be added). 
The Johannine concept is further from the Gnostic than at first 
u'iJ 
appears, and is actually fairly close to the Old Testament-
Jewish idea.12 <f 
(3) 'SIGN-POSTED' STATEMENTS 
The major types of construction found in 1 John are present in 






V.9b .... TOV 
c: / .... '"' / 
V • 11 ~---~-~-t:? v y t>< I° o< 0 ~ X o< t;<> t l v 1< o t v w v 'i I 
rol's t'fyo<s o< '3rou rots -rrov'1f>o(s. 
The verse 9 clauses are both Christological (and so is that of 
v.7) whether ~ <;<.~1XX1 roo X.fcc-rou be a subjective 
or objective genitive. Thus once more the theological teaching 
which the writer most wants to emphasize is in the realm of 
Christology, important as many other things are to him. 




God the Father is love, He is good, He (together with the 
/ >I ' ,- l."53 
Son) is author of X""'t'.. ts, ~ A~ os and f. <f' '1 "YJ· 
He it is who 'elects'·1'~e has the right to issue commands 
.US" 
to His subjects, and it is implied that He is a God of 
order, delegating authority as He will ~3~ 
Christology 
Jesus Christ ; s -rou v~ o \J T"OU fTo(.Tf'cfs 137 
possessing the same characteristics and bestowing the 
same gifts as the Father does~!S He too commands~ 3 <J It 
is in His teaching that believers are to abide~Cf
0
doing 
so is the condition of "having" ( £' X w ) Father 
and S~n~
1
(Significantly·, perhaps,~ of this Christological 
teaching is derived from 2 John, not 3 John~'~ The latter 
has its own distinctive raison d 1 ~tre, its own facet of a 
wider problem. It is not a repetition or imitation of 
2 John). 
( c) Evi 1 Powers 
"' Only b-10 terms occur - TrAt<\JoS in the plural then 
. :> / 2.((..3 • ' 
the singular, and o1.. 11-rc. Xftcrros. Almost certainly the 
plural, 7rA<i.vo< , is a description of the heretics.14-'f 
The singular forms are something of a puzzle, but they may 
'Z be the predicate of which ou-i-05 is the subject. 
If this be so, the definite articles indicate "one or 
two known figures of the time of the end 11 • 4~5 
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(d) Status and description of Christians. 
The faithful are elected by God~~tthey are those in whom 
the truth abides and with whom it wi 11 be present ct~ 
' .>.,. 'l..'1-7 . .1..C-f.'a 
rov o<t.t...!'\lo(.. They are those who "walk in truth", and do 
not "go ahead 11 '%.iri matters of doctrine, especially Chris-
to 1 ogy .z.so Vigilance and hard work characterise them~S'I They 
possess Father and Son~~1 They keep themselves aloof from 
purveyors of evil doctrines~~3 (3 John adds little to the 
picture except for a reference to praye~~~which is plainly 
a regular Christian activity). 
(e) Synthesis 
In the light of the foregoing it is apparent that,broadly 
speaking, not only the author's theology, but the way of 
expressing it in 2 John is extremely close to that of 
1 John . .i.rs. It would be entirely unreasonable to expect a 
book of 13 verses - almost half of them epistolary intro-
duction and conclusion - to touch on all the subjects of 
a book of 105 verses. For all that, 2 Jcihn comes fairly 
close to doing so. The most important theological omissions 
in the shorter book are 
( i ) 
( i i ) 




certain statements about the Father: e.g. that 
He is invisible as far as human sight is con-
cerned"~nd that He is light.1 '7 All other 1 John 
assertions are at least implicit in 2 John 1-3. 
the affirmations that Jesus is sinbeare;S'Jho 
gave His life for men2,s1and that He is the 
6 believer's 1T-<'~~1<.)v1ToS with the Father~ 0 
the Holy Spirit: no more important subject in 
the First Epistle is left aside in the Second. 
certain designations for evil persons or powers, 
viz. ~ t ct (3 o >..os • o . -rrovV)f' O's and Tb 
rrvi.u/A-ti( -r~s -rr,Aofv..,s. 
various soteriological expressions'' e.g. the 
cleansing efficacy of Christ's bloia and the 
dwe 11 i ng of God 1 s crrry~..c. within the Chris ti an. 
direct eschatological references, though 2 John 8 
implies a strongly developed eschatologi~al aware-
ness and (in a vaguer way) 2 John 7 does as well 
because of its apparent connection with 1 John 2:18,19. 
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As a corollary of these observations regarding the theo-
logical emphases and contents of 2 John and 1 John, it 
may be confidently asserted that the implied heresy is the 
same. 
It is nevertheless true that several ideas can be discerned 
in 2 John which are either terminologically different from 
their 1 John counterparts, or which are altogether absent 
from 1 John. 
Ideas expressed differently in 2 John and 1 John 
( 1 ) 
\ 
Two uses of AA-tv!N occur in 2 John but (in spite 
/ .. - 2.,.1 . 
of the great variety there) not in;l John: ~ ~ ~ 
-r;:,v ~A1e~c.o<.v ~v ~re.vo<J~o<v ~v Vl" 
(v.2) and01 )/'<-~\/£-VV {VT~ '?;c.~o<.X~ -rooXfocdTO~ 
( v9). 
Most commentators (Bultmann excepted) prefer a sub-
j~ctive genitive interpretation of -rou Xflcrroo 
in verse 9 because such is more in keeping with the 
z'3 general usage of the New Testament. Bultmann 
favours the objective genitive because "the author 
hangs everything upon his Christology, i.e., on 
2. "'f 
the doctrine about Christ." Whether or not Bultmann 
is correct, the idea expressed in 2 John 9 is to 
be distinguished from the majority of places in which 
/ 
the /A"t:vw concept occurs in 1 John. Four times 
in 1 John the believer is characterised as abiding 
i.(,5' 
in Christ, but never (in so many words) as abiding 
in the teaching He gave or in the teaching about Him. 
(Occasionally the reverse is said - that the .k.~yos _ e ... 16'- 21.7 
1'0 w 't.OU or message of Christ Clwe 11 s in the 
/ 
believer). In general ~t:Vt.U comes in what may be 
existential contexts in 1 John and in an intellectual 
context in 2 John. The real difference is minimal. 
(2) In writing about the Incarnation, 2 John 7 says that 
the content of genuine confession should be ''.(~ trouv' 
X ' > / > / (J<<YTOV 1:.C'Xor--~Vov ~" try1<.< 
while 1 John 4:2 say;>I.,croov Xfc.cr16v ~v tr"Y'1<'t. 
l.>..~}..uGo'ro(-.Why the difference in tense? 
t~i ndi sch suggested that a "doctri na 1 formulation 112 t.g 
could have been responsible. Schnackenburg says 
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"The present participle is perhaps also influehced 
in part by the expressions in the Gospel of John, 
which describe Jesus as an ~t°X6/""'~"os 
in many connections"~'' Schnackenburg thus sees no 
theological difference in the use of different tenses. 
He particularly rules out any reference to a future 
coming of Christ here: "By no means can the Parousia-
Christ be meant; for He comes according to early 
::> / 
Christian manner of speech not <EV O-o<f'K', , / 
but £. v b o ~ "1 " Dodd observes that the 
' (. 
present participle "in any good Greek writer 11 should 
have a future connotation, but also concludes that 
in 2 John 7 only the historical past Incarnation will 
suffice in context~~~ Brooke had some regard for the 
/ 
view that the future -rr~oucr<.o<,, is the subject of 
z,70 
verse 7 on the ground of Barnabas 6:9 and (presumably) 
the Resurrection and Ascension passages in the Gospels 
and Acts ~71 Gore says that only the future coming of 
Christ can be intended. After the Resurrection, now, 
and when He returns from heaven, Christ's body "is 
s ti 11 the same body" ;-7a. Bultmann sees the present 
participle as expressive of "a timeless characteristic 
of Jesus" as the One sent by God into the world. 
For Stott the two participles are complementary : · 
"The two natures, manhood and Godhead, were united 
already at His birth, never to be divided. The use 
of perfect and present tenses emphasises this per-
manent union of natures in the One Person."&73 
Of the various explanations, Schnackenburg's is most 
generally sa.tisfying, though Gore's has some New 
Testament support.:1-7q. 
It is of some importance to decide whether 2 John 
implies one or two viewpoints regarding Christological 
heresy _l7 S' In fact 2 John 9 perhaps exhibits the "no 
need of Christ at all" factio~:6 and 2 John 7 the 
"no incarnate Christ" element. Unfortunately there 
is no means of checking the possibilities here: if 
there were, the case for an identical destination 
(or separate destinations) for l and 2 John could be 
greatly strengthened. Anyway, at root the issue is 
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the same in 2 John as in 1 John: the 'orthodox' 
believed in a true union of the Divine \.lord with 
d'o(.o s and the here_ti cs (whether they were se 1 f-
cons i stent or not) did not. 
Ideas in 2 John but not in 1 John 




/ ,1 \. 
The granting of Xo<.fLS, ~/\'?'.OS 
by Father and Son (v.3; cf.3 John 15). 
I The concept of a reward or wage (/1""tc:recs ) 
for the discerning and persevering, and the loss 
of it by the theologically wayward and the lazy. 
( v. 8). 
The claim of the errorists to "go ahead" 
TTf o o{ y w ) . In its intransitive meaning 
the verb signifies "going before", "leading the 
way", "preceding", usually in a physical sens~~7as 
,. / ) 'r,r "" in Mark 10:32: -,.,v Tf(°ooty~v o(V'fOUS O Y)c:roos-. 
In Polycarp's Epistle to the Philippiar?'s;~ figura-
tive sense similar to that of 2 John 9 appears: 
. / "' ') / 
1Tf°oo<yooc'1s IY]S o<.y~-rr.,s, 
"love leads the way". The word was chosen by the 
Elder because the heretics did not "abide" in the 
Faith in the various senses ih which the idea is 
27'1 
expressed in 1 and 2 John, and, as a corollary, 
because they regarded themselves as i nte 11 ectua lly 
superior, dynamic, and progressive. To the writer 
they were really behind the faithful; he appears 
to use the heretical claim ironically.2 ' 0 
No theological difference between 2 John and 1 John 
exists here. 2 John 9 simply. shows the reverse 
side of orthodox "abiding" :2~ 1 
(5) The reference to hospitality (cf 3 John), which would 
appear to be merely a practical outworking of the 
love frequently enjoined in 1 John. 
No point in the list suggests any conflict in the theology of 
l and 2 John, nor in the manner in which the author views the 
error/s, nor in his treatment of it/them. 
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There is thus 'no aspect of any consequence in which the 
doctrinal error implied in 2 John differs from that opposed 
in 1 John. The major distinguishing feature of the treat-
ment in the two books is that l John has a relatively complete 
treatment of the heretical position. The very imcompleteness 
of 2 John practically demands a fuller treatment - verbal or 
written - elsewhere. If l John is the 11 elsewhere 11 , the 
omission of any refer~nce to it is explained most readily if 
1 and 2 John were presented to the same people simultaneously. 
If 1 John had been sent to the sa~e people earlier the writer 
would have been expected to have said something like : "you 
:Z.il. 
remember that in my earlier letter I wrote - 11 • As it is; 
the vaguest description will suffice, and that does not 
appear in 2 John at all, but in the other covering note 
forwarded to the house of Gaius .2.ia3 
(C) ARE THE PRACTICAL PROBLEMS OF 3 JOHN TO BE IDENTIFIED 
WITH THE BEHAVIOURAL CONCERNS OF 1 JOHN? 
The first and obvious observation is that the statements alluding to sin 
in 1 John often exhibit a strange non-speci fi city .1 'il1t The writer frequently 
employs sulh all-embracing words as the noun ~o''f'T'"lO<. ( 16 times) 
or the verb ~/A-o(.;°-r'~vw (10 times).zis 
Secondly, very little indeed is said about some sins which are the bane 
of many a society: nothing is written about gluttony or drunkenness or 
theft, or about particular sexual sins. In fact all sexual sin is 
-- .Z.\Jb (. > " / . ... 'i.i1,i.'i'B 
accorded a total of just four words - 'l tTfCt:?V/A-t°" -r1s <ro<;oKos 
Significantly, Schnacke1burg asserts ''Nowhere does 1 John touch on sexual 
excesses and similar gross sins, concerning which the later history of 
Gnostic heresies is full." 2 '1 
Particular sins which are engaged in by or which are attractive to the 
heretics and their followers are: 
/ 290 
!:_YING: tpt,v~~rf..9o<. (1;6), <f'1..0<"'1'"JS (2:4, 2:22, 4:20), 
l.f''i.UboS (2:21,27). 
) ' _!3LASPHEMY: <f E6d'1'"~\J rrolor~v o(uTOV (1 :10; 5:10 uses the 
same vocabulary). 
DECEPTION: rr Ao(.'\/;;;,~"i.V (1 :8, cf.2:26, 3:7) 
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. 1-ql / 
LOVELESSNESS/HATRED: (4:8 etc; ,,ALt.rE.w in 2:9,11,13,15 and 4:20) 
MURDER:l.'f2.<T'cp~ ~~ (3:12(bis)), ~ v 0f' wrroK l~VOS (3:15(bis)) 
(.. 7 e / .... ' 2.11 _l.J_JST: '1 £Tit rtot fl")S d'"(.
1
t01<0$ (2:16) 
::> " / ,.. ') J ,... 21:/'l-
I_~V Y = ,.1 !1ll t:l'Urlf>i., TU:>" o 'f"eo( A/A--<>" (2=16) 
VANITY: ~ ~AO(~o v tf 0<. 1""ou /J /ou (2: 16) 2-'/S 
'-1" {;J 
LOVE OF THE WORLD: l-'/1 ( 2: 15) 
UNBELIEF: 
JEALOUSY AND SELFISHNESS: 
IDOLATRY: (5 :21). z.'fS 
(See 3:23 etc) 
(3:17) 
Of these 12 specific sins, most have to do with attitude or manner of 
speech. Only three, viz. murder, lust and idolatry, are what can be called 
'physica,l' sins.'"c11 1 John contains no extended 'list' of sins as do other 
loo, ~01 
canonical and extra-canonical works. Nor are there lengthy passages 
302., ~03 dealing with one sin or problem area. 
There is the same generalising spirit in 3 John as there is in l John: 
Gaius is urged: "Beloved, do not imitate evil but imitate good. He who 
does good is of God; he who does evil has not seen God" .30'1-However, an 
examination of the terminology used for the specific sins named or implied 
indicates a difference between the two books. The special vocabulary 
employed in l John ( y.'-tc5'0~t and cognates, i1Tl Gur{o<, d"~~"';c..v 
:> n I' , \ 'e ,, . . JoS' and "'-l/~(°wrro1<1ovos, and D<I'\ e<' \) oV-z.r...r< ) 1 s ent1 rely absent. For 
all that, many of the 1 John sins are readily discernible in 3 John 9 to 11. 
If anything, the errors are more sharply drawn in the shorter book as the 
1 John anonymity surrounding the offender /s is stripped aside. Di otrephes 
is 6 f<-Aorrflwr£0i....,v, he is vain, selfish, one who "prates ( </')..,u'1'°:C,.v) 
against us with evil words". He is inhospitable - i.e. loveless3: and 
ungenerous. He tries to exclude true brethren. Murder, lust and idolatry 
307, ~O'a 
are the only 1 John sins which are not apparent in the Third Epistle (and 
the first of these is absent from 1 John - it would seem - save for the 
reference to Cain). 
The discussion need not be prolonged nor these matters laboured. There. 
is no conflict at all between the ethical situation encountered when 1 John 
was written, and that which can be deduced from the simple robust language 
of 3 John 9 to 11. 
The practical problems of 3 John are to be identified with the behavioural 
concerns of l John. 
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(D) CONCLUSIOf·! 
It has been demonstrated that Neil Alexander's judgment that 1 and 2 John 
deal with doctrine and 3 John with discipline is no more than a half 
truth.30 ~ It is much more accurate to say that 2 and 3 John together 
constitute a synopsis of l John, which conclusion is entirely in keeping 
with the hypothesis. 2 John indicates some problem ~reas, and 3 John 
~th~!::__s-2_~~~_3.._~express_ed_ (albe"it more anonymo~'~ly) in l John.311 
Before this chapter is concluded, some attention could perhaps be directed 
to the possibility of identifyi~_g_ the er"ror before the Elder, even though 
this is secondary in the present context. 
, (E) ATTEMPTS AT IDENTIFYING THE HERESY 
Wolfgang Nauck has spoken of the difficulty of gaining an exact picture 
of the heretics, since we see them "only in the mirror of the struggle. 
by the author of 1 John" .311 Of al 1 the heresiarchs or groups who figure 
in early church writings, only two appear as likely contenders for the 
position of opponents of the Elder. 3 ' 3 '~
1
~ 
( 1 ) CERINTHUS 
31f,~'' 
It has become common to link the errors of Cerinthus with those 
_perturbing the writer of the Johannine Epistles.3'7 A few writers 
make a fairly positive identification;J18others more cautiously 
nominate the traditional opponent of the Apostle John.3 'f,)&.o 
Irenaeu~~~eports two central theological viewpoints belonging 
to Ceri nth us: 
(a) He claimed that the world was made, not by the Primary God 
but by "a certain Power far separated from Him". This 
secondary God was ignorant of the supreme being .32 z. 
· (b) He claimed that Jesus was not born of a virgin, but of 
Joseph and Mary. Jesus was nevertheless rather superior 
to other men. After his baptism 'Christ' descended upon 
him from the Supreme God, and then Jesus was able both to 
proclaim the unknown Father and to perform miracles. Both 
the Crucifixion and the Resurrection we~e affirmed by 
.. :., 
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Cerinthus, but only the man Jesus suffered such things, 
the spiritual imoassible Christ having already departed.323 
Two further observations about the error of Cerinthus 
appear in Eusebius 1 History: 32 <r 
(c) An ecclesiastical writer named Cauis described the heretic 
as 11 an enemy to the divine Scriptures - 11 (Irenaeus in 
the Ephesian baths story called Cerinthus "that enemy of the 
truth II)• 
(d) Both Cauis and Dionysius, bishop of Alexandria, had trans-
mitted details of an alleged sensual earthly millenium 
described by Cerinthus ,3• 5 Dionysius wrote: "For one of the 
doctrines that he taught was, that Christ would have an 
earth 1 y kingdom. And as he was a vo 1 uptua ry, and altogether 
sensual, he conjectured that it would consist in those things 
that he craved in the gratification of appetite and lust; 
i.e. in eating, drinking, and marrying, or in such things 
whereby he supposed these sensual pleasures might be presented 
in more decent expressions: viz. in festivals, sacrifices 
and t.he slaying of victims". 
An assessment follows: 
Regarding (a), not so much as a word in 1 John or 2 John or 3 John 
suggests that the opponents postulated a superior God and an 
inferior Creator. 3L~ 
It is (b) which embraces the theological core of the identification 
question. Schnackenburg quotes the four statements: 3"'-7 
,.. ,, ~ ; 
! 1 c:rous ·- 'f..<rT1V o Xf<. cr-ros (2:22,5:1) 
'T'1crous ~~-r,v ~ uf65 rou G'tou (4:15, 5:5, etc) 
>Ivic:ro<Jy Xf(crrov lv tf'1°K( lA!Au~d-rO{ (4:2; cf 2 John 7) 
i.. , .,. ( ,, \ ' ~ ctr ' o I .. 
OSToS 'i.(f"r(v o 't../\01N\J 01..> voo<.ToS J<o({ o<yu-o<ro..s, jd"ou~ 
/ Xf t<'J"("OS ~ ;r:A.( 5: 6) 
In these verses the messiahship is clearly central,but these 
"opposing Christological confession rules" by themsemves do not 
so much elucidate the heretical position as create a certain 
tension. Is the primary defence (1) over the fact that Jesus 
·is the Christ? or (2) against docetic tendencies? 3-a.~If 1(2) 1, is 
- ' ~. ' '. ~· ' - -
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the problem area the Incarnation or the Crucifixion? Furthermore, 
the title 'Christ' adds a new element, for it denotes ':the Bringer 
of salvation". The last two of the four statements imply pre-
existence. 
Besides the above "confession rules" Schnackenburg adds other 
statements which combine the Christology "most strictly" with 
the soteriology. He goes on, "From this can be inferred that 
the false teachers totally rejected a salvation image in the 
Christian sense and that they specifically denied Jesus this 
significance." Schnackenburg concludes "There is no proof that 
they spoke of a CHRISTUS SPIRITUALIS and only connected him for 
a time with Jesus." 
These observations, which are closely dependent on the text of 1 
(and 2) John at every point, can hardly be gainsaid so long as the 
integrity of 1 John is a·dmitted .32'f The difference between the 
Elder's opposition and Cerinthianism even where the case seems 
strongest - i.e. in the realm of the Incarnation question - is 
apparent. 33°•''' 
Nothing very much can be said about (c); certainly the doctrines 
attributed to Cerinthus conflict with both Old and New Testament 
teaching, but of course he enjoyed no monopoly in that direction! 
A more serious matter is the substance of (d), two assertions 
(independently of each other?) that Cerinthus' vaunted millenium 
was to be a - slightly muted - orgy of sin. He is himself con-
demned as "altogether sensual" by Oionysius. When it is remembered 
that the Johannine Epistles say nothing at all about gluttony or 
drunkenness and very little about sexual sin, it becomes harder 
than ever to accept that Cerinthianism is the target of the 
Elder's writings."2 
While, then, the heresy is definitely of a docetic type':\here is 
nothing to prove that the foe is Cerinthianism, and a good deal 
to indicate that it was not .33"°' us 
(2) IGNATIUS' ASIAN OPPONrNTS 
The errors assailed by Ignatius comprise 
" . 
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(a) Doceti sm 
Oocetism is very evident, particularly at Smyrna, Ephesus 
and Tralles (or at least it is most specifically refuted 
in the letters to those centres) .33" Ignatius contends on 
a much narrower front in Christological doctrine than the 
writer of the Johannine Epistles. The whole focus here 
is the question whether Christ is to be viewed as Spirit 
only or as flesh and Spirit~~.7 and the soteriological conse-
quences .n~ So sharply does the enemy stand out on the 
skyline, that Ignatius (or a predecessor) has compiled 
formal credal-type formulations to deal with the heresy. 131 
In various passages the word "truly" is used again and again 
in refutation .3*'0 
(b) Judaism 
At one point it almost looks as if Judaism ond docetism con-
3q.1 
stituted some kind of amalgam, but other chapters are obviously 
aimed at Judaism per se.342 
The inclusion of Judaism in ihis way indicates a difference 
from the Johannine milieu, where it is not in evidence.1"1- 3 
(c) Sin 
Named sins include false witness ('Eph~ 7 and 16 and Trall.6), 
blasphemy, (Smyr.5), unbelief (Trall. 10), division (Philad.8 etc) 
and hardheartedness (Smyr.6)~~~ Most of these are also in 
evidence in the Johannine Epistles; the group of sins in 
)myr. 6 doubtless stems from lovelessness, which is so often 
condemned in 1 John. 
Several smaller points of contact with the Johannine ~ritings 
appear in Ignatius. One is reminded of the condemnation of false 
missionaries in 2 John by parts of 'Ephes.' and Smyr. Some 
'missionaries' are condemned for purveying false doctrines;3~s 
. "'"" ' others - those who "carry about the name" - for leading unworthy 
lives. Like the Elder, the Bishop does not name heretics in a 
pub 1 i c 1 e t te r . 3 "'7 
'3""~ R.M. Grant has analysed the position taken by Ignatius' opponents. 
,:., . 
' . ·. : : , . . ~ ~ 
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He says, "These people are Judaizing docetists, and at least 
some of them are gentiles". (Based on Philad.6:1). Four 
characteristics follow: 
(l) They appeal to the .Old Testament "but apparently they 
treat it in a haggadic manner and provide non-Christian 
exegesis of the prophets 11 • 3q.'f 
(2) They say that Jesus did not "bear flesh" and claim that 
H l d t d . f. . 350 e mere y seeme o un ergo cruc1 1x1on. 
(3) "They seem to be concerned with 'heavenly matters' such 
as 'angelic locations' ahd 'archontic conjunctions".3 ' 1 
(4) They repudiate the Eucharist, denying that it is the flesh 
of Jesus. 3~2 
These four points (which are legitimately derived from Ignatius' 
epistles) specifically overlap with the Johannine writer's opponents 
only at point (2). Admittedly the other matters are only absent 
from the Johannine Epistles, and in no way repudiated: neverthe-
1 . t f d 
3s' ( . ) . . ess one po1n o correspon ence even a maJor one 1s 1n no way 
sufficient for an identification of two tendencies or movements 
which were perhaps a quarter of a century apart. Simply equating 
the parties is not possible. Even on the most central issue 
Schnackenburg says "they (Ignatius' opponents) cannot be equated 
with the Christological 'liars' in l John 11 •3S"tf 
Neither Cerinthianism nor the position adopted by the anti-
Ignatian docetists, then, is tQ be neatly identified with that 
of the Elder's adversaries. 
An examination of other early heresies whose habit was "the 
depreciation of the historical person of Jesus as the only and 
actual saviour and the denial of the way of salvation through His 
3S'S 
flesh and b 1 ood" proves that no other unorthodox theology approaches 
'3'!'--, 3S7 
that of the Johannine adversaries so closely as do the two above. 
As already stated, the attempt at identifying the heresy is not 
the main issue. 
identification. 
In this chapter the primary problem was never 
It was to demonstrate that, on the basis of 
theology and ethics, the error faced is essentially the same 





1See above, page 3 
~See above, especially pp. 202 ff for the view that the doctrinal 
issue is itself of a dual nature. 
3the aphoristic and hortatory parts respectively. 
""see above. pp. 154 ff. 
!Even Kasemann's "inverted" theory of the 3 John picture 
constitutes no denial of this statement. 
' Comm., p.8 
7 N. Alexander, e.g. asks the question: "Why was III John written?" 
and replies "In its concern III John stands quite apart from the 
other two. Its issue is authority, not doctrine." Commentary, 
p.141. Greville P. Lewis similarly says: "This Epistle (3 John) 
differs greatly from 1 and 2 John in subject matter ... concerned 
with discipline rather than with doctrine." The Johannine 
Epistles, Epworth, London, 1961, p.133. 
~To use the terminology of Theodor Haring. 
qA temptation to insert Fourth Gospel parallel references all 
through this chapter has been resisted! The references may 
of course be found in any Greek concordance of the New Testament. 
10 which Edwin A. Abbott says is the main reason for the Fourth 
Gospel containing about as many personal pronouns as ail the 
Synoptics together. Johannine Grammar, A & C Black, London, 
1906, page 295 (section 2399). John H. Oobson's contention 
is that "emphatic personal pronouns in the New Testament are 
almost always used where there is either an explicit or implied 
contrast with another person or another group of people''. Article 
'Emphatic Personal Pronouns in the New Testament', Bible Translator, 
22, 1971, pages 58-60. 
II Examples: 3:16~ 4:10, 4:11; 1r-i<s in each instance. 
I < "' <. "' 1See the use of "'))-<-t.<s in 1 :4, 4:14, and 4:16, and ur~tS 
in 2:20, 2:24(bis), and 2:27. 
t3see above, pp. 214 ff. 
~See above, pp. 214 ff, on the practical aspects of the heresy. 
1Sincluding possessive adjectives. 
''It is much commoner in the Fourth Gospel than in the Synoptics. 
See Abbott, Johannine Grammar, pp.63 ff. 
17schnackenburg says that the form of this phrase "exalts the 
uniqueness of this personified divine life in distinction from 
every other 'life'-" (Commentary, p.63). In 5:11 -s~~v e<~~VLO\/ 
has no definite article, but is emphasised by its position in 
the sentence. 
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ii Cf. 2: 19, 4: 1 
~Abbott, Johannine Gra~mar, p.15, seciion 1902. 
z.olike the use of t0-c : see above, p. 193. 
1 'Inversion in a second phrase of the order followed in the first, 
as "I cannot dig, to beg I am ashamed." 
l1Abbott, pp.424 and 425, sections 2568 and 2569. 
l3Another instance in the Johannine Epistles appears in 3 John 9,10: 
the writer, when he comes,will call to remembrance not the 
pretensions of Diotrephes, but his works (Orr<y-4.vv}cr<-U o(Urou r~ f./o(o<..) 
24-Still less as a person considered in a theologically inadequate 
way (so 2:22, 5:1). 
z.Sschnackenburg, p.153: "whether 'Holy One' refers to God or 
Christ is hard to decide. Yet the latter is more probable". 
u > v 
In 1 John 1 :5 the order is reversed: f<f'icv o<.l.JTV-]. 
l7i .e. all except 3:11 and 5:14 
z.82:22, 3:23, 4:3, 5:6, 5:9 and 5:20(?). 
~12:25, 5:4, 5:11 
301 : 5 and 5: 3 
31 Bauer, Lexicon, p.601 
3~Brooke; p.iv, cf.-Schnackenburg, p.75. Bultmann says that Jesus 
is always designated as f.K~tvos in 1 John (so far as pronouns 
a re concerned); the « o rci"s of 2: 2 refers to God. Commentary, 
p. 24, note 2. In fact cit O-r65 refers to Christ in 2: 2 and 
2:28, a truth that Bultmann sidesteps by (unnecessarily) attri-
buting the verses to th~ ecclesiastical redactor. 
331 John 2:6, 3:J,5,7,16, 4:17 " - it is so remarkable in John 
(and in 1 John!) in contrast to the rest of the New Testament 
(only Mark 14:49 (?))that it must be considered a personal 
characteristic, probably due to a Semitic way of thinking." 
Schnackenburg, The Gospel according to St. John, p.252, note 110. 
3""3:1,17, 4:7,8,9,10,11,19 
See al so above, p. 201 ff 
3Si .e. first in the sense of theological priority, not in order of 
treatment in 1 John. 
36Kirchliche Dogmatik, 1/2, E.T. 1956, p.379 
37H.D.B. Vol .III,1900, p.155 
~Rsee The Bible and the Greeks, Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1954, 
chapter 5, especially pp.94,95. Dodd -argues that the LXX 
translators did not regard 1~~ "as conveying the sense of 
propitiating the Deity", and that t,\.,;'cr'<~cr-e0t-l and its 
·' : ""' 
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cognates are therefore "inappropriate to the religion of Israel". 
He considers that the New Testament writers use the t>..o<.d'_,.M-6s 
terminology in the.same way as the LXX translators, though he is 
somewhat less confident that such is the case with 1 John than 
with Paul or Hebrews. Evidence which runs counter to Dodd's 
position would seem to include parts of the Shepherd of Hermas. 
In one passage the author says l~c.Ao(a-o_.,.M-P<<. r~v e"t...~v' 
('
1 1 propitiate God"), and in another "God ... is propitiated." 
Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, MacMillan, London, 1891, pp. 
298, 406, and 476. Irenaeus says of Jesus Christ: "For he did 
not make void, but fulfilled the law, by performing the offices 
of the high priest, propitiating God for men, and cleansing the 
lepers, healing the sick, and Himself suffering death - "(Ante-
Nicene Fathers, p.471). Alan Richardson practically equates 
'propitiation' and 'expiation'; he seems prepared to retain 
'propitiation' in New Testament exegesis provided it is definitely 
understood that it is God, not man, who propitiate~ (He adds that 
God does not need propitiating before He can forgive). An 
Introduction to the Theology of the New Testament, S.C.M., London, 
1958, pp.223-4; cf. p.78. See also A.G. James' article ',Jesus our 
Advocate' in the Expository Times, Vol. 39, 1928, pages 473-475• 
George Johnston's section on the Epistles of John in Peake 1 s 
Commentary on the Bible (edited by Matthew Black, Nelson, 1962, 
page 1036), and F.F. Bruce, The Epistles of John, p.50. Houlden 
(Commentary, p.62) does not wholly agree with Dodd: "Hilasmos, 
which we have translated by the general term 'sacrificial offering' 
may well carry the more specific idea of 'propitiation' and its 
association with the term parakletos in v.l (i.e. 2:1) confirms 
the presence of that idea here" (in 2:2). David Hill says that, 
in spite of Dodd's rejection of the traditional rendering of 
i>.<><'crr,os by propitiation in 1 John 2:2 and 4:10, "there are 
signs that the meaning propitiation should be retained". See 
Greek Words and Hebrew Meanings, C.U.P., 1967, pages 36-38. 
~4c.H. Dodd (Commentary) p.27. Similarly, W.F. Howard begins with 
"The crowning revelation made in Jesus Christ .... that God is Love." 
Because God loved, He gave ( ~~wK~v'; John 3:16). The Divine 
initiative iSTOTlowed~the human response: "we love,because 
He first loved us". (4:19), which response is to be practical, 
not merely verbal (1 John 3:18). Christianity According to St. 
John, pp.62,63. 
~0 See especially 3:11 ff and 4:7 ff 
"''4:8, 4:16 
'f
24:20, cf. 4:10 
~~1:3, 2:22,23,24, 3:8, 4:9,14,15, 5:5,10,ll,12,13,20. With 
respect .to 4:9 F.F. Bruce observes: "As in the Gospel, the adjective 
'only begotten' (_,AA.ovoytv.,s) is used in a sense which com-
bines the ideas of 'only begotten' and 'well loved'". Commentary, 
p .108. 
11-/fsee, e.g. 3:2 and 5:1 and the various references to being "born 
of God". 
11-S-5:1 is very explieit and 3:1 scarcely less so. 
·'· ,,r 
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•'2:6, 2:24, 3:6, 3:24. The expression 11 in Christ 11 is peculiarly 
Pauline, though it is common in the Johannine literature and 
found also in Acts, 1 Peter, 1 Clement, and some epistles of 
Ignatius. Alan Richardson, An Introduction to the Theology of 
the New Testament, S.C.M., 1958, p.250. Richardson says that 
the concept originated not with Paul, but with Jesus Himself. 
¥7 2: 24' 4: 13' 4: 16 
*-82:10 
"14: 16 
50 3 : 2 4 ' 4 : 4 ( ? ) 








.ff In discussing the s i gni fi cance of the word . ~ v in such passages ,. ) 
as John 14: ll ( - i y~ i.v ...,.~ rru..T~'c. · 1<.1:J1.'c. o 11"'"-11f ~v' ~ O< 
Dodd makes the intet'esting-comm~nt that 11 the relation ... is con-
ceived as a dynamic and not as a static relation; it consists in 
an activity - 11 The Interpretation or the Fourth Gospel, Oxford, 
1953, pp.194,195. 
,0 
Commentary, pp.66 ff 
~'But is no 11 pantheising, deifying mysticism." In contrast with the 
Thirteenth Hermetic tract, e.g. "the Johanni ne utterances never 
obliterate the boundary between man and God. He \'1ho is elevated 
into the divine life sphere, who is 'born of God', never becomes 
God himself, he only becomes really united with Him, attains a 
share in His life, His love, His possessions". Commentary, p.71. 
"z.like ecstatic mysticism 
"3 commentary, pp.66,67 
~On pages 105 ff Schnackenburg groups the 'immanence formulae' 
under four headings, of which the first is entitled "Indwelling 
of divine attributes and vital energies in man 11 • The list 
includes ~A10f..CO{, A.6vo~, )('f><~, crrr1'f'~°'-and t< y c1 rrvi -n::> <3 
this category is the most closely paralleled elsewhere (e.g. in 
Philo and the Mandaic writings). THe second heading is 
"Indwelling of God Himself in man", whose nearest extra-bibljcal 
connection is apparently with Philo. The third heading is "Abiding 
in God and His domain'' (or the anti-God domain): phrases here are 
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from 1 John 3:14 (abiding in death), 2:10 {abiding in light), 
2:ll(being in darkness), 2:5, 5:20 (being in God), and 2:24,27,28, 
3:6 (abiding in Christ). Finally, Schnackenburg notes the 
11 Reciprocal Formulae", which are the "most original" expressions: 
"it has not been possible to produce parallels to them from the 
non-Christian 1 iterature 11 • The four instances are 
t. ,... ... , ... .) .... :::> ' ."'\ / 
(1) 3:24 o """'f~" ro<s t.'rro.XO(.S c<urou t.v (){\JT~ /-i.'i.Ve< 
,. l , ' ) ) ... 
K o<. ( o< u ro s <t. v o( v T ~ · ,. 
(2) 4:13 'E.v rour~ ycv~cr1<~~V c/.,-c fv 0(6N ,/'1-!V~'i.\. 
Ka<' ( ' ~ < ' ( .... c 
, > o< Q ToS "lV ~ M-l V .... 
( 3) 4 • 15 ks fr! ' c.. l / / c_I .., :> t V ~ \ .,. 
' V c..Dt'I 0~ Of\ 0 r "]tr ';J, OTl 'I '1 cro US f., '1"Tl V 0 l IO~ to U 
et:oo,o ef.os iv <ll(OTLl ,.t.'\,.ivoe< 1<.o<( o<or0s. iv 1'1 Bt..c-0 ( 4 ) 4 : 1 6 ~ "' ' "" _, T (/ .> · c; c. • 
~ r~v~v 1-v '"(! ""Y"'-rr':l "i.v ~ e"T..C0 ~{vt.c 1<<:><c ¢- et.a~ 
t I/ o( Q ~ /"""- '1t \It.<. ( (. 
(There is a kind of reciprocity also between the widely separated 
verses 2 John 2 - the "truth" abiding jn Christians - and 2 John 9 -
Christians abiding in the ~<.Sor..,X~ -rocJ Xt'c<rrou). 
With respect to the fourth category'{blLJt surely in connection with 
the others as well) Schnackenburg says "The purpose of all these 
formulae is to express the fact of fellowship with God" (p.108). 
Later on {pp.281 ff; especially p.287), Schnackenburg argues that 
the verb ~tv~tV' permits a satisfactory marriage of the l John 
series of texts which declare categorically that a Christian does 
not sin (the indicatives) and the ethical commands (the imperatives) 
that indicate that he should not sin. The Christian is still living 
on earth and is st'ill subject ot sin, but he abides in God, and 
in this context is a foreigner to sj,n. Rudolf Bultmann remarks 
on the negative implication of ~"t:v~<v :"do not yield, do not 
leave, stay where you are". Two stages in the development of 
the meaning of/'<-' l-vEtV are noted by him: (a) in the oldest 
Greek usage it meant remaining at a certain place for a determined 
time, then (b) it came to signify "persisting in a personal 
affiliation", or, more simply, "faithfulness 11 • Commentary, p. 19, 
note 9. 
{, 5 4:16, 2:19 
~'There is no passage which is exactly repeated: the nearest examples 
a re i n 2 : 1 2 -1 4 . 
b7cf. 3:6, .a partial duplicate of 5:18. 
~9For a discuss ion of the meaning of L\o<. ~&'s see above, pages 
196 and 222 ff. 
61Augustine claimed that the three groups-Tf..1<.V<~/rro<<.b(t1...,1To(T{,ttS 
and vto<.v(crl(o<-represented three different stages in spiritual 
deve 1 opment. Erik Peterson debated whether the v 1..o<. v (er Ko L 
implied "a youth club of the municipal type." See Bultmann 
(Commentary, page 32, note 12. Bent Noack allows the possibility 
that 1 John (or at least 1 John 2:12-14) is addressed to, inter 
alia, actual children. Article 'On 1 John 2:12-14 11 , New Testament 
Studies 6, 1959/60, pages 236-241. Cf. p. note above. 
Other writers regard the breakdown into groups as mere rhetoric, 
since as Dodd says, "All the privileges mentioned belong to all 
Christians." Commentary, p.38; cf. R.R. Williams, The Letters 
of John and James, The Cambridge Bible Commentary on the N.E.B., 
C.U.P., 1965, page 26. 
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70 Law theorised that the author was interrupted at the end of 
v.13 and then, when he resumed writing, repeated what he had 
just written, changing the present tense to aorist. Gore rather 
tentatively took the same line. The Epistles of John, John 
Murray, London, 1920, p. 102. 
11 1:8,10 
72e.g. the o 11"0<..~" ••••• statement of 3:7 implies its opposite 
(cf 2:29,3:9 and see 5:6). 
730ne is reminded of Paul in the Epistle to the Romans. Paul often 
writes as if an opponent were before him contending with him as 
he writes. The most obvious passage is Romans 2; in verses 
1 and 3 he even uses a vocative,~ ltv9t°k.l7n:.,to address the 
adversary. 
711- ' / ~/ c f. f,o(" rt s 'C. l Tr':'J 
l 
in 4:2 
7~Cf. Schnackenburg, p.73 
1'6rhe reference to "doing the truth " in 1 John 1 : 6, and John 3: 21 
is unusual, but is found in Tobit 4:6: "For if thou doest the 
truth~ thy doings shall prosperously succeed to thee, and to 
all them that do righteousness." (R.V.) 
77Bultmann says "the ~v~(C'l(.. naturally stands for the highest 
wickedness, as godlessness". Analyse des ersten Johannesbriefes, 
p.147. J. Alex. Clapperton said that the 'sin' of 1 John 3:4 
"amounts to apostasy ''. He based this on the definite articles -
"The sin is lawlessness". Expository Times, Vol. 47, 1935/1936, 
pages 92,93. 
7BThe 1 anger readings tt,. Y. o<.1T~" -rev ~ ~ 'i. A <f>_cfv and o< ye< rn:;v 
-rov ~ 'b •z.J .. <f>'e,v tX. 0 TO u a re to be rejected because ( i ) they 
have inferior textual support; (ii) they 'complete' an awkward 
expression which lacks an object; (iii) they represent an 
assimilation to the first part of the verse. 
7'used in what may be called a 'spatial' sense here - cf. Schnackenburg, 
The Go~pel according to St. John, pp.451, and 567. 
9oThe surprising inclusion of A6f.<. in place of~~ o~o>..oy~( 
has practically no support except in a few versions and patristic 
citations, Metzger writes: "Although several scholars (including,... 
Zahn, Harnack, Buchsel (in Kittel), Preisker) have argued that >..u<i.t 
is the original reading, the Committee preferred ....-M-~ o~o"oy€t 
because of overwhelming external support. The origin of AU~\ 
is probably to be sought in second century polemic against Gnostics 
who made a distinction between the earthly Jesus and the heavenly 
Virlst." A Textual Commentary, p.714. Schnackenburg also dis-
agrees with the U.B.S. committee; he says that 6' >.0~( "is of 
such a special nature as againstthe simple negation o'r1 6~oA.oy~r 
that it must count as the original." Schnackenburg, p.222 (cf 
Von Herbert Braun, Literar-Analyse und theologische Schichtung im 
ersten Johannesbrief, p.262) and J.N. Birdsall, article, 'The 
New Testament Text', in the Cambridge History of the Bible, 
C.U.P. 1970, p.349. A survey of the opposing arguments would 
seem to establish the U.B.S. text as the earlier form. 
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. 'al rov t '1cr ouv (supported by important Alexandrian and Western texts) 
is preferable to the various longer renderings which obviously duplicate 
important parts of the previous verse. ( ~ alone incorporates 
the word KUl°toV' into a longer formulation.) 
91John Painter's book, John: Witness and Theologian, was read after 
this thesis was drafted. He too regards many of the stylistically 
distinctive verses as providing the basis for an assessment of the 
nature of the heresy (as well as providing a clue to the analysis 
of l John). One fault in Painter's scheme is that he omits 
several verses which he should have included (see p.118). 
~3rhe nearest approach is 3:4, but even here the writer refers to the 
practice of sin ( :i..~o1.f'-r(o1.. generally means both the action ] 
itself - [~~~f'-r"lcr's) - as well as the resultC.~4f>T'"~o< 
though in its Johannine usage it is a condition or quality opposed 
to ~J..{9tcot.. (W. Bauer's Lexicon, page 42)), and then 
immediately equates it with i?<vo,.,.......{o< , which in 3:4· is a theo-
logical concept: lawlessness means a frame of mind or actual deed 
which is opposed to God. 
?~ c. \ ,. ' / / ' , ,,, 
~OJ\Oy~t-0, O((°l/"f.O~t, r<\/~O-Kt.v, o(K.O<J~, ~w. 
g5Dodd is correct, then, when in speaking of 1 John he says, 
"relition and ethics interpenetrate ... real religion is ethical 
religion". Commentary, p.xliv. 
~bVery frequently couched in the third person, of course. 
~7Whether 'emphatic', 'oft-repeated' or 'sign-posted'. 
~8The point made in the last sentence of section (b) on page 193 
is confirmed when it is realised that in this chapter so far 
86 verses out of the 105 in 1 John have been mentioned specifically. 
~,Der Tradition und der Charakter des ersten Johannesbriefes, 
pp. 12 3, 124. 
qoSee especially 2:13,14: "you know Him who is from the beginning". 
(Cf. 1:1, 5:20). 
q15:20. The title might refer to 'I..-,<f"ou Xf<~ named earlier 
in the vei~se). · 
~1 :3; 3:22 and 23 (particularly): " - we receive from Him whatever 
we ask, because we keep His commandments and do what pleases Him. 
And this is His commandment, that we should believe in the name 
of His Son Jesus Christ and love one another, just as He has 
commanded us". 
<p 3: 20 
9'f4:12; cf. 4:20 
151 :5; cf. 2:8 ff. The symbolism of light is used of God absolutely 
and not simply in relation to man (so Schnackenburg, p.76): "the 
reality of God .... not in the sense of revelation, but of the 
divine fulness of being and moral holiness." Cf. Painter, 
john: Witness and Theologian, pp.105.,6. Stott also stresses what 
may be called the 'subjective' sense - the truth, the purity,and 
. .,, 
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the righteousness which reside in God Himself. Stott shows . 
that such is the general biblical significance of light (Commentary, 
pp.70-72), a conclusion with which Bultmann largely agrees in 
his sentence "In the Old Testament ... in Judaism ... Hellenism ... 
Gnosis, 'light' is used to designate God, God's nature and the 
sphere of the divine". Yet Bultmann (against Schnackenburg and 
Stott) asserts that "light" in l John l :5 is used in .,11Jhat can be 
described as an 'objective' sense: <o et.os ¢~s E<rrlv 
does not define "the nature of God as He is in Himself ... It 
rather expresses what God means for man ... 'light 1 can in 
general be a designation of salvation, especially of eschatological 
salvation." (Commentary p.16). Wilhelm Bousset says: "In Old 
Testament usage, so far as I can see, the designation of God as 
light is not common. The concept of light is frequently associated 
with God. He is the creator of the light, but also of the 
darkness (Isa. 45:7), he clothes himself in light {Ps.104:2), 
is a lamp to the way of the righteous (Ps.119:105); the source 
of life is in him, and in his light we see light (Ps.36:10). But 
the simple formula that God in his essence, in the absolute sense, 
is light is not found there." Kyrios Christos, (translated by 
John E. Steely), Abingdon, New York, 1970, page 232. Philo 
anticipated l John 1:5: "God is light, and not light only, but 
the archetype of every other light, or rather more ancient and 
higher than any archetype 11 • 'On Dreams' 1 : 75. 
9'see the earlier section on the subject - pages 195 and 196. 
Alan Richardson defines ~y~rr'1 especially in l John 3 and 4, 
as "essentially the divine love of Christ and the Father manifested 
in terms of Church unity". An Introduction to the Theology of the 
New Testament, S.C.M., 1958, p.287. Schnackenburg writes "That 
God is love according to His deepest nature the author recognises 
from God's doings, and indeed from the one act, that He sent 
His Son into this death-cosmos in order to give life to men" 
(p.232). Basically, with respect to "the love of God" in l John 
and other ancient works, in the first God's love is universal and 
historically based. It looks back to an historical salvation-
event (l John 2:2; cf. John 3:16T, and forward to the consummation. 
In the second the love of God is limited to an elite, and confined 
to the present. See Schnackenburg, pp.231 ff. 
q1see above, p. 196 
"'2:13, 3:1,2,10; 5:1,2. 
ff1 :9 
/OO 5: 20 
101 Dodd (Commentary), p.140. The implied compromise in 5:20 might 
have been in the direction of "idols" {cf. 5:21), or else in 
that of acknowledging some sort of'pleroma'- i.e. the error 
could have been a crude precursor of Va 1 en ti ni ani sm in this respect. 
102..1 :1-3, 4:2,3. The debate about whether the phrase rrt;c( -rou A.6you 
rr1 ~ ~ w'1 s ( 1: 1) means the person or the subject matter 
do~s not alter the basic thrust of the passage, since "subject 
matter and person are identical". See Bultmann (Commentary), 
p.8 ... and the article by J. Emmette Weir in the Expository Times 
of January 1975 (pp.118-120). Bultmann equates the relevant 
phrase with the Gospel; Weir with Christ as in the Fourth Gospel 
Prologue. 
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5:6 is also incarnational, -this being so whether the textual reading 
I(' """ c.../ uo'°"-ro<5 1<o<.t D(~o<.-ros (U.B.S. and Nestle-Aland) or the 
various readings wh1 ch add ""1'711!:. 6rl)(-ros before or after o< 0°'ros 
be J.referred. The varmt which nas 'Tf'V't.6/'(.-<-roS in place of 
o1..trot..-ros must be rejected, since it has little ancient support 
and is readily ,explained as an assimilation to John 3:5. See 
Bruce M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament, 
1971, pages 715, 716. 
t 0 3schnackenburg rightly approves the phrase of Athanasius ~Fs 
d'~ 1<.o<.. rr~"'y.(yov'i\I as being equivalent to Johannine (i.e. 
Fourth Gospe1, i John and 2 John) formulae. The Gospel according 
to St. John, p.266. 
10tJ. 1 :3, 5:1. On the other hand Paul S. Minear claims that "in the 
flesh" in 4:2 (the decisive 'incarnational' verse in l John) does 
not mean "as a man", nor "refer to a human mode of existence". 
The phrase is really parallel to "he who is in you is greater than 
he who is in the world" (4:4). Minear's point is that the author 
in 4:1-6 is distinguishing "two competing s~irits - two indwelling 
persons .... the experienced actuality oft e indwelling of Christ 
in the believer and in the Church." Article 'The Idea of Incarnation 
in First John: Interpretation, 24, 1970, pages 291-302. 
10s 5:5, 5:20. In fact in 4:9 Christ is designated T6v vt6v o<vrou 
-ci>v ~ovoy~v,'.), an expression also used of Him in John 1 :14,18, 
and 3: 16, 18, and nowhere e 1 se in the New Testament, though it 
occurs three times in Luke and once in Hebrews in a non-theological 
sense. ' 
· 10 '2:22,23; cf. 5:9 ff 
1013: 5 
'
0 '4:14 says that the Father G,t.TT{t:f"To<AK"i.V the Son. 
1093: 16 
110 4:14; cf. John 4:42 
Ill 2: 1 , 3: 5, 7 
11 i.2:1. In the Fourth Gospel He is also designated rro.cf'ofK>...,-ros 
in one place, since in John 14:6 the Spirit is named astlA).ov · 
rr"Y"°~K.. ~'1-rov . In the Gospel the Spirit is described 
as Jesus' coming advocate upon the earth; in 1 John Jesus 
Christ is the Christian's advocate in heaven. See John 14:26, 
15:26, and 16:7. 
"
3 1 John 2:6, 3:16, and 4:17 
''lfJohn: Witness and Theologian, pp.115-127. 
11s1bid, especially pages 119 to 121. 




117Painter, p.119. The evidence is forthcoming from 1:7-9, 2:1 ff, 
2:4, and 2:6. Contrary to the assertion of Bultmann, Painter 
identifies the o<(rr6v of 2:4 with Christ, an identification 
which 2:2 and 3 "make clear" (p.120). 
"'"he (the v;riter) fights against such as do not take seriously 
the Incarnation of Christ." Nauck, p.150, cf.123 ff. 
"'1Ibid, p. 120 
110 lbi d, pp.288,9 
ILi p. 289 
1n2:22, 5: 1 
IZ34: 15, 5:5 
l2.<fp. 289: Schnackenburg disagrees: "There is no proof that they 
spoke of a Christus Spiritualis and connected him only for a time 
with Jesus. 11 Commentary, p.19. 
/lSThough that is possible, of course. The 1 John Christology can 
thus in theory (1) be harmonised, or (2) indicate more than 
one group, or (3) indicate confused heretics! 
!2.'-1 John 4:2. Painter (p.125) says : "The response to the heretics 
was made at two levels, partly because they were divided into two 
groups". 
iz.1see pages 234 and 285 below. 
~iNowhere in 1 John is the Spirit called the Holy Spirit. The 
Comma Johanne um does on course contain the words T'O ~ r.cov ITVf..U~~ 9 
but that passage is obviously spurious. It appears only in four 
Greek manuscripts (all late - manuscript 61 of the sixteenth 
century, manuscript 88 of the twelfth century, manuscript 629 of 
the fourteenth or fifteenth century and manuscript 635 of the 
eleventh century ) which are apparently re-translations from a 
late recension of the Latin Vulgate. Metzger says: " - these 
words are spurious and have no right to stand in the New Testament. 
l John 5:6 contains the rendering ~0-<ros 1<.o<.'< rrv'tO/A-oc..To~ ~y(ou 
in manuscript 326, but that twelfth century document is of virtually 
no textual significance. 
12fHow the Spirit acts within the Christian, neither 3:24 nor 4:13 
dTScloses. Schnackenburg suggests that "inward revelations of 
the Spirit and not external charismatic activities" (which latter 
are not even hinted at in 1 John except perhaps in 3:18 and 4:1} 
were probably in the writer's thoughts: "with John the main 
function of the Holy Spirit is His revealing activity - 11 • 
Commentary, pp.208-210; cf The Moral Teaching of the New Testament, 
p. 176. 
'30 Boice has a helpful two-fold view of the Spirit of Truth concept: 
"First, it identifies the Spirit and consequently the Paraclete 
with God and with Christ, since the essential nature of each is 
'truth' : second, it denotes the truth-giving function of the 
Paraclete; it is he who delivers the truth." J.M. Boice, Witness 
and Revelation in the Gospel of John, Zondervan, Grand Rapids, 
1970, page 152. 
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Ill 4: 3 
'
31 4:6. The expressions "spirit of truth" and "spirit of error" 
(and indeed the whole section in which they occur) seem to be 
the closest point of contact between the Johannine Epistles and 
the writings of the Qumran community. The "two spirits" appear 
in the Community Rule: "-the God of knowledge ... has created 
man to govern the world, and has appointed for him two spirits 
in which to walk until the time of His visitation: the spirits 
of truth and falsehood. Those born of truth spring from a 
fountain of light, but those born of falsehood spring from a 
source of darkness. All the children of righteousness are ruled 
by the Prince of Light and walk in the ways of light, but all the 
children of falsehood are ruled by the Angel of Darkness and walk 
in the ways of darkness''. G. Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls in 
English (Pelican Paperback), 1968, pp.75,76. Further passages 
from the Rule are summarised in Allegro's sentence "Both (spirits) 
are under the supreme rule of God who will eventually give the 
victory to Good, but only after a prolonged cosmic battle." 
John Allegro, The Dead Sea Scrolls, a Reappraisal, (Pelican Paper-
back), Second Edition, 1964, p.139. Schnackenburg agrees that 
the Qumran Scrolls throw light on 1 John 4:1-6, but adds that 
they do not anticipate the 1 John certainty "that the Christians, 
those born of God, have already received the Spirit". Commentary, 
pp.211 ,212. The War Rule of Qumran sharply contrasts "the Prince 
of Light" and "Satan, the Angel of Melevolence 11 • Vermes, p.141; 
cf Hymn 1 on page 151, and Hymn 21 on p.192: "For Thou has divided 
men into good and evil in accordance with the spirits of their lot". 
The vast majority of the Qumran Scrolls and fragments must be 
dated between 150 BC and AD50 according to W.F. Albright (in his 
article Recent Discoveries in Palestine and the Gospel of St. 
John, in The Background of the New Testament and its Eschatology, 
C.U.P., 1964, pp.163,4). Yigael Yadin, working on the basis of 
military descriptions in the Har Rule, placed the work in Roman 
times - "in the latter half of the first pre-Christian century". 
(See the Hibbert Journal, Volume 56, 1957-8, pp.194,195, where Paul 
Winter reviewed Yadin's book "The Message of the Scrolls"). 
Edwin Yamauchi notes the views of scholars who seek to relate the 
'two spirits' doctrine of Qumran back to Zurvanism (the more mono-
theistic form of Zoroastrianism): "Zurvan was the Zoroastrian 
god of time, and according to some sources the father of the twin 
spirits of Ahura-Mazda (Ormazd) and Ahriman. 11 Pre-Christian 
Gnosticism, Tyndale, London, 1973, page 78. 
The doctrine appears again in the Apocryphon of John, whose 
'Grundschrift' is dated c.100-150 by Henri-Charles Peuch (New 
Testament Apocrypha, Vol .l, pp.325, 326 and 330). 
The two terms TTA~V") and o<.k.'1Gt.<.O( are also used by the 
Hermetist (together with a number of other antithetical. terms) to 
describe the two ways of life and death. C.H. Dodd, The Bible and 
the Greeks, p.183. On pp.183-185 Dodd gives similar instances 
from the \'Jisdom of Solomon and the Testaments of the Twelve 
Patriarchs, e.g. T. Jud. 14:1: 6 o1vos StO(.fTTl<f>tc rov vouv 
> ' .... ,\ ~ ,, ' cc ,.. .> / ' 
<i<lTO TJ.-)5 o("1 't.lo<S, 1<..o<.t O o 1v1.(. ~t S rr)..c-( V") V TouS 
> \ " I o ¢ 00( 'Y""'"ous. 
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In T. Dan 2:4 a "spirit (of anger)" is associated with "error" 
in a way rather reminiscent of 1 John 4:6: 7Tt..Otf'5~AX1:.lo<.l V~tl 
> , , ...., .. e ... ~ f~ ... I f _, 
o(UTOV To Tr\ft.U~ -rou U,,M:OU To b\K'f'L>OV Tt')S lr).o<V')S. 
In the Fifth Mandate of Hermas the Holy Spirit and an "evil spirit 11 
are contemplated as both seeking to possess a man. The 'Holy 
Spirit' of Hermas is "delicate" ( ~uc/J'i.f'OV ) and apparently 
rather helpless. He cannot abide in a person together with an 
evil spirit; if both are there, he departs. {The Apostolic 
Fathers, edited by J.B. Lightfoot, MacMillan & Co .• London, 1891, 
pp.426, 427). Hermas says a little further on that "There 
are two angels with a man, one of righteousness and one of wicked-
ness" (Ibid, p.428), and (on pp.434-436) two kinds of prophet 
are described, being inspired by either the Holy Spirit or by "the 
earthly and empty spirit". Hermas, however, does what the Elder 
never does - he confuses the Holy Spirit and the Son of God: " - the 
Holy Spirit ... that Spirit is the Son of God." (p.460). 
1nro Xf~O( of course means an anointing, but on the strength 
of 2: 27b (which asserts that the Xf 'i." cr~o<. "teaches") Schnacken-
burg says "no doubt the Holy Spirit is meant in a figurative form". 
Commentary, p.152; cf. pp.150, 161, 190, and 210, and The Moral 
Teaching of the New Testament, pp.194, 176, and 341 (note 29), and 
F.F. Bruce's article 'The Spirit in the Apocalypse' in the book 
'Christ and the Spirit in the New Testament',C.U.P., 1973, page 
337. Schnackenburg also equates tr1T'tf~o<. ~v-r0<.1 in 3:9 
with the Holy Spirit: both terms are metaphorical (Commentary, 
pp.190, 191). 
A.E. Brooke, speaking of Old Testament anointing, says "Those 
who were so consecrated were regarded as thereby endued with the 
Holy Spirit and with divine gifts" (p.56). Other commentators 
interpret similarly - a God-directed anointing is the occasion 
of the Spirit's entering a person: "In both Old Testament and 
New Testament, oil is a symbol of the Holy Spirit." (A. Ross, 
The Epistles of John, Marshall, Morgan & Scott, London, 1954, 
p.170. Bultmann reminds his readers that Gnostics were not 
with out a x t° 'Z Y:oc.. : he says "That the author mentions 
'anointing' rather than 'spirit' probably owes to the fact that 
'anointing' played an important role in Gnosticism, viz. as the 
sacrament of anointing." Commentary,p.37. Bultmann sees an 
allusion to baptism in 2:20, but can find no supporting evidence 
before the fourth century. R. Mel. Wi 1 son be 1 i eves the use of 
the word xt<>t'<r/""-< may be a turning of the opponents' vocabulary 
against them, since the word occurs but thrice in the New Testament 
(1 John 2:20 and 2:27(bis)), and is popular later in the Gospel 
of Truth and the Gospel of Philip.(The latter actually rates the 
chrism above baptism). Gnosis and the New Testament, Blackwell, 
Oxford, 1968, pp.40,97. 
Robert Grant notes the Naassene claim that "we alone of all men 
.are Christians, who complete the mystery at the third gate, and 
are anointed there with speechless chrism''. A Historical 
Introduction to the New Testament, page 233. In Ignatius' letter 
to the Ephesians, chrism is associated with doctrine (Ch.17). 
/34- 2:20,27 - ~ , 
13S ToU 'T'rVt~roS P<vTOO - 4:13 




1~0See above, pages 196 and 222 
'fl.12:2; cf. 4:10. In the former He is :Ao(tr_,.M.6s for "the 
whole world". Schnackenburg regards 2:1,2 as fitting the. 
preceding context and not as an extraneous addition (p.74; con-
trast Bultmann, p.23). 
)/ 
The verb is -lf'W as in John 1 :29. 
'"°13:16 - the verb is aorist indicative, ~6'1 Kt.V. 
/4Jl.1 : 7 ' 1 : 9 
//./. $ "( ' v v rJ. '-..::> 
'~6 5:1 - cf.3:23 
11/.13 :9 
'"''3: 9 ' 5 : 18 
'""" 2 : 29 ' 3 : 1 0 
rso4:7. The concept of being children of God (see, e.g. 3:2) 
is plainly connected with being born of God. 
IS't3:14. Life and death are two domains: "The perfect~tr-<~-t.;S1Ky.t::.v" 
illustrates this and "expresses the finality of this step of · 
salvation." Schnackenburg, p.197 (cf.5:11). 
IS'Z2:12 
ro1 :9 
' 5~2:20. The origin of the variant rr~'i"To< , which has 
approximately the same textual support as .,,."-v-rEs, is 
probably to be traced to the wish of some early copyist to have 
an accusative after the verb ot'~o<TE . The textual issue 
os best decided according to the principle of J.A. Bengel, 
proclivi scriptioni praestat ardua ("the difficult is to be 
preferred to the easy reading".) Metzger, The Text of the 
New Testament, p.112: i.e. -rr~v-rt.s is to be preferred. 
IS'i 2: 27 
t5'see above, pages 196 ff 
1SJ1 :8. Brooke (Commentary, p.17) distinguishes the idea of a 'sin 
principle' from actual sinning. Schnackenburg implies that 
such a distinction cannot be maintained between v.8 and v.10, 
and Bultmann also takes 1:8a and 1 :lOa as synonymous. 
tS'S See Dodd (Commentary) p.21. Schnackenburg suggests that the 
underlying meaning in 1 :8,10 is connected with the characteristic 
Gnostic attitude to matter: 11 - the deeper ground of their 
presumptuous assertion is still indeed the gnostic view that 
the pneumatic is 'by nature' quite incapable of polluting himself 





151 4:14. As far as the 1 JohA writer is concerned, his statements 
are accurately reflected by Schnackenburg: "Not the metaphysical 
being of the Son, but His coming for the salvation of the world 
claims all attention. The-Jaliannine Christology nowhere denies 
its direction towards soteriology; it is soteriologically orientated 
and thereby has a 'functional' character." (page 256). Schnackenburg 
goes on to say, however, that the Christology is not purely 
functional, but that the "metaphysical God-sonship of Christ" is 





2 : 2 ' 4 ; 1 0 
'''Hence the emphatic cie.6Tbs in 2:25. The heretics denied that 
'possession' of Son ~eans possession of eternal life. Bultmann 
explains that" fXt:.t\/ ... does not differ materially from y1v~cr1<t<v 
('know'), since the latter does not denote a theoretical knowledge, 
but that relationship in which the one knowing is determined 




2 3 :·23 
''3The idea of being "born of God'' occurs 5 times in l John as well 
as in the Fourth Gospel. The technical ter~ Tro<..A< yyt:Vl:O"(« 
does not appear in the Johannine writings, but is a fair description 
of Johannine teaching. Dodd discusses 
(1) "Apparent allusions to the idea in Jewish sources", which are 
not very close to the other occurrences (see below) in meaning, 
and are probably independent of them. 
(2) Philonic uses, which refer to either (a) resurrection from 
the dead, or (b} "the Stoic sense of the renewal of the 
Universe after a periodic cataclysm." 
(3) Some mystery religions (no details given). 
(4) Corpus Hermeticum XIII, e.g. 2,3: "He who is born (again) 
will be another person", and the assertion of the initiate 
that "I am now not what I was before". 
Dodd says that the antecedents of the idea of regeneration lie in 
Hellenistic thought (such as the mystery religions and what he 
calls "the higher paganism" of the Hermetic literature), and that 
the Fourth Evangelist "adopts" the idea. The Bible and the 
Greeks, p.240, and The Johannine Epistles, pp.68 and 69. It must 
be added that the Johannine writings - the Fourth Gospel and 
l John - are not alone in the New Testament in expounding the 
doctrine of the new birth. James l :18 reads : "Of His own will 
He brought us forth ( ~lTtK6'1trf..V ) by the word of 
truth that we should be a kind of first fruits of His creatures", 
while l Peter 1 :3, 1:22,23, and 2:1 and 2 also allude to it. 
Titus 3: 5 actually uses the word 1Tot. )..t y '('i. v £ crt'..( : " - He 
saved us ... by the washing of regeneration and renewal in the 
Holy Spirit-" (Cf. Mt.19:28, the only other place in the New 
Testament where -rro<"A1..Vy'i\/t:..d"to< is found). W.F. Howard 
considers regeneration in both the New Testament and its antecedents. 
In contrast to Rabbinical teaching, the moral renewal of the New 
Testament belongs to the present (as well as to the future), and 
in contrast to parallels drawn from the mystery religions, the 
"new life in the spirit" is not "a short-lived ecstacy", but 
something "which endures without a repeatedly renewed regeneration". 




2: 29' 3: 9' 4: 7' 5: 1 ' 5: 18 
ll.S 1 : 7 
'"schnackenburg discusses the concept of "knowing God" in Christian 
understanding and in heretical gnosis respectively (pp.95-101). 
The l John concept is, says Schnackenburg (p.99), "fully purged 
from every unchristian content." Schnackenburg explains that 
(a) 11 By 'knowing God' he (the l John writer) does not seek any 
self-understanding of men but actual knowledge of God, 
which turns into fellowship with God". -
{b) "This knowledge of God rests on a revelation, which differs 
essentially from every Gnostic revelation" in that it is 
"passed on by messengers of the faith neither in a secret 
initiation nor in an elevated trance, but by listening 
bel ievingly to the message of God". 
(c) "The revelation leading to the knowledge and fellowship with 
God is mediated by the one incarnate Son of God Jesus Christ, 
who thereby assumes the unalterable role of mediator of 
salvation". 
(d) In Christianity, unlike Gnosticism, "He who wants to 'know' 
God and to attain fellowship with Him, must keep His 
commandments." 
Christianity is a religion of deeds, not escapist speculation. 
The idea of 'knowing' is of course worked out in two directions 
in 1 John: the knowledge of God is in the perfect tense, but 
knowledge of commandments or religious rules is in the present 
tense. ( Schnackenburg p. 101). 
"
13:6 
1681 : 6 
1'f See p. 202. 
'7°See Painter, John Witness and Theologian, pp.119-121. 
1113 :8 
171.~,~'(,c-r(rx..V o0 1TOVc.l 
1733:10 
- 3:9 
'li' In the accusative form T6v rrov'11't" and therefore cl early 
masculine in 2:13 and 14. The personal force of this predisposes 
the reader to understand the dative 1~ rrov.,1'4J in 5:19 in a 
personal sense also (cf. John 17:15). The description o Tro\/.,l'oS 
(used in this way) occurs in various New Testament books, especially 
Matthew (e.g. 6:13, 13:19, 13:38). The reader is never told in 
1 John that Cain or any other unbeliever is "'of the evil one' in 
a biological sense, as though he were the fruit of the tempter's 
seduction of Eve sexually understood - an idea current in some 
Jewish circles around this time." See F.F. Bruce, The Epistles 
of John, pp.94 and 101, and 4 Mace. 18:8 (on which the remark 
is based). 
11~ Cf. 1 John 4:1 
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17(,, 2:13, cf. 2:14 
171See above, p. 203 
178As To 1TV£.U/to< has a personal signification in one part 
of the verse, so it has in the other. (But see Schnackenburg, 
p.226). 
11'l Under the influence of the cpt. v £>orr'°o f 1-ro<.< who think of 
themse 1 ves as the true 11mouthpi eces of God. 11 l John 4: l , 3 ,6; 
see Schnackenburg, p.213. 
/Sow; th respect to the term Av1 ( XfH trros , Haul den says 
"Usage in the case of comparable words (antitheos, 1 anti-god 1 ; 
anti-strategos, 'anti-general') suggests that they are seen 
less as opponents than as usurpers and deceivers." Commentary, 
p.77. According to W. Bauer the term g,.v-r(xfc.trros means 
"an adversary of Christ'; rather than "a false Christ" (Lexicon, 
p.75). So also G.T. Purves, Westminster Dictionary of the Bible 
(arti~le 'Antichrist'), and J. Edgar Bruns' article 'A Note on 
John 16:33 and 1 John 2:13-14' Journal of Biblical Literature, 
86, 1967, pages 451-453, and Rudolf Pesch (Article, 'Antichrist' 
in Encyclopedia of Theology, edited bj1 Karl Rahner, Burns and 
Oates, London, 1975). · 
Westcott (in his note on 2:18 in his commentary} combined the 
two ideas: "one who assuming the guise of Christ opposes Christ". 
Whatever the intention of the heretics, the consequence of their 
view was, in the eyes of the author, a round denial of Christ's 
true nature. Bacon contended that 2 John and 1 John employ 
the idea in a new and surprising way relative to Revelation, 
2 Thess. 2, and Mark 13: viz, for the first time a foe within 
was indicated and not "the persecuting power of Rome." Bacon 
said, "To declare that the heretical teachers were themselves 
antichrists was to call the attention of the church back from 
outward opposition to inward disloyalty as the greater peril". 
The Making of the New Testament, Williams and Norgate, London, 
pp.217,8. So also F.F. Bruce, The Epistles of John, p.68, and 
E. Kauder, article 'Antichrist' in The New International Dictionary 
of New Testament Theology, Vol .1, pages 124-126. Cf. D.H. Dodd 
(Commentary), p.48. 
Irenaeus later described the Gnostic Marcus, who was a sleight-
of-hand expert, as demon-possessed: "it appears as if he really 
were the recursor of Antichrist." Ante-Nicene Fathers 
(American Reprint , uf a o, 5, Vol. 1, p.334 
ISi 4: 3 
102: 22 
102: 18 
' 8"'schnackenburg explains the presence of the singular word ~v-r(xpctrros 
by saying that the writer intends it to stand in sharp contrast 
withXfld"r<fs , though there are "a number of deniers." 
Commentary, p. 157. When considering 4:3, Schnackenburg expresses 
doubt whether the 1 John author himself envisaged a single concrete 
personality as the antichrist even if his 'parishioners' did. 
Ibid, p.223. Bacon explained the singular thus: "In 2nd John 7 
it is the heresy itself as a phenomenon which constitutes the 
antichrist." The Making of the New Testament, p.218. -
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' 15 See above, p. 201 
1
•' Schnackenburg describes the "hour" as "the soteriol ogi ca 1 time 
before the 1 end'"; it is synonymous with time i tse 1 f. He sees 
no conflict between the eschatological hour and the future hour 
of consummation as far as· John is concerned. Commentary, pp.142,3. 
1t72:18 
1st1: 2 etc. 
'
8lfor perhaps the Father - see 2:24,25. 
''°Present tense - o<rro<yrfA~ort..V -inl:2. 
,,, 5: 11 
>I 
lfL f.. x 'i.. <. V 
'13 5:12. Obviously the ~~t{ of verse 12 is coterminous with the 
, ~IA>~ oe.l~Vl os of verse 11. 
111f5: 13 
l'f) 5 : 20 
'10t.:r°'-.(3tf811<.~~v i.K. -rou et><.vJ.100 tls ~" -s~.,v-
3: 14 
lf73: 15 
1182:28. O'Neill relates the Parousia of this verse to God, not 
the Son. but Schnackenburg categorically states the reverse. 
O'Neill, pp. 31 ,32; Schnackenburg, p.62. 
'91F.C. Synge - by a change in punctuation - makes both occurrences 
of ¢""-"'f.1°6k:J in 3:2 refer to Christ. ThishaS the merit of 
giving tne verb a personal sense throughout this verse as it has 
in ten other verses in John and l John. Article '1 John 3:2 ', 
Journal of Theological Studies, N.S. 3, 1952, page 79. 
i
003:2; cf. 2 Car. 3:18. Interestingly, no details at all are given 
about the resurrection body. See Schnackenburg, p.170. 
10~ohn 3:16-21, 5:22-28, Revelation 20:12 ff. 
,... ' , ... , ' 
J.
01The famous crux i nterpretum J< &<. t7 IA.)S ~I<. t.l vo s ~err< \I . Ko< t 
c .> ,..._ ~ ,,,. 
'1/At°lS ~ d/1-"-Z.I/ f..V T~ Kocy<A~ -rou-r~ 
quite possibly (even probably)has an incarnational and anti-docetic 
significance. The meaning appears to be that Christians have a 
nature like that of Christ, who, though in heaven, preserve "the 
traits of the earthly". Schnackenburg, p.247, cf. Luke 24:36-43. 
2.o?> In a writing as short as 2 John the mention of a theological point 
at all shows that it is important. This is particularly apparent 
if so short a letter is a preliminary to a personal visit and 
tete-a-tete (see v.12). Anything of a secondary nature would in 
those circumstances simply be put aside until it could be raised 
verbally. Nonetheless, literary points which denote stress and 
emphasis may be distinguished with some profit since they are 
·"tt,, 
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a pointer to the writer's theological preoccupations. 
20~See Abbott, page 295 
10scommentary, p.108 
10'And it seems that it should be - see the comments of Stott (e.g. 
p.202), which are mar~ persuasive than those of Schnackenburg. 
~07John 8:12 
.zotThe same clause indicates emphasis by the position of o<uTo0. 
See page 194 point (f). 
2.0f ' .... > "" , \ , / A .Ko< t v U'L . . . . . o< '( o< rrw/A-'t. v o<.I\" .-., o us (2 John 5) 
2.l('See page 194 point (g) 
"
11 See pages 196 ff. 
~'~Its use was, however, noted in chapter 1, pages 95 and 96. 
z.•3So Houlden says: "Whether the conflict is confined to one dependent 
church or not, it is impossible to be sure. But the dispute ~ver 
1 the truth' is the heart of the matter. 11 Commentary, p.151. 
~'*see above, pp.95 and 96. 
~ 15Whether loving (v.l), working (3 John 8), or 'walking'(v.4): 
the 1 atter 1 s in response to a command of the Father. °"Jl~rr~ 
is used in a parallel way in verse 3. The opening ver~e of 
3 John has the same anarthrous expression as that of 2 John 1: 
iy~ ~ yO<'rr~ iv ~A~9£./o«. ; in these opening verses (but 
not subsequently) f..v ~ A..,Gu'O<. apparently almost equals 
~.),.'1(7~5 . See Schnatkenb\Jrg, pp.307,320. 
z.1€. It was defined as "The revealed reality lying at the basis of, 
and agreeing with, an appearance" by E.W. Bullinger, A Critical 
Lexicon and Concordance to the English and Greek New Testament, 
Bagster, London (9th Edition 1969), page 823. Similarly, 
Bultmann says that "truth" and "doing the truth" are even more 
basic than conduct; they refer rather to "mode of life", "the 
authentic reality." Conversely, "'lie' ( ~~ObOS ) is 
the inauthentic, the unreal, nothingness, basically even death." 
Commentary, p.19. Accordingly, the Gospel of Truth 17:9 ff 
says:"The works of Error ... are as nothing, whereas the truth 
is unalterable, unshakeable, and of a beauty which cannot be 
improved upon". New Testament Apocryyha, Vol. I. pp.523, 524. 
C.H. Dodd distinguishes between o<1'c.;0\:.t1X. - "fundamentally 
an intellectual category" - and :n ~ ~ - "a moral category". 
Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, ~xfcfrd, 1953, p.173, 
W.F. Howard expressed the same view in different words on p.183 
of 'Christianity according to St. John', Duckworth, London, 1943. 
217 > c -
ev ir\" 
2.fi /A" ~l) ) ~!'"~" 
1.19 3 John 3 
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).").0 
3 John 12. See Stott,, p.229 
~uSchnackenburg, p.81 
'-
21:bid, p.84; also Brooke, page 19. 
22~Commentary, pp.84, 85 
'JJ.11.A useful treatment of j'\ ~ l::? and ~~~9€.<I"(. occurs on 
pp.93 ff of "On Paul and John'" T.W. Manson, S.C.M. 1963 . 
.u.sp. 85 
.z;.(,Thus John 1:14 says 11 - the Word became flesh and dwelt among us, 
full of grace and ~A....,Gtc.~s ". 
ll7John 14:6. Schnackenburg sums up admirably: " - 'truth', which 
covers everything that belongs to God, is totally opposed to the 
'lie', the falsehood anq wickedness which comes from the devil". 
The Gospel according to St. John, p.407; cf. pp.253,254. 
228so Schnackenburg,presumably on the basis of the degree of 
hypostasization in each case, though he says C:C~~0CC.<.D\ 
"almost personified" in 3 John 8. (Commentary, p.307, cf. 
re 3 John 12) . 
is 
p. 311 -
22.tfKysar approves the making out of a case "for the solidly Old 
Testament - early Jewish character of the Johannine concept of 
the truth", which is "the positive pole of the Johannine dualism." 
pp.221 and 220. 
2.10 The ancient authorities which include O' 0To\J or roo )(.t°" c:rrou 
after blbot.,X.'3 betray scribal assimilation to the beginning of 
the verse. ' 
,... ) ~ 
2'31 If God is the subject of 7""f otye<TT'tf in 3 John 1 (no direct 
2 John reference). If the Elder were subject the next words 
would be tautological, though· it is possible that other acquain-
tances of Gaius could be meant. 
2.l2. 3 John 11 
~" 2 John 3, 3 John 15 
23~2 John l, 13. The concept of election here is surely basically 
theological, though it may have other significations. It is 
unlikely to be a name: see Schnackenburg, p.306, and chapter 6 
below . 
. ns 2 John 4 
1.3(, 3 John 9 
z~7whereas Christians are described in the Fourth Gospel and l John 
as r~ -r{K.v°" -roG eiou. J.A.T. Robinson, article 'The 
Use of the Fourth Gospel for Christology Today' in 'Christ and 
Spirit in the New Testament', C.U.P., 1973, p.74. The same point 
is made in Robinson's book, The Human Face of God, S.C.M., London, 
1972, p.174. Robinson there adds: "Paul· uses 'sons' of Christians, 
but makes it clear that their sonship is by 'adoption' into that 
of Christ". 
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· Zli 2 John 3 
ll~Obviously implied in 2 John 5, which refers back to the words of Jesus 
in John 13:34,35. 
ua2 John 7 
llfl 2 John 9 
ZIP-Alone among New Testament books, 3 John does not contain the name 
'Christ' at all (but see 3 John 7). 
U/.3Jrenaeus apparently had no definite articles in his copy of 2 John. 
The Ante-Nicene Fathers text reads: "This is a deceiver and an 
antichrist". (American Reprint, Buffalo, 1885, pp.443; the -
chapter concerned shows that Irenaeus regarded the Fourth Gospel; 
1 John and 2 John as all by the Apostle John). In III 23:7 
Irenaeus calls Antichrist "the lion", and in III 6:5 and elsewhere 
he equates Antichrist and"the man of lawlessness"of 2 Thess.2:3,4. 
Cf. Schnackenburg, pp. 145, and 186: he equates the "Abomination 
of desolation 11 (Dan.8:12 and other texts) with the "man of lawless-
ness" of 2 Thess 2 and with the Antichrist. Schnackenburg thinks 
the main antichrist ideas so far as the church is concerned do 
not stem from Jewish mythology, but (1) from Mark 13, and (2) possibly 
from purely oral accounts of Jesus' teaching. (Commentary, p.148). 
U/#2 John 7; . cf. 1 John 2:18 
1~ssee Schnackenburg, p.313. There can be little doubt that only 
one person is meant: the initial description of the Antichrist 
· as TrA~vos was suggested to the writer by the antecedent 
rro>.>..o\ -rr>.~vol . Schnackenburg says "No ground exists 
for thinking of two eschatological figures." (But see p. 236 
note 184 above) . 
~See above, p. 239 note 234 
Ul-72 John 2. l John nowhere says anything quite like this; contrast 
2 John 2 and l John 2:17. 
:2.-'f82 John 4 
'l-~'1v.9: Ti,..oo~y&'\);cf. the use of "TTfocrtc.ci'fT'rt.<v in 2 Tim. 2:16, 3:9, 
and 3:13 
2.sov.7 
2!;1 v .8 
2'3VV.10,ll. Warnings of a like nature occur in Mt. 10:14, Luke 
10:10 ff,and Ignatius' letters to Ephesus (7:1; cf 8:1, 9:1) and 




2.~lf 3 John 2 
H5 So reinforcing the argument for common authorship; cf. Chapter 1 , 
pp. 88 ff 
254 1 John 4: 12. 
2s1 1 John 1 : 5 
is-i 3:5; cf. John 1 :29 
2~'13:16 




1 John 1: 7 
''
2 see above, pages 196 ff 
l~J e . g . John 7 : 1 6 , 1 8 : 19 
2'-*-Commentary, p. 113 
l'S2:6, 2:24, 3:6, 3:24 
2
'" 2: 14 
2 ~7 3:24 
Z69 see Schnackenburg, p.313 
2''1 Commentary, p. 149 
21o Commentary, p .175 (note) 
271see especially Luke 24:42 and Acts 1:11 
~1 Commentary, p.228 
1.73 Commentary, pp.209,210 
' / lv c 0
1 c "", :Z.7'fWhen Schnackenburg contrasts €.V <rel.p Kt and ~ o ":> -,, 
he is referring to New Testament habits of speech. The corres-
ponding reality may well - in the understanding of the New 
Testament writers - include both. 
~Ssee pages 202 and 203 above. 
>76Provided Ti5 ~< <00(.X~ -roO Xf<t:rro0 is understood 
objectively'- see p. 21t above. 
1..110f the 20 occurrences of "'1i/Ooo1y'-'> in the New Testament, that 
in 2 John 9 is the only metaphorical one. 
Z.783: 3 
27fSummed up in abiding "in the doctrine of Christ 11 • 
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-2.~0 "They had indeed 'gone ahead' . 
they had left God behind them!" 
They had advanced so far that 
Stott, p. 211 
i.it The slight adjustment in thought may indicate that 2 John was 
written (just) after 1 John. 
2~ 1 Cf. 1 Cor. 5:9 ff and 2 Thess.2:5 
2.ihe;YJ°ot\fJ. ~ - 3 John 9 (All the alternative variants are 
still more indefinite): 
:l.~ffsee chapter 3, especially pages 169 ff 
2~ 5The positive side of morality is al9o stated generally - at least 
on the surface. It also seems extremely simple. Schnackenburg 
expresses it thus: "After reading Paul, who in his letters decides 
moral problems of the most varied kinds, the Johannine message 
seems simple and uniform: faith and love, and that is all. But 
we have seen that the reduction of all requirements to these two 
fundamental attitudes is deliberate and has its ground in the 
Christological focus. Belief in Jesus the Messias and Son of 
God is the only means and the only possible way to attain life; 
love, however, especially active, fraternal love, is the necessary 
consequence of adherence to Jesus in faith. St. John does once, 
in fact, summarize the 'commandment of God' in the words 'that 
we should believe in the name of his Son Jesus Christ, and love 
one another' (l John 3:23)". The Moral Teaching of the·New 
Testament, Burns and Oates, London (E.T. 1965), pp.316, 317. 
Put otherwise, this belief and love may be expressed as "walking 
in the light" (1:7, cf. 2:8); 'walking', or conducting oneself, 
. "in the same way in which He walked" (2:6). The opposing attitude 
is allegiance to the world and love of it (1 John 2:15), 'world' 
being used in the sense of "men and things that have not been 
brought by Christ into the divine domain". Ibid, p.284. 
2 t" But see Schnackenburg, pp.129,130. Unlike most commentators he 
links the second sin of l John 2:16 (as well as the first) with, 
inter alia, sexual sin. 
i~? 2: 16 
2~iRobert Grant, in A Historical Introduction to the New Testament 
(Fontana Library edition 1971), p.150, notes what he calls 
"sociological words" which do not occur in the Fourth Gospel, 
though they are fairly common in the Synoptics. The list 
includes "adultery", and "divorce". "Marry" is not found in 
John either . 
.z.'6'Schnackenburg, p.83. See above, pp. 216 ff, on the possibility 
of identifying the Elder's heretical opponents with known individuals 
or movements. 
2 '1° 11 John ... is thinking of one fundamental lie ... to John the lie 
par excellence is that which refuses to see the Godhead shine in 
the human life and death of Jesus, that which drives a wedge 
between 'the Christ' and the man Jesus . . . In the teaching of 
Zoroaster 'The Lie' (Aveston druj) denotes the whole system of 
evil". F.F. Bruce, The Epistles of John, pp.73,83. 
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2.fi• 
'It does not appear that charity plays any considerable part in 
the ethical ideas of Gnosticism,, pagan or Christian. That type 
of piety went along with an individualism which usually had 
little sense of social obligations." Dodd (Commentary) p.xx. 
Much the same thing is said by Dodd concerning the religion of 
the Hermetic literature in the Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, 
Oxford, 1953, p.13, and by R. Schnackenburg, The Moral Teaching 
of the New Testament, p.326. The lovelessness of the heretics 
is demonstrated in two ways - (1) "their arrogance and contempt 
for the 'unenlightened'", and (2) their neglect of their duty 
to support the needy. See Dodd, Commentary, p.36. Conversely, 
brotherly love, "a genuine, selfless, ready-for- action love", 
does three things: ( 1) "it a 1 one unites perfectly and permanently 
with God" (4:12,16), (2) it "gives hope in the final salvation 
in the judgment" (4:17), and (3) it drives away fear - 4:18. 
Schnackenburg, p.227. Schnackenburg explains the constant 
recurrence of the theme of brotherly love in 1 John as being 
attributable to the monotony of the style of the age, but also 
to the supremely important issue of repulsing the heretics outside 
and admonishing the people inside the church (Commentary, pp.114,115). 
Dioptrephes would seem to be a bridge (Jn an undesirable sense) 
between the two. 
2.?~ Included for the sake of completeness : there is no hint that any 
heretic murdered his opponents! Rather 'murder' is the frame of 
mind engendered by hatred, as in the Sermon on the Mount (Mt.5:21 ,22). 
So Schnackenburg, The Gospel according to St. John, p.395: 
"the hatred that is equivalent to murder". (So also F.F. Bruce, 
The Epistles of John, p.96). Wilder/Hoon (in the Interpreter's 
Bible, Abingdon, New York, 1957, p.261) say:" - morally, if 
not literally, 'any one who hates his brother is a murderer'. 
Hatred issuing in actual murder differs from incipient hatred, 
felt but restrained, only as a mild attack differs from a virulent 
attack of the same malady." 
2.13 ( > "' / .... > ,h Ll \ ~. .... '1 nn~::n.J~ Lot -r~\I 01.oo<. ~vu\/ may also have a 
sexual connotation (cf. 2 Peter 2:14), but such need not be the 
case here. F.F. Bruce, The Epistles of John, pp.61,81. 
~•~The spirit of envy and greed belonging to the writer's opponents 
contrastssharply with the spirit of the true missionaries of 3 John 7 
who "set out for His sake ( vrr\,o ..... -rov b\I ~411(.TOS ) and 
have accepted nothing from the heathen". 
i.CfSoodd expresses the sins of l John 2:16 as "sensuality, superficiality 
and pre ten ti ousness". George El don Ladd paraphrases "the lust 
of the flesh" as "the pursuit of the satisfaction of gross sensual 
pleasures", "the lust of the eyes" as "a materialistic view of life 
and values", and "the pride of life" as "self glorification". 
A Theology of the New Testament, Eerdmans, Grand Rapids, 1974. 
~ .>..coc. 'SoV'il~ could well be rendered "ostentation". 
2~t. The heretics were not loveless, but "Their love was morally per-
verted and misdirected." Painter, p.122. 
~7The ''world" is aptly described by Schnackenburg as "the powerhouse 
of evil strivings". p.217, see also pp.133-136. 
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Lq~However this is to be interpreted. Dodd has a succinct para-
phrase of 5:21: "have nothing to do with unreal substitutes 
for God". Commentary p.xxvi; see also p.141: "avoid any 
contact with paganism". Bultmann says that 5: 21 seems to be 
a maxim, and suggests that fc~c.vA~ means the heresy or (possibly) 
the Ko"~os . Die Kirchliche Redaktion des ersten 
Johannesbriefes, p.196. Braun sees 5:21 as referring back to 
the heresy, since it is improbable that here alone in 1 John 
11 a community of the second and third generation should have been 
warned against a relapse into heathendom". 
Braun is undecided whether "idols" means participating in meals 
associated with sacrifice to idols, or whether "they represent a 
stereotyped reproduction of specifically Old Testament heresy". 
Literar-Analyse und Theologische Schichtung im ersten Johannesbrief, 
page 288. 
Schnackenburg quotes W. Nauck with approval; the latter brings 
the concepts of 'idols' and 'sin' as a satanic power very closely 
together: 11 The closing admonition says nothing else but this: 
'Keep yourselves from sin'". Schnackenburg, p.292, cf p.28. 
111And, in context, the first is theoretical and the last is ambiguous. 
1°0 See Mt. 5:19, Rom. 1 :29 ff, 1 Cor. 5:10,11, 6:9,10, 2 Cor. 12:20,21, 
Ga. 5:19-21, Col. 3:5-8, 1 Tim 1 :9 ff, 2 Tim.3:2-5. 1 Clement 35:5 
says "casting off ... all unrighteousness and iniquity, coveteous-
ness, strifes, malignities and deceits, whisperings and backbitings, 
hatred of God, pride and arrogance, vainglory and inhospitality". 
(Lightfoot's translation). 
3oi 1 John 2:16 is the nearest the writer comes to this • 
.)o1cf. e.g. Jesus' discussion regarding divorce, or Paul's treatment 
of marriage, idolatry and its ramifications, etc. 
303The great sin which seems to epitomise all sin is unbelief 
"[even though ~'tTtcr'f"'("" occurs nowhere in the Johanmne writings). 
Thus Schnackenburg says "Unbelief in regard to Jesus Christ is and 
remains a dark, terrible enigma, a mystery of iniquity, in which 
the essence of sin is manifest." The Moral Teaching of the New 
Testament, 1965, page 315. 
30"°3 John 11 
30S" -rr.A~vos does occur in 2 John. It is of course quite as much 
a theological as an ethical evil. 
3°4 But see page 243 note 296 
307 All three are named only briefly in 1 John itself. 
~8 3 John does not throw any light on the enigmatic passage on prayer 
and its relationship to venial and mortal sins, either (1 John 5:16,17). 
3°9See page 221, note 7. Hoskyns (The Fourth Gospel, page 486) had 
no doubts, apparently,about the Gnosticism of Diotrephes. He 
connected ''private and secret revelations and inspirations" with 
"pride and hatred and immorality", and then gave references from 
all three Epistles (including III 9 to 11) to illustrate the point. 
Cf. A.N. Wilder/P.W. Hoon, 1 The First, Second, and Third Epistles 
of John 1 in The Interpreter's Bible, pp.209, 210, and 311. 
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3'°The unwillingness of the writer to name any opponent is particularly 
apparent in l John 5:16. His field of view seems to change in 
mid-sentence from one person to a number ( -ro v o(~ 'l .\ ¢ o v' 
. . . . . -rol'.s ~o1f>r~vou'!1..V . ) , but in spite of 
the resultant awkwardness of expression he does not take the easy 
way out, i.e. naming the wrongdoer/s. 
31
' For example, 1 John 4:4 and 5:5 deal with the struggle primarily from 
the side of theology and faith; in 2:13 ff the moral angle is 
uppermost. The connection between the two aspects of the error 
is obvious enough: 11 - it is evident how the mora 1 heresy is in 
intimate association with the Christological (3:23). Because the 
heretics regard themselves as free from sin or attribute no 
significance to 'sin' (in the Christian sense) for their higher 
(pneumatic) existence, therefore they do not need Jesus and His 
redemption in His blood (5:6) at all". Schnackenburg, p.83. 
Later Schnackenburg says : "Heresy and immorality are only 
different manifestations of the same ungodly nature - 11 (p.151). 
Again (on p.253) Schnackenburg says that for the 1 John writer 
11 there is only one struggle against everything that is hostile to 
God; immorality and unbelief are for him 'cosmos', and behind 
both standSfor him simply the enemy of God, the 'evil one'". 
(Commentary on l John 5:4). See also Floyd V. Filson, A New 
Testament History, S.C.M., London, 1965, p.312. 
The major wea ons against the two aspects of the error are 
Te instruction of the Holy Spirit - against false doctrine 
(2:20 ff,24, 27). 
(2) God and the things of His salvation - against the moral 
e l eme n t { 3 : 1 -3 ) . 
Schnackenburg, p.167. Moral action is based on the child-relationship 
to God, according to the early verses of 1 John 3. Moreover, 
11 The relationship is not just a legal one (adoption) or a moral one 
(love between father and child) but one of being ( Kc<t ~r{v 
- 3:1) 11 • Schnackenburg, p.175. 
312 See page 201 above 
313 Cf. Schnackenburg, pp. 19 ff. 
3t~Robert Grant has proposed Menander of Antioch, who claimed that 
he was himself saviour, and that "his own special rite of baptism 
resulted in immediate and permanent immortality." A Historical 
Introduction to the New Testament, p.233. Unfortunately Grant's 
proposal rests on little but one possible interpretation of 
l John 5:6. l John says nothing about an unknown primary Power, 
nothing about creating angels who were themselves produced by 
Ennoea, and nothing about magic (see Adv. ·Haer, I 23:5; cf J.A.T. 
Robinson, Twelve New Testament Studies, S.C.M., 1962, page 133). 
Thus - providing Irenaeus' account is to be trusted - Grant's 
guess has no substantial base at all. Basil ides, Saturninus, 
and Valentinus are all named as possible opponents of the Elder 
in Brooke's Commentary {p.xxxviii). H.P.V. Nunn said that the 
Christology of l John "may even be aimed at the beginnings of the 
heresy of Marcion." The First Epistle of St. John, Evangelical 
Quarterly, 17,1945, page 297. 
3/$ But see E.R. Goodenough's article, 'John a Primitive Gospel' 
(J.8.L., 1945, pp.145-182). That writer denied that Cerinthianism 
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in particular or docetism in general was the error occasioning 
the writing of 1 John: "Actually nothing indicates any concern 
with the problem of docetism at all, that is with the reality of 
Jesus' flesh, or with the relation of the incarnate 'Christ' to 
'Jesus'. 'Jesus Christ is come in the flesh' is an early 
statement by a man unaware that a distinction would ever be made 
between 'Jesus' and 'Christ', or that it would be proposed that 
'Christ' took up his temporary abode in 'Jesus' only to leave 
'Jesus' before the crucifixion, since divinity could not suffer. 
The question simply was: •was Jesus the Son of God, or Logos 
incarnate?' To read anything more into these statements violates 
their primitive looseness." For a discussion of the Christological 
heresy see above, pages 202 ff. · 
3t~ There was probably no such book as the so-called'Gospel of 
Cerinthus': " - the gospel used by Cerinthus, and also by Corpocrates, 
was in fact identical with that of the Ebionites and apparently 
only a truncated version of Matthew." (This is Peuch's 
judgment based upon Epiphanius; New Testament Apocrypha, Vol .l, 
p.346. Peuch debates whether there were two men called Cerinthus, 
one a Jewish Christian and the other the notorious Gnostic). 
Edwin Yamauchi discusses and rejects the claims of the Dutch writer 
Quispel, who regarded Cerinthus as a Jewish Christian holding 
Magharian doctrines. The major problem for Quispel 's position 
is that there is no evidence that Magharians existed in the pre-
Christian era or that they lived in Palestine. The descriptions 
of the movement actually date from the 10th to the 12th centuries! 
Pre-Christian Gnosticism, Tyndale, London, 1973, pp.158,159. 
Epiphanius said that the Alogi ascribed both the Apocalypse and 
the Fourth Gospel to Cerinthus. Pan Haer, 51 :2,3. 
317 Possibly the earliest attack directed against Cerinthus by name 
is that of the Epistula Apostolorum, which twice repudiates him 
and Simon as "false apostles" or "enemies". H. Duensing dates 
the work c.100-150. New Testament Apocrypha, Vol. l, pp.189-194. 
(M.Hornschuh also dates the work in the first half of the second 
century, but Hans von Campenhausen is adamant that it must be 
later. Campenhausen, The Formation of the Christian Bible 
(translated by J.A. Baker), A.& C. Black, London, 1972, page.217). 
Interestingly, John is named first in a list of Jesus' disciples. 
Ibid, p.192. --
3'8so S.D.F. Salmond (Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible, 1902-4, 
Vol .II, page 737), James Moffatt (Introduction to the Literature of 
the New Testament, T. & T.Clark, Edinburgh, 1912, pp.586, 588), 
Alexander Ross (Epistles of Jam~s and John, Marshall, Morgan & 
Scott, London, 1954, page 114), A.M. Hunter (Introducing the New 
Testament, S.C.M., London, 1957, pp.175-179), William Barclay 
(The Letters of John and Jude, The Saint Andrew Press, Edinburgh, 
1960, pp.9,10), Leo G. Cox (The Wesleyan Bible Commentary, Eerdmans, 
Grand Rapids, 1966, page 316), R.R. Williams (The Cambridge Bible 
Commentary on the New English Bible, C.U.P., 1965, page 10), 
Floyd V. Filson ('First John: Purpose and Message', Interpretation, 
23, 1969, p.269), Stott and James D.G. Dunn ('Jesus and the Spirit', 
S.C.M., London, 1975, page 420, note 177). J.A.T. Robinson said 
"Cerinthianism" in 1962, but changed his mind by 1976 (see above, 
pp. 11 ff, and Redating the New Testament, S.C.M., London,page 
286, note 154) . 
311Both Lewis and Houlden find Cerinthus as likely a candidate as 
any: Lewis, pp.69 and 116; Houlden, pp.36, 37. Houlden considers, 
/ 
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inter alia, that an anti-Cetinthus apologetic best explains the 
crux interpretum of 5:5: 06T6S f.c:rtLV d ~)"e~v Sc.> 
cJ'~O(.,-OS f<~l o({"fo0(1"0$ -
Commentary, pages 125- T 27. See a 1 so Benjamin W. Bacon (The Making 
of the New Testament, Williams and Norgate, London, pages 126 and 219), 
Claude M. Blagden (The Epistles of Peter, John, and Jude, C.U.P., 
1929, page 53), W.F. Howard (Christianity according to St. John, 
Duckworth, London, 1943, page 55), Wolfgang Hauck (Die Tradition 
und der Charakter des ersten Johannesbriefes, 1957, page 150), 
George B. Cai rd (article, 'John, Letters of', in The Interpreter's 
Dictionary of the Bible, edited by G.A. Buttrick, Abingdon, 
Nashville, 1962, page 947), Harold A. Guy (The Gospel and Letters 
of John, MacMillan, London, 1963, page 111), and F.F. Bruce (The 
Epistles of John, Revell, pages 17, 73, 105 and 118). 
3zo The famous baths story appears in Eusebius' H.E., Book III, chapter 
28, and Book IV, chapter 14. 
3~•Adv. Haer, I: 26:1 
3u Hans Jonas calls Cerinthianism a "quasi-monotheistic .development" 
as far as Gnosticism in its cosmic aspect is concerned. The 
reason for the description is that "the figure of one world-god 
entirely absorbs the plurality of angels or archons and becomes, 
as he is represented in the Bible, the sole symbol of the creation 
and its law, so that the whole issue of salvation is narrowed 
down to one between him and the unknown God beyond. 11 The Gnostic 
Religion, Beacon Press Paperback, Boston, 1963, page 136. Other 
examples of this development are Cerdon (Irenaeus 1:27,1) and 
Marcion; all three systems come within Jonas' "Syrian and 
Alexandrian gnosis 11 category, which differs from 11 Iranian gnosis 11 
in that the latter begins with a radical pre-existence dualism 
but in the former "the dualism of existing reality is derived from 
an inner process within the one divinity itself". (Jonas, p.105). 
Two further points of difference are (1) The original disturbance 
in the Iranian type of gnosticism 11 lies in the depthand not in the 
height" (ibid, p.212), and (2) the dualistic state of .affairs is 
irrevocable and irredeemable in ·the Iranian gnosis, but in the 
other 11 It is . . . a deri va ti ve state, therefore revocable - 11 
(ibid, p.175). The Syrian and Alexandrian Gnostic type is capable 
of more speculative modifications; its culmination is represented 
by Valentinus and his school (p.174). 
J2'3A summary of Cerinthus' doctrine appears in R.M. Grant's book, 
Gnosticism and Early Christianity, Columbia, New York and London, 
Second Edition, 1966, p.98. 
3i.~For what follows see Book III:28 and Book VII:25. Some information 
about the Caius concerned is to be found in H.E.11:25. 
:si.sGrant describes Cerinthus' millenarian doctrine as "Jewish". Ibid. 
32~The heretical error included an inadequate conception of God, 
but certainly not a dualistic one (so far as we know). Seep. 201 
ff. 
327See Schnackenburg, pp.17 ff. 
3ZS1n part the present discussion overlaps with that of p. 202 ff. 
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·3i.' See chapter 3, above. 
3~0 Schnackenburg is well worth quoting again: "The rejection of the 
Incarnation, in which Cerinthus and the heretics meet, takes place 
with Cerinthus because with him in particular the virgin birth 
appears impossible, with the heretics of 1 John from general 
Christological-soteriological grounds". Ibid, p.20. 
33i Nauck agrees with Schnackenburg on the Cerinthian question. Ibid,p.150. 
3~zThe last argument is basically one e silentio,_but that does not 
vitiate its relevance: the silence is almost deafening! 
~J~ 11 The opposed religio-moral declension from Christianity is 
gnostic in origin." Schnackenburg, p.16. 
334Even with that anti-docetic verse l John 5:6, Schnackenburg says! 
"one must not be in too great a hurry to interpret 1 John 5:6 in 
a Cerinthian sense." Ibid, p.20. 
335 Irenaeus attributed characteristics similar to those of Cerinthus -
but even more heterodox - to Car~ocrates. (Adv. Haer, Book I, 
ch. 25). Carpocrates differedrom Cerinthus in making evil 
angels (plural!) responsible for creation. Like Cerinthus, · 
Carpocrates claimed that Jesus was the son of Joseph; he was 
like other men except that "his soul was steadfast and pure". 
Because of this a special "power" descended upon him from the 
'Father', enabling him to escape upwards from the creators of 
the world. Adherents of the movement could have even greater 
powers than Jesus and his apostles (it was claimed). Some other 
Carpocratian characteristics were pride, spiritism, magic, 
licentiousness, and transmi~ration of souls. Salvation is 
achieved through indulging in every sin; until this be 
accomplished, reincarnation goes on. Some adherents actually 
branded themselves, and possessed painted and other images. 
(The last point calls 1 John 5:21 to mind). 
Adoption of the man Jesus by the heavenly Christ was, of course, 
a feature of other heretical syitems as well: e.g. Irenaeus 
ascribed the doctrine to the Ophites and Sethians (Adv. Haer, 
Book 1, Ch.30). Such developed systems were considerably later 
than currently accepted dates for the Johannine Epistles, and so 
cannot have been the heresy (or heresies) opposed there. 
(Irenaeus - correctly? - says that the opinions of the Ophites and 
Sethians were "generated from the school of Valentinus", though 
he asserts more than once that all the heretics may be traced 
back to Simon Magus). 
33'- See especially Smyr. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 12; 'Ephes.' 18,20; Trall .9,10. 
337So Ignatius in dozens of places asserts the true humanity of 
Jesus Christ more or less directly. Sometimes he is so eager 
to do this that he inserts references to His "flesh" or "blood" 
in the most unexpected places, e.g. Philad. 5: "I flee to the 
Gospel as to the flesh of Jesus". Likewise Trall .8: " - be ye 
renewed in faith, that is the flesh of the Lord, and in love, 
that is the blood of Jesus Christ". 
33iE.g. Trall, 2: "Jesus Christ died for us, in order, by believing 
in His death, yet may escape from death". See also the whole 
... 
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of Trall .9, and 'Ro.mans.'. 7. (which, in its references to eating 
the flesh of Jesus Chfist and drinking His blood closely 
resembles John 6). Cf. Smyr.7. 
331 "Jesus Christ - descended from David; and was also of Mary; who 
was truly born, and did eat and drink. He was truly persecuted 
under Pontius Pilate; He was truly crucified, and (truly) 
died, in the sight of beings in heaven and on earth, and under 
the earth. He was also truly raised from the dead, His Father 
quickening Him, even as after the same manner His Father will 
so raise up us who believe in Him by Christ Jesus, apart from 
whom we do not possess the true life." Trall. 9; Ch.10 goes 
straight on with references to the docetic error of the enemy: 
cf. ;Ephes.• 18 and 20, and Smyr. 1. In Smyr. 3 the reality 
of the flesh of Jesus is strongly affirmed not only in relation 
to the Incarnation, but in a post-Resurrection and even a heavenly 
sense. 
~.,o Smyr. 1 and 2; TralL9. 
3ffThey are in juxtaposition in Mag. 10 and 11. Cf. C.K. Barrett 
(John and Judaism, pp.54,55), who says that, provided Ignatius 
"speaks of only one group of opponents rather than two ... It 
may be supposed that in Asia Christianity, Judaism, and Gnosis 
existed alongside one another and that they became intermingled 
with one another." 
3lfJ... Phi 1 ad. 6 says: "But if anyone preach the Jewish 1 aw unto you, 
listen not to him. Two chapters later Ignatius writes: 11 - I 
heard some saying, 'If I do not find it in the ancient scriptures, 
I will not believe the Gospel'". Similarly Mag.8: " • if we still 
live according to the Jewish law, we acknowledge that we have 
not received grace". 
31f3 Pace O'Neill! See above, pp. 152 ff. The Johannine Epistles 
do not refer to Judaism or the Old Testament at all save in 
1 John 3: 12. 
3~ "They have no regard for love; no care for the widow, or the 
orphan, or the oppressed; of the bond, or of the free; of the 
hungry , or of the thirsty". 
-'If~ Smyr. 4: " - those beasts in the shape of men, whom you must not 
only not receive, but, if it be possible, not even meet with; 
only you must pray to God for them - " Cf. Smyr.7. 
l{/J. ' Ephes . ' 7 
3*1Cf. Smyr.5 with l John 
31/-iGnosticism and Early Christianity, Columbia, New York and London, 
Second Edition, 1966, pp.178, 179. 
'3'f-f Phi 1 ad. 8: 2 
350Smyr. 5: 2, 2: l 
?>SI Tra 11 . S: 2; Smyr. 6: l 
351Smyr. 7 : l 
_..,··· 
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· 353 i.e. one point of theological correspondence; the practical problem 
also seems similar td that faced bY th~ Elder: "- noticeable in 
the letter to the Smyrnaeans is the adjacency of Christological 
docetism (2-5) and failing love (6,2)". Von Herbert Braun, 
Ibid , p. 291 . 
3St p,. 20 
lss Schnackenburg, page 22 
~5,The Epistle of Barnabas (dated between AD.70 and 100 in the 
Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church) contains a number 
of anti-docetic statements, especially in,chapters 5, 6, and 7. 
Examples are: (a) "He endured to suffer at the hand of men" 
(b) " - it was necessary that He should suffer on 
the tree" 
(c) "fasten my flesh with nails" 
(d) " - He was to be manifested in the flesh, and 
to sojourn among us" 
( e) " - the Son of God . . . suffered" 
(f) " - He whom we once despised, and pierced, 
and mocked, and crucified - ". 
The difference between "Barnabas'" Epistle and the Jdhannine 
and Ignatian Epistles is that no specific opponents are in view 
in the former. The author states his views strongly, but that 
is all. His method is assertive, but not apologetic. 
Accordingly no reconstruction of an unorthoaox stand is really 
possible with the Epistle of Barnabas. (Quotations from the 
Ante-Nicene Fathers - American Reprint - Buffalo, 1885, pp.139-141). 
1~7 Cf. Von Herbert Braun, lbi d. p. 290 
358cf. Benjamin W. Bacon, The Making of the New Testament, Williams 
and Norgate, London (no date given), pp.213,214. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THE JOURNEYS AND VISITS OF THE JOHANNINE EPISTLES 
-----------------------~--------------------------------
The intention in Chapter 5 is to investigate the journeys and visits 
inferred from, or referred to in, the Johannine Epistles in order to 
demonstrate that all fit neatly into the picture presented by the 
hypothesis. It is no longer necessary to examine opposing vie1t1s in 
detail since (i) that was done in the Preparatory Chapter, and 
(ii) very few writers attempt a 1, 2, and 3 John synthesis 
of recorded movements anyway. 
A list of visits and other important events follows. It is plainly 
impossible to give precise dates~ though events from (4) onwards must 
have been separated by quite short intervals. Relatively unconnected 
events - e.g. the visits of various missionaries to Gaius' church (6) 
and the journey of the usister's children" to the diocesan city (7). 
could easily have taken place the other way round, or both could have 
taken place in stages. 
Such refinements are of very little significance from the point of view 
of the main chronological sequence. What is significant is the manner 
in which the dual theory that the Epistles were written on one occasion 
and to a single church environment provides not only a simpler but a 
more satisfactory explanation than alternative views,which frequently 
exhibit their authors' despair regarding the Epistles' inter-
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(l) The assertion that the author of 1 John was a literal eyewitness 
q. 
of Jesus' earthly ministry has been challenged, by, for example, 
Rudolf Bu 1 tma nn. 
Bultmann admits (a) c\ .> ' c\ that "The clauses o oc!K")Ko~~v ... , o s 
eto(o-yE~PC Ko<.t o<~ X-EY't.s ~r-t-0v f. 'f '1A~f'76"o<V.. 
refer ... to the historical appearance of the 
Logos of John 1 : 111 • " 
, / 
(b) that the verbs ( OC.Kouw and the rest) 
denote "sense perception" and not "spiritual 
t • II 7t8 percep ion ... 
(c) that the verbs denoting sense perception "give 
the impression that the 'we' are the ear and the 
eyewitnesses of the historical Jesus." 
So much is generally agreed. It is at this point, however, that 
Bultmann becomes critical of the traditional belief: 
(i) He says that the same assertions could have been made by 
Jesus' contemporary foes, and so the verbs must mean 
something more, viz., "perception on the part of believing 
eyes ... the 'we' therefore, are the 'eschatological' 
contemporaries of Jesus". In answer to this it can be 
said that Jesus' opposition did not have anything like 
the same opportunities for hearing and observing Him as 
did th~ Twelve and other close followers. Perhaps the 
perfect tenses convey something of this sense of continuity~ 
Then the word "we" is to be understood as indicating Jesus 1 
regular earthly associates (perhaps a group roughly 
coterminous with the '120' of Acts 1 :15):0 
(ii) He says that (following Schnackenburg) "l·John ... was 
written at such a late period that it is scarcely possible 
that a rather large circle of ear-and eyewitnesses was 
still alive". If the early extra-biblical traditions 
can be believed, the writer - as ~n old man ~ is probably ,, 
reiterating assertions he has made verbally (and perhaps 
in writing) to this particular congregation from a time 
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when there were many 1 i vi ng eyewitnesses of Jesus' minis try. 
(iii) Bultmann very briefly considers an objection which is of 
far greater contextual significance - the author's lack 
of interest in history per se.'z. Schnackenburg3 provides 
a much more comprehensive treatment. That commentator 
writes that "the author was not concerned with the 
historical as such, but with the Divine clothed in earthly 
garb." Two or three sentences later the statement is 
amplified a little:· "A predominantly historical interest in 
eye-witnesses and personal associates of Jesus is not 
present in l John; much rather a religious interest". 
Put in other words, this amounts to saying that the 
basal difference is between historicity and gnosticizing 
fantasy, not the contrast between saying that "we", 
Christians a, b, and c, have seen and heard, but 'you', 
Chris ti ans x, y, and z, have not". The author, we are 
told, "expresses a prophetic self-consciousness in which 
he takes over the authority of the actual eye-and ear-
witnesses .11 ''I-
Finally, "In the Incarnation the far-reaching difference between 
the Christian way of salvation and that of the Gnostics, as com-
batted in 1 John, becomes most clearly evident to the author. The 
Gnostic way is completely separated from the historical happenings 
and from an historical mediator ~ personality; the Gnostic believes 
he can attain salvation through direct perception and beholding of 
God. But the true Christian believer sees before himself a quite 
different way to salvation, and indeed the only one; he cannot 
achieve the divine life and the communion of God directly, but only 
on and through the historical Son of God come in the flesh (5:11 ff; 
cf. John 6:57). He is therefore Himself 'the Way', the Way 
absolutely (John 14:6); Against the direct 'grasping-after-God' 
of the Gnostics, the Christian faith proclaims the 'becoming 
apprehendable' of the Eternal-Divine in a once-only human form."'S" 
Schnackenburg's suggestion has the great merit of being contextually 
fitting; it immediately links the Exordium with the most vital 
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theological insights and convictions of the orthodox Christians. 
For all that, it is very hard indeed to hold it exclusively. 
After a long discussion Dodd still says ''this kind of language 
would be very natural from the Apostle John, or the Presbyter John 
or some other eyewitness to whom the authorship of the epistle . 
might be ascribed."'' No equivocation is found in Brooke's Commentary: 
from the very beginning he writes, "The terms used in this preface 
can only be interpreted naturally as a claim on the writer's part 
to have been an actual eyewitness of the earthly life of Jesus 
Ch . t" 17 ri s . 
It is not at all easy to see what more the writer could have said 
to make it clear to his readers that he was himself an actual 
witness of Jesus' ministry. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
(i) The 'natural 1 interpretation of A.E. Brooke is the obvious 
one. 
(ii) The 'collective Christian testimony' ~oncept of 
Schnackenburg chimes· in with the l John author's 
theological position~' 
(iii) There is nothing to prohibit the acceptance of both 
(i) and (ii) in a harmonising solution. If (i) be 
accepted, either alone or in concert with (ii), the 
original location of the writer in Palestine'9presents 
no problem to most scholars. The Apostle John, John 
Mark, and 'John of Jerusalem' all were, or are conjectured 
to have been, in Palestine. 'John the Presbyter' (if he 
existed) might or might not have been. The acceptance 
of (i) does not necessarily affect the present hypothesis 
except insofar as it provides a firmer anchorage for 
the 'epistolary events' which follow. 
(2) The location of the 'diocesan base' to which the writer journeyed, 
and near which he appears to have remained at least until the time 
• LO 
of writing of the Epistles, cannot be deter~ined. 
Four different areat'have been suggested for the location of 
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writer and primary readers (almost always placed in the same locale 
as each other). 
(a) The least likely is PARTHIA; the theory stems from the 
title 'ad Parthos' borne by all three Epistles in 
Cassiodorus' 'antiqua translatio'. The superscription 
became widely known through Augustine, and may have been 
used by Clement of Alexandria. Westcott, Brooke, Guthrie, 
and Schnackenburg all consider the Parthian address to be 
a late and by now untraceable error. 
(b) PALESTINE has been proposed - at least for the Johannine 
tradition per se - since the Qumran discoveries and in 
the light of growing belief that Samaritan influence can 
be detected in the Johannine writings~~ 
(c) SYRIA has enjoyed a certain popularity in recent times~3 
for four main reasons: 
(i) "the marked parallels in subject matter with the 
'Odes of Solomon', which supposedly belong to Syria"~~ 
(ii) the apparent connection between Ignatius and John~~·~s 
(iii) the language suggests "a Greek-speaking author in 
a Semitic environment" . .1." 
(iv) the conceptual environment shows contact with 
Gnosticizing circles close to Judaism.2 ' 
The first of these considerations is a little more persua-
sive than the others, but their combined weight is small. 
It is to be noted that the Syrian theory relates basicall~ 
to the Gospel of Jokn, and only derivatively to the Epistles. 
(d) EPHESUS is advocated by the supporters of the ecclesiastical 
tradition: Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria, and Eusebius 
all link the Gospel and l John to Asia via the Apostle John:' 
"and the Asian provenance of Revelation can be taken to 
support this view, although it is far from decisive."i' 
With respect to the Fourth Gospel, Barrett believes that 
an Ephesian origin best explains the tradition in Irenaeus, 
(3) 
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and Aland accepted Ephesus because of the Montanists' 
appeals to John ~1 Schnackenburg favours Asia Mi nor on the 
grounds of the monarchical episcopate evident in the 
Ignatian Epistles, and, to a lesser extent, in the 
Johannine Epistles~0 
Sanders actually advocated an Asian location for the 
Johannine Epistles even though he claimed an Alexandrian 
origin for the Fourth Gospel. He was~of course, more 
readily able to hold these views because he separated the 
authorship of Gospel and Epistles; 31 nevertheless, his 
suggestion that there were different points of origin 
caused him some misgivings!1 
Plainly, though none of the options is finally demonstrable, the 
Ephesian (or at 1 east Asian) theory is the one of choice for the 
Epistles .33 
3q. 
The third stage in the scheme set out above revolves around the 
Second Epistle. There can be no reasonable doubt that the recipients 
normally resided in an area more or less adjacent to the 'diocesan 
base'. 
The question naturally arises: When was the first contact between 
the Elder arid the people concerned? 
In attempting an answer one is immediately in the realm of conjec-
ture. The only direct statements about earlier days are those of 
' -"" :> \' /r1i ·'' verse 5: oux ws t:VI0/\1 V y(°oc. Tv.)V c::ro( l<°<lvVJV 
-'> \ \ ' c \ >I , > ') -. ::JS 
o<.AAoe_ .qv t~~~v ~'TT' D<f?XY)S -
and verse 6: 
~ c. , - \ / .) "' ' ' /__ !J rr' ol.. UTll "') ~ \/'TO /\ '1 £ (f -r l v, _J<_o<.._t:1"_t....3_S _ ,.., __ K_o_u_<r_o<_T_ca:._. -~--
<J.e x F1 s - a' 
The former is ambiguous; it may mean that the 11 we 11 of the imperfect 
tense €. ~/X~~v signifies the readers plus the writer, or the 
writer and other early witnesses (apostolic or otherwise), or the 
Christian Church worldwide. Verse 6 provides more exact· informa-
tion - at some time designated "the beginning" the 2 John readers 37 
"heard" the commandment. There is no way of telling whether the 
occasion concerned relates to the earlier ministry of the Elder in 
the area, or to missionary work before that again, the most obvious 
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3g 
possibility being the Third Missionary Journey of Paul (or perhaps 
the Second Journey)~' 
Further hints that the recipients of 2 John had been Christians 
for a conside~able period occur in verses 1 and 8. The first verse 
I c. > / ' .> \ I "1· of the book states that 1fo<.V1"'?.~ o<. !yVt.-UKoTt:.S 11-')V o<./\V}t7~l~\/ 
love the "lady" and her "children"; this surely necessitates a well-
established work and sufficient time for that work to have become_ 
appreciated. Verse 8 is a warning lest ;;_\ f..lf '(~<f""o<<:r" Bi 
be vitiated. The whole tone suggests prolonged and hard labour 
in the Christian sphere. None of the four verses quoted demonstrates 
that the Elder was in the vicinity from the earliest days, but the 
wording and tone of 2 John suggest a close working relationship 
between him and his readers. The degree of familiarity between 
the two parties.,
0
would seem to demand at least one lengthy visit or 
frequent visits, or a visit and fairly frequent correspondence. 
(4) A relatively recent occurrence at the time of the writing of 1 John 
q.1, 1f2. 
was the "going out" of the heretics which is recorded in 1 John 2:18,19: 
"Children, it is the last hour; and as you have heard that antichrist 
is coming, so now many antichrists have come; therefore we know that 
it is the last hour. They went out from us; for if they had been 
of us, they would have continued with us; but they went out, that 
it might be plain that they all are not of us. 11 The event was fresh 
enough in the minds of the readers for it to caus~ them (it would 
seem) both puzzlement and pain.4 J,"'4 
Now, 2 John 10 speaks of hereti c~5 who had not yet come, but who _might 
be expected to arrive and to seek to perpetrate their evil doctrines 
at any time.4' On account of the backward glance of 1 John 2:19 and 
the forward look of 2 John 10, it has been suggested that the two 
Epistles were written at different times (i.e. 2 John earlier) or 
that they were to difference places (i.e. 2 John to a more isolated 
destination not yet reached by the heretics).~7 Neither of these 
proposals is at all neces~ary. Of particular significance is the 
fact that it is the readers who betray puzzlement, not the writer.~' 
He knows what is going on. He has the answers which they lack. 
It is a much more fitting solution to say that those who had "gone 
out" had done so from the standpoint of the Elder - i.e. from the 
,.-
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~ t: c .... central church at Ephesus. The "us 11 in the expression ... ~ '1/""'-"~ 
is1i-.Go<.v at the beginning of 2:19 means the Christians there, 
in the 'diocesan centre'. The heretics had not "gone out" at 
a 11 from the standpoint of the reci pi en ts of l , 2, and 3 John, but 
were in danger of coming in, of seeking hospitality while attempting 
to subvert in a new area which they had not entered before. It 
is because the Elder's readers cannot fathom the stories of schism 
which have reached them that the Elder wrote the words 'ithey were 
not of us; for if they had been of us, they would have.continued 
with us - 11 Nor can they decide how to treat visitors from either 
side of the dispute:q'hence the advice and warnings contained in 
2 and 3 John apropos hospitality. This would also seem to be part 
of the explanation of the assertions in the two short books that 
the writer has much to say~0 and the assurances that if his hopes 
are realised and he is able to come soon, he will provide full 
answers to much that puzzles on a verbal basis: - ~1614-o<. rrl°'os 
d' ·~ix.~,, S'~ 
(5) It is scarcely possible for controversy to arise over the fifth point 
in the scheme on page 252. · In theory any one of several interpre-
; / c/ .c/ 
tat ions is in keeping with the statement >EJ<.o1.fJ'1 v Atol..V orl iv,.oV) Ko< 
) !5 ..... / ... , .l I I 
'if( ~" ('£./<..'\/{..;..)\) a-ou 71~f'<.1iol,:roovTIJ{.S Ev. O{A'1 e~{°i_< -
in 2 John 4. The Elder could have "found" the "children" f4-- · 
concerned faithful when visiting them in another part of the'diocesan 
city' subsequently to their journeying there, and be conveying in-
formation about them to their parents' home (or to their home church). 
Again, he could have been informed of their encouraging spiritual 
development by itinera~t missionaries~s Thirdly, and more probably, 
he is pleasurably recalling the situation he found when he last 
visited these 'children's 1 home area. The close study of the 
c / J{, S'7 verb 'iufu/K..i.-0 does not favour one interpretation above another. 
Walter Bauer lists and illustrates three different uses of the termf1 
any one of which could fit the 2 John 4 sentence. It can mean 
( i ) 
( i i ) 
( i i i ) 
S'' {after seeking) to find, discover, or come upon, or 
to find or come upon without seeking, as Paul "found" 
the altar "To an unknown god" at Athens ,60 or 
(in a figurative sense) to discover something by 
intellectual activity - reflection, examination or 
investigation. 
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Thus Paul writes in Romans 7: 21, 11 - I find it to be a 1 aw It 
However, the general impression coupled with a consideration of 
the Elder's past contacts with the recipients of 2 John combine to 
suggest that the writer deliberately journeyed and found, inter alia, -this encouraging situation in his readers' own home. Furthermore, 
the 'finding' must be recent if the remark is to be meaningful. 
(6) Once more, there is nothing very controversial here. providing the 
exact order of points (5) to (7) is not insisted upon. However, 
it is most reasonable to regard the missionaries' last journey to 
Gaius as having taken place very shortly before the writing of 
( 7) 
3 John. So short, indeed, was the interval that the return of 
the missionaries seems to provide part of the raison d'Dtre of 
3 John: the Elder praises Gaius for 'correct' behaviour towards 
"the brethren" concerned, yet sees it necessary to labour the point 
about supporting them. He writes: 11 - it is a loyal thing you do - 11 , 
"You wi 11 do we 11 to send them on their journey as befits God's 
service 11 , and, "So we ought to support 
u. 
there a Diotrephes in the church, but a 
whom to support and how. 
,, 
such men". Not only was 
general uncertainty about 
'AO""rr~'S~•~( er~ r~ -r{K\Jo'.. -rP]s cit.'bf-'>-..1'~s crou 
Tfl s ~KA- 'f..K ri)s. So runs the final verse of 2 John. 
The identity of the "elect sister" is not the most vital point at this 
stage: the majority of writers affirm that she represents a church, 
while others prefer to regard her as an individual Christian.'3 
Whatever the correct answer might be, the "children" must surely be 
understood as individual Christians who had been in contact with 
the Elder in the recent past. People do not send greetings as a 
rule from a date months or years before they can be passed on: if 
a considerable time had elapsed in this case, some comment to that 
effect would surely have been made by the Elder. Moreover, no 
mer.tion of a trip to or a visit from the sister's children is made. 
Possibly, therefore, they lived with the Elder or at least under 
his pastoral eye.~~ No explanation is then required as to how he, 
is able so matter-of-factly to convey salutations. It is taken 
for granted that he can do so. All in all, the placing of the 
contact between the Elder and the sister's children immediately 
prior to the writing of 2 John and even after the return of the 
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's missionaries would seem to be entirely justified. 
(8) In Chapter 2 (above) it was concluded that it cannot be proved 
that t~e three Epistles were written on one occasion, but that 
there are significant pointers to such having been the case.'' 
(9) Since the three Johannine letters collectively provide answers 
to one complex problem, since they all appear to be by one writer~ 
and since they all seem to have been penned at approximately the 
same time, it is perhaps more probable than otherwise that they 
were delivered together. The oft-repeated suggestion that 
Demetrius was the bearer of 3 John (and perhaps the leader of the 
(7' 
missionaries) is in no degree surprising. An instructive compari-
son can be made with Phoebe and Roma;:, Titus and 2 Corinthians~' 
Epaphras and Colossians~0 and (possibly) Silvanus and 1 Peter.7' In 
none of these instances is the modern reader told that the named 
person is the bearer of the letter, but such a conclusion probably 
follows from the terms and tone of the commendation. Very 
significantly for the current hypothesis, the only Johannine com-
mendation of this sort occurs in the Third Epistle, the only one 
which is addressed to a named recipient, and, incidentally, the only 
one which is unequivocally to a man (important in the ancient world). 
It seems logical to suppose that the one named and commended 
Christian was sent as courier to the one named recipient, bearing 
the three letters .n. 
(10) Both 2 John and 3 John contain references to the plans of the Elder 
to meet the recipients·. In 2 John 12 the writer says ~Arrf~1.-0 
" e 73 ' c: .... ' ' :>/ e . y~vtd" D<.l 1ffoS u;-<-o<s-in 3 John 10 t.o<.v ~>.. w -, and in 
3 John 14 ~Arr(~~ co~ f.OBiws <r't- l~cc..(v -. 
The three 
of 3 John 
2 John 12 
references may indicate either one visit or two, since that 
10 is to be equated with that of 3 John 14, but that of 
may or may not coincide with the other. A third 
possibility, of course, is the 
journey of 2 John is imaginary 
(and relatively late) epistle. 
view of Bultmann, viz., that the 
because 2 John is a merely imitative 
Bultmann's claim rests (at this 
point) upon the belief that in 2 John 12 "we have only a variation 
1~ 
in expression" relative to the conclusion of 3 John. Against 
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that commentator it can be asserted 
(1) that the terms of 2 John 12 and 3 John 14 are not identical, 
and so they may simply demonstrate the natural fluctuations 
in expression of one writer whose mind runs in fairly 
predictable patterns. 
(2) that (and this is important) the verses exhibit different 
degrees of certainty about the coming visit/s. 
However, though point (2) may be used legitimately against Bultmann, 
it could well be contended that it is an argument in favour of 
two visits, or at least two planned visits, the 2 John 12 one being 
a possible trip, and·that of 3 John certain. As with other 
questions in the Johannine Epistles, it is best to begin an attempted 
resolution with 3 John. 
3 John 10 is drawn out by the bad behaviour of Diotrephes. On the 
face of it, the crucial statement is tentative, since the writer uses 
an f.:.v plus subjunctive construction.7 S" But, in the light of 
other uses of the same form in the Epistle~~ such a conclusion is 
not justified. Schnackenburg has no doubts: he calls the-3 John 10 
visit 11 an early planned visit 11 .77 Similarly, Moffatt (and the TEV) 
renders the sentence, "when I come - 11 • In 3 John 14 the writer 
shows that he has reached the point where he not only plans to see 
Gaius, but to see him ce.00.£ws. Now, this word is translated 
11 shortly 11 in the A.V., 11 soon 11 in Moffatt and the R.S.V.,"before 
long" in Phillips, and "very soon" in the N.E.B. In fact the word 
carries more sense of urgency than any of these: Bauer renders 
it "at once", "immediately", and in no other way.7 g 
In 2 John the terminology betrays less sense of haste. Accordingly, 
Brooke writes: "The zue{""s may possibly suggest that the 
intended journey is nearer than when 2 John was written. The action 
of Diotrephes, and perhaps of others in other places, may have brought 
matters to a crisis 11 •79 Brooke, then, makes the tentative proposal 
that 2 John was written some time before 3 John. His idea might 
have carried some weight but for one consideration, viz., that 
there is a more precipitate attitude in 3 John 14 than in 3 John 10. 
That is to say, the writer appears to have become more and more con-
vinced of the need of an immediate visiti:ven as he was writing. 
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It may very we 11 be, therefore, that 2 John was written marginally 
earlier (perhaps only an hour or two)." Then, as the author took 
up his pen to write to Gaius, he considered again the disturbing 
machinations of Diotrephes. As he thought about the evils per-
petrated by that opponent, he had a growing sense of anxiety, and 
by the time he reached his last paragraph the inevitability of a 
personal visit (and one in the immediate future at that) to the 
. 9z. ') / local church had come home to him. Hence the t.ue£-w~. 
Diagramatically, the rapidly developing situation in the Elder's 
mind as he wrote can be represented thus: 
STAGE IN 
1 
I 2 John 12 A possible visit 
THE WRITER Is II 3 John 10 A definite visit 
THINKING II I 3 John 14 An immediate visit 
(11) Plainly, there is a question mark over the order of points (10) and 
(11). The modern reader may perhaps be permitted to console 
himself with the knowledge that the author himself did not know which 
would take place first at the time when he wrote~ - and we have 
no other subsequent source of information. Certainly the heretics13 
are likely to come and try to convert Gaius, the elect lady, and 
those of like mind to their own way of thinking. At the time of 
writing Diotrephes is still within the fellowship~~but seems 
inclined to accept the heretics in preference to true missionaries~s 
CONCLUSION 
If the eleven points above are not to be contemplated merely as a series 
of single, more or less isolated events, but as an integrated complex, 
it is essential .to concentrate some attention on the "cross-o'ver points", 




1 John 4: 1 and 2 John 7 1 ook very much as if they refer to 
the same event.~' 
the treatment of itinerant missionaries advised in the 
two short letters is wholly complementary (see points (6) 




the visits of the Elder ~ontemplated in 2 and 3 John 
co-ordinate well. Indeed the absence of any reference 
to a visit in l John is also of some evidential value. 
It is highly unlikely that the Elder would tell the whole 
congregation - including an apparently implacable foe - the 
details of his campaign. Those details are to be reserved 
for the faithful Gaius and the'lady"al.one. 
3 John 9 refers to an opponent within the church, and both 
1 John 2:26 and 3:7 appear to do the same.g7 
No indisputable proof has been offered (or could be offered on the basis 
of extant material) for the contention that the events of the Johannine 
Epistles took place in a single environment, i.e. along an Ephesus/ 
Single-Epistolary-Destination axis, and that the Epistles were written 
and delivered concurrently, but it has at least been shown just how 
easily this could have been the case. 
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FOOTNOTES: 
1 even relative dates in a number of instances. 
z.e.g. Bultmann says: "so far as the relationship of the three 
letters to each other is concerned, complete clarity, in my 
opinion, is not possible". Commentary, p.l. For further 
details regarding this and other views see the Preparatory 
Chapter (above). 
IThe internal evidence for this non-Palestinian base is the lack 
of Old Testament references or Jewish flavour in the Epistles:-
(save l John 3:12). 
'l 11 It should - be noted that the author of the First Epistle claims 
to be one of the original disciples who saw and handled the word 
of life ... the note of authority which underlies the epistle 
rests upon this claim." Edwyn Hoskyns, A New Commentary on 
Holy Scripture, S.C.M., (edited by Gore, etc), 1951, pp.659, 
660- cf. p.671. 
~The Gnostic writer of the Gospel of Thomas adds the words "and 
which hand has not touched" to the Pauline verse 1 Car. 2:9. 
Perhaps the writer had l John l :1 - with which he disagreed -
in mind. See 'Thomas and the Evangelists' by H.E.W. Turner 
and Hugh Montifiore (S.C.M., London, 1962, page 88). 
'commentary, p.8 (see the whole section). Alan Richardson 
underscores this point very heavily. An Introduction to the 
Theology of the New Testament, S.C.M., 1958, pp.332, 333, cf. 
p. 162. 
7Bultmann refers particularly to the Stoic pantheistic notion, 
and quotes a vivid - but spiritual - expression from Corp. Herm V: 
>.. /(3 e > .... .... / -< '[,(/" c<t o<.U.,-o<lS '/'t><lS X'i;ctrlV. 
SCf. Dodd (Commentary, p.13): "He (the author) could not have made 
it clearer that he is speaking of sensible experience and not of 
spiritual vision." See also Schnackenburg, p.54. 
?Bultmann claims that the perfect/aorist vacillation in l John is 
"without significance", but in some of the instances he adduces 
the point is certainly arguable. 
"'Dodd (Commentary, p.13) asserts that "The 'I' of the Psalms for example, 
seems to expand and contract between the individual, a group, and 
the entire nation." Yet he is not very ready to admit a far more 
logical point, viz. that the first person plural in the Johannine 
Epistles can likewise expand and contract. Regarding 4:14 (" - we 
have seen and testify that the Father has sent His Son as the 
Saviour of the world") Dodd states "This generalising 'we' persists 
throughout the whole context, 4:7-19, which contains some of the 
most important general propositions about the Christian life. At 
no point should we for a moment suspect any restriction of the 
scope of 'we', except in the phrase 'we have seen'. It is difficult 
to accept a sudden shift of meaning so radical that whereas all 
through the passage 'we' has meant Christians in general, it now means 
a group of eyewitnesses sharply distinguished from Christians in 
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general". Why should it be so difficult? Having made his 
categorical statement on page 12, three pages later Dodd 
turns to the Exordium and says that "we" in these verses can 
vary in its range. 
''Eusebius, H.E. 3:23 and 24 
iz.commenta ry, p. 11 
'3For what follows, see Schnackenburg, pp.53 - 58. 
"''This is not what Schnackenburg says in The Gospel according to 
St. John, (E.T.) Burns and Oates, London, 1968, p.270 (re 
John l :14): "The evangelist undoubtedly voices here - as in 
l John 1 :l-3 - his own experience as a believer, based on immediate 
fellowship with the incarnate Logos''. Cf Eduard Schweizer, 
Church Order in the New Testament, (E.T.) S.C.M., London, 1961, 
p.196 and p.177, note 642, and F.F. Bruce, The Epistles of 
John, Revell, pp.35 - 38. 
:; Commentary, pp. 5 7 ,8. '"commentary, p. 16 
Commentary, page 2. John Painter (John: Witness and Theologian, 
S.P.C.K., London, 1975, p.105) argues convincingly that John 1:14, 
19:35, 21 :24 "and especially l John 1 :1 ff" refer to personal 
seeing: "In the Gospel, seeing Jesus is certainly not equated 
with believing nor is believing seeing". Cf. Floyd V. Filson, 
article, 'First John: Purpose and Message', Interpretation, 23, 
1969, pages 264-266, and Ralph Russell, who speaks of "the author's 
solemn insistence that he was an eyewitness". 'l, 2, and 3 John' 
in A New Catholic Commentary on Holy Scripture, edited by R.C. 
Fuller, Nelson, London, 1969, page 1257. 
E. Schweizer appears to admit that 1 John 4:14 refers to actual. 
eyewitness~s, but suggests that 1 John 1 :1 ff means "witnesses 
of later generations". Article 'The Concept of the Church in 
the Gospel and Epistles of St. John', in Studies in Memory of 
T.W. Manson, Manchester University Press, 1959, page 238. 
~Particularly his position on soteriology 
'7See above, pages 252 ff. 
2.0so, e.g., Kummel 's remark: "Concerning the place of writing (of 
l John) we know nothing". Introduction to the New Testament, 
p.312. 
\ 
UThe possibilities are discussed from Schnackenburg's point of 
view on page 29 (above); Greece is perhaps implied as a 
fifth possible place of origin of the Epistles. 
usee above, p. 101 and also A. Wind, Article 'Destination and 
Purpose of the Gospel of John' in Novum Testamentum, Vol. 14, 
pp. 26 ff. 
23Advocated by Julicher-Fascher, Burney, Bauer, Schweizer, Haenchen, 
and said to be "probably the best conjecture" by Kummel for the 
Fourth Gospel and so perhaps for the First Epistle. KOmmel, 
pp.175 and 312. See also Schnackenburg, p.40. Among ancient 
writers Ephrem Syrus alone claimed that the Gospel was written 
·at Antioch. M.F. Wiles, The Spiritual Gospel, Cambridge, p.8. 
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.i"' Kumme 1 , p. 175 
l.SThe point is still valid even if Sanders' view of a "common 
Christian tradition" behind both Ignatius' Epistles and the 
Johannine writings is preferred to the dependence of the former 
on the latter. Sanders, The Fourth Gospel in the Early Church, 
page 13. 
~~Another point may be appended to this list. There are significant 
points of contact between l John and passages in Matthew which 
are peculiar to that Gospel. If Matthew was Antiochene (?), 
then it could perhaps be claimed that l John was as well. See 
T.W. Manson, article 'Entry into Membership of the Early Church', 
Journal of Theological Studies, 48, 1947, pages 31 and 32, and the 
pages in Dodd's commentary on the Johannine Epistles referred to 
there. Cf. H.P.V. Nunn, 'The First Epistle of St. John', 
Ev~ngelical Quarterly, 17, 1945, page 298. 
21 H. E. 3: 25 and 5: 8 
1iao. Moody Smith, Jr. 'Johannine Christianity : Some Ref1ections 
on its Character and Delineation', N.T.S.21, 1974, p.237. Cf. 
Lindars, The Gospel of John, pp. 43 and 44. 
~~see K~mmel, p.175 
3°Commentary, p. 301 
1111 If then the Gospel and Epistles are not by the same author, it 
fo 11 ows that the 'Presbyter' who wrote the Epistles did not write 
the Gospel, and also that it is no longer necessary to hold that 
the Gospel was written in Asia Minor, a conclusion which it would 
be hard to avoid if the Gospel was the work of the writer of the 
Epistles, whom it is reasonable to identify with the Asian John". 
The Fourth Gospel in the Early Church, page 11. 
3L"The greatest difficulty involved in the Alexandrian hypothesis 
is that it leaves unexplained the close affinity there is between 
the Gospel and the Johannine Epistles,which seem fairly certainly 
to have been written in Asia Minor". Ibid, p.86. 
' .> / 
33 The 11th century minuscule 465 actually adds ~v '£'f£tn.f' to 
2 John 13. 
34'p. 252 
Jscf. 1 John 2:7 
'~Cf 1 John 2:24. ,Arr, ~l°X'1s occurs eight times in l John. 
It usually refers to the doctrine of Christ (2:7, 2:24(bis), 3:11) 
which, being original, is contrasted with heretical novelties, but 
also to Christ Himself (1 :1, 2:13,14) in whom personally the 
readers must abide (2:27, 3:6). See Schnackenburg, p.58. 
37p1 ura l; 1 k.o Ot:r""- -r"(.... 




~°Cf. the Elder/Gaius and Elder/l John readers relationship. 
4 1Dodd explains that the "going out 11 may be taken (1) as a demon-
stration of dissatisfaction with the orthodox on the part of 
the heretics, or (more probably) (2) as a fulfilment of God's 
purposes. Commentary, pp.52,3. Schnackenburg (p.219) says 
that there is no need to allegorise the move, nor to regard 
it as anything but a physical departure of the heretical element 
from the orthodox fellowship on the ground of incompatibility 
of doctrine (cf. Wolfgang Nauck, p.125). 
~z.The parallel verse 2 John 7 - "many deceivers have gone out into 
the world - 11 seems to be loosely quoted in the Apocalypse of 
Peter: "this is the deceiver who must come into the world - 11 • 
This is possibly the earliest known quotation or paraphrase of 
2 John (providing the dating given by Ch. Maurer, viz. c.135, 
can be accepted, and providing Polycarp's Epistle refers in 7:1 
to 1 John 4:2,3 and not 2 John 7). New Testament Apocrypha, 
Vol. II, pages 669 and 664. 
~}The recent nature of the schism is also apparent in that the 
heretics seem not to have formed a group, "a unified private 
sect" at the time of writing, even though the ancient world was 
noteworthy for its "urge to religious group formation". 
Schnackenburg, p.119. Against this, however, may be set the 
statement of Schnackenburg that the deceivers 11 are many ( rroAAbl) 
and everywhere ( 1<.0"~os ) 11 • (p.312). Yet the number of 
heretics need not necessarily have any bearing on the time of 
the schism, while the mention of 1<.otpv.-os may indicate the 
sphere of their propaganda rather than their ubiquity (cf.l John 4:2,5). 
(14.There is no hint that the church had any part in the exclusion 
recorded in 1 John 2:19; this stahds in contrast to the attitude 
of Diotrephes (3 John 10). 
~)The wording is actually singular, but general -
>/ 
'f c Tt.S 
' c. ... Tf f'°OS l>/A-<S K. I. A. 
~~The prohibition in 2 John 10,ll is very closely paralleled {so 
far as content is concerned) by a passage in the Didachl: 11 Who-
soever then shall come and teach you all these things aforesaid, 
receive him. But if the teacher himself be perverted and teach 
a different doctrine to the undoing thereof, hear him not; yet 
if he teaches to the increase of righteousness and the knowledge 
of the Lord, receive him as the Lord". (11:1,2). 
f/..7 11 - Whereas I John's readers seem already embroiled in conflict 
with the heretics, II John's church appears to have been so far 
without first-hand experience of the seceding heretits. Is II 
John, then, a prelude to I John? Does it reflect an early 
stage in the heretical trouble which, when it later spread and 
raged at its fiercest, occasioned I John at a diocesan level?" 
N. Alexander, page 140. See also Schnackenburg, p.301. 
~t1 John 2:19 is definitely explanatory in tone. 
11-'isee below, pp273ff re Diotrephes and the missionaries; the 




0 2 John 12; 3 John 13 
a2 John 12; 3 John 14. Neither 2 John 12 nor 3 John 13 actually 
says what the content of the planned conversations is to be, 
but the above construction seems wholly reasonable. 
5"t1 Cor. 13:12 employs the ~pression rr1:6fJ"(Njf"O\J rr,.o'b~ !ff.6cr~rrov 
and Numbers 12: 18 n b- ( ~ i1 ~ (cf the French I bouche a bouche). .. .. . . . 
S°!The partitive ~I<. , sometimes without -ris or the like, is part 
of the Johannine style, due no doubt to Semitic idiom". Schnacken-
burg, The Gospel according to St. John, p.292; cf. p.109. See 
John 7: 40, 16: 17, and 18: 17, 25. 
, 
r4 whether -rf..1<..vo<. represents actual sons and daughters or church 
members: see Chapter 6. 
f5See 3 John 3 - 8 and point 6 on page 252 above. Presumably 
missionaries went more than once to each centre: the expression 
in 3 John 5 is in the present tense- 1A y ~ rrVJ rl, -rrc <r-rov rrot!t~ .... 
It is equally possible that points (5) and (6J are to be reversed. 
f'The verb is found nowhere in the Johannine Epistles except in 
2 John 4. 
s1so also Bultmann, Commentary, p.110, note 7. 
!IA Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and other Early 
Christian Literature, Chicago Press, 1957, page 325. 
~Illustrated - in the passive voice - in Rev. 20:15. 
'
0 Acts 17:23 
''Part of the support was monetary, and part of it the offering of 
hospitality (cf. 2 John 10) (i) 'ii(JorrlrVJ<><.s (3 John 6) implies not 
only good wishes but material support". ~ilder/Hoon, The Interpreter's 
Bible, Abingdon, New York, 1957, p.310. (ii) Hospitality was 
generally rated very highly in the ancient world. In the Eighth 
Parable of the Shepherd of Hermas, those whose willow rods were' 
"withered, yet with a very small part green ... never separated 
from God, but bore the Name gladly, and gladly received into 
their housesthe servants of God." Later, bishops are described 
as "hos pi table persons ( f>t. A 6~t".YO<- ) , who gladly received 
into their houses at all times the servants of God without hypocrisy". 
(The Apostolic Fathers, J.B. Lightfoot, MacMillan, London, 1891, 
pp.459 and 477) . 
. Ignatius expresses the same viev1 as 2 John 10 and 11 in Smyr. 4 
(cf. Smyr. 7): 11 I guard you beforehand from those be as ts in the 
shape of men, whom you must not only not receive, but if it be 
possible, not even meet with - 11 (The Ante-Nicene Fathers, 
Buffalo, 1885, Vol. 1, pp.87 ,88). , 
Hospitality is one of fourteen essential virtues in the Acts of 
Peter, dated c.180-190 by W. Schneemelcher , New Testament 
Apocrypha, Vol .II, pp.281 ,275. Later (c.400?) the Apocalypse 
of Paul relates that Paul met Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Lot, Job 
and others, and indeed "a 11 those who have given hospitality to 
strangers" at the heavenly "river of wine". New Testament 
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~1 See be 1 ow, pp. 27?. ff 
~3Her identity is of course bound up with that of the "elect lady" 
See below, pp. 278 ff. 
''fin 1886 A. Plummer suggested that "The Lady's nephews may be 
engaged in business at Ephesus under S. John's Apostolic care: 
their mother may be living elsewhere, or be dead". Commentary, 
p.142. The idea appealed to A. Ross also. Commentary, p.232. 
'SPoint (6) - see pp. 252 and 260 ff. (above. 
"see above, pp. 137 ff 
'7e.g. Dodd and Schnackenburg both make both points: Bultmann 
the former. 
E:9Romans 16:1,2 
'~2 Cor. 8:16 ff. especially verse 23 
7°Col. 1:7, but see 4:12. 
7 '1 Peter 5:12 
7ZGuthrie in fact barely hints at something like this, and then 
passes on to other matters. New Testament Introduction, 
Hebrews to Revelation, pp. 220,221. 
/ 
73 r l v '€. (f Bo<. L in the sense of I come I is frequent both inside 
and outside the Johannine corpus. See Schnackenburg, The Gospel 
according to St. John, p.277. 
74-commentary, · p. 115 
7rThus Greville P. Lewis thinks that there is doubt about the coming 
of the Elder: it will take place (he believes) only if Diotrephes 
does not revert to previously agreed policy regarding the enter-
tainment of missionaries. Commentary, p.139. 
1' See l John 2: 28, 29; in the first of two instances in these 
verses, f..:(y is equivalent to "when", and in the second it may 
be accurately rendered as "since". When commenting on 2:28, 
Bruce says: "Neither here nor in the repetition of the clause in 
3:2 does 'if' suggest any uncertainty; it is the equivalent of 
when". Commentary, pages 78 and 79. Bauer in his Lexicon says 
~times the meaning of t~v approaches closely to that of 
OJ""o<.V' 'whenever' or 'when 1 • He quotes 1 John 2:28 as an example. 
(p.210). 
77p.327; cf. p.331 
7i1Alexander Ross appreciates this point: Commentary, p.239. 
7'1Commentary, p.194 (cf. Schnackenburg, p.332). Brooke thinks 
that there might possibly be a difference between the meaning of 
yf..V{tf"9°'-L in 2 John 12 and the ~A&LlV of 3 John 10. 
Modern writers discount this - see Bultmann, Commentary, p.115, 
note 2, and Walter Bauer's lexicon. 
__ ,., 
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! 0 one purpose of the ho~ed-for journey to the lady and her family~ 
was l'vo<.. ~ Xi<fac\ ~A~Y -rrirr>--':}1°'-"~{v1 ~ 
(v.12) - in spite of the cu¥rent problems. See Dodd, Commentary, 
p.153. ' 
~ 1 The order of writing may be reflected in the order in which the 
Epistles have come down to us. 
B ~ 2 W. Bauer (in his Lexicon, p.334) says that fXltV with the 
infinitive - as in both 2 John 12 and 3 John 13 - means "to have 
to do something",not under coercion, but by an inner compulsion. 
i?.A singular construction in 2 John 9, 10, and 11. 
8 ~Cf. 1 John 2:18,19, and point (4) above. 
i~see below, pages 284 ff. 
~Cf. above, page 258 point (4). The Epistles as a whole, 
in respect of their pervasive anti-error slant,supplement each 
other. 
~7Plural in 1 John, and probably so in 3 John! though Diotrephes 
alone is named. See above, page 2GO , point (6), and below 
pages 284 ff. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
THE PERSONALITIES OF THE JOHANNINE EPISTLES 
The central question of this final chapter is: Do the personal details 
of the Johannine Epistles indicate only one local church situation, 
or more than one? 
The investigation may be prosecuted along four separate lines: 
- Do Gaius and Diotrephes belong to the same church? 
- Is the "Lady" an individual person or a local church? 
- Do the "Elect Lady" (if she is an individual)and Gaius 
belong to the same church? 
- Does 1 John fit or conflict with the situation mirrored 
in 2 and 3----;JOhn in respect of the people involved? 
(A) GAIUS AND DIOTREPHES 
I~,_ 
Five men in the New Testament, as well as one other known Christian 
; n the early church! are named "Gai us II. r~ ~05 is the Greek 
forrn*of the Latin Gaius ("rejoiced", 11 (1 am) glad") - it is "one 
of the eighteen names from which Roman parents could choose a 
praenomen for one of their sons" . f Plummer speculated that it 
was "perhaps the most common of all names in the Roman Empire".' 
Accordingly, it is wholly profitless to try to equate the recipient 
of 3 John with any other Gaius known from the ancient literature. 
Several facts concerning Gaius emerge from the Third Epistle: he 
is described as :Cyc("TT•·yros 7 (vv.l and 5), he is living a 
healthy Christian life - or perhaps is now fully recovered from 
some illness. 8 He is a convert of the Elder's! or at ~east a 
member of his spiritual flock (v.4), he is well spoken of by the 
missionaries because of his adherence to the c!<X~ f1tu><. 
(v.3; cf. vv.5 and 8). He has in fact already been host to 
itinerant Christian workers, so that even strangers have t~stified 
to his love (vv.5, 6). 
Not so much as a word in 3 John ascribes any sort of title to 
Gaius.'0 All theories as to his exact r8le, therefore, enter the 
realm of speculation. Brooke rightly expressed some impatience 
·"f, 
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with the many positions proposed on Gaius' behalf, saying that "there 
. ·. ,, 
is a time to keep silence." 
From the point of view of function in the church, only two certain 
things can be said about Gaius: one, that he is a regular host to 
missionaries, and two, that he is a confidant of the Elder, and 
apparently a worthwhile ally to him.IZ. 
What, then, of Diotrephes? Abbott-Smith
3
describes the name as a 
compound of z tos and Tf' { f IA:) , and the meaning is therefore 
"cherished by Zeus". L. Foster''9ives a similar rendering: 
"Nourished by Zeus", or "foster-child of Zeus". The name, which 
of course occurs only once in the New Testament, was current more 
than four centuries before Christ!' 
The Third Epistle devotes two verses - 9 and 10 - to the activities 
and, implicitly, the character of Diotrephes. 
In the first place, a writing is referred to. This can hardly 
be 2 John, since that book does not seem relevant to the 3 John 
sequel, which deals with insubordination and its consequences. 
A lost work could be indicated, but, as has been argued above:' 
the peculiarly vague description T< (and the even vaguer textual 
17 
alternatives) is a fitting way to indicate 1 John. It is not 
clear what the relationship between Diotrephes and the writing is, 
but one thing is certain, viz., that Diotrephes can be counted on 
to oppose its contents. Oiotrephes wishes to be first?he repudiates 
the authority of the Elder, talking nonsense about him (or bringing 
unjustified charges against him - 1~uo<.fJ{w ), refuses 
hospitality to the Elder's missionary colleagues, and even puts 
those who would receive them out of the church!' Schnackenburg sums 
up Diotrephes' evil in four points: 
(l) the unfounded reproaches directed against the Elder, 
(2) the sin against the duty of hospitality towards the missionaries~0 
(3) hindering the church members who would make good his own sins 
of omission 
(4) thrusting those who oppose him out of the church.~' 
Diotrephes, like Gaius, has no named position within the church of 
which he is a member. That he enjoys considerable influence -
whether by legitimate appointment or no - is unarguable in the 
'. 
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light of verses 9 and 10. Much debate has of course gone on about 
2.Z. 
Diotrephes' actual status, but a universally acceptable answer is 
impossible because the material available is so very slight. It 
is probably true to say that all suggestions fall into one or other 
of three categories: Diotrephes appears to have been 
(i) a monarchical bishop 11 the first monarchical bishop we know 11 ~J 
In fact this opinion seems too definite, suggesting a fixity 
of office not implied in the New Testament period~'->"roodd 
or 
says of Asia, "the churches of this region are represented in 
the Acts of the Apostles and the Pastoral Epistles as governed 
by a board of presbyters, who might also be called bishops 
(Acts 20:17,28; Titus 1 :5-9). In the Ignatian Epistles 
(about AD.115) they are governed by bishops, assisted by a 
board of presbyters 11 • z.c. It seems that the 3 John situation 
is much nearer to that of Acts than that in Ignatius' day, 
since no remote parallels to Ignatius' statements about the 
bishop2~an be found in 3 John or in its companion epistles. 
a.9 
(ii) A "member of a senior council", i.e. a presbyter or deacon2.f 
or 
in the church. There is no special difficulty about such a 
theory, which accords very satisfactorily with the conscious 
striving of Diotrephes to gain (or perhaps to retain) a 
position of privilege. If Diotrephes was a presbyter in 
this sense, and if it may be assumed for the moment that 
they were members of the same church~0 an explanation is more 
readily available for Gaius' apparent immunity from expulsion1.' 
Furthermore, the difficulty of accepting that the Elder ever 
appointed such a man as Diotrephes to a bishopric is removed. 
(iii) A demagogue, a popular (?) local leader who had built up 
his own party and who enjoyed unofficial support in his 
church: "a layman, who had usurped quas i-epi scopa 1 functions 11 !2. 
C.H. Dodd says that as far as the Presbyter (i.e. the author) 
is concerned, Diotrephes is "Nothing but an ambitious demagogue. 
From his point of view at least, Diotrephes was no bishop"~1 
Other theories regarding the position of Oiotrephes have of course 
been advanced: these are usually modifications of the above, often 





as a Gnostic3!while KSsemann reverses the picture by making the 
author of the Epistles an unorthodox figure, a disaffected and ex-
communicated member of Diotrephes' church. Many writers conceive 
of "a, conflict between a fixed ecclesiastical organisation and an 
earlier, freer charismatic situation." 3~ 
Any possible conclusion regarding Diotrephes' position in his church 
is intertwined with the basic question of this section, viz., were 
Gaius and Diotrephes in the same church or not? If two churches 
were involved, then Diotrephes could perhaps have been an 'embryonic' 
monarchical bishop; if .one, the two men were probably members of the 
same presbytery. Predictably, the commentators are divided. Brooke 
favoured one church in which Diotrephes had gained the ascendancy. JS' 
Grevi 11 e Lewis prefers two neighbouring churche~", Dodd tw6,7 Stott 
3t 
one, and Houlden two separate gatherings which represent the frag-
ments of a single original fellowship~' 
THE EVIDENCE FOR ONE CHURCH 
( 1 ) 
( 2) 
"'° . / 
Only one church is mentioned in verses 9 and 10;,'c Yfa(. "fo<... 
> / > ... > \. .I rt T~ £ftK.A'1C1'"''~ (v.9) and ~I(. -r.,s (f'Kn'1crc.0<S 
t K(S ~~).. 4i. t. ( v. 10) . 
The Elder not only mentions but one church so far as the 
epistolary destination is concerned, but he does not name_ 
the church to which he wrote/is writing 1 Tl '. Dodd (who 
advocates two nearby churches) says "Ga i us wi 11 know at 
once which church is meant - ". It is possible to accept 
this statement, but not so convincing to be informed that 
the subject of the "something" is one which "Gaius will 
readily divine without being told. 1137 
.)\ ~'\e., (3) The Elder says ~o<Y ... " ........ - "if (when) I come" 
(3 John 10). The more natural understanding is that the 
Elder will come to the church where both Diotrephes and 
Gaius are members, and is informing his friend of the fact 
and purpose of his impending visit in order that he {Gaius) 
may be better prepared to take advantage of the situation. 
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(4) The Elder needs the hospitality that Gaius can provide all 
the more because Diotrephes is withholding his - hence the 
great stress on the value of hospitality and the way it has 
been and will be appreciated. 
' \ / (5) The "them that would" ( "fo<J$ (Bou /\~~\/o<JS- v.10) 
are loyal to the Elder's view of hospitality. It is likely, 
then, that they resent Diotrephes' ideas.and methods in other 
respects as well~ and are faithful to the Elder there, too. 
If, on the other hand (as, for example, Houlden would have it) 
an original group split into two, a new split of so great 
importance that it involves a second schism is seemingly 
necessitated. Such fragmentation is perfectly possible, 
but surely less likely than the 'one church - two groups' 
( 1 ed by Ga i us and Di otrephes respectively) theory.'-'' 
THE EVIDENCE FOR TWO CHURCHES 
(1) Gaius and Diotrephes have their spheres of influence which seem 
not to impinge on each othe~~(cf. v.10 with vv.5 ff). 
(2) The Elder has to inform Gaius of what Diotrephes is doing in 
the church to which the latter belongs. This appears in-
credible if the Elder is far away (even if informed by 
missionaries of the local situation) and Gaius is right in 
the church concerned.""3 
AN ASSESSMENT 
All the 'one church' arguments are reasonably weighty, but even 
collectively they do not constitute a proof. On the other hand, 
the first 'two-church' argument is of no great consequence, since 
it could easily have been the case that the two men were simply 
opposing leaders within one congregation. A very much stronger. 
plank in the 'two-church' platform is the argument based upon the 
ignorance of Gaius. Yet the problem is not insuperable. It is 
quite possible that Gaius had been sick - hence the wish for "health" 
for him that is included in the greeting.:4' If the sickness had been 
prolonged Gaius might well not have known what Oiotrephes was up 
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to in the church. It may even be that Di otrephes never exercised 
power in the church until that time, and then, at the first taste 
of it, he became 'drunk with power'. In particular, it is possible 
that Diotrephes was never considered as a host until Gaius was out 
of action. Then, because of ignorance or an ungenerous spirit, he 
abused his privilege and both turned missionaries away and put 
people out of the church. Because Gaius had been sick he had heard 
neither this nor of Diotrephes' denigration of the Elder. Thus the 
Elder makes much of the hospitable spirit and record of Gaius, hoping 
that he will continue the work (or rather take it up again) and at 
the same time he criticises Diotrephes' 'effort'. 
On balance, the best answer to the question ''What is the relationship 
between Gaius and Diotrephes?" is that they are leading members of 
q.S 
one church, that they both have positions of less than total 
responsibility~'but that they are opposed in the depth of their 
Christian experience and maturity, their love, and their allegiances. 
Diotrephes' problem is apparently desiring what he has not (i.e. the 
influence of the Elder; perhaps also that of Gaius and others) and not 
desiring merely to retain what he has. He has no pre-eminent 
position, but dearly wishes that he had. This accords with the 
tantrums he seems to be having as a result of his frustrations. 
Although no direct reference is made to false doctrine on his part,'117 
he is quite possibly the enemy within, the Trojan Horse that 
sympathizes with the docetic heretics, even though he and his 
followers have not yet left the fellowship~··~qlf it can be shown 
or accepted as reasonable - that 2 and 3 John are to the same church'• 
it is a warrantable assumption that Oiotrephes rejected true mission-
aries (from the Elder) but accepted false missionaries (from the 
heretics). Hence the warning of 2 John 10. 
The affirmative answer to the first question of this chapter, viz. 
<;I 
"Do Gaius and Oiotrephes belong to the same church?" adds another 
brick to the hypothesis. Had Gaius and Oi-0trephes belonged to 
different churches, 3 John and the "something" of 3 John.9 would 
have been to different churches. 
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( B) THE I LADY I : IND Iv IDUAL OR CHURCH? 
At the outset, it is necessary to discuss the enigmatic appe 11 ati on 
, \ "' / 
fK.l'..!KT':"} 1<.yc>t~ concerning whose translation {but not 
interpretation) t~ere now seems to be a fairly well established 
consensus. Guthrie sums up adequately: 11 The fact is that his words 
( 
? \ - / f.l<..A<;..1<..I'() I< UfH-~ ) have been construed in five different 
ways: 'the Elect Lady', 'an Elect Lady', 'Electa the Lady', 'th.e 
elect Kyria', 'Electa Kyria! .. n. Guthrie eliminates the last three 
at once, since Electa does not occur elsewhere as the name of a 
lady, and in any case it is "incredible" that two sisters should 
have the same (otherwise unknown) name (cf. v.13 with v.l). Kyria, 
moreover, is very rare in this sense.n The combination of these two 
words, both as proper names, would likewise be extremely unlikely. 
Strictly, of course, the better of the remaining possibilities from 
a grammatical point of view is "an elect lady" because there is no 
definite article. Guthrie, however, prefers "the elect lady 
since the address is evidently intended to be specific".S"4 ,n 
Many arguments have of course been assembled in attempts to demonstrate 
either the individuality or corporateness of the 'lady'. 
:> \. "' I The view that t'.. K./\~1<:1'1 Kuf'<.~ signifies a church or 
rl I ( 
Christian group of some sort. 
(1) Neither lady nor children nor sister nor nephews (and/or 
nieces) is mentioned by name - '~hich detracts from the 
personal character of the letter"."' Westcott makes the 
r-emark "it is not easy to suppose that the letter was 
addressed to an unnamed person." s7 Significantly, however, 
Dodd says that the names of writer and recipients normally 
"appeared on the outside of the postal packet" .st The 
puzzling lack of specificity is wholly explained by the 
hypothesis. If - as is generally accepted - 'Electa' and 
'Kyria' are not proper names, but a descriptiol;' 2 John's 
destination would be unmistakable as soon as Gaius opened. 
his 'parcel'. So easily is the problem confronting Guthrie 
- "The anonymous character of the personal allusions are as 
perplexing for either view -" solved. 
• . ·~ •. i ' • ' 
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(2) Some ancient writers regarded 2 John as having a church 
destination: Clement of Alexandria even suggested in one 
( 3) 
• G.o '' place that the whole Church was intended. ' Both Cl~ment 
and Augustine indicated (in different ways) that the itK\/°'-.,,_ 
of the Epistle were Parthians.63 That the whole world-wide 
Church cannot be meant by the writer is proved by the 
most casual glance at verse 13. 
The use of has been claimed 
as evidence that a church is addressed, but this is "very 
6'f 
precarious". Not only does the word exhibit the natural 
' / . construction KO(..Toi. tl'UV*i,<f"tV , but it applies 
no better to a church than to a matron plus a number of 
male (and female?) offspring. 
" ( 4) Bultmann says that lti.K Vol... - "can only be members of 
the congregation". 's Such an identification is possible, but 
it is not the only one." If the children be grown up, the 
reference can just as easily denote members of an actual 
phys i ca 1 family. 
(5) It is said by certain writers that the fact that "some" 
children are walking in the truth (v.4) "points to a community, 
not a family";'7 verses 1 and 13 also direct attention to .a 
"large and scattered family" .'9 Again the options (church 
versus family) are fairly evenly balanced. 
(6) The substance of verses 6, 8, 10, and 12 is "clearly not 
addressed to children".'' The assertion is true enough. 
provided the children were young at the time of writing. 
That need not have been the case. In any event, it may 
be the matron herself (as an adult) who is primarily 
addressed throughout the letter. 
(7) The predominance of the second person plu~al "suggests a 
composite understanding of the addressee 11 :
0
(As far as the. 
addressees are concerned the plural occurs about twice as 
often as the singular). Once more, the alternative possibilities 
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of plurality of church members or individuals within a 
family have about equal weight; perhaps the scales tip 
slightly in favour of the former. 
(8) The statement that the 'lady' is loved by "all who know the 
truth" (v.l) better fits a church.7' Possibly the statement 
is marginally more appropriate if understood in that manner, 
though a woman of the calibre of Priscilla, or Lydia, or 
Dorcas, or any one of the daughters of Philip the evangelist 
might well merit the description.72 
(9) The personification of the church in feminine terms in the 
New Tes tamenl'' (not to mention 01 d Testament passages where 
I 1 . t d . . ?fl. • d ?S . h 
7 ' srae 1s por raye as v1rg1n, marr1e woman, mot er, or 
wido~1 is a common devici~ 1' Nonetheless, it must surely be 
conceded on a priori basis that it is more likely that a 
lady be called a lady than that a church be so described! 
( l 0) The greeting of v. 13 is more natural from one church to 
another "than from one group of people to their aunt by 
means of a third party 11 ~0 The issue here is finely balanced. 
(11) The "children" of the lady are spiritual, not physical 
children, just as is the case with the Elder's "children".91 
The Second Epistle is therefore intended for "a concrete, 
particular church" .'1 Cl early the argument makes sense, but 
it must not be forgotten that in l John 3:11 ff the writer -
in his use of ~'bt.'>..,<f>6s - alternates between natural 
~nd spiritual relationships.93 
(12) The "new commandment" of verse 5 is better understood as 
addressed to a community. John Stott says: "John's 1 anguage 
is not appropriate to a real person, either in his statement 
of love (l :2) or in his exhortation to love (5). The elder 
could hardly refer to his persona 1 love for a 1 ady and her 
children as a 'commandment ..... which we had from the beginning"~~ 
The crucial words in the quotation are "commandment" and 
"personal". The very fact that the Elder uses "commandment" 
sufficiently demonstrates that he is not talking of love -
. ~' 
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human love - in a merely "personal 11 sense. To put it in 
other words, when Dodd writes " - the expression, 'whom I 
love in the truth' probably conveys the idea that the love 
which the Presbyter has for members of the church is not 
merely the natural affection of ordinary human friendship, 
but that divine charity, which, as it is God's gift to us 
in Christ, is also the proper relation of Christians one to 
another" 9~ his judgment is sound, but it applies in either 
case; i.e. the Elder may have been thinking more pastorally 
than personally whether he was writing to a church or a family. 
It has to be agreed that more writers favour the idea of a 
. . '" . 87.rt church dest1nat1on than a family one. What, then can be 
said on the other side? 
The view that ~KA£- KT~ signifies an individual rz 
Christian Lady 
(1) This is "the most obvious understanding 11 • 84' 
(2) The 'family destination' theory more readily accounts for 
the reluctance of early Christians to use the Epistle. 
Guthrie writes: "A private letter written to a lady would 
not seem of sufficient importance to receive canonical 
status" .'0 
(3) If 2 John was written to a church, why was it not specifi-
cally addressed? The addressee is (to the modern reader 
at least) referred to vaguely enough if an individual person 
be signified, but if a whole church be the recipient, the 
'title' is practically meaningless. It is true that 
Bultmann claimed that 2 John was conceived of by its 
writer as "a 'catholic' letter 11 ?'but the idea has not 
gained general approval. 
(4) Allegory was not only common in the ancient world, but,· 
among New Testament books, it is to be discerned particularly 
in the Johannine corpus. "But (as Ross says) is a sustained 
' .. 
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allegory of this kind likely in the case of so slight a 
letter?" 12. There seems to be no real reason for it ."3 
(5) Bultmann says "whom I love in the truth" need not designate 
a personal tie: by so saying he implies that it can do so. 
Similarly, Dodd said "the love which the Presbyter has ... 
is not merely natura 1 affection." f4' It was suggested above 
that the Elder was speaking more pastorally than personally 
at this point, but such a statement does not exclude a 
personal reference, indicating the warmth of friendship and 
that affinity which comes from long years as colleagues in 
Christian work. 
(6) If the 'lady' is a church, the distinction between her and 
her children would vanish. The writer says i1<.>..£1<.1~ 
1<.u~t°/: l<o<.t ro<s -r{"'-" OlS o< ;51.:js c.. 
no one would normally say "To the church at, X and its members". 
On this ground, v.13 ..,-~ -r{Kvot r~s ~b',>..tp>?.s crou r,:;s 
l1<.)\f 1<r'is could probably apply to a church without being 
at all forced, but verse 1 could not.'' 
(7) The reference to children in verse 4 and the general tone 
of the letter are quite intelligible provided the children 
were in their late teens or older at the time of writing!' 
In the same way the reference to -r/1<-\fo{ in verse 13 may 
be taken literally. 
(8) The very preseryation of 2 John may stem from its personal . 
destination. It may owe its survival (humanly speaking) 
to the fact that it belonged from the beginning to the little 
literary corpus in the hands of Gaius. Indirectly - and 
probably unwi 11 i ngly - Houl den bears e 1 oquent testimony to 
such a possibility: 11 - the Second Epistle of Jotrn is a 
shadowy, face less little work, and if it were necessary to 
declare redundant one item in the New Testament canon, it 
would be highly eligible"."7 
Assessment of the above points is difficult. There is an elusiveness 
about many of them, and a 11 (or nearly a 11) can be answered from the 
opposing benches. One sympathises with the judgment of Westcott, 
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that "no interpretation can be accepted as wholly sati sfactory 11 .'' 
The strongest 'pro-church' arguments would appear to be those 
that 2 John is not to children~' that the addressee is composite, '00 
and that the "new commandment" best fits a church~0' The most 
impressive 'pro-individual' arguments are the natural meaning of 
10:&. . . IOJ 
verses l and l3, the om1 ss ion of any church name, the awkwardness 
of the 'church' I 'members' reiteration in verse 11,04and perhaps the 
unnecessary nature of the alleged allegory concerning a hypotheti-
cal 2 John church.'0~ 
All in all,these opposing arguments almost exactly cancel one 
another out. In the end the simplest point of all - viz. that the 
writer states that he is writing to a 1 ady - must carry the day .'0 t. 
As a corollary to this it is apparent that two or three points 
made in the foregoing are explained much more adequately by the 
present hypothesis than in other ways, a conclusion that is justified 
in respect of the lack of names, lack of an address, and the 
survival of the Epistle~07 
(C) THE 'LADY' AND GAIUS 
It is beyond the power of man (with presently known documents!) 
to say whether or not the lady and Gaius belonged to the same church, 
and, more particularly, whether they were wife and husband. A 
few matters do point to the very real possibility of this being 
the case, however: 
(1) They are both. what Ross calls "noble" people: "If in the 
recipient of 2 John we have a noble example of Christian 
womanhood in the first century, in this letter (3 John) 
we are introduced to a first century gentleman of kindred 
spirit."'01 
(2) The two letters 'fit together' in that they are addressed 
in complementary fashion: i.e. 2 John is to a mother plus 
children but not to a father; 3 John is specifically to 
a householder but not to a wife or children.' 0 1 
(3) The letters are complementary regarding contents; it is 
··t: 
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as if the writer reserved something for each - he could 
have said to Gaius what he says in 2 John about true 
doctrine and prohibiting false teachers on the strength of 
it, or to the Elect Lady what he said to Gaius by way of 
commendation. 
Taken together, the above facts plus those that the letters are by 
110 • • ,,, • • 
the same author and written (probably) on the one occasion indicate 
that there is a considerable possibility (at least) that they were 
sent to husband and wife. If that be so, few would quarrel with 
the claim that they belonged to the same church! 
(D) SOME PERSONAGES OF 1, 2, and 3 JOHN 
It certainly cannot be proved that any of the persons discussed or 
addressed in any one of the Johannine Epistles is to be identified 
with those in any other of the books. Nor, however, can the 
possibility be discarded."i. The indications are as follows: 
(1) Unnamed characters in l John 
These fall into two definite groups - (a) the readers, 
(b) those who held heretical views and who had left the 
fellowship{'3 they are also called "false prophets".''¥ 
It is quite probable that a third group, doctrinally 
identifiable with the heretics but not at the time of 
writing physically separated from the orthodox, is 
indicated by 2:26. The verse reads "ro<Ui"'o( i'vt>o<"l'o<. 
c. --. , ' " \ / c _""l ,, 
U,Alv Tl'~j>(. 'llA':> \f 1fAo<. '\/~VT~\/ U~~'S. 
(
11 ! have written these things to you about those who are 
deceiving you 11 ). With this may be compared Houlden's 
translation, "those who are leading you astray"~'" Von 
Herbert Braun's statement "There are people, in great 
numbers, who deceive the believers","~nd the A.V. rendering 
11 cohcerning them that seduce you". The R.S.V. obscures 
the present tense by saying "those who would deceive you". 
The Greek implies one of two things: either that those · 
who had already left the fellowship are now leading the 
faithful astray (by example or proselytization) or that 
. ' 
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people within the fellowship are actually now leading them 
as tray. The latter is more probable. It may be a veiled 
reference to Diotrephes and his convinced followers. (G.W.H. 
Lampe, in commenting on false prophets referred to or 
described in the Synoptics, Acts, 1 Cor., 1 Thess., 2 Peter 
and 1 John, says that they may have acted "as a kind of 
'fifth column' within the community").117 
Chapter 3, verse 7, with its injunction ~'1 ~ ~1., TfAt(vJrav ~o2s­
may be simply prospective (as 2 John 10 is), or it may just 
as easily be understood as referring to people still within 
the fellowship."' The same can be said of the sinner/s 
characterised so sharply in 3:4, 3:8, and 3:10, verses 
which contain what B~chsel called 11 the weightiest and boldest 
thoughts of the entire letter". 1''1, 120 
(2) Unnamed characters in 2 John 111 
(3) 
" These are (a) the readers (called T'tl<Vo( in some places. 
in both 2 John and 1 John)~1 (b) other (unbelieving) members 
of the same fami ly~.21 ( c) the "many deceivers 11111tio "have 
· . l2S la' gone out into the world" ( 2 John 10 presumably refers to 
the same people as. verse 7, though the former simply says 
'r<S ). 
12.7. 
The two groups in the 3 John environment 
(a) the pro-Elder group led (it would seem) by Gaius, 
(b) the anti-Elder group led by Diotrephes. 
In the three Epistles as a whole, then, there are at least two anti-
Elder factions. One group (indicated in 1 and 2 John) departed 
from the church (2:18,19, 4:1, 2 John 7). Another group was 
apparently still wreaking havoc within it in the 1 John situation 
(2:26; cf.3:7). In the 3 John picture an insubordinate group led 
by Diotrephes was definitely within the local church. Is it not 
easily possible, therefore, to identify the 1 John 2:26/3:7 group 
with Diotrephes and his followers? l John fits the situation 
mirrored in 2 and 3 John.'L' 
' ~ ' . 
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A hypothetical reconstruction, based on a co-ordinated view of 
a 11 three books fo 11 ows : 
The central ('diocesan') church, presided over by the Elder, had 
experienced doctrinal deviation and practical immorality in certain 
parts of its membership. As a result of the ensuing strife a 
number of the unorthodox had left the fellowship. Before long 
the Gaius/Diotrephes church had heard of the schism: the Gaius 
faction advocated theological and moral purity, while the Diotrephes 
party had stood for theological 'toleration'. He disagreed with 
the Elder's handling of the situation which had led to the split. 
He thought that the Elder had unnecessarily alienated his opponents, 
he himself not recognising the need for separation from the world-
nor the centrality in the Faith of true Christological belief and 
love. Under the banner of 11 broad-mindedness 11 , then, Diotrephes, 
a member of the local church council and an ambitious man, sought 
local ecclesiastical autonomy. He felt strongly that by being 
so narrow, so tradition-bound, the Elder had lost members from his 
own church. Had he been a bit more accommodating, more 'advanced' 
(Diotrephes contended), the tragedy might never have happened. 
The Elder, not very hopeful. (on the basis of past experience) of 
winning Diotrephes round, had written l John to the local church 
in the 'epistolary destination'. He explained in that book to 
the congregation (as he had presumably explained to Diotrephes 
before) that popular though 'advanced' (i.e. docetic) Christology 
might be (4:2; 2 John 7), it is not true (sol John 1:1-3; 4:14). 
Diotrephes had lost patience with the reactionary spirit of his 
senior. Feeding his own ambition and reje~ting the Elder's strictures 
and advice, he boldly sent off the 'official' missionaries, and 
rounded on orthodox people within his own church. Diotrephes 1 
future policy was to proclaim a 'unilateral declaration of inde-
pendence', going even to the extent of welcoming docetic heretics 
excluded from the central and other churches (2 John 10). 
In all this he was assisted by some temporary illness of Gaius, ·who 
could be counted on to adhere loyally to the orthodox pro-Elder line. 
'!'' 
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The Elder's reaction was to strengthen what remained by writing to 
the church (l John)
1
:"Gaius (3 John); and Gaius' wife (the 'elect 
lady') . Both of the latter he encourages and commends warmly. 
Thus the simplest explanation, and one which appears to accord with all 
the facts of the three Epistles, is that all the personal details 
indicate that there was only ONE receivinq church for all the Epistles.'30 
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FOOTNOTES: 
1 Or perhaps four if the Gaius of Romans 16:23 is to be identified 
with the church member at Corinth (1 Cor. 1 :14). See the next 
footnote. 





Gaius of Macedonia, a companion of Paul at Ephesus (Acts 19:29) 
Gaius from Derbe (Acts 20:4). If the variant reading -
Aou(3l~cos for Af.p/3o<."tos - were correct, this 
Gaius could be equated wi~ the former (i~e. the man of 
·Acts 19:29). See Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the 
Greek New Testament, U.B.S., London and New York, 1971, 
pages 475, 476. An unimportant fourth century work, the 
Apostolic Constitutions (7:46,9), names Gaius of Derbe as 
the person to whom 3 John was sent, and the one appointed 
as the first Bishop of Pergamum by John. Interestingly, 
Clement of Alexandria relates how the Apostle John returned 
from Patmos to Ephesus and carried on a wide-ranging ministry: 
" - in some places to establish bishops, in others to organise 
whole churches, in others to ordain to the clergy some one of 
those indicated by the Spirit". Eusebius, H.E. III:23. 
Gaius of Corinth, who was baptized by Paul (1 Cor.1 :14). 
Origen (Commentary on Romans 10:41) says that by tradition 
this Gaius was the first bishop of Thessalonica. 
Gaius the host of Paul when Rom.16:23 was written. 
The addressee of 3 John. 
3The copyist of the Martyrdom of Polycarp. M.Pol.22:2. 
4-The Greek form 11 bore a somewhat Plebian stamp - 11 G.G. Findlay, 
Fellowship in the Life Eternal, Hddder & Stoughton, London, 
1909, page 36. 
'F.F. Bruce, Commentary, p.147. 
'commentary, p. 144; cf. Moffatt, An Introduction to the Literature 
of the New Testament, p.477. 
1i .e. highly respected in the Christian community. 
c ,, 
twalter Bauer (Lexicon, p.839) gives as the meaning of uytc(.l v...u 
11 be in good health", "be healthy (or) sound". The word may be 
used in any of three contexts: 
(i) of physical health, as i·n Mt. 8:13 
(ii) as a formula in an epistolary greeting 
(iii) figuratively with reference to Christian teaching. 
The second meaning is apposite in 3 John 2, and some writers 
see C.y<.oe..L\ft.V solely in such terms in the present context - e.g. 
Schnackenburg (p.321) says " - the Elder particularly wishes health, 
and indeed out of courtesy, not because Gaius suffered from an 
illness". The comment is interpretative: Greville Lewis has 
every right to add, "John also prays that his (Gaius') physical 
health will continue - or does he mean 'improve'? Has Gaius 
'·~ 
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been overtaxino his strength in the Master's service?" Commentary, 
p.135. See also Westcott, p.236, Brooke p.182, and the discussion 
on p.486 of Hoskyns' The Fourth Gospel; 
'I Bultmann, Commentary, p. 95. 
'°Far from claiming any official position for Gaius, Schnackenburg 
denies it to him: "a befriended layman" (p.312); "a prominent 
Christian and intimate friend of the 'Elder', but no official 
church person" ( p. 320). No reasons are given for the assessment. 
II For all that it may be legitimate to conjecture that Gaius had a 
position of some importance in the church, since the provision of 
hospitality was often the privilege of leaders - see 1 Tim.3:2, 
Titus 1 :8, and Hermas 59:27 (J.B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic 
Fathers, MacMillan, London, 1891, p.477). Stott says: 11 - the 
Elder would hardly have written so outspokenly of Diotrephes to 
any but a church leader". Commentary, p.218. At the very least 
Gaius is to be conceived of as "a leader of his party" (Houlden, 
p.151; cf. Bultmann, Commentary, p.95. 
11Though Bultmann sees an admonition directed against Gaius in verses 
5 and 6. Commentary, p.98. 
'3Manual Greek Lexicon of the New Testament, T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh, 
1937. 
'~Article 'Diotrephes' in the Zondervan Pictorial Encyclopedia of 
the Bible, Grand Rapids, 1975, Vol. II, p.129. 
ISWalter Bauer records its appearance in the writings of Thucydides: 
Lexicon, p.198. According to G.G. Findlay the name was found 
only "in noble and ancient families", and so Diotrephes "belonged 
to the Greek aristocracy of the old royal city" (Pergamum). 
Fellowship in the Life Eternal, Hodder & Stoughton, 1909, p.41. 
,, p. 16 7 
'>I ),t :>I 'I >I , " 
'7 t V /)D<. tp_o<. o<. v , f. y t° tK. tpo<... ol.. V T < , i. y t<' oe \,Oo(, o( U "r>;J 
arfd ('yf'"<i../Jo(. None of these except the rendering in the te~t of 
the U.B.S. t;reek Testament ( ry,.ac<~~ -rt ) or the first marginal 
reading has very weighty support. Metzger says: "The reading that 
best explains the origin of the others appears to be i'Vt'-<4'tX. 'T<, 
read by ~· A (B) 048 1241 1739 (Cop.sa. bo) arm. Ifl' order to 
prevent the reader from drawin~1 the conclusion that an apostolic 
letter was lost, the reading -typo<t.po< ~v (I would have 
written .... 1 ) was introduced into ~c 33 81 181 614 vg al. 
Other copyists, to avoid undue deprecation of apostolic authority, 
omitted Tl 11 A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament, 
page 723. 
' 8 ¢c ,\orr,.ow-rt-0~. The word is known only in Christian 
literature, though cognates appear in pagan writings. Bauer, 
Lexi con, page 868. See a 1 so W. Bauer, Orthodoxy anci Heresy in 
Earliest Christianity, S.C.M., London, 1972, page 133. Houlden 
states that "power-hungry seeks to convey the dis ti net ly 
perjorative flavour''. Commentary, p.153. The word does not 
resolve the problem about whether Oiotrephes is usurping or 
misusing office (Schnackenburg, p.327). 
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''Whether or not i.K/Bot~A ~ l means forma 1 excommunication cannot 
be determined. The verb may have a 'conative ' sense - nhe is 
for excommunicating themn - or it can be understood with strict 
literalness: 11 he throws them out of the churchn. Dodd (Commentary, 
p.162) favours the sense of a real excommunication in preference 
to either of these options, believing Diotrephes neither possessed 
or arrogated to himself 11 the required authority. Cf. G. Bornkamm's 
article 'T'Tt<J{tl'fdus in the Theological Dictionary of the New 
Testament, Eerdmans, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1964 -. 
10 According to 1 Clement, he who is to gain God's rewards must cast 
aside nall unrighteousness and iniquity ... all hatred of God, 
pride and haughtiness, vainglory, and ambition." The Ante-Nicene 
Fathers, Buffalo, 1885, Vol.l, p.14. A footnote against the word 
11 ambition 11 says 11 The reading is doubtful: some have ~f'Ao'icc.v(.,,,v, 
'want of a hospitable spirit 111 • The passage might almost have 
been written for Diotrephes: 
a1commentary, pp.327 - 329. 
~1Sometimes, but not often, Gaius is accorded a higher position than 
Diotrephes: Hoskyns says that it is not at all clear "that Gaius 
is not of equa 1, if not of greater, importance than Di otrephes". 
A New Commentary on Holy Scripture, S.P.C.K., London, 1951, page 
672. . 
1JThe quotation comes from Harnack, and is seconded by Bultmann 
and Eduard Schweizer (Church Order in the New Testament, S.C.M., 
London, (E.T.) 1961 , pages 127, 128). Schnackenburg treats the 
suggestion as a serious possibility, and Guthrie says "it is 
reasonable to suppose that he occupied the position of leader of 
this church". New Testament Introduction, Hebrews to Revelation, 
p.218. Floyd V. Filson, without discussion, expresses the same 
belief. A New Testament History, page 312. G.W.H. Lampe caTls 
Diotrephes 11 the chief person in a local church ... quite possibly 
.... an early monarchical bishop." (Article - 'Church Discipline 
and the Epistles to the Corinthians' in Christian History and 
Interpretation, C.U.P., 1967, p~ges 360, 361). Gore called Dio-
trephes a bishop who was installed by John himself. Commentary, 
pp.231, 232. Houlden regards Diotrephes as a legitimate bishop 
making a stand for 11 congregational independence". Commentary, 
pp.7,8. Greville Lewis agrees (Commentary, p.138), and expresses 
views similar to those of J.G. Simpson, who said that Oiotrephes 
"was becoming something of a little tin god". The Message of the 
Epistles, article in the Expository Times, Vol. 45, 1933/4, pp.486 -
490. 
~1 Clement possibly refers to the office of the episcopate, if that 
is what ToC> ovo~ooe.-ros ;-?j S ~ lT< er I< orrfis 
means. The Ante-Nicene Fathers, Buf~lo, 1885, p.17, and Light-
foot, The Apostolic Fathers, MacMillan, London, Part I, Vol .II, 
pp. 1 31 , 132. 
lSBut see E. Schweizer, who makes the claim that, in the Johannine 
milieu, 11 There are no 'offices' except among Jesus' enemies -
the Jews, Judas (John 12__:_6), Diotrephes(3 John 9) 11 • Article, 
'The Concept of the Church in the Gospel and Epistles of St. 
John', in Studies in Memory of T.W. Manson, Manchester University 
Press, 1959, page 237. 
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· .i.(,Commentary, p.162. 
11Ignatius teaches (a) that the bishop is entirely in harmony with 
the commandments of God (Philad.l), (b) that Christians must 
reverence the bishop and be in subjection to him ('Ephes. '2, 
Magnes. 3, Smyr. 9, and Polycarp 6), (c) that nothing is to be 
done in the churches apart from the bishop (Magnes. 7, Trall .7, 
Smyr. 8), (d) that the sacraments in particular must be 
administered by the bishop (Smyr.8). · 
29The expression is Schnackenburg's. 
~S.D.F. Salmond, article 'Diotrephes' in H.O.B., T.& T.Clark, 
Edinburgh, 1900. 
l 0 The point which is to be proved! 
pages 275 ff. 
313 John 5-8,10 
See above page 272 and 
31oodd, Commentary, pp.162,163. Kummel says almost the same thing: 
"according to the opinion of the 'elder', Oiotrephes has 
usurped an exclusive r8le, to which he has no right, in spite of 
his de facto r8le of leadership". Introduction, pag~ 314. Bruce 
concurs: "The language suggests a self-promoted demagogue rather 
than a constitutional presbyteros or episkopos". Commentary, p.152. 
33A position taken above (pp. 191 ff, 207 and 214 ff). 
McNeile/Williams say ''Diotrephes may have had Gnostic tendencies 
which easily fostered spiritual pride". Introduction, p.308. 
Houlden, on the strength of 3 John 3 and 4, classifies Diotrephes 
with the heretics of 1 John and 2 John. Commentary, pp.7, 8. 
3~Kummel, Introduction, p.314. 
3S 
Commentary, p. l xxxi i 
''commentary, p.133 
l1Commenta ry, p. 161 
3tcommentary, p.224 
''commentary, p. 153 
f0~1<.K.~'1cr{o<.s in 3 John 6 must mean the church to which the 
missionhries returned; it is irrelevant to the present issue. 
~'Interestingly, Bultmann discerns two groups of differing spiritual 
status )n l John. He says (of 5:13): "Those addressed are the 
readers as believers, not the congregation as such - 11 • 
Commentary, p.83. 
"'1 Dodd credits Diotrephes with majority support. Commentary,pp.162,163. 
Significantly, Houlden says. that the dissidents in 2 John may have 
been in a majority (because of the tone of 2 John 4). Commentary, 
p.143. If such be the case, theories that 2 John is later and/or 
to a more remote place than l John obviously lose much of their 
force. 
lflsee Dodd, Commentary, p.161, and Wilder/Hoon (Interpreter's Bible 
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Vol.12) pp.209, 310, and 311. 
4-4uytc1..(•./'i.lV (v.2) see above, p.288, note 8 and Dale Moody, 
The Letters of John, Word, Waco, Texas, 1970, page 127: (re Gaius) 
- "His spiritual health is better than his physical condition ... 
This may indicate some physical frailty or temporary illness". 
fl.SMoffatt held this view, but in his case because the Tt of 
3 John 9 was equated with 2 John. Introduction to the Literature 
of the New Testament, p.477. B.W. Bacon appears to have held 
the same view for the same reason. The Making of the New Testament, 
Williams and Norgate, London, pp.215, 217 (no date given). So 
also A.M. Hunter, Introducing the New Testament, S.C.M, London, 
1957, p.180. 
~Whatever may be said about Gaius, the limits of Diotrephes' 
influence are hinted at in the last verse of 3 John: 11 - V.15 
probably shows that there were followers of the elder, or at least 
his line of thinking, in the congregation". Bultmann, Commentary, 
pp.101 ,103; cf. Schnackenburg p.332. 
~7See page 291 note 33 and the references there. Houlden very 
correctly affirms: "doctrinal elements are not as lacking in 3 
John as may at first sight appear". That commentator goes on to 
remark on the six occurrences of "truth 11 in 3 John. Commentary, 
p.150'. The quite disproportionate frequency of ~,>..19s.c.~ 
relative to the New Testament generally and its greater frequency 
in 3 John even than in 1 John and 2 John seems to indicate the 
writer's concern about the theological situation even as he wrote 
this book. 
4-8 With reference to 1 John 2: 20 ff, 2: 27, and 4: 1-3, Schnackenburg 
says, "the former rebe 1 1 brothers' recruit around the fa 1 teri ng 
church members in order to expand their own circle". Commentary, 
p.119. In another place he says of the church (i.e. at least of 
the 1 John church) that "the front passes directly through its 
own ranks". (p.151). The lines were apparently not clearly 
drawn at the time of writing. 
~'See above concerning the connection with "those who deceive" in 
1 John, p. 284 ff. 
~op. 27? above, and pp.283 ff above. 
~•schnackenburg reaches the same conclusion even without resolving 
the issue of Gaius' ignorance of Diotrephes' activities: "Gaius · 
... must according to the whole situation belong to the same 
church". 
DNew Testament Introduction, Hebrews to Revelatinn, pp.212, 213. 
53'f<.v,,o("<. r.ieans a mistress, especially the mistress or lady 
of the house (cf the Latin Domina). KtJl°_(o<.<. was sometimes 
used of various feminine gods - Artemis, etc. 
54'Bultmann affirms that, as far as he is aware, all commentators 
insert the article; he then says "Julicher translates correctly 
as 'to an elect lady'". Commentary, p.107. 
·"''~ 
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f~Earlier, Brooke had generally anticipated Guthrie's judgment: 
11 If the theory of individual address is maintained, it is 
certainly better to assume that the name is not given". 
Commentary, p.168. 
S''Guthri e, p. 213 
r1commentary, p.214 
f 8commentary, p.145 
s1Perhaps even a nickname! 
'
0 As did Jerome - Moffatt, Introduction - pp.476, 477. See the 
discussions in the commentaries of Brooke (p. 169) and Schnacken-
burg, (p.302). 
"'and/or 11 virgins 11 - Se~ Dodd, Commentary, p.xiii. 
Sophia the Apostle John is called -rT-'f'9.£vc~ ! 
Apocrypha, Vol .I, p.256. 
In the Pistis 
New Testament 
612 John uses neither 17"o<t b<~ ( 3 times in 1 John) nor I'S.I< v t~ 
(7 times in 1 John). Bultmann says that Christians are called 
rl1<.vo( in other places in the New Testament and in Jewish 
writings (Commentary, p.108, note 5), but in the three Pauline 
verses he quotes and in 3 John 4 the people concerned are nK.vo<. 
of the apostle or Elder, i.e. of a father in the faith. By 
contrast, in 2 John, the -r<"Kv-< are children of someone else, 
viz. the tK>.t.K•'1 KUtJ(o<.. 
UMoffatt, ibid, p.476, note. 
'~rooke, p. 170 
"commentary, p.108 
"Against Bultmann it can be said that if some "children'' were not 
following 11 the truth 11 , it seems that some heretics are nonetheless 
called "children 11 • This does not accord with 1 John 2:19 ff 
or 5:21 (where deviationists are reckoned to be pagans). However, 
if 2 John is to an actual mother rather than a church, the problem 
of non-Christians still being designated 11 children" is solved. 
'7A.H. McNeile/C.S.C. Williams, An Introduction to the Study of the 
New Testament, Oxford, 1952, p.307. 
68Lewis, Commentary, p.127. 
~See Brooke, p.169. McNeile/Williams also say that the subject-
matter, e.g., inter alia, the warning against false teachers, is 
more suitable to a community. 
7°Guthrie, p.214 
71Dodd; Commentary, pp.143, 144. 
71 See below , page 296 note l 07 re Mary and Martha. 
n2 Cor.11 :2 ff, 1 Peter 5:13 (both referring to a local church, 
Eph.5:29 ff, Rev. 2:19 (the universal church). 
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7"' E z e k . 1 5 : 7 ; c f . I s . 5 2 : 2 
7sls. 62:4,5; Jer. 2:2 
7'Is. 54:1 ff - cf Gal .4:26 
771 s. 54: 4; Lam. 1 : l 
78In two articles published in 1902 and 1905 respectively, H.J. Gibbins 
argued for a church destination for 2 John. He showed that it is 
common in Isaiah 54 and 55 and in Baruch 4 and 5 for Israel to be 
represented symbolically by a mother and children or a mother onl~ 
or children only. The same kind of thinking (he said) lies behin 
the use of £K>.~x:,-ofs and ct'U'l"-1<.~t.t<.T"~ in the opening and 
closing sections of 1 Peter and ltc:.'>..'IKT~ and l<c.Jf>(o<. . 
in the salutations of 2 John. The obvious difference from the 
Jewish books is that "in 2 John as in 1 Peter the prophetic figure of 
a woman to represent a community has been transferred to a Christian 
Church 11 • 'The Problem of the Second Epistle of St. John', Expositor, 
6th Series, 12 (1905), pages 412 - 424, and the somewhat less im-
portant earlier article, 'The Second Epistle of St. John', Expositor, 
6th Series, 6 (1902), pages 228 - 236. 
The obvious questions go unanswered: (a) Why so obscure a method 
of writing for so slight a book as 2 John? 
(b) Why 2 John only, and not 
the other 'Johannine' books (viz. 1 John, 3 John, and the seven 
letters of Revelation 2 and 3)? 
1'1 "'Lady' has·also been proved as a honorary designation of a 
political community (Kuria Patris), and appears to have gone 
over from the profane sphere to the church. 11 Schnackenburg, p. 306. 
F.F. Bruce comments on 2 John l: "Cf. also the disconsolate female 
figure 'Captive Judaea' on Roman coins celebrating the fall of 
Jerusalem and suppression of the Jewish revolt". The Epistles 
of John, page 145. 
'
0Guthrie, p.214 
ft3 John 4 
il.K~mme 1 , p . 31 3 
tlThere is uncertainty over whether .< bf.'Atj>tiv in 5:16 means 
a spiritual or physical brother, but in that passage there is 
no alternation; one or the other is meant throughout. See Stott, 
pp.189,190. 
«4Stott, p.201. Obviously it is very inappropriate to go further 
and to consider (as J. Rendel Harris did in the 'Expositor' of 
1901) that 2 John was 11 virtually a love-letter 11 • 
U Commentary, p. 146 
~'Thus Lightfoot (St. Paul's Epistles to the Colossians and to 
Philemon, Zondervan, 1970, page 305), Westcott, Bernard Weiss 
(A Manual of Introduction to the New Testament, Hodder & Stoughton, 
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London, 1896, p.199), Brooke, Gore, R.W. Stewart ("l - 2 Timothy, 
Titus, 1-3 John" in the Speaker's Bible, edited by Edward Hastings, 
Aberdeen, 1942, page 119), G.T. Purves/H.S. Gehman (The Westminster 
Dictionary of the Bible, Collins, 1944, pages 320,321), Blagden 
(The Epistles of Peter, John, and Jude, C.U.P., 1929, pages 56 and 
75), T.W. Manson (A Companion to the Bible, T.& T.Clark, Edinburgh, 
1939, page 124), Dodd, Clagg (An Introduction to the New Testament, 
Hodder & Stoughton, 1948), Hoskyns (2 John in A New Commentary on 
Holy Scripture, edited by Gore, Goudge, and Guillaume, S.P.C.K., 
1951, page 671), McNeile/Williams, Wilder/Hoon (Interpreter's Bibl~, 
E. Schweizer (article 'The Concept of the Church in the Gospel and 
Epistles of St. John', in Studies in Memory of T.W. Manson, 
Manchester University Press, 1959, pages 244, 245), Love (I, II, III 
John, Jude, Revelation, Layman's Bible Commentaries,S.C.M., 1960), 
William Barclay (The Letters of John and Jude, The Saint Andrew 
Press, Edinburgh, 1960, pages 161 ,162), Ernst Haenchen, Lewis, 
George B. Cai rd ('John, Letters of', The Interpreter's Dictionary 
of the Bible, edited by G.A. Buttrick, Abingdon, Nashville, 1962,2, 
pages 947 and 949), F.C. Grant {The Epistles of John, Nelson's 
Bible Commentary, Nelson, New York, 1962), William Neil (One Volume 
Bible Commentary, Hodder & Stoughton, London,. 1962, page 531), 
l.H. Marshall (article, 'John, Epistles of', New Bible Dictionary, 
I.V.F., London, 1962, page 644), Schnackenburg, Stott, R.R. Williams 
(The Cambridge Bible Commentary on the New English Bible, C.U.P., 
1965, pages 12 and 63), Kammel, R.E. Brown ('Epistles of John' 
entry in New Catholic Encyclopedia, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1967, 
Vol .7, pages 1078-1080), Bultmann, Filson ('First John: Purpose 
and Message', Interpretation, 23, 1969, pages 259 - 276), Ralph 
Russell (1, 2, and 3 John in A New Catholic Commentary on Holy 
Scripture, edited by R.C. Fuller, Nelson, London, 1969, page 1261), 
Bruce, Dale Moody (The Letters of John, Word, Waco, Texas, 1970, 
pages 15, 16, and 119), Houlden, and Drumwright (article 'Elect 
Lady' in Zondervan Pictorial Encyclopedia, 1975). Sometimes the 
'church' is reckoned to be that of Pergamum - see George Johnston, 
1 I, II, and III John' in Peake's Commentary on the Bible, edited 
by M. Black, Nelson, 1962, page 1039. 
~7Henry & Scott (A Commentary on the Holy Bible, Romans to Revelation, 
Religious Tract Society, London, 1835, page 573), F.D. Maurice 
(The Epistles of John, MacMillan, London and New York, 1893), 
William Alexander (The Expositor's Bible, The Epistles of John, 
1901), S.D.F. Salmond (Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible, 1902-4, 
Vol .II, page 741), H.A. Ironside (Addresses on the Epistles of 
John, Lcizeaux Brothers, New York, 1930,l), J.G. Simpson 
(E.xpository Times, Vol. 45, 1933/4, pages 486-490), G.T. Manley 
(The New Bible Handbook, I.V.P., London, 1950,page 404), Ross, 
Charles C. Ryrie (Johannine Epistles entry in the Wycliffe Bible 
Commentary, edited by C.F. Pfeiffer and E.F. Harrison, Moody Press, 
1962, page 1479), Donald Guthrie, Leo G. Cox (The Wesleyan Bible 
Commentary, Eerdmans, Grand Rapids, 1966, page 315) and Leon 
Morris (New Bible Commentary Revised, edited by D. Guthrie & 
J.A. Motyer, I.V.P., 1970, pages 1270/1). 
gr H. von Campenhausen takes a 'via media' regarding the 'lady': 
"A small group of spiritual elect within the congregation". 
Ecclesiastical Authority and Spiritual Power, London, 1969,p. 140. 
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g9 Guthrie, page 213. Ross agrees: "The first impression made on us 
by that form of address and by the whole tone of the letter is 
undoubtedly this, that it was written to an individual, to some 
outstanding lady of Asia Minor." Commentary, page 129. 
qoP.215. Earlier, on pp. 206 ff,Guthrie summarises the growing 
use and acceptance of 2 John by the early church . 
.Y1Commentary, p.108 
f1 Cor.imenta ry, p. 129 
73Still less is there a reason if 1, 2, and 3 John belong together. 
Moreover, the fact that 3 John is addressed to an individual 
perhaps suggests that 2 John is also. 
''fcommentary, p.146, see above p. 281 
"rsee the discussion in Ross'sCommentary, pp.129,130. 
16Cf. point (4) on page 279 
q1commentary, p.139 
~~Commentary, p.214 
tlPoint (6) on page 279 
100 Point ( 7) on page 279 
101 Point (12) on page 280 
/O 2 ( 1 ) on page 281 
/03 ( 3) on page 281 
/Olf( 6) on page 282 
/OS ( 4) on page 281 
10'so J.G. Simpson, after discussing the possibility of a church 
destination for 2 John: " - it seems to me far more natural to 
suppose that the obvious suggestion of the letter itself, that 
it was addressed to a household, is correct - ". The Message of 
the Epistl~, ~xpository Times, Vol .45, 1933/4, p.486. 
1"7Theori es that the 'lady' is Mary the mother of Jesus because of 
her supposed residence in Asia on the strength of John 19:27, or 
Martha (Aramaic for 'lady') are unprofitable conjecture. 
10tcornmentary, p.130. See also the identical terms,emplo,Y.ed in 
the greetings of 2 John 1 and 3 John 1 ()us (. ov ) i.Y~ 
.) ... ) :) l I' 
o<yoe~ f..V o<A~9i.t~. 
'
0 9See p. 8 
U0 See Chapter 1 , above 
"'See Chapter 2~ above. 
' ,· 
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''l.Though fanciful "identifications" involving other New Testament 
books must be discarded; see pp. 45 ff above. 
113i.e. the "antichrists", 2:18,19 
''""l John 4:1 ff. "The false teachers are now called 'pseudo-prophets' 
no doubt because 'prophet' is a person who speaks in the Spirit of 
God, and these deceivers falsely represent themselves as Spirit-
fi lled". Schnackenburg, p.219. Dodd says that the false prophets. 
had a wider hearing than the orthodox. Commentary, pp.xviii, 
xix. In particular l John 4:5 ( o 1<,o~o~ o<VT'~V «1<otJ£{) 
supports Dodd's judgment. · 
llS Commentary, p.75 
n' Literar-Analyse und theologische Schichtung im ersten Johannesbrief, 
p.287. 
"7Article 'Church Discipline in the Epistles to the Corinthians', 
in Christian History and Interpretation C.U.P., 1967, p.360. 
11iSchnackenburg is convinced (on linguistic grounds} that "actual 
opponents and seducers are envisaged" in 1 John 3:7. Commentary, 
p.184. 
'~See Schnackenburg, p.184 
11ort would be difficult to find a more exact description of Diotrephes 
and his frame of mind than that of Schnackenburg when he is com-
menti_.ng on l John 4:17 : The writer "denies ... that the ~yc('n'1 
9!ou can abide in a Christian who turns away his needy brother 
from the door-step of his he.art". p.200. 
'~'Strictly, of course, the Elder is not named either. 
/1.2.Five times in 1 John, 3 times in 2 John, and once in 3 John. 
IJ.Jsee 2 John 4. It should be noted,however, that the implied "some" 
could conceivably be connected with c of>..,1<o<. rather than 
"following the truth". Bruce, Commentary, p.139. 
l&lfThe word -rrA~vcs may mean a wanderer, vagabond, juggler~ 
deceiver, or impostor. Probably the last two meanings (a 
deceiver teaches wrongly; an impostor masquerades) are both apt 
in 2 John 7. E.W. Bullinger, A Critical Lexicon and Concordance, 
Bagster, London. 9th Edition, 1969, p.210. Braun says that the 
-rr>..~v~v word-group "carries on eschatological accent". 
Literar Analyse - p.288. 
n..ssuch people probably left the church finally, but they may have 
been .aping true Christians as the latter followed the commission 
of Christ to go out as missionaries. Stott, p.208. 
tz."The verse says that the 
o~"'(o<.v - into 
in a Christian's home". 
Conformity: the Freedom 
in Christ and Spirit in 
heretics are not to be received 11 'Els 
the house church perhaps, or given hospitality 
C.K. Barrett, article 'Conversion and 
of the Spirit and the Institutional Church' 
the New Testament, C.U.P., 1973, p.375. 
' - ' ~ : ' ; ': ' 
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> . , 
· 1a.7Additionally, (1) unnamed ~9vt1<.ot Gentile individuals, are 
ia.tsee p.272 
hf Hence 3 John 9 
referred to in 3 John 7. The term is quite 
general, and does not denote any particular group 
(cf. Mt.18:17). J.A.T. Robinson says that 
"in III John 7 - the word is used in its typically 
Jewish contemptuous sense of 'the heathen'. 
Twelve New Testament Studies, Studies in Biblical 
Theology, No. 34, S.C.M., 1962; p.132. 
(2) Demetrius and other itinerant missionaries, plainly 
'pro-Elder', must be included: "Demetrius is 
presumably an active figure.in one of the deputa-
tions in view - ".Wilder/Hoon, Interpreter's 
Bible, 1957, page 312. 
~00ne receiving church; there was also the 'diocesan' church, and 
possibly others in the area with similar problems, though perhaps 
not so acute, as they had no Diotrephes! 
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FINAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The hypothesis advanced in the opening pages of this study amounted in 
essence to the claim that the Johannine Epistles were complementary 
writings, that all were written at one time 1 by one writer'and to one 
place dealing with one main problem. The problem had the two aspects 
of doctrinal error and sub-Christian behaviour: the treatment in the 
Epistles is refutation combined with a many-sided positive presentation 
of Christian life as it should be. 
While the questions posed by the Epistles can never be answered with 
absolute certainty, an examination seems to support the various aspects 
of the thesis with a varying degree of historical probability: the 
'single author' contention of chapter l is strong, and so are the claims 
based on structure~and the nature of the error.3 Common dating is un-
proveable; but fairly likely. The pattern of eventssand position and 
status of persons~fit the hypothesis admirably, but they do not exclude 
other possibilities. 
\;Jhile enjoying less than proof, then, the hypothesis has opened up a 
fascinating field for further enquiry, particularly in the areas of 
the richness and manysidedness of first century church life
7
in the 
1 Johannine 1 environment. It co-ordinates the previously unco-ordinated. 
poorly co-ordinated, or allegedly unco-ordinatable. 
It constitutes what Aristotle might have called a 'probable-possible'. 
FOOTNOTES: 
1The Fourth Gospel was included 
structure was also important. 
respectively. 
"'Chapter 3 
3 Chapter 4 
If Chapter 2 
! Chapter 5 
'Chapter 6 
at these points; the study of its 
See above, Chapters 2, 1, and 3 
?especially personal relations and chur~j}_discipline. For more 
details of the consequences of the hypothesis, see above, pages 
3 and 50 to 52 
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